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I. Lunar Program

At 03:12 EST on November 18, 1961, Ranger 11 was launched from Cape
Canaveral into a low Earth orbit. The spacecraft re-entered the atmosphere that
same night. As in the case of Ranger I, scientific results of the flight were slight,
but spacecraft engineering data again showed that the spacecraft survived the
launch environment and performed all of its programmed functions in orbit.

The Ranger RA-3 spacecraft and launch vehicle are at Air Force Missile Test
Center (AFMTC) being prepared for the first Ranger lunar mission attempt.

II. Planetary-Interplanetary Program

Procurement and fabrication of Mariner R assemblies have been largely com-
pleted. Assembly of the first spacecraft is scheduled to begin in early January 1962.
Preliminary design of Mariner B is proceeding as planned.

Ill. Deep Space Instrumentation Facility

Telemetry data from the nonstandard Ranger 11 trajectory was obtained by
the Mobile Tracking Station on 2 passes.

To aid in the design of the Advanced Antenna System (AAS) various tests and
studies have been conducted. These include foundation studies, wind measure-
ments, wind tunnel tests, and structural, servo and RF feed tests. The Echo Site
85-ft Az-El antenna will soon be moved to a new location at Coldstone where
it will be used for research and development. A new 30-ft antenna will be
installed near it, and a new 85-ft HA-Dec antenna will be installed at the Echo
Site for operational use.

Performance of the Cassegrain feed system has been improved by a modification
in its optical design.

CONFIDENTIAL
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PART TWO
LUNAR PROGRAM

I. Ranger

Ranger 11 was launched on November 18 at 03:12 EST, 6 orbits. As in the case of Ranger 1, all spacecraft sub-
after a countdown that was unusually smooth; the only systems were determined to be operating, but the scien-
delays were for correction of minor difficulties in the tific results of the flight were slight. The ground portion
Agena umbilicals and in the Atlas LOX tanking meas- of the system operated better than in Ranger 1, in that
urement. real time data operations were achieved both before

The Atlas performance was completely satisfactory, and after injection. All functions other than Agena 24d

despite a minor error in staging time, and the Agena Is, burn (e.g., spacecraft separation, solar panel extensions,
bum (to acquire parking-orbit speed) took place on etc.) took place as planned.

schedule. The 2nd burn did not occur. As in the case of
Ranger 1, the spacecraft was left in a low Earth orbit, The risk of the Ranger RA-3 mission is, of course,instad f th deirednea-esape rajctor. Aena increased by the Ranger I and II failures, because the
instead of the desired nearescape trajectory. Agena stabilized cruise mode of the spacecraft attitude-control
telemetrysystem still remains to be demonstrated; until it is, littlefailure was entirely different from that of Ranger 1. On confidence can be placed in the mid-course and terminal
Ranger l1 the Agena roll gyro was inoperative through- aneuiver sequences required for the lunar mission.
out the flight. With no roll control, the Agena depleted Nevertheless, the preparations for launching RA-3 remain
its attitude-control gas supply shortly after the 1" bm, nevrhele The reparations for ln Amand as umbing t te tme o 2" bun. Te 2 '  ~rn on schedule. The RA-3 spacecraft, Agerna 6003, and Atlas
and was tumbling at the time of 2nd burn. Te 2nd burn 1 17D successfully completed a joint flight acceptance
start sequence began on schedule, and the engine ignited arnd compatibility (J-FACT) test on January 5, 1962, at
but immediately sht down, probably because of gas AMR. The Aeronutronic lunar capsule was shipped to
ingestion due to the tumbling motion. AMR on the same day. The spare capsule, however,

Data was received from Ranger It at all DSIF stations developed a destructive internal short circuit, and efforts
during its brief flight, which probably terminated after to prepare a 21'' spare were immediately started.

CONFIDENTIAL 3
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A. Systems grammed 2n' burn due to the expulsion of
oxidizer. The net loss of approximately 3100 m/sec of

1 velocity to be gained during 2"d burn resulted in an Earth
Ranger I Trajectory orbit having an apogee altitude of only 313 mi.

The Ranger I spacecraft was placed in a low Earth Since 2nd burn was not attained, the velocity meter did
orbit on August 23, 1961. The standard trajectory was
essentially achieved up to ejection from the parking orbit; not initiate the engine shutdown function; this event wasa component failure in the propulsion system of the performed by the timer backup signal. Separation of the

Agena B prevented Ranger 1 from achieving the required spacecraft from the Agena at 1530 sec followed. Teleme-
velocity increment for standard flight, try indicated a separation velocity of approximately 0.6

m isec with approximately 0.15-sec separation time. Fol-
a. Asent. Liftoff was normal, with all systems oper- lowing separation of the spacecraft, the Agene performed

ating properly. The Atlas performance during ascent was the required yaw-pitch maneuver in preparation for firing
satisfactory (Ref 1). The guidance system initiated the of its retrorocket. The retrorocket Bred and the subsequent
cutoffs of the engines at near-nominal times, and the coast altering of the Agene trajectory (to prevent the Agena
ellipse prior to Atlas-Agena B separation was within from following the spacecraft trajectory) was successful.
specifications. The Atlas-Agena B separation sequence b. Potinection. The characteristics of the postinjection
was performed satisfactorily followed by expected stabili- trajectory are presented in rable 1. These are the best
zation and pitch-down controls. The Agena B timers were obtainable parameters using an orbit determination pro-
started by Atlas guidance commands and the 2nd stage obain able t usin an oi de iniorsequence of events was normal. A gene 1" burn data indi- gram (ODP) available at J PL. The ODP is designed for
cate hat teve arnorbit was, achievdta indi use with deep space probes similar to the Ranger I stand-
cated that the proper parking orbit was achieved. ard trajectory and, therefore, lacks certain features which

A malfunction in the Agena B engine 2nd burn ignition are mandatory for the determination of low orbits. The
sequence allowed the gas generator to start but kept the most important of these features is the exclusion of any
main fuel valve closed. A small velocity gain type of drag effect experienced by the spacecraft during
of 84 m/sec was obtained during the pro- the decay of its orbit. As a result, it was necessary to

Table 1. Orbital parameters of Ranger I
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Table 2. Sequence of flight events redetermine the orbit for each excursion about the Earth.
________ The final orbit of Ranger I will be determined by Goddard

PIs ted Actual time, Space Flight Center using techniques developed for low
altitude satellites.

Liftoff IOMI) 0 100410.32 There are 6 orbits available in Table 1, 1 for each day.
Als booster cutine se3raton7 136.90 The epoch on each day was chosen to be just prior to the

taAge . reostr tieprat247.3 236.2790 start of the set of new periods at Woomera. The orbit
Alat Asstirsart tffr 27.3 273.50 1 defined is representative of the actual orbit up to the
Starsut aleprimr cutioff 26. 273.001 last new periu..i at Johannesburg, a duration of approxi-
Aglo verier cutoff 295.3 269.91maey1hr
Noss shrowd pin puller squibs Fire 296.6 29160 c. Standard and actual tralctrkea. A comparison of
Mid-body pin pullers and retrorocket Fire 29.8 294.97 standard and actual trajectory parameters is presented
Jottisee. horizon scanner fairing 30756 307.60 in Tables 2 through 6. Table 2 compares the sequence of
iniOat - 160 doe/min pitch rafte 314.06' 314.01 :10. 11 flight events; Table 3 compares the Atlas coast apogee
Transfer to -3.54 dog/mis pitch rot 317.06' 317.07 * 0. 11 conditions; Table 4 compares the parkdig orbit parazn-
Uligee rockesh Fire (I1" burn) 337.00 337.12 eters; Table 5 compares the injection conditions, and
Telemsoeer signal acquire (Antiua, Table 6 compares th ri aaeesat ineto.In

shta 9. 1) - 346.6 geeastsa the ogrbimet paaeterts w injheection
OGoenereter I Fire (I" burn) 349.06' 349.05*::0. 11 geeastscoraremnextswhteecpin
Thrust olemeal. 90% F.(0I" bure) 350.31' 350.56

Tdm~ sina Is 456Cat~fl Table 3. Atlas coast apogee conditions
Engine cutoff, 70% P. I I" bure.) 499.411 499.48
ownsing dwrelel (1" burn) 149.10 146.90 Parameter Predicted _____wIt

Horizen scanne position squib fire 516.06' 516.10 __________ I___ Vector 21bvk

Helum valve Off Squib 2 Fire 5 16.06' 516.10 Inertial velocity. u/so 5646.72 5654.65 5645.52 5650.06
Stop Atioeprimary Dtimer 50.06, 520.10 Alitude. km 1164.3369 181.9107 164.62011 184.45S6
Telemeter slignal less (Antlgee StatIon 9.1) - 766.00 Orbital incinetionI
Telemeter signal ecquire (Ascension, 0000. dog 32.62 32.63 32.62 32.61

station 12) - 1152.39 h- -

%~ser Ages.e primary D-timer 12"6.27' 1267.25 * 0. 11
Litlle rockets Fire (21A bumn) 1271.28' 1271.37 * 011 Table 4. Parking orbit parametes
Transfer to -4.74 dogi/mmi pitch rote 127.25' I1271.37 *0. 11
" eGessnrae2 Fireo(2'sburn)3 133.251' 1283.35 *0.03 item ( + No, (A+ 110' IA + +s 0 iJLftdt

Thrust ottinment. 90% P. (2" burn) 12645( - oi"It 65347 54108 51.54 5574
Engine cutoff. 70% P. (2"6 burn) I373.50' 1360.32 *0.03' APerle 5.49 - 03577 7.693
burning duretion (2"4 burm) 69.00 96.9?' Aporee. hi.. 656.646 6583.615 6596.530 "614.216
Start telemetry Calibrate 1360.25' 1361.35 AAogee -15.967 -26.662 -46.566

Payteed interface connecter fire I5S25.25' 1525.35 Per'd. min 86.139 66.245 88.436 68.531

Payload pin puliers Fire 1530.25' 1530.35 loed-016 ." - M
Eccentricity 0.00106 0.00271 0.00323 0.00112

Agone-4onger - speti. complete - 1530.51 Akiceentrlcity - 0.00163 - 0.0021S - 0.00412
Itiate I60.deg/mln yaw rote 1533.25' 1533.31 *0.11 Apo@e-

Telemsetr signal lees (Ascension, pe"e, km 14.171 35.587 42.476 6".422
Wtaioe. I) - 1563.08 inclinat~n 32.699 32.770 32.778 32.65

lemotoe yaw pogram 1593.25' rogtle. deg

Transfer to 5.5$-dlog/mie. pitch rote 159".25' __Nodo a, dog - - - 279.10
Argument of -- 194.60

Rerorocket Fire 1920.25' _*pwitee w, deg

*Adiustd for primary Otma start of M.06 me. Pouitioe. of epoch. - 136.50
bAdjusted for reebart b-timer sae" of 246.2V sec. W + w., deg
'Adiusted for primary Of-timer restert of 12W.111 sec. poh--.- Aug. 23. 1961
69uowe. of fewe sinal. ___________ 1512
4uration of gas generator operation. 'N + N = nominal Atee + nomnl Agene.
rNet aveileble. 6A + N = actual Aflas + nominal Aes..
vVerlficuten of event onty. 'A + N + S = A + N + octuat Ignition and burou.
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of Tables 5 and 6 which show large differences since initiated the cutoffs of the engines at near-nominal
nominal injection was not obtained (Fig 1). times, and the coast ellipse prior to Atlas-Agcna B

separation was within specifications. The Atlas-
Agern B separation sequence was performed satisfactor-

2. Ranger II Tralectory ily. After separation, the Agena B spacecraft vehicle
exhibited instability in roll due to lack of proper signalsRanger II was placed in a low Earth orbit on Novem. from the Agena B roll gyro. Analysis of the Agena B

ber 18, 1961. The standard trajectory was essentially flight data shows that the Agena B roll gyro stopped

achieved up to ejection from the parking orbit; a com- flig dat ween the the ck ma B T gyro rain

ponent filure in the attitude control system of the spinning between the gyro checks made at T -260 mi

Agena B prevented Ranger II from achieving the required
velocity increment for standard flight. Table 6. Orbit Iarmeters

a. Ascent. Liftoff was normal. Atlas performance during Conk poometlm at Injection Preded Actual

ascent was satisfactory (Ref 2). The guidance system Twice total energy/unit moss C., km/sec' -0.662,272 -59.4131

Angular Momentum C, km*/sec 72,155.9 5 1,696.9
Semi-major axis a, km 640,561 6709.03

Table 5. Injection conditions Som.-minor axis b, km 91.470 66I.1

Eccentricity * 0.969752 0.024911

Parametr Prdicted (firt Period of revolution, min 85,035.2 91.1413
Inclination of the plane of the orbit to

Time from launch, sec 1373.4233 1346.32 the equatorial plane I, dog 32.6032 32.9213
Radius vectar, km 6569,4743 6542.1648 Longitude of the ascending mode 11, dog 279.761 279.8169
Earth-fixed velocity, m/sec 10,586.0223 7505.6997 Argument of perigee w, dog 194.003 197.788

Erth-fixed flight path angle, dog 1.6231180 -0.0633612 Closest approach distance, km 6564.34 6564.19

Geocentric latitude, dog - 9.199791 -7.8371254 Apogee distance. km 1,274,557 6176.111
Longitude, dog 346.1711965 343.962990 Time from perigee passage, sec 32.63 -47.11

Earth-fixned azimuth, deg 122.97036 124001160 True anomaly u, dog 3.14822 -3.2601

STANDARD T "AJECTORY

EARTH

R, dNE-R 17 ACTUAL TRAJECTORY

ASLENSION ISLAND
RANGER.I ACTUAL TRAJECTORY ACNINILN

APOGEE INJECTION; PERIGEE

4GENA 2 nd BURN IGNITION

PARKING ORBIT INJECTION

AGENA IIs BURN IGNITION

PARKING ORBIT ATLAS CUTOFF

LAUNCH

M0 N 0 ---. W

Figure 1. Ranger I and II orbits
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during the countdown and the Atlas roll program exe- the Agena B Is burn carried the vehicle safely under the
cuted shortly after liftoff, jettisoned shroud and into a nominal parking orbit. How-

ever, a high roll rate occurred during the lo burn period
The Agena B pitch-down program, occurring soon due to the roll gyro failure. As a result, Agena B guidance

after Atlas-A gena B separation, was satisfactory so that gas depletion occurred shortly after the burn period. The

Table 7. Orbital parameters of Ranger It, November 16, 1961

Time.of 'Iftetde U1pedi of porkenter pesege Pore", min
X V I I I i I AM**e,ml

V I I ftP.ige, 01

1344.302 'ec 8.0132.460 soc 8.5274

-O.6349I651' 0.18544364 0.4343551 0.;""931221 0.64001940I 0.4195310611 6579.81 3353 9.5 402
0.6598362114 0.43141 .339543393 0033871 .1951060610 0.1249051#13 0.022 336.4170 131.3020 111,231

1. e .=.l . 0. Is' ton. .1% ... mdth Greewich ~.mId oil" s es" emw I.I del, vI. Eart fix I e oity I. km/se. , Isp.6 se.4pe.
weft wrlingpm 0 tec14410 16... deg. .' Is k-11 e0s. of .s m.d oeit .4 InA *,* I. die

6409"~,~Iiy. * 6,9614 of 0-19. 4.,..
I..dle.4Ie. of orbit pit f I. 1q.1 It-ph.. d". l.". .. Iey, dee
All 9146 e h% GMW

Tablie 8. Sequence of flight events

EvntPredicted time Actuel tins. Een Predicted flme, Adtua lie,

Liftoff IOMT) 0 0612.21.$029 Helium voveOff Squib 2Fire 523.0' -0

Atlas boester cutoff 136.3 136.4 Stop Agents primery D-tlmer 527.01 527.1

Atles booIste -r engine Seperatien - -6 Telemeter signel le"$

Poed Agena tested timer 249.0 253.9 (Antiua Stellen 9.1) -763.0

Telemete signal ecquire
Atlas sustainer cuteff9 276.1 260.2 (Asceonsien. Station 12) -1125.0

Staed Agana primary 0-timev 28161.5 292.0 Restadt primary D-timer 1265.9' 12414.9
Atlas vernier cuteff9 295.2 295.7 Ullage reckets Fire (2nd burn) 1269.9' 1269.9 (No. 3)
Nete shreud pin puller squibs 1282.7 0Ne. 1)

Fire 297.5 297.7 Transfer te - 4.68 deg/min
We-el i ulesadpitch rote 1269.9' -6

refrereckets Fite 300.5 300.7 Gos Generaor 2 Fire (2nd burn) 1231.91 1261.9

Jettison horizon scanner fairing 313.0' 313.2 Thrust attainment. 90% P,

Initils - 173 degf/mln (2nd burn) 1263.9' 1232.8
pitch rote 318.0O 318.2 Engine cuteff. 70% P, (2nd burn) 1374.2' 1282.8

Transfer to - 3.36 deg/min brigdato(2dun)90.3 0
pthrt321.'313Staed telemesory celibrete 1381.90 1382.4

Ullage rackets Fire I(Ist burn) 34 1.0' 341.2 PyoditraecnetrFr 569
Telemeteor signal acquire

(Antigue. Station 9.1) - 352.0 Paylead pin Pullers Fire 1531.9' 1531.6

Gas Generator I Fire (I1st burn) 353.0' 353.0 Agena.-6anger separation

Thrust attainment. 90% F, cemplete --

(1stf burn) 354.5' 354.4 Initiate 110 deg/min yaw rate 1334.9' 1534.7

Telemeter signal loss Remove yaw Program 1534 .9' .59.0
(Cape Canaveral, Station 1) - 473.0 Transfer to 5.55 deg/mmn

Engine cutoff, 70%F, (I burn) 506.6' 506.4 pitch rate 1534.9' 1595.0

Burning duration (I of burn) 151.7 154.0 Telemetry signal less

Horizon scanner pesition squib (Ascension, Station 12) - 1640.0

Fire 523.0' -' Restrorocket Five 1921.9' -

@Adiusted for primaory 0-timestrt of 2M.0 mec. 'Adiusted for primary 0-ti1mer reitr af 1265.9 loc.
&Not avalaeble. 'Verification of event only.
-Adlustd for restart D. timer start af 253.9 me.-
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exhaustion of guidance gas cauised vehicle tumibling in Table 10. Parking orbit parameters
all 3 axes.

Parameter Nominal JPL data

Vehicle tumbling apparently prevented proper pro- Perigee, km 6561.4 6502.331
pellant tillage control. Engine shutdown occurred imine- A Perigee 59.1

diately after 2"d burn ignition, probably clue to ingestion Apogee, km 6575.1 6640.055
of pressuirization gas. Second burn ignition imparted .1 Apogee -65.0

approximately 6.2 rn/sec finpulse to the vehicles. The net Period, min 68.3 88.354

loss of approximately 3176 in,'se of velocity 'o) be gained A1 Period -0.1
Eccentricity 0.00105 0.0105during 2 11" buirn resuilted in an Earth orbit having an .1 Eccentricity -0.00945

apogee altituide of only 146 ifl*Aoeeprgek 37 3.2

Spacecraft separation and Agetio B retrorocket firing Incltode nl, deg 3258 33.623

occurred at the proper times. No 180-deg yaw inanetiver Argden ofrie, d g - 336.62

was performed by the Agenui B dute to gidance gas Pogimenn of epwo w-y dg - 137.76

deleio.Epoch - November 16. 1961

8:20019
b. Postinjection. The characteristics of the post injection

trajectory (Ref 3) are presented in Table 7. These are the
best obtainable parameters using the ODP. The final orbit Table 11. Injection conditions
of Ranger 11 will be determined by Z-oddard Space Flight

I ActualCenter using techniques dleveloped( espexcially for low Parameter Predicted (first orbit)-altitude satellites.
Time from launch. sec 1373.4055 1212.6

Table 7 presents only 1 representative orbit since the Rodius vector. km 6566.9782 6598.3621

lifetime of Ranger 11 was approximately 1 day. The decay Earth-fixed velocity, in/sec 10,567.1210 7363.8873

due to drag was significant after the 1*1 seve'ral orbits. Earth-f iied flight path. angle, dog 1.7238 0.1951

Geocentric latitude, deg - 9.0679 - 5.6133

c. Standard and actual trajectories. A comnparison of Longitude. deg 346.1921 339.543

standard and actual trajectory parameters is presented( Earth-fined azimuth, dog 122.8447 124.9052

in Tables 8 through 12. Table 8 comrpares the sequtence
of flight events, Table 9 compares the Atlas coast apogee
conditions, Table 10 compare's the parking orbit parumin- Table 12. Orbit parameters
eters, Table 11 compares the injection conditions, and
Table 12 compares the orbit parameters at injecetion. In Conic parameters at injection Predicted Actual

general, satisfactory agreement exists %vith the exception Twice total energy/unit mann Cs. km'/nec -0.6211.909 -60.5798

of Tables 11 and 12 which show large dlifference's since Angular momentum C,, km'/nec 72,150.0 51,212.1

nominal injection was not obtained (Fig I). Semi-major ais a, km 640,934.0 6579.61

Semi-minor aim b, km 91,48.0 6579.75

Table 9. Atlas coast apogee conditions Eccentricity.9 0.989760 0.004292
Period of revaluation, min 85,104.0 18.5274

8.1-urrelihsInclination of the plane of the orbit to
G..-ureuhnthe equatorial plane i. dog 32.6557 33.3 153

Parameter Predicted Veto' 1 0.5 Vetoe 0.1 Longitude of the ascending node It. dog 325.132 336.4170
nec nec

Argument of perigee wi dog 193.644 59.0654
Inertial velocity, in/nec 5646.4 5650.7 5652.5 Closest approach distance, km 6563.43 6551.57
Altitude. km 185.5 185.9 184.3 Apogee distance, km 1,275,304.5 6606.04
Orbital inclination, deg 32.614 1 32.605 1 32.603 Time from perigee passage, nec 34.62 1931.8

'Vernier engine cutoff. True anomaly v, dog 1 3.33910 1131.30201
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B. Engineering M~echanics funictioned p~roperly\; no( mdiications% to thlese' areas are
nlecessary for ftitu re flights. D~espite the nonstandard

1 . Equipment Packaging orbits attain~ed iii these flights, it was possiible to analyze
The ajo porionof he Rpigr HA -7 -8 and-9 it( spacecraft tvtlperatllre data. It is concluded that the

eIiipento pcring of thn unange fAront til II-3 Win(1) t uprature control systent of the spacecraft functioned

-A, and -5 configuirat ion. H-owever, thlere are sonic sotihactheil onpacefigttaind heo proper orbits.n

additions and chaniges which wsere necessitatedl dlue to S a h pccatatandtepoe ris

repackaging of the L - Band cotilumicat ions assemlyV For lan.-ers RA-fl. -7, -8, and -9, the electronic andl
the replacement of the scientific instrunnents and telescope structural requirements for the hligh gain L- and S-hand
electronics asseniblv of Electronics A~ssemnbly IlI with the antennais requiire no changes to the existing Agceua-Ranger
S-band ranging experimtent, and the additioni of scientific interface, tlhots enisuring complete interchangeability.
instruments for radiation measuremuents. *iimmilarlv, the mtechanical and therinal interfaces be-

a. Electronics Assrnably 11, L-band comntiat41*ions. tweeni TV capsule and b~us require only ininor differences

This assembly has been comnplete'ly repacliaged to ineor- ill fittings and p~aint patterns. Thel( basic reoluiireinent of
porate the electronics and other Ill- cojulipmnt itto hums interchangeability between Ranger RA-3 and -6 type
standard inodule forin. Ihel( drawings of this new\% assem- missions remainis unimpaired.
his' have been released and inany of thle stimehiassis and
assemnbly chassis have been ordered or deoliveredl. A han 3. Mo(irto et
separator will be liout 5Ce in the cont Iiiclat ion clls ( dSis M ode shapes and natuiral freque'ncies have b~een inves-
when the S-hand ranging esllerilnent is flownt. Tlhis adi t igated for tihe Ranger RA-3 vehicle. The test vehicle was

tionl sml~ascmihlv~~iI heuse (li du 1 ~thle lla,,g'r proof test model, which is structurally the

b. Electronics Assernbly Ill, S-bamad rtinging exp'ri- same)( as IIA-3. Thel( test specimen was mouinted to a rigid
nuent. This assembly will be flown only\ on H - and -9. suipport ring, which in tuirn wa-is bolted to at concrete floor.
and will requnire (umuny mnoduiles for It A5. -6, muid -7. In Several modal vibration shakers were tisedl to excite thle
adodit ion to thle modu ules reo piiiredo foi r o pe rat i(on of t he
S-band ra nging experinient, -1 muldixlve (of the d itta (()It
tioning systemn wsill be housed in the assemnbly Icase for
BIA-5 thirough -9. D~rawings of the S-banid suib issvi blm( s
are in prcs and p Jellreit ent oIf theii a~soctiatv pacl~Ik-

aging hadro Iare will fiollo1w.

c. Scientific instruments. These inistrumeintts consist of
3 radiationI experimnents: at tissuit v(pliv-ahi't ioli/t I I

chatmbelor, at part icli ft\ deIit ectior, mid It a onr ts po
ionizat ion ch ambier. Th e pat ich . fll lu\ i dett r anud Il
N eher ioniz11at io n clha mber akre siiilar ti M ~a riner 1H con-

figiratiions. Thel( tissuicequliivalenit ioizatiuon (h ilillr is
at cottiphetels' new uttlit.

IDu e to prm.'utirviet n t sd-i sutl ing problm o111 f electronic
c 41 i lmuet, thei Ne1 cr ioiz at io n chambe110r \% ill hoe aiboardl
thle BIA-S throuigh -9; the- particle flits (hi'tctior and the
tissutic (puivalentionzto hme vt ~ i V

and-g I( add~itionl (If tleo latter vslpirimen'tts will reojuire-
sI ift:1 th I ssi c iiat el electro necs 'sith li ( d5( 'S Ill

2. Spacecraft Design
a. Mech.haniical aind strtrimal syi/2 (l. 'alVid 0i fI

telimun'tv data front the Ilan"Io, I itil II illhts juloicilti's

that thei Npiwecraft Im~i'u'faiicAanduui strutetuial stuiii Figure 2. Setup for angle vs torque tests
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various normal modes. Significant results were This maneuver will b~e accomplished using a small,
natural vehicle cantilever frequencies of 16.1 mionopropellant hydrazine-fueled propulsion system of
16.3, .34.5, and 35.1 cps andl a natural vehicle 50-lb vacuum thrust. This propulsion system will he capa-
torsional frequency of 37.8 cps5. Structural damping bWe of delivering a variable total impulse in conjunction
coefficients were found to be 0.04 in the 1"' mmloe and~ with an inte*grating accelerometer system.

0.08 n th 2 ' ode.All valving functions onl the propulsion system are
A shake test wsas coinductedl onl the freely suspended accomuplishied using explosively actuated valves. On

Ran ger 11.-3 dynaiitic equivalent mtockup (Figs 2, 3). The Rangers 11.-5 through RA-9, r(,((ntly developed dual-

purpose of the test wa',s to allow investigation of tihe bridgewire hierme~tically scaled squibs will he used in the
vehicle angle versus applied torque for a limited fre- exp~losiv'e valves in lieu of single-bridgewire squibs to

quency range. The test verified the theoretical calculationl attain a high degree of reliability. A detailed dlescription
for this frequency range. of the propulsion system, the' operational design philoso-

phty, and a system schematic aire contained in SPS 37-3.
D evelopmnental progress is re.ported( in SPS .37-3 through
.37-12.

AN Duiring this reporting perimd. project activities hiave
conisistedl primarily of fabrication andl procureme~nt of

p~arts for the BIA-5 through RA.-9 propulsion systems, flight
acceiptanee- testing of the parts. and~ the generation of
specifications ain(l operating p~rocedumres reqhuiredl for pre-
IM ul1Mi~ ad hluCh akCtivities.

D. Lunar Capsule

1. Introdudion and Summary
I I ~tnoer sublcontract for the dhevelopment of a complete

hin ur cap~sule sub~system. .4eronuitronic Division of Ford
Motor Company is Supl\ing at lunarf seismographic cap-
suilt and ancillary equipments for Rangers RA.-3, -4. and
5. s the Ranger spacecraft approaches the Moon. the

capsule will be sep~aratedl froiti the spacecraft and braked
to allow a survivable landing which will emiplace a sensi-
tive seisniotueter onl the luinar suirface. D~ata fromn the
seismnonttr will then b~e relayed to FEarth receiving

Figure 3. Freely suspended Ranger RA-3 Stations.
dynamic equivalent mockup A4s au result of the simuilated lmmnar landing (SLI.) tests

itl(l suibseq~uent mechanical int(ifications, a series of
separate. major dlevelopmnental tests were instituted onl
ilie capleit electronics, the ordInance assemblies, the

iutSul~ktionl an1d thermal control sy-stem., andl basic struc-
toire of the survival sphere andl the imipact limiter.

Two subassemnblies of the suirvival sphere. the main
C. Prop~ulsionl batteries and the voltage-ctmtrolled smibcarrier oscillator

NCO~(), both fabricated kindler subcontract. develoleed
Il( RB vgcr sp ael (raft wyill perfor tri Isingle ii jul prob 1t'~ lemt' is. Bothi had beten previu isly qualified and were

l)rolol i u it o ii vr to remiovle or reoci t tlic re gil nh-d to be nearly fi nisl td items. Because of changes
njt (t ifot dIisperlsio n (rror.s * r t riors ill fabrwicat ion pr ce'duires, thle uinits delivered
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failed in late development tests. Efforts were required in completed landing spheres to provide necessary assur-
design and quality control to make required revisions ance that the revised parts were qualified in a manner
and produce new units on a schedule consistent with consistent with the entire sphere.
design proof testing to meet the flight schedule. A parallel
VCO effort was also instituted. All the vendors are now The altimeter has been completed, and Wiley Elec.
delivering units constructed to rigid process standards on tronics has delivered them on schedule.
the required' schedule. The retrorocket program, after an extensive staffing

Two final design proof tests of complete landing revision, has proceeded well. Previously encountered fail-
spheres were planned, 1 an airplane drop, the other a tires were successfully diagnosed, and corrections were
testing machine impact. Tests were delayed several weeks confirmed by test frings. The support structures, squibs,
by unfavorable development test results and subassembly clamps and associated equipment, and the power and
deliveries. Furthermore, it was deemed necessary to sequencing assembly are completed and available for
introduce 2 more design proof test impacts of partially flight.

Table 13. Design proof test program summary

Test No. Consponent Completed dit Results

61 Separation clamp 11-27-61 Change in clamp configuration to add guard for radiation shield retroc-
lion and minor change in electrical contacts required repeat of

separation test to obtain tip off impulse and separation time, and
repeat of shake test. Clamp separation met specification.

82 Spin motr 12-20-61 Test fiture problems held up test. Five rounds fired successfully. Design
adequate for flight.

64 Explosive bolt cutter 11.17.61 Design qualified.

65 Altimeter 9-15-61 Design qualified.

66 Payload (separation) 9-9-61 Design qualified. Separation meals specification.

17 Major capsule structure 6-11-61 Design qualified. Structure good for all fight loads.

N Landing sphere 11-24-61 Thirteen test vehicles built and tested with varying degrees of success
to separately investigate functional subsystems. Final test on S/N
DPT-S successful. Meets flight requirements.

69 Acceleration switch 11.-61 Design qualified.

I10 Retromotor igniter squib 9.6-61 Lot qualified.

6ll Capsule battery - Failed in Nov. Battery redesigned for 2" time. lottery structure suitable
for impact. Failure was due to internal leakage not caused by environ.

mental tests. Additional battery now being tested.

513 Retromotr structure 3.61 Design qualified.

614 Caging pin motor 10-10-61 Lot qualified.

615 Squib switch 10-26.61 One lot previously rejected. Present lot accepted without sterilization.

10-2-61 Addition of structural members will require repeat of shake part of test
516 Altimeter support and erection system and scheduled Nov. 20 and 21.

(structure and function) 12-6-61

10-21-61 Design qualified thermally. Final design of support and retraction system
17 Thermal radiation shield (thermal test) fabricated for design proof structural and vacuum cold retraction test.

12-10-61

aIl Thermal control valve 9.7-61 Lot qualified.

619 Capsule positio. switch 11-8-61 Design qualified.

320 bulkhead terminal seal 10-6-61 Lot qualified.

B21 Power and sequencing assembly 12-22-61 Initial test failed because of battery. Battery redesigned. Also power and

sequencing assembly redesigned to include arming timer. Develop.
meat tests gave good results. Formal design proof test gave good
results.

623 Penetrator (venting) squib 10-24-61 Lot qualified.

124 External wiring 9.1-61 Successful. Tested with B7 and 116. Also tested in joint systems tests at
JPL. To be retested.

626 Altimeter battery 12-22-61 One ESS battery (alternate design) failed in Nov, test. Yardney battery
pack partially failed in Dec. After design modification bath batteries

are arceptable.
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2. Test Program mental tests, were conducted in May in the initial
simulated lunar landing tests. All major objectives ofa. Design proof teat. The lunar capsule design proof these first tests were met; it was demonstrated that the

test program has been completed on schedule during this laboratory impact tests were adequate for further testing

reporting period with 2 minor exceptions. The survival la nd ig es and adequate sys tes

sphere battery is still under electrical test and several of landing spheres and survival sphere systems.

rounds of the spin motor qualification test remain to be As a consequence of these tests, however, the mechani-
fired. The spin motor qualification will be completed in cal design of nearly every portion of the survival sphere
early January. The battery is being tested for long term was revised or modified to produce a more reliable over-
discharge to simulate the flight batteries. Status of each all system. All of the development involving these changes
of the major design proof tests is shown in Table 13. was conducted on a series of separate but major tests on

b. Acceptance testing. Implementation of formal the several, separable subsystems of the survival sphere.
acceptance tests for assemblies and parts fabricated for Detailed revisions of the final design were not com-
flight use has continued during this period. With the pleted until the fabrication of DPT-5, the final test

exception of the batteries to be used in the power and vehicle. Table 14 shows this developmental process. Table
sequencing assembly and in the altimeter, all parts to 15 indicates in more detail failures observed and infor-
support the Ranger HA-3 have been tested. Testing will mation gained during this testing process.

continue during the coming period on parts and assem-
blies to be used in support of Rangers RA-4 and -5. Test DPT-4. The batter.s in this unit failed during the

plans, previously prepared, have been modified in some buildup phase of the unit. Since there was insufficient

instances to improve the tests or to reduce the time power for operation of the timer and other equipment,

required to perform each test. functions depending on electrical power could not be
tested.

c. Landing sphere development and qualification
testing. During this reporting period, the developmental The capsule was balanced and subsequently fired on
and qualification program has been successfully con- the Hyge testing machine at 166 ft/sec and impacted at
cluded in a final demonstration design proof test of a 90 deg. Following this the penetrators were fired with an
complete landing sphere. The first tests of major signifi- external power source. There was no visible damage of
cance, beyond the initial subsystem empirical develop- the payload due to impact or to the penetrator blast.

Table 14. Landing sphere test history

I r ws.oN eq ______ _

Test Themel Usceie S'o'me Conftd Tress- Ansemssv eI c le , c n " e d e n d I rc H on V en " d c4 d

Inesloglea te __ III!!mpll@e c feed

DPT- 4 - • -c

lTV. -. _ 4 4 4 4 , 4

ITY-2 ___ 4 4 4 __ 4 4

TV-3 4 4 __ 4 _ _ ___

ITV.4 - _ _ , 4 4 ,

SO V.1 4 4 4 4 4 4 41

ETY. - __4

OT-V-2 - _ _ 4 r 4 ___

DPT-4 4 4 4
DPT-3 5

:Good results.
tFailure.

:Tested but with sore deviation or only a partial system.
'No lst.
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The DPT-4 vehicle limiter and upper insulation shell A postimpact thermal test was performed by removing
half were removed after sled impact. The necessary the insulation muffs and shells and installing them on the
instrumentation for conducting a thermal boiloff test dummy payload structure. The caging wires and antenna
was installed. The upper half of the insulation shell was coax were installed during both tests. Three equilibrium
installed and sealed inside the impact limiter. This assem- heat rates were established during this test. The first was
bly was subjected to vacuum in the high-altitude test 3.15 w with the dummy payload at 199°F and the cham-
facility. The test could not be completed due to a small ber at 76 0 F. This approximates the lunar day environment
leak in the brazed aluminum payload structure, which with the heat loss in the opposite sense. The other 2 were
prevented evacuation of the chamber and insulation, run with a chamber temperature of -320OF with result-

The insulation and shells were removed and placed on ing heat loss rates of 3.80 w at 68OF and 3.37 w at 330 F.
The increase in postimpact heat loss over preimpact cana dummy structure equipped with carbon resistor heaters beatiudalotwlytoheritonflsrac

and thrmitorfortemeratre easremnt.The be attributed almost wholly to the radiation foil surface
and thrmitorfortemeratre easremnt.The inside the shell, which was damaged by the penetrator

antenna coax and caging device wires were also installed
blast. There was no apparent physical damage nor appre-resulting in a representative thermal mockup which was cal hfigo daetlyr u oteHg mat

placd i a oube wal. iqud ntrogn-cole vauum ciable shifting of adjacent layers due to the Hyge impact.placed in a double wall, liquid nitrogen-cooled vacuum

chamber. An equilibrium heat rate of 3.05 w was estab-
lished with the payload temperature being maintained 3. Equipment Status
at 32OF and the chamber at -320 0 F. a . pormace.

DPT-5. Initial electronic system checks were made Weight control. Latest revisions to the capsule weight
on November 20. The transmitter frequency measured status are presented in Table 16. Also shown is the previ-
900.14095 me, the VCO 558.3 cps; the sphere was bal- otis evaluation. The changes shown reflect redistribution in
anced the same day. On November 24 the capsule was the classification of potting materials and wiring in order
subj,'cted to a Hyge impact. The preimpact velocity was that the categories be more meaningful in weight control.
151 ft/sec. Frequency measurements made before and Accompanying this table is Table 17 which gives weights
after impact are: and center-of-gravity stations. Final weight trimming by

adjustment of the impact limiter weight 1 is been

Relative time Transmitter frequency, mc employed to achieve the particular retrovelocity incre-
ment. This weight trimming w. s not accomplished until

Before 960.14240 completion of the retromotor qualification tests, which

After 960.13940 provided accurate motor performance data.

After )i hr 900.13891 Performance. Final evaluation of the expected inflight
After I day 960.13944 performance for the whole lunar capsule system is now

in process. Table 18 gives current estimates of the vari-
Both penetrators fired 15 min after impact. The sphere ances of capsule axial velocity, transverse velocity, and

was observed to roll over a few degrees as a result of altitude at retromotor burnout. The transverse velocity

the firing. The sphere was resting on the smooth concrete data 'or the spin motor and retromotor are estimates
of the Hyge pit floor. Subsequent measurement of the based on limited data and are believed to be conservative

angle between the axis of the payload and vertical was to a factor of 2. Considerably more experimental and

about 26 deg. This is attributed to displacement due to analytical effort would be required to refine these esti-

the penetrators. The postimpact caging mechanism fune- mates, although further analysis continues.

tioned as it should. Mean values and 95 percentile points are estimated as

The DPT-5 insulation was constructed identical to the follows:
Ranger RA-3 units using 31 layers of 0.0085-in. thick
Dacron felt interlined with 30 layers of 0.00045-in. thick Parameter Mean value 95 percentile
aluminum foil and 0.0048-in. thick Dexiglas paper. Insula-
tion muffs were sewn around all holes and equator. A Burnout altitude, ft 930 -
preimpact thermal test was performed on the insulation Vertical velocity, ft sec 105 140
with resulting equilibrium heat rates of 2.09 w at 33°F Transverse velocity, ft/sec 110 214
and 2.42 w at 67OF while enclosed in the 320°F vacuum Impact velocity, ft sec 156 235
chamber.
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Table 16. Lunar capsule weight summary Table 18. Dispersion estimate

lupeCtod Previous Contribution to burnout dispersion, nas
Comnponent IIA-3 capsule

welght, lbs weight, Itb' Subsystem Transverse Axial seantrng
velocity, velocity, t surce

ketreockt payoad________ ft/sec ft/soc ft

Survivell sphere Bus 56.6 20.0 240
Electronics, antonme, batteries Mechanical alinement 10.6 - -

and wiring 24.0 24.3 Atmtr-7
Structure, Insulation devices 13.5 12.7$oeaincmp10
Watw 3.6 3.7

7.8me 7.r7. Spin motor 53.0 0.2 2.0
Power end sequencing

Nlotation fluid and oute shell 6.2 8.2 assembly - - 6

Survival sphere total 57.1 56.7 Netromotar 40.5 16.0 235
Impact limiteW 32.2 37.1 Ia" Sum Square 6925.6 356
Vibration demper, and clamp 1.0 1.3
Slanc weights 0.3 -

Central timer, batteries, and wiring 1.2 1.4 lots were used. Qualification test firings used samples
Maerw hoot shield 0.2 - from each of the grinds.

TOtal9 reoeo payload 92.0 96.5 The manifolds were treated as a separate subassembly.
mewrs At the present time, all but 3 of the qualification and flight

Iteecket mete end Igniter 214.4 213.3 motor manifolds have been completed. The last 3 are in
Spin motwr ignite end attchmment 2.4 2.3 final stages of assembly.

Tetal toparot weight 3011.6 312.1 Final assembly has been specified on 7 motors. Of these,
Bus mounted eoipoetl the last 5 were assembled with the sterile technique.

Altimseter and a e. 6.6 6.6

Almete support end deoployseent 2.1 2.0 Qualification tests. Five qualification tests have been
Motor support structure and sepeation 3.8 3.6 conducted. The general specifications and results are tab.
Ss inftofc J-bon end cennecters 1.0 0.9 ulated below. All Brings were conducted at ambient
Hoot shield 3.4 3.0 conditions. Firing results normal indicate no unusual

TeOe luna capsule 32S.7 328.1 characteristics of ignition, thrust buildup, torque level,

:As of December 15. 1661. total torque impulse, or thrust unbalance.
Imspocted aeit rpoed In 5P5 V-1. 71

Test number 104 114 118 127 130
Tabl 17 Oprateetl shedue e weght ceterTest date.
Tale17 Oeatonl cedle o wiht cntr1961 11-17 11-21 11-27 12-4 12-11

ef gravity and inertia Cast (late 11-10 10-26 11-2 1l-1 10-28
____________________ Oxidizer

weight, Co-1ZI, - ierti grind 43 42 43 42 41

Cllbte In. Sell P" To Mitini Special None Vibration Complete Complete
-R___- Iesults Normal Normal Normal Normal Data not

Loach 32S.7 449.2 3.25 11.37 11.15 reduced
After separation 306.6 448.2 2.51 6.3S 9.34
At burnout 111.9 437.7 0.62 3.43 3.4 Motor Installation. A number of tests were conducted
At impact 69.3 432.1 0.67 0.6 066.te""' .. o h

--- . - to d~eermfine th oa ueflection chsaracteenstics o h
retromotor closure plug and the spin motor under installa-

b. Spin moor tion loads. It was determined that a preload of 40 lb on
Motor production. All motor grains were cast in a the spin motor will prevent rattling during vibration and

contnuos prducion un etwen Otobe 18and will not cause excessive loads on the closure plug.

November 10. 1961. Propellant for the motors was mixed Velocity increment due to z-axis component. Total
and cast in 1-lb lots, using single lots of constituents torque impulse imparted by the spin motor is computed
except for the oxidizer. Because of equipment limitations from the results of qualification firing, for which accurate
in lot size for o'ddizer grinding, 4 different oxidizer grind computer results are available.
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Total thrust impulse in vacuum

T 28.34 X 2.51 1.56 = 142.5 lb-sec
6.65/12 140

Thrust impulse on z-axis = 142.5 tan 10 deg 25.1
lb-sec.

Velocity increment

Vi = 2. 2.62 ft/sec
308.4/32.2

At separation, the capsule weight = 308.4 lb, and the

1,oi = 2.51 slug-ft2.

The spin motor characteristics are:

Area ratio r = 3.4

y= 1.25

Nozzle angle = 10 deg Figure 4. Postfire view of rotrorockot Motor 45

Nozzle radius = 6.65 in. exact start point could not be isolated. All indications
Cr.,, = 1.4 (sea level) were, however, that the failure was not motor induced

Cr. - 1.56 (in vacuum) and the firing was considered no test of the motor.

c. Retrorocket. During the period November 20 Photographic records of the acceptance tests show that
trough 30,D191,luari capsue periodover ac e the nozzle exit cone aft of the spin motor index notchesthrough 30, 1961, lunar capsule retromotor acceptance. suffered deterioration in the later stages of burning. The

tests were accomplished at the Arnold Engineering and deterioration is characterized by flaring of the portion of

Development Center (AEDC) test facility. The following the nozzle aft of the notches and subsequent visible

report is a brief analysis of results of these tests, and breang up of the a othe nozzle.Te viaring

a summary of capabilities of the 5 flight motors for breaking p of the aft edge of the nozzle. The flaring

various lunar impact trajectories. More detailed informa- starts nominally at n a of burning, and visible deteriora-
tion may be obtained from Reference 3. tion of the aft edge commences at about 8M /of burning.

No visible asymmetries were detectable either in the

The data presented indicates that performance is con- flaring or subsequent breakup.
sistent with predictions of the early analysis. Some degree The 9"' and 101h firings of the series contained a
of deterioration of the aft 1 in. of the nozzle cone was strengthening member of aluminum on the exterior of
observed in later stages of burning (Fig 4). This deteriora- the nozzle cone. The fix worked well on the 91h test
tion demonstrably does not affect axial performance or and held the geometry throughout burning. The alumi-
reproducibility to a significant degree. Analysis has shown num support slipped forward on the 10 h firing and
the effect on cross axis dispersion to be within acceptable allowed flaring of the nozzle at about 9KW of burning.
limits. A relatively minor effort could result in a fix for Neither the 9h or 10th firing showed any significant
this problem, but it is not considered feasible or neces- difference in axial performance. The data will be dis-
sary for the immediate missions. cussed later in this report.

Eleven unfired motors remain in the program. Five Indications are that the tipoff is acceptably small, no
are designated for flight missions, 2 for surveillance fir-
ings later in the program, and the remaining 4 are, th steps were taken to reinforce the nozzle for the flight mis-
result of not being able to obtain schedule time in AEDC sions. Since tipoff was not measured in the acceptance

tests, no further treatment will be accorded it in thisto fire 12 motors in the acceptance tests. rport.

The 61h in the series of 8 acceptance tests was (lestroyed
at 6.1 see of burning due to an obturation failure associ- With the above exceptions, testing proceeded satis-

ated with the pressure measuIrement system. It is con- factorily and the motors performed as expected.

sidered most likely that the failure started in I of the Velocity dccrenwnt and payload. The unbraked veloi-
pressure fittings; however, the data was such that the ties for Rangers BA-3, -4and -5 differ slightly and depend
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on the firing date. The payloads will be adjusted to pro- Table 19. Quoted values and corrections
vide braking to 0 velocity for each. It is necessary to _____ _____ ____ ____

Luno graity let velucityad just the unbraked velocity to account for lunar gravity Fiin :,ot Unbrohd imac coreton weind,
effects during braking. The incremental velocity correc- 1 962 velocdty. ft/soc
tion is: 

/s 186

January 81116 23 8839

April 8694 23 8717

8(')- )9 Jun. 8570 21 8591

VJuly 8537 1 21 11514115

where Decrementa: velocity imparted to the capsule is obtained

13 = motor burn time from

hs = distance above lunar surface at motor ignition where V ,I W1W)+V 2

g,. = lunar gravity (5.3 ft/sec2) p=vlctdermn
V, = average velocity of unbraked capsule V, =moreas velocity decrementg

Motor burn time for this computation is the total action W.=italwgh
time and differs from burn time as defined later in this i. ntalw gh
report. The demonstrated total action time at 701F is = weight at burnout
9.90 sec. Adjusti-, to the expected temperature at ipi- V. = velocity imparted by the spin motor
tion of 67OF the action time would be 9.96 sec.

Four trajectories are selected. The quoted values and Table 20 is a summary tabulation of parameters derived
corrections to include Moon gravity are given in Table 19. from the acceptance test Birings. The statistical summary

Table 20. Summary ef refrmotor performance from "h acceptance tests,

Tese POelfic Surn issl~e Specific speifick § Sbmst
a"iht meoe. WrOe. Impulse &mp""s okox. wl

Iss ~l ls Is me I., sec I.., sec V., ft/sec

37 03 213.611 191.24 194.62 19.06 9.490 0.043 2711.67 270.92 48490 370

33 04 214.51 191.24 194.49 20.02 9.544 0.055 275.75 271.14 4904 8714

39 05 213.9 191.26 l111 19.06 9.633 0.055 273.331 270.75 49.002 6702

42 06 214.41 191.06 194.70 19.73 9.694 0.050 276.42 271.25 49.423 3713

40 07 213.64 191.20 194.34 19.34 9.524 0.075 27S.62 271.16 48.876 3715

011 No Toot,-pressure lost at 0.2 sec and flame-out at >6 sec

43 or 213.34 190.03 193,*13 20.'16 I9.470 0.041 275.94 271.44 "632 0724

45 10 214.65 1 190.78 194.711 19.37 9 .552 0 .045 1276.10 270.43 148502 3692

0., sec 275.91 0.23 0.51

h., sec 271.04 0.34 0.58

V. (@ = 32.140 fl/set'), 6711* 10 19
ft/sec

i. sec 0.053 0.011 0.022

6, sec 9.564 0.08 0.130

X, it 4111186 250 1 55

Hote, Vs = 0916 ft/seci 7, = 700P5 weights atm a 22.146 ft/sct. lscduction of 0.01% necessary to adjust for g = "2.140.
-Ssm patted, no pressure readout.
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in Table 20 shows the uncertainty in exhaust velocity to t time
be 10 ft/see. To obtain the uncertainty in velocity decre-
ment, Equation (2) is repeated. = dummy variables

Equation (4) is not amenable to analytical solution so a
(In J) a?., + (. --)ad (3) simplified neutral burning model was assumed.

f"o V, (0 o 7 V In A.. (6)

Two additional terms are required in Equation (3) to IV (I)d -_ Vi I + 6
represent the uncertainty in measurement of V, and the In order to obtain the true value of exhaust velocity,
uncertainty in V.. it is necessary to take into account the effect of air buoy-

The measurement error contains not only the instru- ancy and gravity variation on weights and the calibration
mentation uncertainty, but also some error in grain tem- system at AEDC. The above model, while useful for pre-
perature. The absolute instrumentation error is 0.121, 1 a. dicting performance, is not adequate for flight missions.
An estimated value of grain temperature error in the The thrust data taken at AEDC was used in conjunc-
tests of 10C 1 a will be used. The early estimates of mass tion with a calculated mass versus time to perform a
ratio uncertainty are consistent with weighing methods numerical integration of the thrust-to-weight ratio.
and observed expelled weights and will be used here.
Velocity uncertainty due to mass ratio uncertainty is 8 dC do (7)
ft/sec. A breakdown of the contributions is: X(t 8 ) V" -n gj,, J,, IN)

The system weight was computed as follows:
Source I a, ft /see 1k'(1) -KF,.(t) (8)

Mass ratio 8 _r" .1 - (9)

Grain temperature (10 C) 4K F, di ,9
Exhaust velocity 9 f

Instrumentation 10 W(t) -- W',, -- K I, (t) (10)

Total (rms) 16 where

*" (t) - rate of weight expulsion
The effects of grain temperature and the exhaust velocity K constant
are included in data in Table 20. The contribution of
instrumentation error, while very small, represt.sts the W'',,- expelled weight
largest uncertainty in the system; without it the rmis value 4 vacuum impulse
would be 13 ft/sec.

Distance traveled during burning. The retromotor mis- vacuum thrust

sion requires knowledge of the distance traveled during 1V (t) system weight
the braking operation. A mathematical model was used W', initial system weight
to predict the distance and its expected deviations.
Equations for a vertical approach are These weight computations assume a constant thrust

I coefficient, exhaust gas composition, and combustion tem-
X (t) -- X,, 4 V,, -- 1'. (4k) do g. t (4) perature. A similar function of motor chamber pressure

could be used; however, in this case, the thrust data
is considerably more accurate.

V8 (0) - ()
Trapezoidal integration of the vacuum thrust dividea

where by weight was performed at 0.1-sec intervals for each of
the acceptance tests. Table 20 contains a tabulation of the

X - distance traveled results with a computation of deviation. In each case,
X., = initial value of distance the inert weight, or payload, was adjusted to obtain a

velocity decrement of 8816 ft see. Minor variations in
V., = initial velocity prolp{llant existed from motor to motor. It was expected
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that the calculated distance traveled would vary accord- (2) Gravity. Gravity to be used in V, calculation must
ingly; however, the data available was not sufficient to be consistent with that used in the thrust measure-
establish a trend. Very likely the change is so small as to ment calibrations. This value is the AEDC local
be obscured by other uncertainties, gravity 32.140 ft/sec.

An effort was made to condition each motor to a ten- (3) Grain temperature. All units in the acceptance test
perature of 70°F prior to firing. It is felt the conditioning program were fired at a nominal grain temperature
was no better than 70 -+ 2F, however, and an additional of 700 F. The nominal grain temperature at igni-
uncertainty existed due to dwell times in the test cell tion for the flight missions is expected to be 671F.
ranging from 2 to 4 hours at temperatures ranging from The sensitivity of V, to grain temperature is
65 to 75 0F. Distance and burn time for Run 6 are sufli- 0.012'/°C; hence,a correction of -0.02% is required
ciently different from the mean to suspect a temperature to compensate for the lower expected temperature.
problem. A temperature difference of 50F would place (4) Expelled weights. The average expelled insert
this point on the mean. weight from Table 20 is 3.56 lb. However, the 91h

Motor burn time and ignition time. Effects of these and 10'" firings were made with a nozzle reinforce-
parameters are included in distance data shown in ment which altered the expelled weight values.
Table 20 because distance integration was performed It is believed more accurate to use the values of
from receipt of the ignition pulse to complete burnout the remaining tests only for an average of 3.41 lb.
of the motor. It may be of some interest to discuss their The flight motors will contain a spin support and igni-
values since both figured in the early predictions of dis- tion system which is ejected at first chamber pressure
tance deviations. rise. This weight is not considered a retro weight.

Bum time, rn, is defined as the time from receipt of Utilizing the above corrections the observed 8711
ignition current to the time when 99.5T of total impulse ft 'sec, the corrected exhaust velocity for the expected
is delivered. This definition is taken to avoid some of flight conditions is 8710 ft/sec.
the instrumentation uncertainty in defining the time of
0 thrust. Burn time then includes the ignition time. Five motors are available for flight missions. Physical
A grain temperature uncertainty of IOC I a (l.80 F) and parameters of these motors are shown in Table 21.
an ignition delay uncertainty of 3.3 times 10 ' see I a Table 22 shows payload capability for each of the 4
were assumed in the predictions. It is expected that tein- selected trajectories.
perature uncertainty in the AEDC tests was consistent Distance traveled during braking. In order to specify
with that estimate; however, the ignition uncertainty was distance traveled during the braking operation it is nec-
observed to he 0.011 sec I a.ditnetaeeduigtebkngortontise- essary to know both motor grain temperature and the

Observed deviation in burn time is shown in Table 20 velocity decrement.
to be 0.08 sec 1 a. This value gives a value of distance The mean grain temperature at liftoff is expected to
uncertainty about twice as large as that obtained from the e 72.5"F; at ignition it is expected to be 670F. The
acceptance tests. distance sensitivity to grain temperature is:

Flight m" ' parameters. It is necessary for the flight . - 220 ft O - - 122 ft F (1)
mission that payload capability for the mission be speci-
fled to obtain correct decremental velocity and that the
distance traveled while burning be spWcified. Table 21. Flight motors

Payload andi velocity decrement. The data in Table 20
gives exhaust velocity as 8711 ft sc. This value must Nozzle clesue
be corre(.t(d to conditions expected in flight. The (i)rrc- Grain Case TaI weight, and spin igni- PreielltI

lb tin ssembly weight, lb
tions consist of (1) weight, (2) gravity, (3) grain ten(ixra- weight, lb
ture, and (4) (vxpelled weight. 46 201 214.95 0.36 191.41

(1) Weight. As discussed previously, th( total w(ight 49 203 213.80 0.36 190.97
50S 204 213.90 0.36 191.29

correction is 0.02 lb for the total unit weights 52 24 214.2 0.36 191.32

taken at Bacchus. The postfir weights were taken 5 200 214.27 0.36 91.32

at AEDC and the gravity valu at AEIX, is used. 1
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Table 22. Flight motor performance tance with velocity, 6.3 Y 10 63 ft from this source.
The resultant uncertainty is:

VA (ft/scc

Grain 6639 6717 3591 1558 if, V 25(W 1 6 (12)

Payload, Ib 256 ft

46 91.08 93.58 96.18 96.89

49 91.53 94.03 9%.63 97.33

50 91.94 94.44 97.04 97.74 d. Landing spheres.
52 91.62 94.11 96.72 97.42 Survival spiere assembly. Most of the survival sphere
54 91.79 94.29 96.90 97.60 hardware has been fabricated for Rangers RA-4 and -5.

IIanThe, majority of subcomponents is in an advanced stateof assembly (Fig 6) to support the expected launch dates.
46 49,380 48,611 47,618 47,610

No* T, 7OF; = 32.140 ft/ec3. Most of the survival sphere hardware has been fabri-
cate(d for Rangers RA-4 and -5. The majority of sub-
components is in an advanced state of assembly (Fig 6)

Figure 6 shows this result. The mean value of distance to support the expected launch dates.

taken from the acceptance tests would have to he Capsule batteries. Considerable difficulty persisted in
increased by 366 ft to allow for a grain temipe-rature of pro(lucing satisfactory batteries. Two difficulties were
670 F. During flight, a thermnistor circuit will be used to extant in the design previously tested: electrolyte leak-
bias the ignition signal to provide for grain temperatures age, either external or cell-to-cell; and breakdown of the
other than predicted. This thermistor circuit will utilive separator material, resulting in decreased shelf life. Addi-
the slope in Equation (11). tional batteries were prepared incorporating design modi-

fications, and battery performance is now adequate. A
A typical motor configuration was used to run the dis- long-term discharge test is being conducted on 1 of

tance integrations for each of the 4 trajectory veloci- the batteries to more accurately predict performance of
ties discussed previously. Table 22 contains a list of the the flight units already incorporated in landing spheres.
nominal distance traveled for each of the available flight Because of the lack of test data on batteries incorporat-
motors at each of the 4 selected trajectories. ing all the design modifications, there is a possibility

The 1 a deviation in distance shown in Tabh 20
includes the effect of grain temperature unctrtainty in A 11
the tests. This value is believed to be about IC 1 a and
coincides with the uncertainty expected in flight. Fur- /

ther contribution to uncertainty will occur as a result of 
exhaust velocity uncertainty, introduced by the thrust
measurement system. As discussed previously, this value
is 10 ft sec. Multiplying Iy the partial (erivative of dis-

90

, so
D M16T,,,-122 ft/-F

t 70

W
6.

z V51 
= 8839 ft/sec

(. 47 40 49 - "-50 51

DISTANCE TRAVEL ED, It x I0-3 Figure 6. Potting and foaming electronic circuit

Figure S. Grain temperature vs distance traveled boards in glove box
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E. High Resolution TV 2. System Description
E xperimrent lII order to accomplish this primary mission within the

cosr int f the existing Rangj.er spacecraft system and
supjporting facilities, at TV subsvstemn is to be developed

In support of the nianned lunar program, one of the that will he folly comp~atible with the present Ranger
missions required is a high resolloition TV experiment sp~acecraft miechanical, thiermal, andl electrical interface
to be incorporated varls' in the Ratger project. requirements. 'I'l( major elements of Rang.,er TV payload

will consist of optics, teles'ision cameras, controls, se-
Considerable work had alreadly been done between (jolenc(.rs, telemevtry, and transmitters ne(eed to acquire

Radio Corporation of Anierica (RCA) and J131, on thle and tranlsf~o the energy reflected from the luinar scene
vidicon equiipment developed for Ranmgers RIA-3, -4 and -5. into aI video signal for transm~iission to Earth. This equip-
Examination of the problem, relating to rapid filple. inent will be connbined with a space franme and a passiv'e
mnentation of at more sophisticated TV' mission onl iiangcr. thermal control design to formi a fully' inte.grated payload
indicated that an extrap~olated development prograill that is dlepenident tipon the Raner sp~acecraft only for
with RCA could result in aI TV sobsvsteni at anl early the reccilpt of instroclt ions throuigh the spacecraft comn-
date. The proposed systemn wuld provide a pihire of iuamid receiver, andl transmission of the video signal over
suifficient resolution to ineet re(mirememts of the imnneo thew spaceraft high gain antenna and stabilization. The
proigram . Accordingly, aI contract was initiated with ll(.- TV p)ayload will remnain strmctmrally attached to the
to p~rovide a p~rimary experiment TV slibsystml to malte IBopi-o'r spacecraft tlmrotigliout the entire mission duration,
with the jP'L-produced bums; this lbms is to he essentially aMid Will ilimlikmt Onl the lounar suirface wvith the spacecraft
unchanged fromt the seisinomneter capsule series. Ratigers A conclimsiomi of thIn mission.
RA.-6. -7. -8 and -9 were selected for the high resolutiomi

TV missioni. The Ifaim-wr Tv sobsstein will be suipported on the
tLnuilod byv speciial eqomipiment at the Coldstone Space

1. isson .olilitilhlicaltiolhs Station. whiich will he used to receive.
V. Missiontore, and1( reconst ituite the TV olatat transmitted from the

The establishment of dlesigni requirements for vehlicles TV subsystem. :Wdditional grouind suipport equipme!it wsill
that land and operate onl the surface (of the Mt xn is be reoluuiired ll j Ph.. ('ape ( .amaveral, and RC..
dependent upon ani oimlderstam; hug of thle dletails (hf hinar
top~ographyv. The lack of scientific knosvledgv coillec(ted( a. Des;ign. For reaIsons of mechanical simplicity, it is
in the lunar environment has handicapped development (lesiralihe to utse at fixed loca length optlial sy'stemI With
and acceptance oif at theory for thle origin andl comuposi- the television cameras. With aI fixed focal length optical
tion of lunar surface featuires. Becautse of thme (listorbing systemh it is possible to tradle areai (overage for resolution
influences of thle atmosphlere, the( best photographs of aks the spacecraft approaches the Moon's suirface. In light
the lunar sorface obtained fromi Earth are limited ill of environmental re(hmhiremhents for the payload, weight
resolution to no more than aliott 6(X) imu. Thus, it is constraints. aind prolems of pakckaging and mechanical
dlifficult to evahtiatv the nature of the hoiar surface initegrat ion, it is desirable to emhploy the shortest focal
environment onl the basis of inviasreinemts mhadce from leingth, dioptric lens svsteiii consistent with mission resollu-
the Earth. tion goal. Mloreover, thle utse of high speed optics to

mininize the effects (if unucomhpensatedl iniage moition
Thuts, thle primary objective of an advancedl Ranger liv shortening the televsion camniema exposure timle is also

mission will be to obtain high-quoality lpictuires (if thme proposed. Ihic comubinat ioni of tlhese factors stiggests the
lunar surface at a resolution that is sufficiently high dlesirability of obtaining at finial sequoence oif p~ictuhres at
to enable an evaltiation (of the natore of the detailed at moiniu altitode albove tlhe lunar surface toi satisfy
lunar soirface feati ires. hiesoli iti in pierforman~hce go al fo r t he hii gh rco' ibt io oii(f t he T'V iission. T heli.
this advanced mission shall be in tihe range of 0.1 toh 1ii ct mmre t a ke ei a lla pr ior aIt it ides will
0.5 m, providing the calpabilitv to identify small surface encomhpass at grecater surface area at a correspondiigv
featu res that will co mprise th linmt erface wsith Iimmna r stir- red iced resol oi n hlie liiioniliIi alt it uide fill the flial
face veiclesi. D ata obit ainted from hh h 'cict iires call thel(ll hhict 01res is d(t(rlhii ied Iyth ti me re(iired toi readl ooht
he u sed to( in pr'ove i olerst anii(Iig oif origini and i ( hll I(- thci video dlata fro h h thI e televi sion calmecra, and t Ihe space-
sit ionl of th lli iar so i rfacc, an tio t lr(illii h( t Ihe effet s craOft term hi ial veloci1ty T 1he 11i hill 0lil alt itoide and thus
oif the sl rfa(e ( * i loinamr land1(1inlg vehicle r( quiremeult s. thli hii gIhest res olution \lh wit givl o~ pt ical systeml and
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camera design, will be obtained by minimizing tite camera tite next sequence of exposures. At the impacting velocity
readout time. However, the minimum readout time is of 2700 m/see, and with a proposed 76-mm camera lens,
also constrained by the number of scanning lines (or line the system has good probability of obtaining a full tele-
density) required to provide the desired camera resolu- vision picture at a resolution of 0.2 m per line pair. The
tion, and by the maximum permissible system video last sequence of 4 pictures will have resolutions varying
bandwidth. In the Ranger TV payload, the simultaneous from 0.8 to 0.2 m per line pair and will include a 16-to-I
goals of high line density and minimum readout time variation in area coverage. Cameras 1 through 4, the par-
are achieved by the use of a special method of raster tially-scanned cameras (Type P), provide these last 4
formation with a high resolution, 1-inch vidicon TV television pictures, which are scanned out and trans-
camera. Minimum readout time is achieved in camera mitte(l in real time within an RF bandwidth of about
by reading only the central 200 lines of a nominal 800 tele- 1 mc. Cameras 1 through 4 are permanently connected
vision line raster. to Transmitter 2. These highest resolution pictures are

considered to be most important to the total Lunar Pro-
Tsshewn inFigure. T 1.I V subsystem bociaa o gram; therefore, redundant transmission of the pictures

is shown in Figure 9. Te, TV subsystem consists of 6 from these 4 cameras through the additional channel of
slow-scan vidicon cameras, a control programmer and Transmitter 1 is provided during the final minute of the
camera sequencer, a telemetry system, a 2 channelachieved by a pre-
transmitting system, and a battery power supply with programmed switching command.
associated voltage regulators. Th, camera parameters
and the system interconnections reflect the system design The design goal for the nesting feature is to obtain a
goals of (1) obtaining a high-quality television picture of final set of pictures which can be located on present-day
the lunar surface at a resolution of about 0.2 mit per optical hnar maps. Tit initial pictures will be taken at 10 min
line pair; (2) obtaining reasonable nesting of a sequence from impact at an altitude of about 1,300 kilometers.
of television pictures, starting from a resohltion of approx- Their resolution will be of the order of 350 m per line
imately 350 in per line pair; and (3) obtaining wide area pair and will enable the )photointerpreters to locate these
coverage of the hnar surface. Another desirable goal images on the available lunar maps. Each subsequent set
achieved by the system design is to obtain a color image will increase tite resolution and will permit location by
of the hnar surface. reference to the previous set. This technique of picture

location will proceed to tit final set where the highest
The communication system is designed to make oi)ti- resolution television pictures will then he located, per-

mum lse of a 2-ni bandwidth allocation centerel at .iitting it more meaningful interpretation to he made of
960.0 me, within which a channel allocation of 80 ke these imiages. A set of 2 fully-scanned cameras (A and B)
centered at 9W0.05 int' is required for the beacon trans- is included to ensure that this technique of nesting is
mitter. The allocation (Fig 10) thus consists of 2 bands achieved. These cameras have a frame time of 2.56 see,
of approximately 1 mc each, utilized by 2 transmitters: and the saime line density as the partially-scanned cam-
1 centered at 959.5 me and the other at 960.5 inc. eras. U*sing the proposed 76-mm lens. they can account

The first design goal, of obtaining high resolution pic- for a larger area coverage of 16-to-I over that of the

hires, is achieved by a system of 4 television cameras oper- partially-scanned '-uneras. Thus, both nesting and wide-

ating at a frame rate of 5 cps, and having a usable area coverage are achieved with this arrangement.

resolution of 35 optical line pairs per mm. Tit, cameras are Tit arrangement of the fields of view of Cameras 1
exposed sequentially and while 1 camera is being read through 4 and of Camera A is shown in Figure 11. These
out, the renlaining 3 are being erased and prepared for overlapping fields ensure that the 4 partially-scanned

cameras are centered on the velocity vector. Moreover,
tit overlap between the fully-scanned camera and the

TV SUBSYSTE BUS) partially-scanned cameras will help locate each frame

TA T KTV SUBSYSTEM in tite previois nest of pictures. Camera A and B (Type F)
TRANSMITTER 2 are alternately scanned and erased, and their real-time

readout is contain(( in the( 1-inc HF bandwidth of Trans-\ mitter 1. Camera B is pointed at an angle of 30 " from
9590 I Cam96ra A. It is presently c ated on tl Y axis, ut its

959.0 mc 959.5 mc 960.0 mc 960 05 mc 9605 mc 9610 mc fiem of view could be changed to plus or minus angis

Figure 10. System bandwidth allocation from this axis, as required. The purpose of this high
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are- physically similar, with circuits modified to accom-
I11odate thme fully-scanned camera paraumeters.

'Ihv 6 camneras are provided with raster-forming syn-

4.26 chronizing signals and are sequenced throuigh exposuire,

read, and1( erase cycles by the camera sequencer. The
0.0 OPTICAL * sequiencer dleriv'es its time hatse, fromi a crystal -controlled

S 35s 30 AXSCAMERA 9 8-kc oscillator, utilizing binary counters and gates to

provide interlocked horizo~ntal and vertical synchroniz-
ROLL AXIS ing, read and erase cycles. and~ shutter pulses. Th1e clock

Il\ ('counftdo(wn provides at convenient way to establish the

OPTICAL f\preprogramnmed p~ower amplifier turn-on and the comn-
AXIS CAMERA A -oinancis for switching between Cameras A and B. The

se(plevncer contains a backup crystal-controlled oscillator
which ca;n substittet for the primary oscillator and which
has separate couinting chains and power supp~lies for

INTEPAC PLAE ______ -Cameras A and B and Cameras 1. 2, 3. and 4.
INTRFAE PAN The general system philosophy of utsing repetitive cam-

era. onuits and duial tran~;mission channels to achieve at
high probability of equipment opewration is fuirther served
by including a free-rumnuing capability in Camera 1. This

1 4 (capability is provided byv a progrumumer wyhich can suip-
I p~j~v all s%'nch ron izing and sequencing signals to Camera 1

in'the ev'ent of a sequiencer failuire. Limiting this circuit

0 to only I camera is necessary because of the additional
Tcoment weight and circuiit comiplexitv involved. The
WT -1inte'nt of this feature is to provide marginal svstem ooera-

Figure 11. Terminal phase optical geometr tion in the event of seq(.ncer failure.

Thme vidvo outputs of the 6 cameras are fed to the

oblique field of view is to accomplish the wide area video combiners, where tones, video, and synchronizing
coverage shown in Figure 12. signals are- composed into the system standard after the

app~ropriate amouint of emphasis has been exacted. The
In the earls' phases omf the termninal mode, the pictilr(' comm~ndu switch connects the. system commands received

scale changes by a small percentage between exposuires
of the fuilly-scanned cameras. To( obtain additional lunar
data (luring this large'ly redutndanit picture-taking phasc. HORIZONTAL DISTANCE TO VIEWING POINT, km

it is planned to eqipij Camera A wvith at set of color filters. 380 62-

Sequiential exposuires made throuigh a blue, at green, and
a red filter will permit at color photograph to be produiced ERSLTO NTI RAI1 232 89 RSLTO NTI RAI
on the ground from an overlay of these I images. fO E IEPI

g 147 73

The systemn block diagram (Fig 9) shows the signal ?I: 2

flow as well as the eqifpment packaging. Cameras I t
throuigh 4 have identical vidicon assemblies. Attached
to each assembly is a preamplifier, at 1 .0-minus slitter, and Lu

-min lens. Each vidicon assembly is driven by cir- Q:177
cuitrs' inchi cing the deflection amplifiers, video amplifiers. 232 89

and the vidicon power supply (contained in the camera
electron ics box). Cameras A and 11 have similar -. id icon 300 62

assemblies, pre'amplifiers, and] lens sy'stems. Thme shiitters 0 200 50010 120 15

are larger to accommuodate thew larger ii age formuat and] LIUDk

have exposures onf 5-ms duration. Their camera electronmics Fi'4 ure 12. Coverage of Camera B
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through the spac'ecraft interface to the appropriate sys- drive 2 voltage-controlled oscillators (225-ke) connected
tein elements. The first p-Altion of the command switch is in parallel. These 2 outputs are connected so that I VGO
used for the warmup commandI, which is sent 15 min is mixed with the video at Modulator 1 and the other at
prior to impact. This command is stored as a backup Modulator 2. 11wl( V(X) frequency was chosen so that
commifandl in the central computer and sequencer (CC&S). it is located above tue( highest video freqjuency in the
An emergency telemetry commnand occupies the 2'' posi- b~ase h~andl of tit(e systein.
tion of the command Switch and canil be Sent anv' time li in ergency itode, tile- video signals are switched

requeredc atelerywr command s s folo e byaset. iTh- out and the )-'point telemetry is used to modulate each
camera-eo eer command i he owe 31a position of thesich fte transinitters directly. A possible condition requiring

camra-ide coman inthe311 psiton f tt('swich emiergency tele'muetry' w~ouild occur if v'ideo transmission
Other system sequences are derived from stored prte- were in~terruipted, and it b~ecame necessary to determine

programmed commands. The -'ruise-mode telemnetry' coiln- whether the( TV subsystem waLs nonop~erational or thle
manci originates in the CC&S. The( power-ainplifier-on highi gain) antenna was not lockedl to the( Earth, A reduc-
command is supplied after the proper count from thet tiomi of -to Al at tile- groundit receiver would suiffice to
camera sequencer. withit backup from the( (X&S. accommodate the telemnetry bandwidth and would corn-
The camera switchover coimmandl is derived from tIt(e pensate for signal loss possible if rece'ption were from
sequencer. tilt( back lobe of the spacecraft antenna. The result

w~ouild be at usab~le signal-to-noise ratio for the telemetry
Provision is made to permnit system testing with or niformition.

without a spacecraft, ats well as for tests onl the launch
pad w~ith a hard line- to the TV' subsystem. Smnall electric The( temperature sensor in Figure 9 is part of the

hmswill be incoriporated inthe L ockheed shroud, each telvioetrv' system. Sevea pccat n uasml
one so positioned that it lies along the optical axis of tellperatmlres are mevasuired by thermistor circuits and are
1 of the 6 TV camteras. These lamps would be physically conn'cte'd to the propler analog voltage for the telemetry
located between the inner and outer walls of tile shroudo Sampling switch.
with small holes in tilt inner wall to allow light fromn Tecmuiainssei ossso -%o6-
each source to shine o1) a 1TV camnera. The power source

willhe it( exernaly uppied28 to it( spcecaft L-band. FM transmitters. The( modumlating signal consists

allowing the( lighlts to be e'nergized at tht(- saint' tiuu of tilt' camera video and the( telemetry subcarrier. The

as the( spacecraft is onl for te'st purposes. This departure transmissions of the 2 systems combined in a 4-port hybrid

from ilorminal prelaunchl test philosophy (calling otit 1.1 ll- combiner with the beacon output of the transmitters are
maltess oly)wasdeeledadvsabe, inc tit' smb- beameld toward the( Earth from the spacecraft high gain

svstttesis the)wa prie puros of tsah shinevo and aV liht ante'nna. lit'ception at Goldstone' is effected with an 85-ft
sysem s tt( prme urpseof it( inssn ad aligt arab~olic ante'nna equl iped with an L-hand maser pre-source for (;eh came'ra give's a rather comnprehensive' I1I

check on came'ras, amplifiers, swe'ep c'ircuits, and sync aumpllifie'r. WXithin tit'- parame(te'rs of this system, the 60-w

circuits. In this cast' a light soulrce w~ill pe'rmit at ttr TX' transmittt'rs providet a substantial p)owe'r margin above

subsystem e'valumation than would inany hlard line's for tilt' re'ceivetr threshold; the( re'sulting video signal-to-noise
ratio will produce' at high quality' TV' picture. Design of

stimulatig and moitoringtilt' c'tmimnicat ion sy'stemtl will p('rflit rtception at an

The te'le'metry sub~system consists o~f cruise mode' alte'rnatte antt'nna site at G.oldstone, which is equipped
te'lemtetry elt'ments its \%,(-] as muort' dettailt'd diag- with an 1,-band paramettric aniplifier. The( powser margin
nosti(' ttlt'metry elemt'nts for the tt'rmioal phast' of tbt' at this alternate site will he reduced lby 3 to 4 dh, but
missiton. A 15-point sampling switch, o~pe'rating at at ratt' will bl~tisalet.
of I point per sec, samlets critic'al temperaturtes and volt- b lgtsqec.Tt-nmnltaetre o h
ages. The( output of this switch is ised( to dIrive t' a nne'l iFlgtauec.Tetnmlrjcoisfrth
8, IRIC suhcarrier oscillator. Ani ac atmplifier andl a trans- hiantger TV flights will emnpltoy a nearly vertical
formter c'onne'ct thlt o~utpuit iacross tt'- spacecraft interfacte. desctent tto tht', lunar surfact'. In transit from th e Earth to

whee i ismixd wth the tlvietr fo trnsiisson thet vicinity tof thet Mfoon, thte Range'r will fly in a Sun
over it bus beacon( wtranstt r .tl' e or ta s iso oritnte'd attitude, witil tt- spactcraft solar cell panels

ovt' th( busbeacn trtnst~itt'r.pe'rpt'ndicular tto the rays of tht' Sun. Thtus, the optical

Dumring thle tt'rminal mode tt' a W-point saumpling switch, axis tof time- tt'lt'vision cameras will bte fixed in vehicle
o~perating at at ratt' tof 3 poinlts pt'r 5t'(, saimpltes tilt lhtoty coordinatt' systt'm. V.'ht'n the' spactecraft rt'aches
TV' soiisystt'i piarameiteo rs. rii It* 5%it dli ot m 11t is u isti to tit' vic(iniity o f tilt Mon,1)11 it wsill uindergo) a ctommiand('(
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terminal maneuver to aline the optical axis of the tele- compatibility with the TV subsystem is of more conse-
vision cameras with the spacecraft velocity vector for quence than test complex operation.
descent to the himar surface. It is planned to use the engineering test model (ETM)

The initial command to the TV :;ubsystem will occur to system test the checkout equipment as well as to prove,
2.5 hr after the mid-course maneuver, 18.5 hr after launch, tinder continuing operating conditions, the design concept
This command will originate in the CC&S, and will turn of the TV subsystem itself. Upon completion of checkout
on the cruise mode (Channel 8) telemetry. At a time equipment integration at AED, the ETM will be available
corresponding to 15 min before impact, the complete TV for a period of time to expedite the installation and check-
subsystem will be turned on in a warmup mole by a out of checkout Unit 2 at JPL. Availability of the model
real-time command from the DSIF. Provision will be at that time would materially shorten the period required
made for a CC&S backup command to support the real- to start testing of the PTM.
time command for warmup of the payload. The TV sub- In an effort to expedite the d livery of qualified sub-
system will he turned on in a full power mode 10 min assemblies, some departure from the initial ETM-PTM
before impact by an internally generated command from flight s concepasture permitted. Although this
the RCA control programmer. This internally generated new cn cept an b e r delivery of tu gh com-
full-power-on command will be supported by a backup new conept will mean quicker delivery of qualified coin-
command from the spacecraft CC&S. At 1 min before ponents, it is achieved at some expense in the time
impact, the video data from the Type-F cameras will he required to arrive at full integration of the ETM. as

h ooriginally planned. At present, it is planned to use bread-
switched out, and the data from the 4 Type-P cameras boards in the ETM to as great an extent as possible. This
will b transmitted over both channels. This camera plan will permit construction of an electrical model for
switchover will be. acco mplished by an internally gener-
ated command from the control programmer. In the event use in evaluating the ground checkout system, in perfect-aing commang ternome the conro prograating Ins tproedures
of loss of spacecraft stabilization or high gain antenna ing testing techniques, and in generating test procedures
lock, a real-time command will be used to switch the TV i(flecting these techniques.

subsystem into an emergency telemetry mode. In ti Tit( system test complex will be set up in a manner
emergency telemetry mole, the TV subsystem terminal similar to that utilized on Rangers RA-3 and -4. The addi-
telemetry data is transmitted over the high gain antenna tion of 13 racks of RCA equipment will consist of: 7 racks
using full transmitter power. for final picture recovery and recording; 2 racks for TV

subsystem simulation, monitoring, and control (hard

3. Test and Operations Schedule line); and 4 racks for receiving equipment.

Since the flight TV subsystems for the 1"1 spacecraft,
Based on the assumption that RA-5 may be the 1"' ani partial equipment for the 2nd spacecraft, will not

of the high resolution TV experiments, RA-5 is scheduled arrive until well along in the spacecraft test phase, the
to begin assembly on March 19, with test operations RCA electronic mockup and proof test model (PTM) sub-
scheduled to start April 23. This assumption l)1ac('s the systems will not arrive in time for the 1" few weeks of
most stringent time requirements on the program schvd- RA-5 at JPL, and for the initial test operations of RA-6.
tiling. The PTM subsystem will have to handle initial testing

of the following spacecraft also as the flight TV sub-
RCA will deliver 2 sets of their system test CSE to JPL systems will not arrive in time for the 1-1 few weeks of

The 3 1d set that will be needed for AMR operations will testing. It is planned that the RCA temperature test
be utilized by RCA during checkout of flight hardware at mockup together with a temperature test spacecraft be
their Astro-Electronics Division (AED), and will be utilized in the 25-ft space simulator in March 1962. It is
shipped to AMR in time to participate in test operations copsidered mandatory that this test be made sometime
of RA-5. Though this is in contradiction to normal require- before an actual flight Ranger spacecraft is subjected to
ments that all portions of tite system test coinplex be this environment.
checked out and tutilized together at JPL, more is to be
gained by having the (equipment available to R(CA for
checkout of flight units over a longer period of time than
having the (SE participate in JPl, test operations. The Tit( mechanical design of the TV subsystem basic
RCA equipment has a minimum of electrical interface structire has been established to the extent that assembly
with th( r(st f tht system test colinplex and, .is stch, and detail drawings have been prepared for the structure.
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These drawings reflect some changes in design brought ture exterior. Removable panels in the rectangular box
about by a rearrangement of the 6 cameras, and relocation structure are not required with this arrangement, thus
and method of inserting the batteries onto the structure, providing a more rigid box structure.
Final drawings for the complete structure were released
to Lavelle Aircraft Corporation, the structure subcontrac- The thermal shroud is a 0.032-in, thick, and is designedtoNovember 1961. to carry part of thle structural load. The shroud is fabri-
tor, Ncated in 4 quadrants. Of the quadrants, 2 are permanently

A full-scale plastic model of the structure has been fastened to the assembly; the other diagonally opposite
fabricated. The full-scale model will be used to verify quadrants are removable f'or access to the interior for
location of equipment on the structure and as a guide in inspection, removal, andi replacement of equipment.
the assembly of the actual structures. A preliminary stress
analysis has been completed for the central box column, A detailed weight analysis of the structure was coi-
the thermal shield, and the TV subsystem mounting pleted using the final assembly drawings. Results of the
attachments. analysis indicate a weight of approximately 75 lb for the

structure and thermal shield. Design efforts aimed at
A drawing of the structure is shown in Figure 13. The reducing the weight of the structure and thermal shield

batteries are located in the lower bays, and inside the have been initiated on a noninterference basis with the
rectangular box frame. Except for the batteries and structure delivery schedule.
camera electronics, the equipment subassemblies art,mouned etwen he henal srou an th bo stuc- The initial structure and thermal shield will be used

in the mechanical test model. In order to expedite
delivery, Lavelle has been instructed to deliver this

--- 16-in. 0 structure and thermal shield without any special surface
- treatment. The third structure and thermal shield will be

I sed in the engineering model, and all aluminum alloy
parts will be anodized. The thermal shield for the 2nd

unit (thermad test model), 4'' unit (proof test model), and
('nits 5, 6, 7, and 8 (flight models) will he cleaned,

CAMERA, B CUT-OUT polished, and buffed on both sides to provide a bright,
mirror-like, reflective surface. The remaining parts of

CAMERAS A, 1.2, 3, these structures will be ano(lized.
AND 4

A preliminary stress analysis has been completed for
the critical elements of the structure. Results of the
analysis verify that the design is structurally sound,

59.283 in it however, it detailed stress analysis is being made.

CUT-OUT IN SHIELD 5. Electronic Stobsysaems

a. TV camerap. In order to ensure meeting the required
delivery schedle, the original camera design was based

CAMERA ELECTRONICS on previous operating systems. However, as the designCOMPARTMENT study has progressed, it has become evident that more
ELECTRNIC changes than were originally planned would be necessary

COMPARTMENTS in order to meet the require'ments of the Ranger TV sub-
systeim. Additional personnel have Ixen assigned to the

BATTERY cat(era electronics in the RCA Camden facility. This
COMPARTMENT group will complete the (design of the circuits and their

packaging, and fabricate the units.
BASE

ILayout and fabrication of breadboard models for the
engineering model are essentially (ompleted. As soon as

25-in D s these boards are tested, they will be operated with a
yoke-vidicon assembly. This operation should furnish

Figure 13. Basic structure redesign information for the pr(xf test model.
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After the fabrication and testing of the first 3 cameras, CAMERAS I, 2. 3 AND 4 (TYPE-P) CAMERAS A AND B (TYPE-F)

subsequent layout and fabrication (incorporating the READ .I-I 0f
necessary changes) will be made using printed circuits 202 13- 2560 L
with the printing on the component side. LAMP nL ,,JL .. 2_ .h...JJL.

- 760-- G so "_11r 48

'rhe television equipnent consists of six -in. vidi- LAMP fl '. 2l

con can eras. Of these camieras, 2 are fully scanned DECAY n40 40

producing a resolution of 800 TV lines 8 4 2520

over a tube format of 0.44 by 0.44 in. with a side field ERASE .... F 0 1 -404 1.2.60
coverage of 8.4 deg. A r('tuced raster is utilized by 4 of ERASE -4°-0

the 6 eameras scanning a 0.11- by 0.11-in. central portion DECAY -n- n ALL TIME DURATIONS
of the tube at approximately the same line density to BLACK - ARE IN MILLISECNS

product a resolution of 200 TV lines. The side field of CURRENT nJ l UNLESS OTHERWISE

view is 2.1 deg and is achieved with the same focal length SAMPE 40 -SOO -B INDICATED

lens as specified for the fully-scanned cameras. This leads SHUTTER n n I n
to a natural designation, Type-F cameras for fully 90-1 _824oO 0

scanned and Type-P for partially scanned. The Type-F
cameras are used as Cameras A and B in the system con- 666 ,,2 2 " 'I
figuration and Type-P cameras are used as Cameras 1, 2, II 0 I3I3IIIIII111 ljllllll. llli
3, and 4. The Type-F and Type-P cameras utse the same l=III i I, -.- 2I22 j1e

imaging transducers and optical equipments and differ III bse

only in the detail of t, ,r electronic circuitry. The image 25% LACK CUENT 10% OVER-
transducer is an electromagnetically focused, 1-in. deflec- - SAMPLE TIME scAN

tion vidicon photoconductor with a resolving capability VERTICAL READ READ
in excess of 800 lines per picture height. SAW-TOOTII \4i.NL TTIMEetL

10%The Type-F or fully-scanned camera utilizes 1152 10% OVERSCAN

active horizontal scan lines over the 0.44 by 0.44-in.
faceplate area. The horizontal scan rate is 450 cps with HORIZONTAL
0.22 ins appropriated to horizontal blanking. The active SAW -TOOTH S S
scan lines plus 46.6 ms for vertical blanking add up to

the 2.56-sec frame period. At the end of its active scan Figure 14. Camera timing and waveforms
the Type-F came.a enters an erase phase which occupies
an equal amount of time. In the Ranger television system The Type-P or partially-scanned camera utilizes 300
2 Typ ,-F cameras are alternately scanned and erased in horizontal scan lines over a 0.11- by 0.11-in. faceplate
such a manner that 1 is being scanned while th( other is area. The horizontal line rate is 1500 cps with 111.1 jsec
being erased. This timing sequencer is illustrated in allocated for horizontal blanking. The vertical scmn plus
Figure 14. a 6.6-ms blanking period occupies 0.2 sec. At the end of

the vertical scan an erase procedure is initiated which
occupies 0.64 see. In the system, 4 Type-P cameras are

Table 23. Camera performance summary sequentially scanned; while 1 is being scanned the
remaining 3 are in various portions of their erase cycles.

Crarameter A 40-ins pulse is used to separate each sequence of 4

A, 9 1, 2, ,4 Typle-P camera exposures. The total period per sequence

Frome time, sec 2.56 0.2 is then 0.84 sec. Figure 14 illustrates the basic camera
Vertical blanking, ms 40 6.6 timing as well as the relationship of the 4 cameras in the

Horizontal line rate, cps 4500 sstel.

Horizontal line time 2 i2 ms 666.6,ue Each of the Tvp-F and -P cameras will derive their
Horizontal blanking 0.22 mm 111 .1 #smec ic t.
Hrizntal blankingo0.22 msnes.00 scan synchronization from the control sequencer. Of the
Real resolution TV lines 800 200

orain, 0.44 by 0.44 0.1t by 0.11 Ty-P cameras in a system, 3 will have their deflectionFormal, in 0.44abinlifiers driven (lirectly front the control sequencer. One
Video bndwidh, kc 1 187 of the 4 Type-P calmeras will have free running horizontal
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and vertical sync generators which can either be kept the switchover is missed, the Type-F camera can con-
in step from the control sequencer or can supply sync tinue to supply useful pictures down to 2.5 sec before
without external excitation. This is an additional measure impact. The additional exposure time will be useful in
of safety intended as an emergency mode of operation in correctly exposing Camera A through the various color
the event of failure of sync. filters and, in general, will erase the difficulty of the

shutter design.
The cameras will ach contain a preamplifier and video

amplifier. There will be 2 (iesigns breadboarded and The Type-l! shutter is being fabricated at AED and
evaluated. Design I utilizes a nuvistor preamplifier and shutters for the Type-F camera are being designed and
a transistorized amplifier with a frequency pass band fabricated in Camden.
from near dc (about 5 cps) to 187 kc. The lower limit is A color wheel containing 3 color filters and a single
to prevent unwanted shading and the upper limit con mieutral density will be supplied with Camera A. The
tains the frequencies corresponding to the 8X) TV lines wheel will be caused to sequentially position a different
and 200 TV line resolutions, respectively. The 2nd design filter in the optical path for each exposure of Camera A.
to be breadboarded will use a tuned band pass amplifier. It will feed a coded signal to the control sequencer, which
A high frequency signal injected on the vidicon grid will be used to gate on the appropriate tone signals during
causes the beam current to vary at this carrier rate the vertical blanking signifying the color filter being used.
and to modulate the video information. This carrier anid The specification of the spectral responses and trans-
the lower side band can be amplified by a band pass mission factors for the blue, green, red, and neutral filters
amplifier followed by a phase detector. The decision as will proceed earl' in the breadboard phase.
to which circuit design will be used will he based on a
comparison of the resulting signal-to-noise ratios. Work on the filter wheel is being done at AED. At

present, the mechanical portion of the wheel is designed,
The camera circuitry will also include a control grid and engineering releases have been issued for 4 assem-

current regulator, a focus current regulator, shutter drive blies. Spectral response tests have been conducted on
circuits, dark current compensation, fast erasure circuits, 'idicons for the color system. These tests will continue.
and dc-to-de converters for both high and low voltages. Final selection of the filters for use on the wheel has not

The optics for Type-F and Type-P cameras will be vet been made.

identical lenses with a 76-mm f(cal length anti an f/2 Six Bausch and Lomb lenses and 6 Elgeet backup
aperture ratio. Responses to preliminary specifications lenses have been received, and testing of the lenses has
have been received from 4 vendors and sample lenses begun. If the iBausch and Lomb lenses meet all require-
have been received from 2 vendors. Optical tests were inents, the backup lenses will be used in breadboards
performed on the sanpiles utilizing the sine wave respoliise and test setups. The specification for the collimator has
technique and equipment of tI( applied research group beeun written, and vendor quotations are being received
of RCA Camden. at present.

The shutter for Type-P cameras will b, a Tiros type. Fiv Type-lP cameri housings have been released to the
linearly-actuated slit shutter. Tihe slit will be amdjuisted to muldel shop. The houisings will incorporate the nechanical
provide a 1-is exposure and the traverse tine of the slit focusing and centering of the vidicon yoke assembly with
over the 0.11 in. will be about 2 ins. If ;In exposure is resliwct to the optics.
made 0.2 scc before impact, the resolution will approach The I" vidicon has been delivered for evaluation and
0.2 in per line pair. The I-ns exposure will prevent ilmage test; linore comlehte specifications for the vidicons are
smear for a 2.5-deg misalinement of optical axis with being written.
respect to the velocity vector. This will provide a high
assurance of eliminating any slneiar from tIhe last )icture. b. Caera sequencer and control programmer.
It may also be traded off for additional elposu.re of the
vidicon if n~ce~ssary. (~~4 ',Ca ra scqwu'ccr. W(ork on the camera sequencer has

been sulcontracted and has been directed tosward final-
The shutter for tI(m Type-F Cammi'AS will e ait scahde izing the logic design and testing the basic logic circuits.

up version of thu Tiros shultter. It will be designed to Thel addition of new inputs, and difficulties encountered
cover the 0.44-in. fuillv-scannd forliat. Its slit will (aulse in adliiring to the 10 to ! 65'C temperature range,
ai 5-nIs cxpostmre which is suiffici it to revcit iiimage make it ne cessaiv to inucrease the nulmuber of circuits over
siuear prior to thme I-imn switlch \vr si gumAtI. hi tIhl' 'vuit t I nbum iil 1 i'ilginally planiied. M lost of the preliminary
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18 k¢ A 4.5 k€ B 450€cps

design has been completed and the major effort in all FROM 2.24 .r MacB 450oP ---
areas is at present being expended on circuit packaging. DUAL + 2 +10 2

CLOCK

A complete block diagram of the control progranner
and camera sequencer is shown in Figure 15. The blocks
enclosed by the dashed lines represent the digital portions
of the camera sequencer; the flow relationships with the [1so cps 0 o cps E 25 cp F 0.195 cps

video combiners, camera subsystems, transmitters, and 6.66 mwc .
test functions are indicated.

A primary and a standby 18-kc master timing reference Figure 16. F-division chain
generator provide the base for all pulse generation. A
peak-to-peak detector serves as an inhibit monitor for the
standby clock and also provides a telemetry signal indi- the P-division chain. The pulse widths and time durations
cating whether the oscillator is operating or nonoperating. required by the system are decoded by the F- and P-logic
This circuit has been temperature-qualified as a bread- decoders. An example of this method of obtaining timing
board using 0.2-psec (nominal) clock pulses. and synchronizing signals is the generation of horizontal

The remaining circuits of the camera sequencer have synchronizing pulses. As shown in Figure 18, a pulse de-

been designed around 2 standard logic circuits: a flip-Hop coder gate is used, which recognizes I particular com-

multivibrator and a nor gate. hination of flip-flops B, C, and D. The output will recur
cyclically and the pulse width is determined by the num-

The clock reference frequency is suxivided by a series her of inputs to the gate. The configuration requires no
of counter circuits in both the F and the P chains. Fig- controls, has no time constant to take into consideration,
tire 16 shows the F-division chain and Figure 17 shows and is not susceptible to system complexity.

P E S U -O-I- -R 
-- - - - E

PERSPLY [rvnn L
INWIRTER F.....

TREGULATORL

F IVIION k~, LOGI LOGTIC

NCHAIN D NECODER
FRO F TI loo IlMERAPWE

PRIMARY DUAL AMOPERAOMUIONIO

CLOCKER SUSSEETUNO SUWITCTES
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FROM 10 kc 9 kc r. k© any offset of the dc level introduced between the camera

DUAL +2 +6 and the modulator alters the transmitter center frequency.

CLOCK Switching transients observed with this type of video
switch are of the order of 30 to .50 my at the diode bridge.
Analog gates, having greater dynamic range, produce
transients of the order of several volts, which could cause

750 cps 150 cps 25 cps 1.19 cps over-modulation, video spikes, false synchronizing pulses,1.3 m 667 mse_ 40 se 0,84 sec
.3 + 6 + 0. and other spurious effects. The amplitude and frequency

of transients measured in this circuit are of the order of
Figure 17. P-division chain 1 of the synchronizing pulse tip-to-peak white amplitude,

and can be tolerated without difficulty. The switches have
been operated over the full temperature range with less

Figures 19 and 20 show times of occurrence and time than 20-mv level change observed.
relationships for the interface signals required for the
camera control and summing amplifier. The camera The basic summing amplifier consists of a medium gain

sequencer controls the positioning of the Camera A filter t:ifferential amplifier with feedback for amplitude linear-
wheel as shown in Figure 21. The first 2 stages of the ity and pass band control for FM pre-emphasis. Open-

F-division chain 5-min timer provide a 4:1 count of loop gain measurements indicate adequate gain stability

the Camera A fields. Each of the 4 filter wheel positions over the temperature range, measurement of closed loop
(red, green, blue, and neutral) is assigned to 1 of the 4 gain shows no measurable change from 10 to + 65°C. The

possible combinations of Counters A and B. An analog pre-emphasis characteristic of the amplifier is shown in
voltage representing wheel position is taken from a poten- Figure 22.
tiometer arm linked mechanically to the filter wheel drive. Use of a level control has resulted from the need for an
This analog voltage is converted to a 2-bit digital repre- optimum synchronizing pulse shape for best pre-emphasis
sentation for comparison with the A and B bits. During utilization and the need for balance of the differential
oper,'tion, when the A and B combination changes, the amplifiers. As it is now planned, this will be the only
comparison circuit produces an output to the motor which adjustment in the control programmer and the camera
drives the filter wheel until the input from the analog-to- sequencer s ibsystem.
digital converter is the same as the new A and B
combination. PrtAminar. observations indicate that the Three crystal-controlled oscillators are planned as the
changeover time from 1 filter to the next is less than 1 sec. tone generator frequency sources. Tests of breadboards

have indicated more than adequate frequency stability
Video outputs from the 2 cameras of a set are summed to satisfy the 0.1% accuracy required. However, final

by a video summing-mixing amplifier to provide modula- measurement cannot be made until cr% stals of tihe correct
tion to the transmitter modulator. Video from each cam- fr'(uency are availale. The 3 oscillators individually, and
era is applied to a summing amplifier through the analog i fixed combination of all 3, give various summing amplifier
gate. The gates are programmed by the sequencer. The inputs and allow the use of sunming amplifiers that are
analog gate preserves the de level of the video signals nearlv identical.
and causes less amplitude distortion of the signals than
would be caused by singh-ended switches operating near l)esign of the command switch has been accomplished
cutoff. Preservation of the dc level is necessary because by the electrical integration group, and a description of

the ol)eration of the command switch and associated
relays is included in the electrical integration discussion

OSCILLATOR A a c O E of this report.
Iskc 0 1o 0l 1 0_ 1 _0o1 0 1Relays are used at present in the control circuits of

Many of the Rang'r TV subsystem assemblies. These
relays control application of power applied to the assem-
blies. In some cases, 2 relays are used to accomplish
power ;application.

TRUE TRUSince electromechanical relays are considered inferiorTRUE -0 * FALSE -, p-TRUE

to solid state devices with respect to reliability, weight,
Figure 18. Horizontal synchronizing pulse derivation and space consumption, the Ius(, of switching diodes to
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Figure 19. Type-F camera interface signals
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Figure 20. Type-P camera interface signals
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5-mm TIMER (6) Ground receiver components including a 30-mc

mixer, two 5.0-me IF amplifiers, and two 0.5-mc IF
F DIVISKI N  A 8 -C, D6 E AND F amplifiers with automatic frequency control.

The current spacecraft and ground configurations are
shown in Figures 9 and 2-3.

AModulator-exciters. The modulator-exciter schematic
TO- COMPARISON diagrams are shown in Figure 24. The design reflects theDIGITAL CHECK

FILTER CONVETER reliability requirements of design simplicity and the uti-WIHEE lization of the minimum number of circuit components.

-MOTOR..... 0 DRIV0 E The frequency stability measurement on the 181 un-

compensated breadboard of the circuit have been within. 0.003% for the 0 to 501C range. This employed the use
Figure 21. Filter wheel positioning circuit of a series resonant 20.819444-me crystal. The order has

been placed for 20-me crystals having -0.0005% stability
replace certain of these relays is being investigated. A under temperature.
preliminary design is underway at present incorporating Temperature compensation is being performed on the
the diodes. oscillator circuits and it appears that the u.001% require-

tient may he met without the use of a crystal oven.c. Communications and telemetry. The design approach
to the Ranger television communications is to provide Frequency deviation requirements for the modulator
communication subsystem components for the transmis- have been met with less than 2% distortion of the modu-
sion and reception of the multiplexed TV data and lating signal. With the transmitter operating frequency
telemetry data. Specifically, these components consist of in the vicinity of 960 me and the base exciter frequency
the following: at 20 me, a total frequency multiplication of 960 20 = 48

must be accomplished in the multiplier chain. Thus for a
(1) Spacecraft telemetry components consisting of a total frequency leviation of 400 kc at 90 me, the devia-

3-kc subcarrier ost illator (SCO), two commutators, tion requirement of the 20-me oscillator is 400 48 kc =
two 2.35-kc SCO's. an ac amplifier, and a de-to-dc 8.33 kc or approximately - 4.2 kc around the center
converter. frequency.

(2) Spacecraft transmitter. The curve of F.gure 25 shows the total deviation capa-
bility of the circuit and Figure 26 shows an expansion of

(3) Spacecraft power supply, the curve around the proposed bias point. Figure 26
points out the linear relationship between frequency and(4) Spacecraft communication system integration (corI- modulating signal which has a total ",ermissible distortion

ponents such as junction boxes, control panels. etc. of less than 27 for modulating signal (sine wave tp to

600 ke with flat response) magnitudes which produce total
(5) Ground telemetry' 'omponents. deviations up to 9.5 kc.

The distortion measurements were made by ac coupling16, an audio signal into the varicap circuit at Test Point A.
Modulation frequency response was measured from 2 to

8- RX) kc with less than l-dh change in total deviation, for a
mo 4lulating signal strength which produced a total devia-

6 24i The establishment of the modulator amplifier interface6 12 24 50 100 200 400
FREQUENCY, kc with the vi(eo and telemetry inputs has not yet been

completed. As such. design effort in this area is limited.
Figure 22. Summing amplifier pro-emphasis T'e IF section is shown in Figure 27. The output signals

characteristic from the Imtuoulator-~cxiters ait 240 mnc are fed to the, X4
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211911120.861

20.0720959

~20.66 11V PEAK-TO-PEAK

U.2 65.8

~20. - 208055---- ____

-j NBIAS POINT FOR
DISTORTION MEASURE

20.621
0 10 20 30 40 50 6O 70 so a

VARICAP BACK BIAS VOLTAGE, v 2081 - _L- __

Figure 25. Modulator deviation characteristic t 4 7 P/
AV

varactor multipliers. The 960-mc ouitput of the multipliers
driv'es the s'acuinin tuibe intermnediate power amplifier 206147 -- --- - -____

(IPA). The 7-%v outpuit of tihe IPA drives the 60-w p)owe~r
amplifier.

At this point, the signals fromt the 2 chains are com- 205

bined in a 4-port coaxial hybrid ring, which provides_______'- ___________

20-db isolation between the 2 chains with an inse'rtion 20843,____ __________ _______________

loss of 3 (lb. This loss,. 30 wv per chain, is absorbed in a 26 30 34 36 42 44 50
dtimmy load. The ouitput front the hvbrid ring is comn- VARICAP BIAS, v

bined in the directional coupler with the 3-wv signal front Figure 26. Modulator deviation expanded plot
the bus transmitter.

The dlirect ional couipler provides 30-dh isolation be- Temperature and vacuumn tests have been conduicted
tween the 2 signals with insertion losses of W, db1 for bus oil the 60-"', power amplifier with favorable results.
transmnitter inp~uts and 0.5 (lb for the TV. The RF signal
then enters a 3-port ferrite circulator fromt which (at aI Power supi)plies. The preliminary design on 2 power
0.5-db insertion loss) the pow~er is fed to the dlirectional
antenna. Reverse power, ats at result of ante'nna mismlatchl supplies, a 150-w umnit and a 15.wv unit, has been corn-
will be dissipated in thle (ltmmnn load associated wsith th pjleted. However, changes in the over-all TV payload

ferrte ircuato. Th toal iserion ossfron poer lesign have imposedl significant changes in tile 150-w%
frrpite i rcltr h oa neto os fo unit. This uinit w~as to have supplied 1000, 250. and 100 v

amliirs to antenna (assining anl antenna VSWR (If 1.0) ttttsfonadibernfrmsldsaecnvtr
is 4.0 (11), providling 24 w per transmitter at the antenna. opetints frontobetasfresldstt ovre

The over-all chassis drawvings for the niodlilator-exciter
have been comnpleted. Connectors for the modulator- Thel( changes to both voltage and current requirements
exciter have- been ordered an(] fabrication of the chassis re(jlire replacement of the 150-w unit by 2 units of 190-
is iii Ipmc(ss. andl W9)-%v, each with an op~erating frequency (If approxi-

mnately 2 ke. The 190-%v %init w~ill supply 500 v at 100 ma,
Minor changes have been mnade in the X<12 multiplier 3WN v at 50 ina, 1(X v at 300 ma, 6.3 v ac at 1 amp, and

because of packaging re'quirements in the Iuodhllator- 6.3 v ac, at 8 ampI. The 3XM)-\%v unit \%ill supply 1250 IWOX v
exciter chassis. D~rawings for the )<12 nuiltiplier, the 4-. at 250 mna. These 2 p~o\sver stip)plies will be housed in a
mutltiplier, and the 7-w amplifier have been released( to the single ca.s(- and] shielded to rellice effects of stray mnag-
modlel shop, and fabrication of all 3 units is proceeding, net ic fields.
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MODLAOR MUTPLE AMLFE AMPLFIE

FROM T

MODULATOR- VARACTOR IPA POWER DUMIY

-0ITR MULTIPLIER -eAMPLIFIER -&AMPLIFIER TRNSITEMMTEN

EXCITERS X4 7W 6WLOAD

Figure 27. iF section

The 15-w unit will be housed in a separate shielded d. Primary power.
case. This unit is to supply 27 v regulated at 500 ma. This Batteries. The Ranger TV subsystem power supply
is a single transformer, solid state converter design, with will consist of 2 silver-zinc storage battery units
an operating frequency of 2 kc. It operates from 27.5-v which will feed a common series-type voltage regulator
dc primary power. Preliminary design on the larger 2 unit and furnish a regulated output of 27.5_t0.5 v. Each of
power supply has been started. Mechanical design of the tite individual batten' packages will be capable of
15-w unit is underway, furnishing the total payload energy requirements as

Telemetry. The spacecraft and ground telemetry com- determined by the mission power profile, improving the
ponents are presented in Figures 28 and , over-all reliability of the system. In addition to thebatteries and voltage regulators required for the pay-

The c)mmunications system analysis has been made load power supply subsystem, battery chargers and
for the carrier-to-noise ratio, picture signal-to-noise ratio, external power supply units will be required for the
and tone code signal-to-noise ratio. An analysis of the development, testing, and checkout of the payloads.
effects of using pre-emphasis to gain an improvement in
signal-to-noise ratio for video transmission has been made. Each battery unit will c)nsist of 22 series-connected,

silver-zine, electric storage cells. The batteries will be

%00 VCO hermnetically sealedl; each 22 cell unit w~ill be mounted in
IRIG AC TO JPL a stainlhss steel or anolic magnesium case. The individual

0 CHANNEL AMPLIFIER EQUIPMENT cells will be matched for voltage and current char-
os acteristics, and will be constructed to minimize battery

IS x - degradation due to electrolyte evaporation, separator
_ 0 ndeterioration, internal short circuits, and heat dissipation.
235ok1 The battery units will be rechargeable for ground payload

k MODULATOR operation and testing, but will operate in a single-shot
. *11mode during the actual mission. Weight of the battery

0 F unit, comsisting of the 22 cells and the mounting case,

0 0 will be approximately 43 11). Each unit will occupy a

90 x VC 1OULT volume of about 1000mAi.. There will be 2 parallel battery
VCO MOUATO units incorporated in each payload. The 2 units will feed

235 kc it coummon voltage regulator, and will be separated by

diode isolators to prevent a malfunction in I battery unit
Figure 28. Telemetry flight equipment from affecting the ierformance of the other unit.
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A systems test set of batteries and a flight set of bat- 1.6 1 I
teries will be provided with each payload. The systems RCA CURRENT
test set of batteries will be used to furnish internal power DENSITY AT 45 amp I
during the integration and testing of the payload, and will 1.5
be recharged as required during testing. The flight set of
batteries will be inserted after the completion of the final w
systems tests, and before the payload is mated with the I
Ranger spacecraft, in order to minimize the accumulated 1.4 RCA VOLTAGE (milj _

test time on the flight units, Each battery unit will have .j 1 -
a rated nominal capacity of greater than 1800 w-hr with _jW
a 200-w-hr margin of safety, and will be capable of 0 I1.3I
furnishing the total energy requirements for the payload
mission.

The problem of assuring the internal and external
sterility of the battery units will be- considered in (iesign 0.MI 0.200 0.5 0400.S .0
of the batteries and selection of the battery mounting CURRENT DENSITY, amp/n?
locations in the payload structure. The feasibility of
thermally sterilizing the dry batteries as a part of the Figure 30. Voltage vs current density for battery cells
complete payload, and subsequently inserting a sterile
electrolyte will be investigated. If design of the batteries capacity. A preliminary design by ESB (based on an
precludes thermal sterilization, it is planned to thermally RCA spec) indicated that 21 cells could not supply the
sterilize the payload without batteries. and subsequently required terminal voltage. The design has been changed
insert the batteries in a sterilizing gas environment to from 21 to 22 cells.
ensure sterilization of the mating surfaces between the
battery container and the structure. However, the use of A sensitive differential amplifier will x used as the
liquid surface sterilants may be applied to the battery error detector. One input to the differential amplifier will
mating surfaces andl the process of attaching the bat- be provided by a temperature stabilized voltage reference
teries to the structure in a sterilizing gas environment zener diode driven by the constant current generator.
will be avoided. The other input to the differential amplifier will be

The Electric Storage Battery Company (ESB), Missile derived from the unregulated bus voltage error applied
Battery Division, Raleigh, N. C. was selected to supply through a resistive voltage divider network. The series
the batteries. ESB con(lucted tests on Ranger cells to regulating power transistor circuit will consist of several
determine the design requirements. Figure 30 shows a matched transistors. These transistors will operate in
plot of current density vs cell voltage at 50'"F. The points parallel in order to ensure proper load sharing and
for the curve were obtained during the final M of cell adequpate maximum power transfer.

The external power slippi and batter' charger units
will be adaptations of existing commercially available

------------ "tro.L R equipments.
IF DISCRIMINATOR

, oltage regulator. A series-type voltage regulator will
@AND-PASS heRIMINTOR AID used to provide - 27.5 --0.5 v. There will be 2 bat-

255 RTFs , teries supplying the unregulated power and the power
I to the regulators. The maximum battery, terminal-voltage

variation that can be expected is from --41.5 to -30.5 v
die. The TN' transmitters and camera shutters will operate

,from unregulated battery voltage to reduce the current
,,P ,,T .,4 A,, drain on the regulator. A redhuced current drain will result

1 ] in re'duced size and weight of tihe regulator.
¢) ()

DATA 1At The hattery-rgilator interconnection diagram is shown
TO TAPF 01DT1JI in Figre 31. Diodu's 1)1 and D2 will become reverse

Figure 29. Ground station engineering telemetry hiased if either batter' develops an internal short, and
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UNREGULATED inpjut to thle error detector is at reference voltage of 8.4 v

BATTRY OUPUTobtainled fromn the reference iener Diode D1. The other
A + ipti~t is a fraction of the regulated ouitpuit voltage' obtained

--- o- 275 v froin the I'll, 112, and R3 voltage divider. R3 is used to
D25 adjust tihe outpuit voltage to exactly 27.5 v dc. Any

02 VOLTAGE REGULATFD variation of the output voltage resulting from load
IREGULATOR OUTPUT changes or input voltage changes will cause the error

D3 d(etector to kamup];fV tihe difference between the reference
D4 0 V oltage aind the changed fraction of the( output voltage.

B BiTe error detector otput is a differential signal which
_+ is conniected to another diffe-rential amplifier stage con-

CARTER sisting of Transistors Q3 and Q4. This stage amplifies the
CHARGERoutput of the error dletector and, in turn, drives the driver

Figure 31. Battery regulator interconnection Tinsistor Q5.

will thuts prevent the other battery from (lischarging into The connection of the driver Transistor Q5 and the
the shorted battery. Diodes 1)3 andl D4 are used in the~ parallel-output series-regulating 'rransistors Q6 and Q7
battery charging circuit of the uimbilical cordl. This circuit has thme advantages of high gain and no shunt cuirrent to
will be used to charge the batteries at thme time the bat- ground. Byv redmucing the shont cuirrent to ground to a
teries are mutdin th alaadaginenute m1iniumou. a high efficiency is mnaintatined for the regti-

ontd tepayloadl is~ whtenoinig -A.I the iblc or lator when the output load cuirrent is low. Capacitors

or~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~C aIsvretrt h ala sol esotd ids ( nd (2 atre iised to control the high frequency gain
or itacn n to totep od shouotld beo erv s e shrted.n prevent and p~hase shift of time error amplifier to prevent high

D3 ad D4woud beomerevese iase an preent frequeumcy oscillations.
discharging of the batteries.

The breadboard circuift is shown in Figtire 32. Thei Thme regulation chatracteristic of the breadboard circuit
low owe TrnsisorsQ1 hrouh Qareinotnte onthe is shown in Taible 2-4. The input voltage was varied from

terminal boaird, andi the driver Transistor Q5 and series-' 3 to 410 v dc, iund the load current w~as varied from
regulating Transistors Q6 and Q7 are mounted on th 0 to 5.0 an. Also given is the variation in millivolts of the
heat sink, regulatted ooumit voltage from 27.500 v de. The per-

forimmance of the regulator with respect to regulation is
Transistors Q1 and Q2 are connected as a (differential mre than adequiate to meet the specified output-voltage

amplifier to perform tht. function of error d(eector. One variat ion of 1 0.5 v dc.

___._27_5 - REGULATED

2N49 21404I UTU

CI
1000 of

UNREGULATED R

Figure 32. Voltage regulator breadboard circuit
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The regulator circuit breadboard was placed in a tern- TIME 66 6625
perature chamber and performance was measured at tern- 5-m~ n INTIA ENO CRUISE. BEGIN MAIN
peratures from 0 to 72°C. Data obtained from this tern- PRELAUNCH CRUI!,E BEGIN OPERATION

perature run is shown in Table 25. The input voltage to ACTIVITY . PHASL WARMUP- AMPACT

the regulator was maintained constant at - 33 v dc, and
the load current was varied from 0.0 to 5.0 amp. Table
25 lists the regulated output voltages for the different 05 10 5 0

load and temperature conditions. A total change in the -- TIME. ,

output voltage of 0.25 v de, which is well within the Figure 33. Major power draining periods

regulator specification requirement, was obtained on thisTable 24. Regulator output variations for different temperature run.
input and load conditions

Mechanical design work has begun on a package for
La t , amp the regulator and blocking diodes. It is planned to keep

mu.t the weight of the regulator to less than 1.5 lb, and to
V Rla 0. u mv 2.2 [ 4,0 [fit the regulator into a space 1.5 in. high by 3 in. wide by

Uegt~a., out t. mu 5 in. long. Measurements will continue on the breadboard

-30 9.5 4.5 3.0 2.0 2.0 5.0 to further prove its performance.
- 32 9.5 4.5 3.0 2.0 2.0 5.0 Power profile. The total power-drain profile for the

36 10.0 5.0 3.0 2.5 1.5 5.0 Ranger TV su~bsystem has been modified in accordance
with the new payload operational sequence and subsys-

tem requirements. Figure 33 shows the major power-
draining periods for the new sequence.

Table 25. Regulator output voltage for different

load and temperature conditions The new total energy required is approximately 896
w-hr. This is based on the requirements of the clock and

Lead current ,,mp sequencer, voltage regulator, cameras, communications,
Tempera- __O I and telemetry units for the entire mission. Regulated and

, 0.0 0.15 0.55 2.3 . unregulated power required by individual units during
Regulator output, V each of the major periods of the mission is given in Table

0 25.5 25.5 25.5 25.5 25.5 26. The total power profile is shown in Figure 34.
10 25.5 25.5 25.5 25 5 25.5 (;round 1attery-charger and monitor (launching-pad
25 25.5 25.5 25.5 25.5 25.5 area). The purpose of the ground battery-charger and
51 25.6 25.6 25.6 25.6 25.6 monitor of the launching-pad area (Fig 35) will be to
60 25.7 25.7 25.7 25.7 25.7 maintain the full-charge capacity of the flight batteries
72 25.75 25.75 j 25.75 25.75 25.75 when po wer drain during prelaunch test is continued for

Table 26. Power drain breakdown in watts

Prelaunch Cruise Wormup Opotemn

Subsystem 5 min o1 O hr 1 to 66 hr 15 to 10 min 10 to min

11 U/R' It' U/r a. U/R' 1 U/r1 it UIIt

Communications and
telemetry 33 362.5 0 0 9.2 0 33 273.6 33 599

Clock and sequencer 45 0 0 0 0 0 45 0 45 0

Voltage regulator 0 0.7 0 0.7 0 0.7 0 0.7 0 0.7

Camera 60 0 0 0 0 0 60 0 60 0

Totals 138 363.2 0 0.7 9.2 0.7 1381 274.3 131 599.7

' regulated.
"Uif unregulated
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TIME, hr - (2) To monitor individual cell voltages by selection

and to also indicate continuously the temperature
1-- of each battery.

S Er " E,,,. + ', (3) To supply external power for payload equipment

747.7 Er 199.27 + 467 6/0.7 when desired.
742.7
737.7 Er895 84 w-hr An external power supply will supply 0 to 40 v for

S o501.2 powering the payload equipment when it is not desirable
....87 to use ')attery power. An external-internal power relay... 421.7

416 7 will select either battery power or power from the exter-

W 411.7 122.95 w-hr- nal power supply for powering the payload equipment.
161.9 34.31 w-hr This relay will be part of the test cable and will not be'- 4177 -hr

/ 12.6 w-hr flown. The relay will be actuated by manually operating
99475 2 w-hr an external-internal power-select-switch. The same switch

acts as a safety feature by turning off the charger when
internal battery power is selected. The 27.5-v supply will

0 5 10 5 0 power the thermistor circuitry and the external-internal
ACTIVITY - TIME, tn power relay.

Figure 34. Total power-drain profile All connections for battery charging and sensing will
be made through the payload umbilical cord; all connec-
tions for measuring cell voltages and battery temperatures

an appreciable time. Since battery charging should not will be made through two 25-wire plugs.
take place while the payload equipment is operating
from the battery, the test procedure will make provisions Battery and voltage-regulator bench test load. In order

to prevent charging during the prelaunch tests. to test the battery and voltage regulator power capabili-
ties, a test load was designed. The bench test load (Fig 37)

Ground power supply charger and monitor (service will enable any flight power profile to be simulated. This

area). The ground power supply charger and monitor of will be done by means of 4 continuously-variable load

the service area (Fig 36) will have a threefold purpose: ranges: (1) 0.06 to 0.55 amp, (2) 0.55 to 2.8 amp, (3) 2.5 to
10.0 amp, and (4) 8.2 to 47.0 amp. A panel-mounted cur-

(1) to monitorthe bateria voarige of meach bavtt- rent meter will be supplied for each load branch; battery
and to regulate battery charging by means of volt- terminal voltage will be continuously measured by an
age sensing. external meter.

RA~RPAYLOAD 6. Th~rmal Control
SAT TERY CHARG.E 6ATTfR0 A BAT TRY H OIO A detailed thermal analysis, to determine a continu-

A AND e COMMON M% ,Pt MONI TOR CIMMON
CHARGE ouis temperature-time history of the electronic modules

throughout the mission, was initiated and is continuing.
TWO-PONT There are 3 separate computer programs being used to

L Janalyze configuration, radiation-coupling factors, and
mission temperature-time histories.

9 TIMERI

SBYPASS A Thermal analysis directed toward a passive thermalF- timtrol technique is being made. The primary design
I !I A B parameters of such a system are:

CHAR'R P r MARGE RI
I SENSORI, V / S (1) Location of the electronic modules within the

1O CHARGER 
spacecraft.

I STARTER T0I2ER A()ad airjtvy(xot
I,v CIRCUIT 2), ( Emissivity and solar absorptivity of all exposed

surfaces.
Figure 35. Ground battery charger and monitor,

launching pad area (3) Mass available for thermal heat sinks.
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8.2 TO 47 amp

2.5 TO 10 amp
mmDl !2 2

-3-

0.55 TO 2.8 amp
| !5 10

15

0.06 TO 0.55 amp
I

20 200 R 7005 W
Figure 37. Battery bench test load

The Ranger TV subsystem consists of electronic nmod- The over-all result of the thermal analysis will be a con-
ules that are in operation during limited time periods. tinuous temperature-time history of appropriate elec-
Detailed examination of the modules indicates that there tronic modules from launch to impact on the Moon.
will be high thermal dissipation in some modules and
little thermal dissipation in others. For this reason, the Three machine programs are being used to analyze the

modules cannot be treated as a gross isothermal body, bit system. A program has been developed for the IBM-709

must be treated as individual units, and a temperature- (omputer to evaluate configu ration factors using the prin-

time history predicted for each unit. Temperature-time ciple of contour integration. The 2nd program, for analog

histories will be predicted for the following modes of (omlptiing equtipment. evaluates radiation-coupling fac-

flight: tors, which are a function of surface emissivities. module
areas, an(l configuiration factors. An BCA-501 computer

(1) 1(0-nm parking orbit. will be uised to compute temIrature-time histories of the
modlles. The program for this computer is designed for

(2) Passage through the Earth's shadow, solution of the tempe'raturi-time dependence of a 30-day

en ise l)(ly sstem, with each body' exchanging energy with
(3) Solar-oriented Cie(1" phase). all other l'ies by radiation an(l con(lction.

(4) Mid-coirse maneuver. Considerable design effort is required to evaluate the

radiation-,oupling factors, conduiction-coupling factors,

(5) Solar-oriented cruise (2' phase,), and effective thermal mass for each module. The

(6) Terminal camera orientation mode (1-hr duration). timperatuire-time forecast is dependent on the accuracies
of these factors, and in view of the complex geometry of

(7) Terminal equipment warmup mode (5-min dura- the capsule, ( etive evaluation of these factors can only

tion). be obtained from testing of i thermal model. A detailed
thermal model is being constructed for testing. The model

(8) Terminal operational mode (I0-min (lhiratiomi). will closely allproximate a flight payload. It will be struic-
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turally accurate and contain modules that simulate the where the boundaries of the bodies appear as concentric
electronic modules in size, weight, placement, and ther- rings, a situation for which the conduction equation can
mal dissipation. The model will be placed in a vacuum be easily written. By using the appropriate complex map-
chamber capable of simulating external energy flux by ping function, the conduction equation was written for
infrared radiation at pressures of I X 10-' mm Hg or the model, and an effective conduction coupling factor
lower. After necessary design information has been was obtained. The model was extended to include many
obtained, a solar-simulation test should reveal any ther- bodies on a plane, with radiation exchange from the
mal design problems that might exist, in time to permit surface. It is anticipated that the results of this study
solutions for the proof test model. will provide realistic conduction-coupling factors for the

A problem associated with thermal design is the evalu- machine program.

ation of contact conductance between mating surfaces. Design of the thermal model and proof test model test
Contact conductance between electronic modules and facility was initiated. It is planned to use lamps to sim-
structural mounting areas approaching that of solid metal ulate incident solar energy on the capsule. A test fixture
is desirable in order to minimize thermal gradients. A is under development to provide a variable, uniform
literature search was initiated to determine what mate- intensity on appropriate surfaces.
rials might be applicable. The conclusion was reached
that all mating areas should have specified flatness devi- Results are listed in Table 27 of the preliminary cal-

ation and surface roughness characteristics. If a particular ctilations to determine magnitudes of thermal mass

module must be removable from the structure, either a needed to minimize terminal temperature rise. The results

soft aluminum shim, silicon grease, or other appropriate indicate that many modules are sufficiently massive to

materials will be used between the interfaces. For fixed require no additional heat sink. However, a few units are

modules, thermally conducting epoxies will be applied low in weight and have high dissipation densities; addi-

to form a solid mechanical bond. Mechanical attachments tional heat sink material is required for these units.

for the modules will be designed to provide a high, uni- Change-of-state materials with favorable thermal proper-
form contact pressure at the interfaces for removable ties (wax in particular) are being investigated for use as

units. additional lightweight heat sinks.

A study has been conducted to determine an analytical Temperature sensors for the spacecraft have been
expression for conduction coupling. The first model inves- designed using the following system parameters:
tigated consisted of 2 heat-dissipating bodies, mounted
to an infinite, insulated plane. The model configuration (1) Supply voltage, 207.5 v.

was mapped, by means of complex variables, to a plane, (2) Output voltage range, 0 to -5 v.

Table 27. Preliminary estimate of effective heat sink weight required to hold impact temperature below 600C

Pewer dosiplpret,w Additienal Crunee tempeffores, OC

Component Size, In. Cmponent set li efe atwolgkt, lbd weiDght With

Cruise Wermup Operetien weqglredt Cruis, pw -eion Impac, eC
power on

A26 telemetry 12 X 5% XS% 5 12 12 10 0 0 6 27

A16 power supply 8X6X4 0 10 75 II 0 0 6 30
A14 transmitter 8.76 X 5.75 X 2.5 0 0 90 4 0 0 6 52

A15omplifier 5% X 2% X 2 A 0 7 70 1.1 0 0 6 108

1.9 0 6 53
A24 4.port hybrid 6% DX 1% 0 0 5 1.5 0 0 6 31
A25 dummy load lXiI X 14 0 0 60 2.5 0 0 6 53

A7 power relay 3 X 3 X 2.7 0 14 14 0.9 0 0 6 58
AI0 battery 7.33 X 16.7 X 6 2 30 120 44.2 0 0 6 24

A2 regulator 3)(5 X 1.5 5 73 84 3 0 0 6 73

1.0 6 60

-BDsed on weight of aluminum.
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(3) Subcarrier oscillator input impedance the command switch advances from Position 1 to Position
Cruise, 500 K. 2, energizing Relays KIO and KII in both transmitters.
Terminal, 1 megohm. When these relays energize, the cameras become discon-

It was determined that 2 temperature ranges would be nected from the transmitters and the terminal telemetry

adequate for monitoring all of the desired temperature signals are connected directly to the transmitters. In this

test points. The ranges chosen are -- 10 to 65C, and position of the command switch, the warmup signal is

- 10 to 1000C. still applied to the warmup relays to keep the TV sub-
system in operation.

7. Subsystems Intogration The final signal received from the bus is the emergency

Electrical. The design concept has been established mode-off signal. This signal advances the command switch

for command switching of the TV subsystem by real to Position 3, causing Relays K10 and KII to de-energize.

time command (RTC) signals from the spacecraft bus. With Relays KIO and K11 de-energized, the cameras are

The purpose of this switching is to set the TV subsystem again connected to the transmitters, and the TV subsys-

into different modes of operation required by the mission tem performs in the normal operating mode. The warmup

suence of events, signal is applied to the appropriate relays as in the other
equ modes.

Figure 38 shows the circuits and interconnections used Position 3 is the final position to which the command
for mode switching. Switching is accomplished by means
of a rotary stepping switch that advances 1 position for switch will be advance during the mission.
each RTC signal received, and relays that are energized It is not planned to use the switch during subsystems
or de-energized depending on the rotary switch position. tests, except to test operation of the switch itself; there-
The 3 RTC signals which operate the command switch fore, no provisions are made to operate the switch from
are: any other source except the RTC command contact in the

(1) Warmup signal. bus. All TV subsystem signals generated by the switch
will be simulated on the test panel.

(2) Emergency mode signal. Mechanical. Mechanical design developments and re-

(3) Emergency mode-off signal. finements of subassembly packaging have made it neces-

When the warmup signal is received, the comman'l sary to revise the initial component arrangement. The

switch advances from Position 0 to Position 1. This action revised arrangement is shown in Figure 39.

energizes Relay K6 in the command switch, Relays K3 The new arrangement concept complies with the
and K4 in the transmitters, and Relay K5 in the telemetry requirement to keep the batteries as low as possible in the
section. structure, yet accessible for ease of installation and steri-

When Relay K6 is energized, a regulated 27.5-v dc lization. The batteries are located within the structural

power line is closed, applying 27.5 v to the sequencer box, formed by the vertical longerons and side plates, and

and camera assemblies. The camera sequencer and cam- are assembled from the bottom of th payload. This

era assemblies do not have power switches; the applied methol of assembly eliminates the need for cutouts in the

--27.5 v starts the operation of these assemblies. Relays plates forming the structural box and access doors in

K3 and K4 apply unregulated 39 v de to the transmitter the thermal shroud. More efficient use is made of theKr3mainin4saaceyann * mountin surfacestforhcontrolmoftth
power supplies. Relay K5 in the telemetry section closes remaining spae ant, mounting surfaces for control of the

contacts to -- 27.5-v regulated power to initiate terminal center of gravity, of moments, and of thermal and elec-

telmetry ope.ration. trical re-quirements.

The warmup signal has a backup from the~ CCS in A specific camera layout has been completed and a

the bus. This equipment provides a 100-ma contact clos- structural mounting bracket for accommodation of all 6

ure for the backup signal. Total current required by the cameras has been designed and is being fabricated. The

relay coils is 410 ma. Therefore, the CC&S signal i ,,st be bracket is a single nit with provisions for alining all

amplified to operate the relays in the absence of the RTC cameras in the proper angular relationship to one another

warmup signal. without further adjustment. The bracket and camera
assembly is installed within the structure on adjustable

The emergency mode signal is the next RTC mission inoumts for alinement of the entire camera array as a unit
s'quene. When the emergney mode signal is received, to the desired angle, representing the terminal velocity
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vector. The camera arrangement within the structure is
SECTION S-L SECTION C C shown in Figure 40.

A23 A2 The revised moment values are tabulated in Table 28.
All, 02? Al The revised computation of the center of gravity is

0A 
1

9 A9 A?

AOA1 X.W'Z 6966.3 - 00
A W1r 347.2

AI\A

A Z,,#,,,1 17 477.60 - 20.05 457.55 in.
CMERA,; Y 'Y - .7 -0.114

A' if" 347.2

I I,,,,,,l id 0.114 in.
A7rI O 

14.5

X,,,I,,,, - -0.042in.

Total payload weight is 347.2 lb, and the center of gravity
.locatin for the spacecraft-payload combination satisfies

" - .the ]P requirements.

3- 1 1 .Ground Support Equipment
The designs for the Ranger TV subsystem ground

.... ... receiving equipment and ground checkout equipment
have been finalized. Plans for the Goldstone equipment

Unit weights and dimensions call for a 30-mc, caged preamplifier to be located on the

Uni f antenna. The design provides for redundant receivers

° lb and tape recorders. Included also are 2 Kine-recorders

Al Cmrs 6 cameras and 60. which can be used for direct on-line or off-line photo-
filter wheel on single bracket) graphic recording. The Channel 8 telemetry is selected,

A2 through A7 Camera electronics (6) 43.8 by means of an appropriate filter, from the wide hand
As Video combiner 1.0 telemetry. After demodulation, the telemetry data can be
A9 Sectuencer 9.0 presented as a printotit.

AID and Al I Bltteries (2) 81.4

A12 Regulator 3.0 Signal processing and interconnection switching have
A13 Command switch 2.0 also been finalized, providing a versatile operational

A14 and A19 Transmitter modulator (2) 6.0 equipment. A 2 channel test transmitter is also planned.
AIS and A20 Amplifier, 60 w (2) 2.2 This test transmitter (,an be modulated either by signals
A16 and A21 Power supply (2) 22.0 from the video and sync simulator or by a prerecorded
Al? and A22 Power relay (2) 1.8 test tape.
A I and A23 Signal somplers (2) 0.4

A24 4.poWt hybrid 1.5 Designs for a Ranger TV subsystem panel and a single-
A25 Dummy load 2.5 channel test transmitter for the ground checkout equip-
A26 Telemetry 10.0 ment have been finalized. The Ranger TV subsystem
A27 i Temperature sensor 1.5 panel will permit exercising the spacecraft equipment by
A29 STquencer power supply 4.6 simulating command signals as well as making the correct

A29 and A30 Telemetry processing (2) 0.5 connection to the checkout equipment. A single channel
Structure, thermal shield 70.0

Electri-al harness 15.0 transmitter, which can be switched to either of the 2 fre-
T q'ncies, is provided for test purposes. The Goldstonereceiver is replaced with a 9(O-mc front end for the tests.

Figure 39. Arrangement of components The checkout panel to be included in the block house
in basic structure (quipnuent is being designed This panel will permit a
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~SPACECRAFT

i AXIS (RLL

-y-AAXIS

TYP-F CAXIS(2

TTYPE-P CAMERAS (4)

SECTION A-&

Figure 40. Camera array

brief exercise of the spacecraft through hardl-lint- (-otne-- lData recording will provide interim as well as archival
tions while it is emplaced on the launching pad. A receiv- storage of events on a multi-channel, continuous-tape.
ing antenna and tower w~ill be provided te receive tihe ma~gnetic recorder. lDatak reduction of information in the
reduced power transmissions from tihe space-craft dhiring form ot television signals will be recordled by a 35-mmn
the countdown checks. filtin camera. GSE subsystems, intended for checking and

All rimay pwer equiemets fr th GS hav bee e-rvising the system, will be provided by 1 kinescope
eallise riand powier t eauremets for the vais and film--camera combination capable of recording either

etabishe aend eientd lIaton, thvrie intrfac- slow-scan or fast-scan video channels individually. Con-

btion he bIen reviwen additieon hepintrfac trol of the subsystem will he manual and wvill include
betwen he RA euipmnt n~lthe ro~nd sppot control of powser, operate-test mode, CRT display desig-
equimen at oldtonewasestalisednation (in test modle). -andl film camera. Monitoring of

The operational groundl station comprises 2 major o)n-line or off-line video signals w~ill be displayed by an
grouind equipments: the TV data recordling andl display -scope which will receive appropriate sync and video
equipment, and the groundl communicat ions equiinm(t. signals. The A-scope, %%ill also be capable of displaying

a. Data recording and diiplay. waveforms from other parts of the subsystem.

Subsystem description. The Ranger TVground support Iligures 41 and 42 are block diagram and equipment
equipment (GSE: TV data recordling anol display smib- layouit, respectively, of the 'IVdahta recordling and display
system) provides 3 primary functions: gr ound checkout e quipment.

(1) Data recordling (telemetry andl TV information). Tape recorder. The tape recordler is a 4-channel, wide

(2) Dta rdticion TV inormaion) han, cont inulous linear magnetic-tape system wich will
(2) ~ataredtctio (TVinfomatin).reord andl play hack the composite vido) and tveletry

(3) Conatrol of checkout andl exercising of the silb- signals reeeived from the subsy-stem interface eqjuipmnent.
system. Mlini(oll taple recordevrs will be used in GSE Units 1 and
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Table 28. Center of gravity computation

eeeneWeight, WX, WV, WZ, WZ',
Rlefernce Unit Wih, X, In. YX , In. WZ, In,. N, W3

designation nnlIbIn-l In-lb In.-Ib lb-In.'

Al Cameras 6 (cameras 60.0 0 0 0 0 2561.0 137,800and filter wheel)

A2
through Camera electronics 43.8 0 0 0 0 25.70 1129.7 29,000
A7

All Video combiner 1.0 7.0 7.0 0 0 22.70 22.7 774

A9 Sequencer 9.0 0 0 6.8 61.2 7.00 63.0 294

All
and Batteries 18.4 0 0 0 0 12.35 1090.0 14,350
All

A12 Regulator 3.0 8.0 24.0 6.0 18.0 14.00 42.0 588

A13 Command switch 2.0 0 0 10.0 - 20.0 14.00 26.0 392

A14
and Transmitter modulator 6.0 0 0 0 0 14.25 114.0 1,625
A19

A15
and Amplifiers, 60 w 2.2 0 0 0 0 12.50 27.5 344
A20

A16
and Power supply 22.0 0 0 0 0 7.0 154.0 1,030
A21

A17
and Power relay 1. 0 0 0 0 5.3 9.6 51
A22

All
and Signal samplers 0.4 0 0 8.5 3.4 12.0 4.8 57
A23

A24 4-port hybrid 1.5 6.5 9.75 0 0 14.50 21.1 316

A25 Dummy load 2.5 7.0 17.5 0 0 19.0 47.5 704

A26 Telemetry 10.0 0 0 7.3 73.0 6.3 68.0 462

A27 Temperature sensor 1.5 0 0 9.0 13.5 12.0 16.0 288

A28 Sequencer power 4.6 7.0 32.2 0 0 22.6 104.0 1.750supply

A29
and Telemetry processor 0.3 0 0 0 0 13.0 6.5 85
A30

Structure and thermal 70.0 0 0 0 0 16.16 1454.0 32,000
shield

Harness, electrical 15.0 - - - - - - -

Totals 347.2 14.5 39.7 6966.3 221,910

2; Ampex tape recorders will be used in GSE Units .opnlosite video signals which produce test patterns
3 and 4. within subsystem operating ranges so that kinescope

operating parameters can be determined.
Sync and video simulator. The sync and video simulator

contains the test-pattern control, sync generator and The generated video test signals are selectable by a
video-simulator circuits. These circuits produce the fune- rotary switch on the simulator unit. These signals (Fig
tion necessary to perform a comprehensive subsystem test 43) comprise:
to determine eqtipment operability. The test-pattern con-
trol panel enables selection of the various test signals (1) Vertical bars (2rasterlineswide.
which the simulator is cai)able of generating. The sync (2) llorizontal bars (2 raster lines wide).
generator produces the timing waveforms re(quire(d to
operate th(, video simulator. Tt video sitlator d(heveI)s (3) (rating pattern (horizontal and vertical bars).
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RECEIVER MONITOR
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L _ _CONTROL 0

I0
CONVERTER PREDETECT IF TAPE

RECORDER
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DEMODULATOR I-CHANNEL S-F VIDEO ISTRIBUTION S T 1 -
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VIDEO CONTROL

CHANNEL F SIMULATED VIDEO SIU__ UNIT

Figure 41. TV data recording and display ground checkout equipment

(4) Gray scale, varying from 8 to 0 v at an 18-kc rate. The pulse rise time
(measured between the 10 and 90' points) is less than
0.22 ,sc. Pulse width is not critical but is approximately

(6) Composite test pattern (grating, resolution bars. ,5 pisec. The circuit consists of 2 tran.,: tor amplifiers ,i

and gray scale). series, with positive feedback from the 2"1 to the 1
through a quartz crystal in the s( ies-resonant mode. A

The sync tips carry tone signals in accordance with the clipped 18-kc sine wave is produced at the output of the
Ranger TV GSE subsystem specification, except that the 2"' amplifier, and is then fed through an inverter to pro-
tones carried by the Camera A-B rate composite video hide the required rise time. Fabrication of the improved
will be selectable by a test-pattern control-panel rotary 18-kc oscillator has started.
switch.

The video generator unit consists of and gate logic,
The sync generator unit consists of an 18-kc, crystal- shift registers, 1-shot multivibrators, gated oscillators, a

controlled, master oscillator and and gate logic circuits register matrix, and a video-processing amplifier. The
that perform frequency division to the line and frane vi(eo-proci-ssing amplifier breadboard has been com-
rates, and intermediate divisions to provide for triggering pleted, finishing the task of breadhoarding circuits.
of the video generator.

The and gate logic and the 1-shot multivibrators gen-
The 18-kc, crystal-controlled oscillator circuit is showli crate horizontal and vertical bars and a grating pattern

in Figure 44. This circuit provides i positivc-going piuls determined by the line and frame sync rate. One shift
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Figure 42. TV data recording and display ground checkout equipment

register drives the resistor matrix to generate the gray stipulated that each gated oscillator board would ciotain
tone signal with a gamma factor of 0.5. Another shift 5 tank circuits (only 3 of which would be used) of differ-
register drives the higb-stability gated Colpitts oscillators ent center frequencies. W~h n the board layout was being
to produce multi-burst resolution bars at the line sync designed, it was found that 5 tank circuits could not be
rate. A gated oscillator modlule, controlled by at vertical- fitted on 1 board. It was necessary to provide a 2ndI type
sync-rate-gate pulse, generates the codled tone signal. Ille (of modlule to providle gated oscillators in the required
video-processing amplifiers contain 2 resistor-diode video quantity and frequencies. The same board and parts are
and sync mixer circuits andl a line driving amplifier, be-ing usedl in both modules, The only difference is the

The mechanical configuration has bee(n changed to
accommodKate thle gated oscillators. The original design r00 b

01 1~
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Figure 43. Video test signals Figure 44. Schematic of 1 8-kc oscillator
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resonant frequency of the tuned circuits being incorpo- Table 29. Power supply voltage and current ratings
rated into the module.

Power supplies. The power distribution unit consists Nominal voltage, v Currnt, amp Voltage limits, v

of a control panel, blower, and 9 individual dc voltage - 4.5 5.0 4.4 t- 4.6

power supplies. This unit provides control of the ac 12.0 5.0 11.75 to -12.25

and dc voltage requirements of the TV data recording 16.5 10.0 16.1 t- 16.9

and display subsystem. A blower, located at the bottom 26.0 20.0 25.5 to - 26.5

of the cabinet, provides ventilation that maintains safe 0so.o 0.8 - 147 to 153

operating temperatures for the power supplies. The indi- 300.0 1.5 294to - 306

vidual power supply voltage, current, and voltage limit 12.0 5.0 11.75 to 12.25

ratings are listed in Table 29. 0so.o 0.8 147 to153

Monitor and control unit. The monitor and control 300.0 3.0 294t.306

unit contains a monitor and control panel, camera patch
panel, monitor scope (1 in the checkout configuration, 2 The Channel S-F syn chassis and the Channel F sync-
in the operational configuration), Channel S-F sync tone decxler chassis separate and develop signals to pro-
chassis, Channel F sync and tone-decoder chassis, 2 sync dut the picture presentation and select the proper color

and tone decoder-module nests, and a communication filter indicator lamp at the film recorder. The sync and
panel. This unit provides a central point from which the tone-decoder Nests I and 2 contain the modules which
subsystem can be operated. The monitor and control provide the sync and tone-decoder logic required by the
panel contains switches, indicators, counters, and a clock. filen recorder.
The switches provide selection of operating commands
for a subsystem during test or operate modes. Lights in Tones are separated from the composite video signals
switches and indicators provide monitoring information bv 2 identical tone strippers. The tone strippers are
of system status and operation conditions. The counters shown in Figure 45. Each stripper consists of 3 decoders
indicate the film-recorder camera operation by counting that are identical except for the frequency of the input
the frame exposures of the 35-mi camera, and thue clock filter. The filter possessing frequency charateristics sim-
displays a 24-hr CMT. The monitor or scopes (depending ilar to the tone frequency will pass the tone to the tone
upon the subsystem configuration) monitor the video sig- decoder. The tone is amplified by Qi, Q2, Q3, and Q4. The
nals being applied to the kinescope display circuits. amplified tone is detected, integrated, and applied to the

-16 5v -[
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Schmitt trigger, consisting of Q5 and Q6. The Schmitt 12

trigger output is amplified and clamped to - 4.5 v. Tone 02
decoder outputs are used to indicate absence of tone and
to indicate the color of the filter used in the TV camera. 01

Input to the tone stripper is from the video-distribution INPUT 1. 9 1 OUTPU
amplifier, shown in Figure 46. The video-distribution 100
amplifier is an impedance-matching device, accepting 68.1
video signals from a 91-ohm impedance and driving go s 1
91-ohm lines. The input signals are nominal 1-v peak-to-
peak positive-going wave forms from a -l-v reference .-12
level. The module comprises 4 identical but separate cir-
cuits, each having unity gain. Terminal connections are Figure 46. Video distribution amplifier
such that maximum usage flexibility is provided.

Film recorder unit. The film recorder consists of a ing a print of the kinescope display. Also provided
35-mm camera, Polaroid-Land camera, high voltage with the Polaroid picture is a data-block display with
power supply, camera control, kinescope, kinescope- information nearly identical to that photographed by
control circuits, and deflection amplifier. Figure 47 is the ,35-mm camera. The kinescope electronics, deflection
a block diagram of the film-recorder unit. The primary amplifier, high voltage power supply, and camera-control
purpose of this unit is to provide a film record of the subassemblies provide the necessary functions for the
kinescope display. The kinescope display is transmitted kinescope to produce a quality picture and control the
from TV cameras on the payload, amid a 35-mn camera action of the 35-mm camera.
photographs the picture produced on the face of the
kinescope. Adjacent to the TV picture on each 35-am The 35-mm camera lens was selected on the basis of
frame is a picture of a data box, consisting of a 24-hr extensive tests performed by RCA Applied Research in
clock, frame counter, tont-codle notation, and a write-in Camden. Five lenses were tested (Taylor-Taylor and
block for other pertinent infonnation. The Polaroid I lobson, Bausch and Lomb, E. Leitz, Canon, and Nikkor).
camera provides a means of monitoring the display On the basis of tests performed, the Canon 100-mm
operation of the film-recorder unit by rapidly furnish- f/3.5 lens was selected. The sine-wave response of this
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lens (800 TV lines per picture height) at f/4.5 was 84'7; Tape recorders are used for predetection storage of
at f/8, it was 9(0. Calculations to establish the required received signals. For this purpose, the 5-me IF is trans-
exposure indicate that the lens opening will he between lated to a 500-kc carrier, recorded on 2 channels of a tape
f/4.5 and f/8. recorder. For playback, the outputs of the 2 channels

are combined and fed to a 500-kc demodulator. This
Eastman Kodak film 5374 was tentatively selected. composite signal is then coupled (in place of the 5-me

Resolution figures were obtained from Eastman. On the demodulator output) through filter networks to the kine-
basis of sine-wave response testing of 5302 film and scope and telemetry reduction system.
the comparison obtained from Eastman between 5302
and 5374 (5374 has approximately 151 better resolution The telemetry-reduction system has an analog-to-digital
than 5302), the aperture response of 5374 film with an converter with print out. Analog information may be
800 TV-line raster has been calculated to be between rectived in 3 ways:
75 and 80%. (1) Cruise telemetry: Channel 8 over the bus trans-

mitter. An IRIC demodulator is used to reduce
A process has been established and tested for devv.hu)- tie Channel 8 FM signal to an analog voltage.

ing the 5374 film which will result in a transparency hav-
ing a gamma factor of 1. (2) Terminal telemetry. A 225-kc subcarrier on the TV

transmitter is demodulated to obtain the analog
b. Ground communications. The purpose of tt( com- telemetry signal.

,unication portion of C.SE being supplied to the I)SIF (3) E~nergencv telemetry. The 5-nw signal is fed to
Coldstone facility is to reduce the composite 960-ic a narrow-l)and phase-locked loop. The output of
signal into 2 separate video signals and a print-out of the phase-locked loop is coupled to the Adcon unit.
the telemetry information. In order to accomplish this
with maximum reliability, a completely redundant svste,n The Adcon unit provides a synchronizing signal to the
is used (Fig 48). print-out. The telemetry information is printed out using

a 2-digit format (from 00 to 99).
96)-ic information is received and translated into an

30-mc IF signal. To assure a flat 2-ic bandwidth, . To tes the s maViat orill be
separate 30-inc IF preamplifier is mounted on tht' antenna. igcrporaited. To check the comtinication portion of the
This composite signal is coupled to tie RCA equipment gromnd station, the signals from the simulator are pre-locate'd in the olperations building. At this point, the, 2 e'mlIhasize'd and fed to the( test transmitter located in the
channels are separated: 1 is proessed by a 4.5-ic IF, the collimation tower. At the collimation tower, the flighttransmitters are simulated at a r-mw level, combined withothe'r by a 5.5-inc IF. After limiting, ti Signal is dtected tthe bus signal, and radiated to the Goldstone dish. Power
an w the tl'metry information separated for further levels of the test transmitte'rs are calibrated so that the
proessing. The video signal then goes through lo w pass I)SIF ('quipment may be checked at a threshold signal
filter to stilppr('ss the te'leme(try channel, followed by a1 de- lvl• hlevel.
emphasis network to restore the flat video spectrum. This
signal is then fed to ti(, kinescope re'cord.rs for rual Vendor sources for the low noise )reamplifier for the
time display. Coldston, installation arc being investigated.
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II. Suroeyor

The objective of the Surveyor project is to soft-land a Coupling coefficients have been measured on slot pat-
series of spacecraft on the Moon. The lHughes Aircraft terns for the planar array antenna to determine slot
Company, under contract coverage from the Jet Propul- spacing for desired phase corrections. A complete func-
sion Laboratory, has the responsibility for the design and tioning breadboard of the altitude marking radar is being
development of the spacecraft, ground support and data tested in a roof-house installation. Some components for
handling equipment, primary documentation, and mission the radar altimeter and doppler velocity sensor have
operations. completed breadboard tests.

A Surveyor spacecraft design for the first two missions Testing of flight-type components for the vernier
has been released and placed under formal change con- propulsion system has started. Vernier thrust chamber
trol. A number of improvements have been incorporated performance has been below specification limits, but
in the general spacecraft arrangement, as well as in sub- modifications now being tested show considerable im-
system design. Improvements in the flight control system provement. Two spaceframes have been delivered to
include converting from an open-loop vernier thrust com- Thiokol for use in tests of the vernier system. Grain
mand channel to a closed-loop acceleration command cracking took place in the second main retro-rocket
servo; in addition, the bang-bang solenoid actuator in the engine fired; stress relief boots were added in the third
thrust-phase roll control system has been replaced by a engine fired and cracking did not occur.
proportional positioning servo.

Calculations of vernier propellant consumption have Developmental extension booms and test fixtures have
been refined; one significant result was a reduction of been fabricated for cold gas actuation tests, and wiring
main retro-engine propellant weight. The desc.nt tra- harnesses of various types for the booms are being tested.
jectory conditions under which blind zones for doppler A design improvement in the solar panel/antenna posi-
radar operation can occur have been studied, and it tionr will give a substantial weight reduction. Generally
appears d ,sirable to modify the radar logic circuitry to satisfactory results were obtained in tests of the subsur-
minimize blind zone effects. A more refined analysis of face sampler in a high-vacuum chamber.
tuchdown dynamics, based on latest weight and center-
of-gravity locations and on actual (rather than rigid-body) The Atlantic Missile Range spacecraft test procedure
loads, has been completed. Lateral vibration testing of a has been revised in accordance with the decision to per-
spaceframe with simulated components was completed form terminal sterilization of the spacecraft before
and d(-sign improvements incorporated as a result. A pro- mounting it on the Centaur. Fabrication of components
totype thermally controlled compartment is being tested for the command and data handling console has started.
in a high-vacmm chamber to evaluate effectiveness of A spe'cification for the Surreyor spacecraft simulator has
the multiple-layer ra(liation insulation, been prepared.
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A. System Design Summary Table . Spawa'aft weight summary

Maui.m Cue0t peted

1. System Description item ON , M "@ I" fih

The spacecraft configuration, incorporatihg all scientific lb Ib Ib

instruments designated for the first two missions, P-42 and Total separaed weight 2500.0 2374.7 2537.6
P-43, has been released and is under formal change con- la€ bus 553.0 618.1 596.1
trol. The general arrangement for the stowed, mid-course,
and post-landing conditions is shown in Figure 1. Addi- Sae paellafi 42.0 16 150.0
tional views of the post-landed configuration are shown Scientific payload 345.0 351.6 350.6
in Section J. The significant configuration changes since
last reporting are also described in Section J. which the weight reported was 161.6 pounds,

Two important design changes have been made in the compared with a present current design weight of 182.1
flight control system during the reporting period. First, pounds. This increase results from computer stress analy-
the thrust control system has been converted from an ses and test data from spaceframe S-I that indicate a
open-loop thrust command channel to a closed-loop accel- need for stronger attachment fittings, additional truss
eration command servo. This has been accomplished by bracing, and increased wall thickness in certain of the
extending the use of the accelerometer in the mid-course tubular members of the structure. At the same time,
velocity control system to the terminal phase. The second there have been reductions in the antenna/solar panel
important modification involves a change in the thrust positioner and main retro-engine weights. A 15-pound
phase roll control system. The bang-bang solenoid actu- saving in the retro-engine has been achieved by further
ator originally planned for use in a limit cycle control trajectory optimization studies.
system has been replaced by a proportional positioning
servo employing a conventional 400-cps servo motor. 3. EICTrkal Energy

An electrical energy summary is shown in Table 3. This
2. Wedght Sunumwy summary assumes launch on the eighth day of the launch

Current weight status is summarized in Table I and window in August 1963; for this launch condition, solar
broken down in detail in Table 2. The weight reporting energy will be available to the spacecraft for 163 hours
format has been expanded to include columns for maxi- from touchdown until crossing of the first day/night
mum allowable weight, current design weight, and pre- terminator. The current estimated energy requirements
dicted flight weight. The previously reported "current are based upon the payload specified for Missions P-42
weight" column was intended to show current predictions and P-43.
of flight weight, and has been renamed "predicted flight The total available daytime energy, 7628 watt-hours,
weight." The newly added column, "current design represents a significant increase over the available 5180
weight," shows weights associated with current hardware watt-hours reported in September 1961. This increase
designs; these weights are obtained by estimate, by cal- results primarily from a redesign of the battery charging
culation from drawings, or by actual weight measure- circuitry to make more of the total incident energy avail-
ment, depending upon the state of development of the able to the electrical power sytem. In addition, more
hardware involved. Predicted light weights are shown energy is predicted available a- a result of re-estimating
to be less than current design weights only when means the post-landing remainder of the first lunar day to be
for weight reduction are known and are in process of 163 hours instead of the 150 hours assumed previously.
incorporation; these weight reductions will result in lower Portions of the increase in available energy have been
current design weights in future reports. Additional made available to the basic bus, the scientific payload,
means for weight reduction that are under study, but are and the reserve. Nighttime energy is supplied by bat-
not presently being incorporated, are not included in teries that are charged to their full capacity of 5300
predicted flight weights. watt-hours prior to passing of the day/night terminator.

The total separated flight weight reported in SPS 37-12
was 2.527.5 pounds (based on 345 pounds of sie(ntific 4. Command and Data Channels
payload weight), compared the present pre- Command and data channels now being provided in
dicted flight weight of 2.537.6 pounds. The greatest in- the spacecraft are summarized in Table 4. In the table,
crease has been in the spacecraft vehicle subsystem, for the channels are divided between those required for the
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basic bus and those required for the scientific payload, in addition to the specific instrument requirements. The
Command and data channels listed for the scientific pay- figures indicated in this summary are based upon the
load include those required by the Hughes-supplied scientific payload specified for the first two missions, P-42
instrument auxiliaries, both mechanisms and electronics, and P-43.

Table 2. Weight breakdown

Maximum Current Predicted Maximum Current Predicted
alewable design flight allowable design flightItem Weight, Weight, Weight. Item eight, Weight, Weight,

Ib lb lIb lls lb lb

1.0 BASIC BUS (total) 553.0 618.1 596.8 2.0 USABLE PROPELLANT (total) 1,602.0 1,605.0 1,590.0

1.1 Flight control 46.4 46.4 2.1 Retro-rocket propellant 1,444.4 1,429.4

Sensor group 2.2 Vernier propellant 160.0 160.0
Secondary sun sensor 2.3 Pyrogen propellant (igniter) 0.6 0.6

Attitude control system

1.2 Electronics 93.9 93.9 3.0 SCIENTIFIC PAYLOAD 345.0 351.6 350.8

Data Link (antennas, (Missions P-42,P-43) (total

RF switches, transmitter 3.1 TV cameras Nos. 1. 44.0 44.8
and dipleer, command 2 and 3, and mirrors
receiver and transponder) 3.2 TV decoder and processor 1.3 1.3

Central commend decoder
Central signal processor 3.3 High.resolutlon telescope 14.9 14.9Cental sgnolp~ocscorand camera

Altitude marking radar 
an S aea

Doppler velocity sensor 34 Subsurface sampler 43.3 42.8

and altimeter 3.5 Surface sampler 10.0 10.0

Power control system 3.6 Spacecraft anchoring device 10.9 10.9
TV camera No. 4 37 Sample procefsor 13.5 13.5

Engineering data
processing 3.8 X-roy spectrometer 28.9 21.9

Mechanisms auxiliories 3.9 X.ray diffrtoeter 21.1 21.1

1.3 Electrical power 36.5 31.5 3.10 G aschromatograph 13.5 13.5

Solar panel 3.11 Surface geophysical subsystem 36.5 30.4

Batteries
1.4 Mechanisms 31.4 27.6 Density background counter

Postioner, planar Surface density instrument
antenno/solar panel and acoustic sensor

Antenna mechanisms, Surface thermal diffusivity
omnidirectional instrument

Safety and arming Surface magnetic
provisions susceptiility instrument

Separation sensing device Acoustic sensor

1.5 Spacecraft vehicle 188.9 182.1 Acoustic source
Spacecraft structure Soil mechanics instruments

Landing gear installation Resistivity instruments

Equipment attaching hardware Radiation

Equipment compartments A, pyrometer

B, and C Penetrometers

Electrical wiring Subsurface geophysical

Pneumatic lines, auxiliaries

attitude control 3.12 Subsurface logging sonde 4.5 4.5

Release mechanism, 3.13 Acoustic velocity auxiliaries 3.0 3.0
retro-rocket engine
Engineering measurements 3.14 Tape recorder 10.6 10.6

sensors 3.15 Ionization chamber assembly 5.6 5.4

1.6 Spacecraft propulsion 219.0 208.1 3.16 Scientificinstrument 2.9 2.9
(not including usable mechanisms auxiliaries
propellant)

Rocket engine, main retra 3.17 Scientific instrument thermal 5.3 5.3
auxiliaries

Vernier propulsion system 31 Siifice

Unusable vernier propellant 3.10 Scientific payload batteries 62.0 62.0

Helium 3.19 Electrical wiring 17.0 17.0
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Table 3. Electrical system energy summary ments, Inc. Beckman instruments did not carry out the
original breadboard development, and in the prototype

Dtime, 163 hours Nighttime, 350 hours development some changes in design approach which
Enegy AllweleCurrent I Current affect the instrument/spacecraft integration have there-

Aloal Alel* estimated foebnma.

Total available energy 7628 7628 5300 5300 The breadboard design of the column detectors used a
Scientific payload 5355 5320 4123 4126 tritium foil radiation source, which ionized the gases
operation passing through the columns, so that gases other than the
Basic bus operation 745 734 827 656 carrier gas (helium) could be detected. The Beckman
Energy resrve 1523 1574 345 286 dlesign uses a Karmen detector, which is a voltage regu-

- - lating device, for pe-rforming this function. The Karmen
dletector employs a corona discharge effect for detecting

Table 4. Spacecraft command and data channels unknown gases passing through the columns. As an u~n-
known gas passes through the detector, the voltage regu-

Isem Commends Date.d hating characteristics of the detector change. Thus the
presence of a gas other than the carrier gas may be

Basic busdeetdbchneintedtco nd-ahevl-
Data link and TV camera No. 4 29 20 (ltech bycagsih eeto nd-ahd ot
Signal processing 29 - age. Th uffect of this change in type of column detector
Mechanisms, propulsion, and vehicle 21 47 is to requiire that the spacecraft provide different forms
Electrical power and radar 14 15 of power for the chromnatograph.
Flight control 25 64

113 A change has also been made, in the number of data
Scientific payload channels required. Originally the variation in column

Tape recorder t0 - tempe-rature Was monitored to a tolerance of ±0l[.50 C. It
Surface geophysical 29 is9%fl ht-02'C srqie.T tanti
Subsurface geophysical 12 7 isnwfltht .5Cisruie.T atinhs
Geophysical thermal 59 accuracy would require an additional amplifier, result-
Acoustic velocity 4 9 Ing in a significant weight increase. To avoid using these
Subsurface sampler and processing 21 17 additional electronics, the following indirect method of
Surface sampler 9 4 euigtipaaeeisbigpredSncits

XGra difrometr 121 the variation in column temperature rather titan its abso-
X-ray Spectrometer 13 5 lute- value that is important, the absolute temperature
Radiation detector 7 5 will be measuredl to the larger tolerance of ---I C. The
Television system 32 12 t(Ip(-ralur- variation (hiring a run will be determined by

165 91 monitoring the voltage of the co~lumn temperature con-
TOTAL 283 237 trolle-r and also the battery voltage. These two additional

measurements wvill provides the( measuirement accuracy

req(uiired(. A study is b~eing inadec to dletermine the effect
on the spacecraft of the chlange in the form of power

B. Scientific Instrument Payload requ1iired and the additional dlata channels reqluired.

In addition to accomplishing the functional inte-gration
of the scie-ntific instruiments into the spacecraft, lhughes 2. X-Ray Difffractomotr
Aircraft C:ompany has p)rovid1ed techniical asi5sjtance( to In SI'S .37-12 a p~roposed reduction in the oliffractoiii-
J PL in the decvelopme-nt of the prototype instruiments. eter data transmission b~andwidIth was discussed. All of
As a part of that assistance- a number of instrument the technical problems associated with this change have
changes liavc- beeni evolved. Thue major changes arrc- I ben resolved, and a chuange- in the cliffractoineter inte-r-
viewedl be-low: fae description is being pre-pared. This change allowvs

1. Gs Cromtogaphthe iffractonetvir data to b~e transmnittedl onl the low-

1. Gs Cromao gaphpo%%cr transitter, rather than the higlu-powver transiiiit-

Th e developmc-n t of tic (- pro to(tyvpe gas el in ouatcgrauph te r, with a reu-s ltan t sayvin g iii power. TIhe dlata bandwvidthl
is be(i ng carrie-d Iou t by a niew venido r, Bccknmian Intst ru- doeics requiiire th en (lt ire capability of the c w -powver
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transmitter, however, and no other experiments can be full 28-pound allotment is regarded as a nominal condi-
operated during transmission of diffractometer data. tion, the dispersions -luring the terminal descent phase

are statistically combined to obtain a more realistic pic-
Tihe scan range of the goniometer has been increased ture of the maximum propellant requirement. Table 5

from 50 to 83 deg in order to detect additional minerals. summarizes the results of this calculation. The initial
This increase will increase the time required to scan conditions for the vernier phase are those for which the
the range. As part of this change, Hughes Aircraft Com- sum of the maximum terminal descent propellant require-
pany is conducting a study, at JPL's request, of the ment (nominal 3a dispersion), plus the maximum mid-
feasibility of allowing real time decisions during the scan. course requirement, just equals 161 pounds; this amount,

The high-voltage power supplies for both the diffrac- except for ullage, represents the present tank capacity.

tometer and spectrometer have been moved from the The nominal conditions are 375 ft/sec in velocity and

thermally controlled compartment and packaged as part 31,000 feet in altitude.

of the soil analysis instrument group. This change has
been made (1) to reduce the length of the 25-kv The importance of this type of propellant analysis is
high-voltage cable from the power supplies to the meas- that it determines the upper limit of the starting velocity
uring heads, and (2) to eliminate a possible thermal and altitude conditions within the capability of the sys-
dissipation problem within tile compartment where the tern. The lower limit is determined by sensor constraints
high-voltage power supplies were previously mounted, discussed in detail later in this section. The difference
This change of location places a new requirement on the between the two velocity limits represents the unbraked
power supply designs. Since the%, art not now thermally impact speed window capability, which has a direct ef-
protected by the compartment, they must be designed to feet on the hourly and daily launch window as was
survive the very low temperatures of the lunar night. discussed in detail in SPS .37-12.
This requirement is being included in the present design.

3. Physical Parameters Package Table S. Vernier propellant consumption

Three of the four temperature measuring devices in tosal 3#
the physical parameters package are now interferometer OP.tse phae e e.

spectrometer radiometers, rather than total radiation . h
pyrometers as previously used. The fourth device is a Mid-course correction tfullallowance) 26 -

thermopile. The change to the interferometer was made Main retra phot

because it had become apparent that the development of Pro-main tetro ignition 0.4 Negligible

the total radiation pyrometer could not be accomplished Control during thrusting 30.0 3.5

in the time span of this program. The selection of the Thrusl toiloff and separation 7.2 0.9

interferometer spectrometer allows the us( of a slightly Ve ddese pho mGuided descent (minimum

modified off-the-shelf item although it does impose more and maximum thrust) 12.0 9.0
difficilt interface problems on the spacecraft. It requires Allowance for segmental
increased power and additional volume in the tempera- approximation of descent parabola 3.0 -

tore-controlled compartment anti may present a problem Touchdown 2.3 2.6

in the accuracy of transmission. These problems are now Total 150.9 10.1

being investigated at flughes Aircraft Company.
b. Main retro propellant. Several changes in the

ground rules for calculating requirements for main retro
and vernier propellant have been made. The design
spacecraft weight at start of servoed vernier descent is
now Lghter, corresponding to full consumption at mid-

C. System Analysis course of the 26-pound mid-course correction allowance,
in place of only 17 pounds consumed. In addition, the

1. Guidance and Trajectory propellant consumed during the most severe dispersions
encountered during the powered descent were previously

a. Vernier propellant consumption. A careful recalcu- added algebraically to tihe nominal propellant required.
lation of the ve-rnie.r propellant consumption has been In the pres('nt calc'ulations, the propellant consumed be-
made. Except for the mid-course correction, where the caus(- of these worst dispersious is added to nominal
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propellant in a statistical (rms) manner. Under these which radar performance is compromised. The extent of
conditions, a servoed descent from a nominal velocity of this zone is indicated in Figure 3.
375 ft/sec after main retro case separation brings the Since it is desirable to keep operation out of this blind
total vernier propellant required to the existing useful zone whenever possible, the burnout velocities should be
tank capacity of 161 pounds. Included in this 161 pounds as large as possible. On the other hand, vernier fuel
is 7.2 pounds for an 8-second main case separation period, considerations tend to require the burnout velocity to
during which the vernier thrust is at maximum in order be low. The present spacecraft design does not provide a
to optimize separation dynamics. During this separation sufficient spread between the limits imposed by these two
period, the vehicle is slowed 35 ft/sec. The nominal speed requirements to provide the necessary launch window.
at main retro burnout is thus 410 ft/sec. For this weight
vehicle, and with unbraked impact speed of 8810 ft/sec, Several possible solutions are under study. The most
or 2686 meters/see (a slight change from the value used attractive of these is to allow low burnout velocities and
formerly), a burnout speed of 410 ft/sec requires 1428 provide logic circuitry in the radar which will minimize
pounds of main retro propellant when the vernier engine the effects of this restriction. This can be done by switch-
is acting at its mid-thrust level of 200 pounds. This new ing in a zero velocity signal for that beam which is near
figure for main retro propellant weight is 17 pounds zero and thus inoperative, and computing the velocity
below the former weight (1445 pounds). components on that basis.

b. Radar Untitatio.. Due to the current mechanization
With 1428 pounds of main retro propellant, if no ver- of the doppler velocity and altitude (ranging) radars,

nier propellant is used during mid-course, the resulting there are several restrictions imposed on the spacecraft
nominal speeds for this heavier vehicle are 550 ft/sec at attitude and velocity vector. These are described briefly
main retro burnout and 515 ft/sec after main case sepa- below.
ration. At this higher speed at start of servoed vernier
descent, the additional 26 pounds of unused mid-course Attitude relative to luar vertical. As shown in Figure
vernier propellant is more than adequate for the ensuing 2, the doppler velocity antenna beams are tilted 25 de-
successful descent to a soft landing.

-vi
2. Limitations on Spacecraft Attitude Control V,

Imposed by Doppler Radars

a. General. The current spacecraft descent trajectory
design is based on the assumption that the doppler velo-
city and altitude radars cannot be reliably used while the
main retro-engine is burning. Thus the spacecraft attitude 11
will be held fixed inertially throughout the main retro LEG I
burning phase and, due to main retro thrust misalign- /
ments, large lateral velocity components may build up / j- ANTENA I
during this time. If the longitudinal velocity at main
retro burnout is small, large angles between the space- v A '

craft roll axis and the velocity vector may result. Imme- I X \v,
diately after burnout, the doppler velocity radar will then -
control the spacecraft attitude and cause the roll axis to jEAM4 1! BEAM i
align itself with the velocity vector (by servoing the 1 / 25 dog
lateral velocity components to zero). Thus at acquisition.,
larve angles between the spacecraft roll axis and the/ / _V---v
velocity vector can result in a near-zero component of BEAM 3 /45 dog
velocity along any one (or even two) of the radar beams 1 \//
(Fig 2). Under this (ondition. the beam will not -. . eAM2
operate properly for reasons descrild later in this sec-

tion. Thtis there is a velocity-angle region about the ANTENNA 2

spacecraft (hereafter referred to as the "blind" zone) in Figure 2. Spacecraft radar beam geometry
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grees relative to the spacecraft roll axis. Thus to assure such that the addition of this negative V, capability is a
that all three beams hit the lunar surface, the spacecraft relatively easy matter in case it is desired in future sys-
attitude angle relative to the local lunar vertical can at tems.
no time exceed 57 degrees( 82 degrees between the beam Angle between spacecraft roll axis and velocity vector.
and local vertical) at an altitude of 50,000 feet (assuming The component of velocity along any of the radar beams

a smooth, round Moon). Further, to provide the required ( V o o v c along by

signal-to-noise ratio (under the assumption of a Lambert (V,) is given by

scattering law for the lunar surface at the radar frequen- 1/1 = V, cosf y
cies), this attitude angle shall be limited to 45 degrees. where V, is the total velocity magnitude and y is the

Negative longitudinal velocity limitation. The current angle between the velocity vector and the radar beam.
doppler extraction circuitry in the radars does not include Two considerations restrict operation when this c )mpo-
equipment necessary for operation when the compmnent nent of velocity, V6, approaches zero: the signal-to-noise
of velocity along the spacecraft roll axis is negative (that ratio decreases due to an increasing noise density from
is, in an upward or rising direction). Thus the angle the crystal mixers at the low frequencies; and the track.
between the spacecraft roll axis and the velocity vector ing bandpass filter cannot be swept close to zero doppler
has an absolute maximum of 90 degrees. It shouild be during the acquisition phase without having a high prob-
noted here that the radar design has been maintained ability of locking on to the leakage signal. These two re-

strictions, defining a blind zone for acquisition, are shown
in Figure 3 for the case where the velocity vector, the

100 spacecraft roll axis, and one of the doppler velocity beams
all lie in the same plane. That is, if the spacecraft falls
in that region at main reto burnout, one of the radar

so trackers will not be able to acquire the reflected signal
and thus a measurement of velocity cannot be made. The
position and extent of this blind zone may be observed in

GO another way in Figure 4. Here the blind zone is shown
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as a function of i (the angle between the velocity vector post-retro descent, the landing approach angle, and the
and the roll axis) and ,1 (the angle between the projection ignition altitude, as well as the angular considerations
of the velocity vector into the spacecraft X - Y plane described above. In order to provide the required Gold-
and the spacecraft X axis). Two widths of the blind zone stone visibility at landing for all conditions of lunar dec-
are shown; one for a :t 10-degree width and the other lination, Earth-Moon distance, and permissible launch
for a -±- 15-degree width. The solid line indicates those azimuths, variations in the time of flight and thus in
angles for which the component of velocity along each lunar approach velocity must be provided. This was
of the beams (1, 2, and 3) is exactly zero. From this fig- discussed in detail in SPS 37-12. To accommodate
ure, it may be seen that if the angle between the space- these variations in approach velocity while maintaining
craft roll axis and the velocity vector is allowed to exceed a fixed total impulse retro-engine requires a variation in
65 degrees, there are large regions in which at least one retro-engine burnout velocity of at least 218 ft/sec, and
of the three radar beams sees zero or near-zero velocity, preferably 238 ft/sec, assuming the full 90 to 114 degree
several regions (marked A, B, C, and D) in which two launch azimuth capability. (If this launch azimuth capa-
of the beams simultaneously have near-zero velocities bility is not available, even greater velocity variations are
and, if the blind zone is large enough (greater than 12.5 required.) Other considerations (primarily the vernier
degrees), one region in which the blind zone of all three engine propellant limitations) limit the maximum allow-
beams will coincide. A rough analysis has shown that able nominal burnout velocity to approximately 375
the probability of the velocity vector falling into the ft/sec. Thus a minimum nominal burnout velocity of
blind zone is approximately 0.12 for a - 10 degree blind about 375 - 218 = 157 ft/sec ( 137 ft/sec desired) would
zone, subject to the following assumptions: e required to provide the desired launch windows. This,

in conjunction with the dispersions on the burnout veloc-
(1) 1 is uniformly distributed between 0 and ,Wv) ity (±125 ft/sec -3a), would result in a minimum

degrees. burnout velocity of nearly 32 ft/sec, which is much too

(2) a is Rayleigh distributed with IF = 30 degrees low.

(applies to the 45 degree landing approach case). so

(This is grossly oversimplified and is included here only
to indicate that if I is allowed to reach 90 degrees the 60 /
problem of blind zones is a real one.)

c. Vehicle dsign limitations. As a result of a previous o
decision not to use the doppler radar outputs to control 3' G0UN0hft Of

the vehicle attitude until after the main retro-engine has J00 *Uf8, T DISPERSIONS FOR
VERTICAL APPROACH

burned out, large angles between the spacecraft roll axis t
and the velocity vector at burnout may exist. This is due
to misalignments between the initial velocity vector and >
the thrust axis during burning, discussed in detail in 204
Reference 2. During the entire retro-engine burning T 0

phase, the vehicle attitude control is in an inertial mode. _J
Thus any initial misalignment between the thrust axis ? -20
and the velocity vector will persist throughout the burn- 2
ing and will build up a lateral velocity component at
the same time that the longitudinal velocity is being
decreased. For the design tolerances involved, this lat- Z-40

eral velocity component may be as much as 150 ft/sec /

(3,r). Thus trajectories with longitudinal burnout vvlo-
Cities of this magnitude will result in large angles between -60

the roll axis and the velocity vector at Irnout. I

The main retro-engine brnout conditions are infln- -80
enced (among other factors) Iy the hinar al)l)roacli 200 400 600

I *k~TOTAL VELOCITY V/t, ftle

V.locity, the total imi)tilse slpplied by the main retro,

the amount of vernier engine l)ropellanlt allotted for the Figure 5. Blind zone and burnout dispersion
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This problem may be considered in another way. terms will be in error, the amount of the error is
Shown in Figure 5 are the doppler velocity acquisition not so large as to prohibit proper alignment of the
limits replotted from Figure 3. Also shown in Figure 5 is spacecraft attitude if the width of the blind zone
the burnout dispersion ellipse (So) for the minimum is approximately -±10 degrees or less.
allowed nominal burnout velocity for a vertical approach
(197 ft/sec) that will provide no burnout conditions that (3) Raise the minimum main retro burnout velocityfall in the radar blind region and no angle greater than high enough so that operation in the blind zonefallin he rdarblid reionand o aglegreaer hanis never required. This can, conceptually at least,
45 degrees with the vertical. This condition would pro- is nee erd Thisc
vide a variation in approach speed of only 375 - 197be done in several ways:
= 178 ft/sec, which is considerably under the 218 ft/sec (a) Eliminate from the pennissible launch win-velocity increment required. dow those days in which the lowest lunar approach

velocities are required.
The situation is somewhat more complicated for obli- (b) Permit landings at times when visibility from

que landing conditions, and the burnout conditions for Goldstone is not available.
the maximum landing approach angle case (45 degrees) (c) Increase maximum allowed burnout velocity
is being worked on currently. It has already become (and thus the minimum, as well, for a constant
evident that for a 45-degree landing condition, angles approach velocity increment) by increasing either
between the roll axis and the velocity vector greater than the amount of vernier fuel or the maximum thrust
65 degrees will be required to meet the desired launch level of the vernier engines. Both of these ap-
window conditions. In fact, it is highly desirable to oper- proaches are very costly and time-consuming at
ate with this angle up to its absolute maximum of 90 this stage in the development. Also the maximum
degrees. Thus burnout conditions extending into the operating altitude for the radars would have to be
blind zones are required. increased.

(d) Decrease the total velocity increment added
d. Poudble soludons. Several solutions to the doppler during the main retro burning phase for those

radar limitation problem are possible and are considered cases in which the lunar approach velocity is low.
briefly in the following paragraphs. The currently most This could be done by off-loading main retro
attractive solution (Item 2 below) is then discussed in propellant, by reducing the vernier thrust level
more detail. during the main retro burning, or by adding bal-

(1) Further tests of radio propagation in the highly last to the spacecraft.
ionized gases of a rocket exhaust may show that (e) Some combination of the above.
performance of the doppler radar will not be seri- Of these solutions (1) is most desirable but cannot
ously degraded by the main retro-rocket exhaust. be counted on at the present time; () appears to be
In .'iis case, doppler radar ope ration ou, ld om- feasible and is described further in the following section;
mence before the velocity errors grow large, and
the problem would be eliminated. This is the ( oa) and (3b)are most undesirable from an operations
hoped-for solution for subsequent flights, blt it point of view; (Sc) requires an increase in weight andan appreciable schedule delay; and (3d) also appears
cannot be counted on for the first flights, feasible especially in conjunction with (2).

(2) The radars can be modified to eliminate the t'--.'
zone restriction. This could be accomplished by e. Study of attitue control in the preence of large
providing logic circuitry in the radars such that, veloc4 errors. To investigate the effect on spacecraft
should one or more of the beams have a reliable- attitude correction of selecting zero for the component of
operation signalG present and burnout has oc- velocity along any radar beam, consider the following

curred, a zero doppler signal is switched in place expressions for the velocity components in spacecraft
of the normal otitput of the beam (or beams) that coordinates (V,. V,. V.) in terms of the components of
does not have a reliable-operation signal. The V, velocity along each radar beam (V,, V. V,)
and V, outputs are then computed on this basis V , - V,
and used to control the vehicle attitude. Study has 2B.
shown that even though these meastirel velocity V, - V.,

'This is a signal that currently exists in ach radar Iwcnu circuitry 211

and indicates that there is a signal in that velocity tracker band- v- V, + V.,
width. 2B
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where Bo, B, and B, are the direction cosines of the assuming that V, = 0 for all e. Similarly, the curves in
beams. Setting one or more of the components V1, V,, Figures 7 and 8 were computed assuming V, and V.,
and V, equal to zero for those velocity directions x (refer respectively, equal to zero. Since the radar blind zone
to Figure 2), where the velocity would be in the blind is not as large as the range of I on the abscissa of the
zone of the corresponding radar beam, and solving the graphs, the angular error a will not actually reach the
above expressions for V,, V,, and V, gives the compo- maximum values represented here. To find the actual
nents of velocity in spacecraft coordinates measured by angular error, consider only that portion of the curve,
the radar when the velocity is in the blind zone of the centered about the point where a equals zero, where
corresponding radar beam or beams. The V, and V, values of , on either side of that point are equal to the
signals go to the flight control system causing the space- width of the radar blind zone. For values of , outside
craft to pitch and yaw in such a direction as to bring these bounds, the angular error is actually zero unless
them to zero, thus aligning the Z axis of the spacecraft the velocity is i, the blind zone of another beam. The
parallel to the velocity vector. Because V and/or V. are curves in Figure 4 indicate most conveniently which
not correct under these conditions, the flight control sys- beams are in a near zero velocity condition for all , and
tem will initially change the attitude of the spacecraft in fort from 0 to 90 degrees. For some values of , and , it is
the wrong direction. This angular error a in the direction possible for the velocity to be in a blind zone of two
of the attitude correction is beams simultaneously as indicated in Figure 4. For these

-, cases, the angular error a is computed in the same man-
a := to" -I V, ner as before, and these results are included in the

boundary curves shown in Figure 9. It can also be seen
where , is the true maneuver direction. from Figure 4 that, for a ±- 15 degree blind zone, the

velocity is in the blind zone of all three beams at , = 315
The angular error a has been plotted as a function of , degrees and t = 78 degrees. Thus V,, V,, and V. would
the angle from the spacecraft roll axis to the velocity all be equal to zero and the flight control system would
vector as shown in Figure 2 with v) as a parameter in Fig- reveive zero signal resulting in no change in the space-
ures 6, 7, and 8. The curves in Figure A were computed craft attitude. Therefore, a blind zone of ± 15 degrees

ANGLE KETWEEN AX|IIS AND I. P%0J[CTIO' 0F VLOCITY 5 7
-o ", \ A' 4o0 ., ,VCC. 1.#* -.50 - 40

40 so.• ///,
0 20

-- ---..' • ..
0 10 =0 0 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _

0 It//I

-20 / 1 /

-30 -- 40 - 5/ 26/3/

-4 -50 ///
- -0 - 60
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Figure 6. Angular error (a) vs e Figure 7. Angular error (a) vs
Velocity along Seam 3 = 0 Velocity along Beam I a 0
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width is not tolerable and, in fact, _ 12.5 degrees is (2) To accomplish this change, there is a region of
the widest blind zone possible if the condition described required operation (where the angle between the
above is to be avoided, spacecraft roll axis and the velocity vector are

The results of these calculations are summarized in greater than 65 degrees) in which the doppler

Figure 9, which shows the bounds (within the shaded velocity sensor do-s not perform properly.

area) of the angular error (a) as a function of ,/subject (3) The spacecraft attitude control can work through
to the following conditions: this region if certain logic changes are made in the

(I) between 0 and 90 degrees. radar and if this blind zone is constrained to
(d ± 10 degrees in width.

(2) Width of blind zone is - 10 degrees. (4) With this change to the radar (and possibly the

From this curve, it may be seen that the maximum an- reduction of the vernier thrust level during main
gular error is 35 degrees. It should be noted here that retro burning, and for the addition of ballast
this angle a is the error in the direction in which the where necessary), the total launch window re-
spacecraft begins to maneuver immediately upon radar quirements can be met.
acquisition. Since this error is small, the maneuver will
always be in the proper direction to reduce , thus bring- 3. Design Mission Soquence for List II Payload
ing the spacecraft out of the blind zone.

The following design mission sequence (Figs 10f. Conons . From this study to date, the following through 17) illustrates an order of experiments which
conclusions may be drawn: may be performed within the currently known system,

(1) A change is required to the present spacecraft operational, and DSIF constraints for an August 6, 1963,
design in order to provide landing visibility at launch (last day of the August launch window), with
Goldstone over all the desired launch windows. touchdown at 5 hours before the end of Goldstone vis-

ibility and 163 hours before the lunar day/night ter-
6o rminator.

An increase in the total energy available to the scien-
50

tific payload, a decrease in the expected power consump-
0 ,/ tion of some instruments, and the ability to transmit the,0 X.ray diffractometer data in the low-power transmitter

30 , , / mode will now essentially enable all soil analysis and
20 I noncontinuous geophysical experiments to be completed

204 --

-0 Y/

:0
4- ,'-20

-60

-20 Is

-60 6 . .. . .._ 1.E 90 dogs tIO dog BLIND ZONE

0 30 60 90
ANGLE BETWEEN ROLL AXIS AND VELOCITY VECTOR *,de- 0 60 120 ISO 240 300 360

Figure S. Angular error (0) vs ANGLE BETWEEN X AXIS AND X,Y PROJECTION OF VELOCITY VECTOR 7,deg

Velocity along Beam 2 = 0 Figure 9. Angular error boundaries vs I
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on the first lunar day. However, since the energy avail- days, Woomera and Johannesburg each hay-
able to the scientific payload (5470 watt-hr for a 163- ing two tracking missions.
hour day) and the energy required to perform the (e) Second lunar night: Woomera and Johannes-
experiments (5500 watt-hr) are presently approximately burg, each three tracking missions.
equal, further variation in either could necessitate a later (f) Third lunar day: Goldstone two tracking mis-
rescheduling of some experiments to the second lunar sions.
day. (g) Repeat (e) and (f) for remainder of mission.

a. Miion conatraints. This design mission sequence b. Sequence. The experiments of the first lunar day
is based upon the following principal constraints: are summarized in Figure 10, and experiments for each

of the seven periods of Goldstone visibility after touch-
(l) The scientific payload will be the List I! coin- down are detailed in Figures 11 through 17. With the

sists of the following: exception of the continuous experiments (scientific tern-
perature and the radiation detector) and thermal dif-

(a) Surface geophysical experiments. fusivity, all experiments in this sequence are shown con-
(b) Subsurface geophysical probe. ducted under Goldstone control, since ample Goldstone
(c) Subsurface sampler. visibility time is available. In addition to the experiments
(d) Surface sampler. shown, engineering data will normally be sampled hourly,
(e) Gas chromatograph. and more often during many operations. Experiments
(f) X-ray spectrometer. to be conducted during the first lunar night will be the
(g) X-ray diffractometer. scientific temperature and ,adiation detector, plus the
(h) Radiation detector, nighttime portion of the surface thermal diffusivity. Dur-
(i) Television. ing periods where the DSIF is not scheduled for Surveyor
(j) Tape recorder, tracking, data from the continuous experiments will be
(k) Auxiliaries (mechanism, thermal, battery, recorded (to a maximum of 18 hours per recording

wiring), period, as limited by the recorder capacity).

(2) The total energy available to the scientific payload
during the first lnar day will e 5470 watt-hr.
based on a 103-hour period of daylight. The
energy consumed by the scientific payload during
the lunar night will be 4128 watt-hr. D. Flight Control

(3) A standard trajectory is selected which represents
the worst case in terms of time from touchdown 1. Inmduion
to the first day/night terminator: The flight control subsystem consists of those elements
(a) Launch date: August 6, 1963. of the spacecraft which provide velocity control and
(b) Launch azimuth: 114 degrees. attitude control during the transit phase of the Surveyor
(c) Touchdown at .5.5 degrees west longitude. mission. Functionally, the lunar radar and propulsion
(d) Time from touchdown to dusk: 6.8 days (based elements are part of this subsystem although they are

on zero degree horizon), covered in other sections of this report. Elements of the
flight control subsystem that are treated in this section

(4) Utilization of the DSIF will conform to the fol- include optical sensors, inertial instruments, attitude con-
lowing guidelines: trols, and flight control electronics.

(a) Injection to 48 hours following lumar night- 2. System Design
fall; 24 hr/day DSIF coverage.

(b) Remainder of first lunar night: daily tracking a. Summary. Two important design changes have been
missions alternating between Woomera and made in the flight control system during the reporting
Johannesburg stations, period. First, the thrust control system has been con-

(c) Just before lunar dawn to 24 hours after son- verted from an open-loop thrust command channel to
rise: 24 hr/day coverage, a closed-loop acceleration command servo. This has been

(d) Remainder of second clay: Goldstone tracking accomplished by extending the use of the accelerometer
missions on second, fourth, sixth, and eighth in the mid-course velocity control system to the terminal
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phase. Since the maximum acceleration encountered in engine have increased appreciably since the original
the terminal phase is about 0.41 g, it has been necessary design concept was established. Due to the resulting
to increase the accelerometer range from 0.25 to 0.5 g. increase in force level and weight required, the sole-
The principal reason for the design change is to achieve noid is no longer considered competitive with a more
a more efficient use of vernier engine fuel by operating complex but lighter weight servo. In addition, RMD
the engines nearer their maximum thrust levels during (Thiokol) has expressed serious concern over the shock
the vernier descent phase. The large dispersion in thrust level experienced by the engine nozzle when the solenoid
versus command in the open loop configuration, due actuator hits the stops. The proportional servo, besides
mainly to the engines themselves, prevented operation providing a net saving in spacecraft weight, will not
on an efficient altitude-velocity control law, i.e., near constitute a degrading factor in television coverage, as
maximum thrust. The precision accelerometer provides was true of the bang-bang solenoid system.
the means of accurately controlling thrust, independent
of engine dispersions. The functional design of the coast and thrust phase

The second important modification involves a change control system has been refined through the use of both
in the thrust phase roll control system. The bang-bang analog and digital computer studies. The coast phase
solenoid actuator originally planned for use in a limit gas jet attitude control system design has undergone
cycle control system has been replaced by a proportional changes principally with regard to loop gains in order
positioning servo employing a conventional 400-cps to obtain optimum vehicle response and also has been
servo motor. Two factors are involved in this decision. modified to include changes in optical sensor signal char-
The inertia and center of gravity offset of the vernier acteristics.
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Figure 18. Roll attitude control system
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The thrust phase vernier engine control system design were arrived at by a comparison of system responses
has been affected by the aforementioned inclusion of the using the foregoing three criteria. The gain KK 4 was
mid-course accelerometer during terminal descent. Digi- adjusted to prevent the angular error from exceeding its
tal computer studies have indicated the desirability of maximum allowable value of 0.2 degree for the yaw
going to a four-segment control law trajectory which channel, 0.136 degree for the pitch channel, and 0.121
results in a fuel saving of approximately 6 pounds. degree for the roll channel.

b. Coast phse. attitude control. The coast phase atti- The settling time and impulse required for the pitch
tude control system remains basically unchanged from and yaw optical channels are shown in Figures 22 and
that described in previous reports. Several parameter 23. The optimum rate loop gain (K41K,) was determined
values have been altered as a result of updated Informa- based on initial conditions of a yaw angle of 9 degrees
tion on the optical sensors, the physical characteristics of and a yaw rate of 0.5 deg/sec with a pitch axis rate of
the vehicle, and revised criteria for determining optimum zero. The mechanics of Sun acquisition make such initial
vehicle-control system performance. A block diagram of conditions highly probable, since the approach of the
the roll-axis attitude control system is shown in Fig-
ure 18. 12s

The primary objective of the three-degree-of-freedom
analog computer simulation during this period was to so 4_am
determine an optimum set of loop gain and shaping net-
work characteristics for both the inertial and optical f TTLOTIE 60
modes of operation. The three criteria used in evaluating 40 ,L 2

system performance were (1) system settling time, (2) o
impulse required, and (3) the integral squared error. 200
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Sun line to the primary Sun sensor field of view will
generally be in the pitch-roll plane, requiring a yaw
maneuver. Constraints which operate in the attitude con-
trol system at this time include (1) the signal charac- o 0
teristics of the primary Sun sensor as shown in Figure 0 2 4 o
24 where the gain K, was chosen so that the maximum RATE LOOP GAIN, -

allowable error would cause the gas jets to fire, and (2)
the gyro gain K1K, which was chosen so that separation- Figure 25. Optimum performance of roll optical control
induced rates will not cause gyro saturation.

The settling time and impulse required for the roll SLOPE K
optical channel are shown in Figure 25. The optimum
roll rate loop gain (K4/K 2 ) was determined using an -2
initial roll angle of 4 degrees and a roll axis rate of 0.5 2 4

deg/sec. The signal characteristics of the Canopus sensor
are shown in Figure 26. ROLL ANGLE #, deg

The rate loop gain (K41K,) for optimum optical mode
performance, the rate loop gain (KK$) for minimum
error angles about each axis during inertial mode of
operation, and the closed-loop gyro gain (K,K 2 ) cannot Figure 26. Canopus sensor signal characteristic
be realized simultaneously with the control system con-figuration represented in Figure 18. Various means of of K1/K, and K1K, can be realized at the expense of a
figraiin ar eseed im m Fi r1.aeters mar nse of larger value of K,K 4 . In effect this would decrease the
achieving all of these optimum parameters are tinder lmtccedahn nteieta oeb atrostud. To aprochesappar romsing Th fist on- limit cycle deadband in tie inertial mode by a factor ofstudy. Two approaches appear promising. The first con- three, hut would result in increased fuel consumption.

sists in adding a switch to change gains when going from

the inertial to the optical mode of operation. The second c. Vernier retro descent phase. The efficiency of the
approach is one of compromise in that optim,' .dlues vernier retro maneuver is strongly dependent on the
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average thrust level of the vernier engines during the of mechanization, however, it is planned to use a two-
maximum thrust phase. For each pound of thrust below level limiter. By resettipg the limiter when half the mass
the maximum available 312 pounds, a penalty of about variation has occurred, only a small fuel penalty is in-
0.3 pound of vernier fuel is incurred. The open-loop volved. The total variation in mass during the maximum
thrust command system originally planned suffers in thrust phase will be about 10%. The two-level limiter
efficiency because of the large uncertainty in thrust versus will provide an average thrust 2.5% less than the peak.
command. This is due primarily to the dispersion of the The improvement in a three-level limiter is not considered
vernier engines (approximately 10%). To avoid a pitch- to justify the additional complexity. Even if a continu-
yaw limit cycle oscillation and to ensure a safe margin ously variable limiter were used, the range-velocity pro-
for soft landing, the range-velocity profile would Lave to file could not be set to correspond to 312 pounds thrust
be set for a thrust level about 60 pounds below the level. Allowance must be made for several factors, the
maximum of 312 pounds. more important being

In order to obtain greater fuel efficiency, the thrust (1) Altimeter and doppler radar errors.
channel has been modified to an acceleration command (2) Uncertainty in mass at the start of the maximum
servo. This can readily be accomplished by using the thrust phase.
precision accelerometer in the inertial reference unit
(IRU) as the feedback sensor. The range of the instru- (3) Residual for linear moment control range.
ment must be increased to 0.5 g, because of the higher These factors total about 7.5% (3,). The average thrust
acceleration involved in the vernier phase. The new level will therefore be about 10, below the maximum
design provides the means of accurately controlling the engine capability of 312 pounds. In comparison to the
thrnst-to-mass ratio. Since the spacecraft mass will be original open-loop design, an improvement of about 29
known to within a few percent, at the start of the maxi- pounds in average thrust level can be realized. This is
mum thrust phase, a considerable improvement in thrust equivalent to a saving of about 8.7 pounds of vernier fuel.
control can be realized. The new configuration is shown A digital computer study recently completed indicates
in Figure 27. that a saving of about 6 pounds of vernier fuel can be

The variation in spacecraft mass during the maximum realized by using a four-segment approximation to the
thrust phase is accurately known. It is possible therefore reference parabola rather than the three-segment ap-
to vary the acceleration command limiter in a way to proximation originally planned. Provisions have there-
compensate for the mass variation and thus maintain a fore been made in the electronic circuits to add the
constant maximum thrust level. Because of the simplicity fourth segment.

Figure 27. Velocty control system with acceleration sro
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The gain in the pitch and yaw attitude control loop used to make the closed-loop functional check of the gas
has been increased by a factor of two in order to limit jet attitude control system with simulated Sun and star
the stady-state attitude error to 0.1 degree in the sources. A test facility with a single-axis dividing head
presence of the expected 3, main engine misalignment and simulated Sun and star sources will be used to
moment of 1100 inch-pounds. measure the alignment of the flight control sensors rela-

tive to the flight control sensor group mounting surface.
3. The same facility will be used to determine the scale

Subsystem Tests factor and null fixed drift of each integrating gyro as
a. Single-axis air bearing table. Single-axis table tests part of the entire sensor group. A rate table will be used

are currently scheduled to start about February 15, 1962. to measure the alignment error of each gyro in the inertial
Completion of the test facility is awaiting the receipt and reference unit relative to the flight control sensor group
installation of various pieces of associated hardware, mounting surface.
including telemetering equipment, recorders, test con- 2 tet ram. Additional T-2 traecto analysis
soles, and portions of the flight control subsystem. When c.T T- e program. usit ona- treory gyi-
completely assembled, the table inertia will be measured has been completed using a one-degree-of-freedom digi-
with the table forming a part of a torsional pendulum. tal computer simulation. The program considered only
The single-axis table will be required to provide the the vertical force relationships and included variable
major portion of the design verification of the gas jet mass due to fuel consumption. The thrust control loops
coast-phase attitude control system, because plans to run
tests on the three-axis air bearing table at the JPL facility 1200

have been cancelled. TIME . At1

b. Flight acceptance test program. A preliminary sub-
system flight acceptance test specification has been writ-
ten for the flight control subsystem. The complete sub-
system flight acceptance test will consist of a pre-environ- o f 0 5
mental functional check, the environmental test, and a 1002

post-environmental functional check, which will be a
duplication of the pre-environmental functional check for
the most part. The single-axis air bearing table will be /
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Figure 28. T-2 reference trajectory Figure 29. T-2 trajectories from various Initial altitudes
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were simulated except for the vernier engine and valve All of the preceding trajectories were based on line
lag times. The purpose of the analysis was to determine segments fitted to a 1.79 ft/sec2 acceleration parabola.
(1) the initial drop altitude which provides adequate Vehicle trajectory responses were determined for both
capture of the commanded trajectory, (2) the effect of a 0.870 ft/sec, acceleration parabola (Fig 31) and a
thrust control system gain on system performance, and 3.785 ft/sec2 parabola (Fig 32) for various values
(3) a suitable reference parabola and associated straight- of weight-to-thrust ratio. The results are based on the
line segments. parameters listed on the next page.

In order to facilitate comparison of trajectory perform- 00
ance, the reference trajectory shown in Figure 28 was TIME f, see

chosen, based on an arbitrary set of reference param-
eters. Trajectories were obtained for initial altitudes of RERE.NCE ,RAJECT~o IRUCAENdC PARA.BLA

1000, 500, 400, 300, 200, and 150 feet as shown in Figure
29. Only the first portion of these trajectories is shown, I
since the remaining portion is similar to the reference 400 0

trajectory. For all cases, it is apparent that initial altitude - '/

has little effect on vehicle performance. If the present •
20 pounds of fuel carried by the T-2 vehicle is completely *1 whINvoT0bus, RATI

used, the maximum drop altitude is limited to about 480 6w/50

feet. However, this does not take into consideration the ISO/o
fuel required for moment control. 20o .

The thrust system gain was varied from 16.2 to 81.0 1r

lb/ft/sec with consequent vehicle trajectory perform- Is
ance as shown in Figure 30. These values of thrust system to

gain correspond to spacecraft values of 50 and 250 1 __

lb/ft/sec. As expected, the higher gain produced a o _0
0 20 40 o

tighter control response. The higher gain descent re- 0 20 IT0tso

quired approximately 3 pounds more fuel than the low

gain descent. Figure 31. T-2 trajectory respo for
0.070 ft/sc' parabola
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Figure 30. Effect of thrust system gain (K,.) Figure 32. T-2 trajectory response for
on T-2 trajectory 3.785 ft/sec' parabola
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Minimum programmed thrust, T.,, 60 lb SUN

Thrust system gain, K,. ..... 81 lb/ft/sec

Vernier propellant specific impulse, 1,, 198 lb-sec/lb INERTIA SWITCH AND SUN CANOPUS

Drag coefficient - area product, CdS -.05 14 ft2  TELEMETERING ACCELEROMETER A SENSOR

Air density ............. .0.0025 slug/ft\

The vehicle performance on the low acceleratfin parab- INERTIAL REFERENCE UNIT

ola compares favorably with the reference trajectory,
while the vehicle performance relative to the high accel-
eration trajectory varied depending on the weight-to- SENSOR GROUP

thrust ratio. Satisfactory performance is obtained when SUPPORT

the weight-to-thrust ratio corresponds to the constant STAR
acceleration from which the line segments are derived;
that is, 170/190 and 180/200 for a = 3.785 ft/sec". The
intermediate weights (180/190 and 190/200) produced SPACEFRAME

marginal performance in that these trajectories had more ATTACH
error along the last line segment and barely stabilized at POINTS (3)

the commanded 5 ft/sec. The highest weights (185/190
and 195/200) trajectories are unsatisfactory because they
appear to be diverging from the last line segment and ELECTRONICS PRIMARY SUN SENSORPACKAGE

are unable to stabilize at the constant velocity since they
reached the 13-foot engine cut-off altitude before they Ig.., 33. Iit onrl sensr giop
attained a velocity of 10 ft/sec. in the new design and allows some simplification in the

Final selection of the initial drop altitude, thrust sys- internal arrangement. The problem of stray light reflect-
tem gain, and control law trajectory for T-2 tests is await- ing into the Canopus sensor has not changed appreci-
ing more extensive analysis, which will include moment ably with the new sensor group configuration. It is at
control and better defined spacecraft trajectory perform- present geometrically possible to pick up a multiple
ance and parameters. bounce light reflection from the extended vehicle land-

ing legs. The light shield on the Canopus sensor may

4. Sensor Group Assembly have to be altered to eliminate this possibility. The Moon

The flight control sensor group has undergone re- detector has been eliminated from the assembly. Verifi-
in Figure 33. The support, cation of the position of the star Canopus will be

previously a space truss, is now conceptually a platform achieved by means of a star map constructed from telem-

with three mounting lugs so spaced around its perimeter

as to intersect the center of gravity of the sensor group. Engineering effort has stopped on the original truss-
The support is made from aluminum and will be a brazed type support, and will now be directed toward prepara-
assembly consisting of an outer frame with stiffening tion of a test model of the new configuration.
elements and unit mounting bosses placed as required.
A substantial weight saving in the support is realized S. Optlcol Sensors
with this simplified design. Increase in volumetric pack-
aging efficiency allows the sensor group to be located a. Canopus ensor. Figure 34 shows a mechanical
closer to the roll axis of the spacecraft. Use of shorter breadboard of the sensor which is similar in appearance
mounting brackets on the vehicle will represent some to the first engineering model. During this report period,
weight saving, as well as providing a more rigid coupling a working breadboard model of the Canopus sensor was
to the sensor group. completed and satisfactorily demonstrated. Temperature

compensation has been added to the developmental cir-

In the new design, the inertial reference tiiit (IBU) cuits and a preamplifier included to provide additional

has been moved from a position beside the electronics gain for the photomultiplier tube.

package to a position above it, causing a relocation of As a result of initial lateral vibration tests on the
the IRU radiating surface. The flight control electronics mechanical breadboard model, the base of the sensor has
unit is more rigidly attached to tie sensor group support heen altered to attach more rigidly to the sensor gioup
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Figure 35. Primary Sun sensor

Figure 34. Mechanical breadboard of Canopus sensor Figure 36. Sun sensor test facility
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facility (Fig 36) at Hughes Aircraft Company in parts for all 26 units are in work and on schedule. De-
Culver City. The facility consists of an equatorial mount livery of the first unit is expected on January 30, 1962.
to track the Sun and a precision Kern, 1-second, theodo- Additional phases of gyro procurement which are un-
lte attached to the mount to accurately position the der continuing study are as follows:
sensor with respect to the Sun. The sensors are mounted (1) The establishment of a gyro environmental test-
on a special adapter plate attached to the theodolite. A (1) Theesam ofa gyrerm entating program compatible with Surveyor spacecraft
4-foot long fiberglass tube and light-tight enclosure are requirements will be negotiated with Kearfott
used to keep stray skylight from affecting measurements. under an amendment to the contract.

The intensity level on days when tests have been per- (2) The establishment of incoming test procedures
formed (in November) has ranged from 73 mw/cm, to for gyro performance will be mutually agreed
96 mw/cm' as measured with a silicon solar cell cali- upon by Hughes Aircraft Company and Kearfott
brated with an Eppley pyrheliometer. These levels are in order to achieve compatibility of testing tech-
sufficient for most testing and are obtainable at Culver niques and to provide test data which can be
City because of the use of direct solar viewing instead properly correlated.
of a mirror system. The facility will have provisions for The accelerometer evaluation program is nearing com-
battery operation, and measurements at a high-altitude pleon. lewo evaluation prom Donneand onelocaioncanbe adeif ecesar. I Isplanedto ur- pletion. Two evaluation units, one from Donner and onelocation can be made if necessary. It is planned to cor- from Palomar, were purchased to (1) determine the
relate calibration of a Sun sensor with measurements a lmar, wr rchas etf(1)tdetrmrneythmade at the JPL test facility, adequacy of this class of instrument for the Surveyor

mission, and (2) assess the relative performance charac-
Tests on Clairex photoconductive cells are being con- teristics of units from two possible vendors. Both units

tinued with no serious problem areas yet uncovered, have demonstrated the potential capability of meeting
Illuminated cell resistance versus temperature, ultra- the accuracy and repeatability requirements, though re-
violet exposure, high-temperature soaks, and power dis- suIts are still somewhat inconclusive because of minor
sipation tests have been performed. functional difficulties encountered. Sticking around zero

The behavior of the illuminated cell resistance with g was observed in the Palomar unit and after limited
temperature indicates that cells for the primary sensor tests it was returned to the vendor for rework. The Don-
will have to be roughly matched with regard to the slope ner unit exhibited an intermittent behavior at the normal
of the temperature-versus-resistance characteristic. The operating temperature of 180" F, which is believed to
effect of temperature on the cadmium sulfide cells at be due to a faulty electrical component. Performance at
high levels of illumination is small, but matching is de- room temperature was generally satisfactory. Additional
sirable for maximum null stability, tests are being performed on the Donner unit to deter-

Cells were exposed to ultraviolet energy in the band mine its repeatability after environmental exposures.
from 2200 to 3150 A for a period roughly equivalent to Similar tests on the reworked Palomar unit are planned.
1000 hoors in space with no measurable degradation. The
tests indicate that ultraviolet damage will not be a prob- b. Unit design. In mid-November all design and test
lem for either 'he secondary or primary Sun sensor. Ex- efforts were stopped on the original T-mounting struc-
posure of cells to sterilization temperatures of 125" C for ture, and redesign was immediately started to conform
24 1,ouirs also had no measurable effect on their behavior, to a space envelope compatible with the reconfigured

Short-term power dissipation tests at elevated tem- flight control sensor group structure. The general reasons

peratures have been conducted and indicate that oper- underlying this change were given above under 4, sensor

ation at expected power dissipation levels presents no group assembly.

problem. Long-term tests are in progress to further check A portion of the analysis and design effort previously
this point. expended is directly applicable to the new design and

was utilized in the establishment of the preliminary con-
figuration shown in Figure 37. A general change to

6. Inertial Reference Unit the original temperature control concept was necessitated
a. Instruments. The final selection of a gyro which by the reduced space view factor due to the new IRU

fully satisfies Surveyor flight control subsystem require- mounting orientation. The temperature of each gyro will
ments was completed on November 3, 1961, with the be maintained by individual controllers rather than the
release of a purchase order to the Kearfott Company for common controller of the original design. Excess heat
26 gyros. Latest information from Kearfott indicates that will be conducted to a common space radiator, which
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RADIATOR which would meet the weight requirements, and was
ACCELEROMETER therefore selected as the vendor.

After release of the procurement specification for the
squib-operated valves, a design change was made. The
requirements of one normally closed valve for gas release
and one normally open valve for gas shutoff were
changed to two normally closed valves. This will permit
the release of residual tank pressure during vernier de-
scent rather than storage, to minimize the possibility of
gas tank rupture. Four vendors submitted proposals on

GR the original concept, of which two, Conax and Thiokol,
were considered acceptable. A revised procurement
specification, statement of work, and drawings will be
resubmitted to these two vendors for proposals.

The pressure transducer has been changed from a
MOUING PAD Bourns Model 304 to a Model 737 with modifications in

TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED MODULES mounting and electrical connections to obtain a hermeti-
cally sealed unit and also obtain increased overpressure

ligur 37. Iertial reference unit capability.

Two jet valve pairs have been assembled and are now

will be oriented facing the Sun during transit phase to being subjected to environmental operation tests. Figure

make maximum utilization of solar energy, thereby mini- 38 is a photograph of the preliminary design. Other

mizing the average heater power which must be applied parts are in process which will reflect a close coupled

to maintain gyro operating temperature. AN-type pressure connection to satisfy the Surveyor gas
plumbing requirements.

Preliminary analysis is in process to determine the
control power and radiator temperature during the mid- An engineering model of the pressure control, coin-
course maneuver when solar energy to the radiation prising the pressure regulator, pressure relief, and sole-

panel will vary. A parametric study has been run on the noid shut-off valve, is shown in Figure 39. Tests are

IBM 7090 computer to determine mid-course control
power and radiator temperature for variations in the ratio: .

a F,

where F, is the view factor of the Sun and F, is the view
factor of space; a and c are absorptance and emittance
of the radiator panel. The results indicated that in order
not to exceed a peak heater power of 30 watts, the
a File F, ratio should not exceed 0.4.

The analysis of the transient thermal response of the
gyro temperature when the heat source is the gyro heat-
ers rather than solar energy is in process.

7. Attitude Control

a. Gas et au*atem. Evaluation of gas tank vendor
proposals indicated that the weight requirement of 7.2
pounds would be exceeded by approximately 0.7 pound
with tanks made of 6AL-4V titanium alloy. Menasco
Manufacturing Company proposed using 7AL-4Mo Figure 38. Gas jet valves
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4conflicting since a soft stop implies delayed motion which
tends to violate an initial requirement for rapid engine
positioning. A bang-bang solenoid design which would
meet the system requirements would result in an increase
in spacecraft weight of 2 to 3 pounds. As a result, a thor-
ough study was made of alternate techniques and the
proportional system using an ac motor-gear and pickoff
was selected.

Th" proportional system chosen will allow a decrease
in power requirements and a slight decrease in spacecraft
weight. Preliminary requirements for the actuator are:

Weight ------ < 1.2 lb
Power < 8 watts, 400 cps
No-load speed .... 0.13 rad/sec

Stall torque 52 in.-lb

The new design of the roll actuator will be subcon-
tracted. A detailed procurement specification and state-
ment of work are presently being prepared.

iglure F ressur c ntrol f r 9 " l t sys em . C t W Ci c trP~gw 39.Praar cer@ ~' '~8. Control Circuitry

now in progress. Additional units are being fabricated a. Summary. Detailed evaluation and optimization of

which reflect minor design and fabrication changes, the control circuitry is continuing by means of bread-
board testing. Circuit parameters are being adjusted
where necessary to compensate for the varying ambient

b. Roll actuator. The vernier roll actuator provides roll temperatures and power supply voltages.

moment control during mid-course and terminal ma- The thrust control circuitry has changed as a result of
neuver phases by positioning the No. 1 vernier engine using the mid-course accelerometer to provide acceler-
thrust axis. The actuator design previously under devel- ation feedback signals during the vernier descent mode.
opment was a double-acting electromagnet which pivoted The revised thrust control circuitry is shown in Figure
the trunnion-mounted vernier engine through a lever 40, The mid-course command signal is applied only dur-
arm linkage. The design concept for the roll actuator has ing mid-course thrust control, providing, after summation
been altered considerably in the present reporting period, with the accelerometer feedback signal, a thrust coin-
The new design is a proportional positioning system mand proportional to the acceleration error. The acceler-
using a conventional servo-motor and gear reduction unit ation loop during mid-course has not changed basically.
and inductive pickoff sealed in a single housing. However, use of the accelerometer during vernier des-

The primary reason for the design change was the cent has necessitated increasing its output range as well

increase in the vernier engine weight, inertia, and loca- as decreasing its scale factor. During vernier descent the
summation of the descent acceleration command and the

tion of center of gravity as seen from the pivot axis. In acceleote des a trt command to the

order to continue to meet performance requirements, the ver er in ntoTdescntacli com -
outpt frceof he wo-osiionsolnoi wold ~vehad vernier mixing network. The descent acceleration com-

tou fcrcse tof te tpodsiThionesein woudut have admand is the amplified difference between the thrust axis
to increase to 7.5 pounds. The increase in output force velocity measured by the doppler radar and the altimeter
caused a significant increase in solenoid din weigh signal that has been shaped by thle nonlinear circutr/.
du to the increase in plunger size to carry additional flux. The descent acceleration command is limited prior to

In addition, concern over the effects of the bang-bang summation with the accelerometer signal to prevent sat-
solenoid characteristics on the vernier engine nozzle uration of the vernier engines, in accordance with Figure
structure had been expressed by RMD. An effort was 41. A low (but not minimum) thrust command results
tinder way to develop "soft" stops to limit engine motion. whenever the descent acceleration command is less than
Unfortunately, the design requirements were somewhat or equal to 0.11 g. Commands rising above this lower
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limit will produce proportional increases in thrust until The roll actuator servoamplifier design has changed
the maximum thrust command of 0.42 g results. At a as a result of the decision to use a proportional actuator.
certain point along the trajectory (approximately 2500 Figure 42 is a block diagram of the proportional i'oll
feet range), the limit imposed on the descent accelera- actuator and associated circuitry. The actuator consists
tion command is increased by approximately 6% to of a two-phase servo motor which with associated gear-
compensate for the decreasing spacecraft mass. The ing and position pickoff is mounted such that vernier
switches shown in Figure 40 are functional representa- engine No. 1 may be swiveled through a small angle. As
tions of standard flight control solid-state switches. before, the roll attitude error is obtained from the gyro

ACCELEROMETER

ACCE LERATION
AMPLIFF

OPERATIONAL
AMPLIFIER m Y CMAD OTHRUST COMAD TO

VERNIER MIXING NETWORK

29V

"- MID-COURSE

DESCENT

SLANT NONLINEAR

RANGE -AMPLITUDE
SHAPING

CIRCUITRY

;;-. , -:. -29v

(SERVES AS VARIAIILE
SUMMATION RESISTOR R 25 00 t

_VARIABLE
THRUST COMMAND

LIMITER

DESCENT ACCELERATION
DOPPLER OPERATIONAL COMM NO

RADAR AMPLIFIER
DfSCFNT

AMPt IF Ie R
". - 75 /i

Figure 40. Thrust control circuitry
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S0.44 In the solenoid design there was a constant drain on the

WM \ power supply. At maximum output the proportional cir-AFTne
0.36 F AITE cult demand is smaller than that of the previous bistableMASADJUSTMENT version.

SLOPE 30 v/1

~0.20
0 0 20 30

DESCENT AMPLIFIER OUTPUT, do E. Electronics
Igum 41. Descent thrust command limiting 1. Introduction

and is amplified and frequency-shaped. This signal, This section covers the various systems involved in

which is a position command, is summed with the posi- telecommunications (including the demodulator circuits

tion feedback, to create a motor drive proportional to the for the deep space station), the television system, and

position error. Upon separation of the retrorocket case the radar systems. The spacecraft power management

from the craft, a gain change is made in the attitude and the Right control electronics are discussed in Sections

loop to compensate for the decreased moment of inertia F and D, respectively.

that results. A Class B power amplifier is used to drive
the servo motor, and is composed of the same type of 2. Manbr Array (Hgh-Gin) Antenna
power transistors that were used in the previous bistable
version. The demand of the Class B amplifier from the The planar array antenna concentrates the energy of
power supply is now proportional to the position error. the television transmitter in the direction of the Earth.

RAPEAK VOTAGE 400co.

GEANaG

OUTI

.TA.. C'? -- - -4

STATOR V
E[CITATION
00. -1 1m40C c"

Figure 42. Proportional roll actuator
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This high-gain antenna is a slotted waveguide planjar the second-order beams expected in the linear array

array. Circular polarization is accomplished by udliz- patterns. The combining of the linear arrays into a planar

ing crossed slots and simple slots in a manner that pro- array will suppress these beams.

duces two orthogonal linearly polarized planar arrays
in a given aperture. These two interlaced arrays are fed
in time quadrature. Higher-order beams characteristic 1.00

of large slot spacings are eliminated through the use of
waveguide with wave-slowing corrugations which in CROSS SLOTy
turn allows reduced slot spacings. 0.o0

Extensive coupling coefficient measurements were SLOTS
made on both the crossed slots and singular slots. These
slots are generally nonresonant since the coupling value
is controlled by the slot length. Figure 43 shows curves
of coupling coefficient versus slot kngth for both types "
of slots. Tests show that the phase shifts associated with
these nonresonant slots were much larger in the corru- '.

gated guide than in standard guide. Therefore, phase
measurements have been made on both the radiated
wave and the driving wave. These data were used to
determine the adjustments in the slot spacing which Uo00
effect the desired phase corrections.

A linear array test fixture has been built to accom./-_____ ,

modate removable aperture plates. The planar array
slot configuration requires two slightly differeut slot
patterns in its component linear arrays. Hence linear
array aperture plates are made in sets of two. Two such
sets have been made. The first set did not have its slot 0o, s o.0 2 s 3.0
spacings compensated for induced phase shifts. The sec- LEW, .

ond set did incorporate corrections for such errors based igur 43. Coulin €olkie vslat lenth
on phase shift data mentioned above and a study of
patterns taken on the first set of aperture plates. A
second set of plates, designated lb and 2b, gave fairly 1.4

good results. Voltage standing wave ratios (VSWR)
as a function of frequency are shown in Figure 44.
The measured power into the load was almost exactly CK

as calculated, indicating that the slot coupling data AAY:

are good. Typical patterns are shown in Figures 45 ,

and 46. They were taken on a .38.5-inch square ground - 1.2
plane to simulate the planar array. The polarization .

ellipse has its major axis aligned with the longitudinal 2b

axis of the array. Hence the magnitudes of the two l
orthogonal components shown on the patterns give an
accurate indication of the axial ratio (approx 1.8 0
db). The beam tilts are about 1 degree larger
than expected but this is easily corrected. Measured 1 1 .5 2.6

gains, with respect to the gain of a circularly polarized FREQUENCY, .MC

isotopic source, are 17.3 and 17.0 dh, respectively,
for arrays lb and 2b. The large lobes noticeable in the Figure 44. Voltage standing wave ratios of
region near 9 =- 90 degrees for E# polarizations are Unoar Arrays lb and 2b
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Figure 46. Antenna patte' .. at Linear Array 2b
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Evidence of some phase error is still present in these A set of patterns was taken using two quarter-scale
patterns and the side lobes are higher than desired; antennas and a quarter-scale model of the spacecraft
therefore, an improved set of linear array aperture plates oriented as shown in Figure 49 which also indicates the
will be made before a full planar array aperture plate experimental setup used to make the patterns. The an-
is designed. tennas were only approximately oriented to the optimum

position indicated by Figure 48. This was due to the
A set of test fixtures for developing the full-size transi- inadequate coverage of the particular turnstile antennas

tion from the coaxial line connector to the feed guide used for making these coverage patterns. A study is
were received, and measurements are now under way
using a loop probe as a coupler. Preliminary data appear
very promising and a VSWR of 1.2 has been obtained. -0 I--o 0
This data is now being verified by newly designed loop
probes. In addition, another fixture for taking feed line
slot conductance measurements under conditions simu- 165 in

lating the final configuration was received. Measurements
on this Exture have also been started. sL

Fabrication of a breadboard planar array with a re- 0.25
movable aperture plate has begun. The feed line for this
model will be electrically identical to the feed to be 45 -"
used on flight units. Two mechanical prototypes are
being built to prove out fabrication techniques. Delays
in developing necessary tooling have held up production
of a model welded by an ultrasonic welding technique.
Several 8-inch square sections have been produced using
this method. These sections appear functionally sound
and the full-size model should be finished soon. The
other mechanical prototype is being built as a backup -
to the ultrasonic welded model. This one uses an ad- 45 "o 692--n 0

vanced resistance welding technique and is 75% com-
plete. The results so far look as promising as the ultra-
sonic weld method. Figure 47. Omnidirectional antina outllne

3. Omnidirectional Antennas
ANTENNA 2

The omnidirectional antenna system is used to pick ,.,-,t R TO cq
up command signals from the Deep Space Instrumenta- __"
tion Facility (DSIF) and transmit telemetering data 30 dog WfITH RESP ECT TO PITCH-YAW PLANE

back to Earth. The omnidirectional antennas form part PARALLEL TO ROL-YAW PLANE
of the phase-locked loop between the spacecraft and the
DSIF station which continuously measures doppler shift
to determine spacecraft velocity. The antenna system
consists of two turnstile antennas each of which is backed
by a conical reflecting surface. The turnstile elements are
oriented parallel to the ground plane (Fig 47).

The two turnstile antenna axes are to be oriented with
respect to each other and to the spacecraft as indicated 30d 0 WITH RESPECT TO-- I ROLL-YAW PLANE PARALLEL

in Figure 48. It is believed that this orientation will give Ln LYTo P LATCN-YAW PLANE

the best spherical coverage and still provide adequate '-
operating characteristics in case a failure occurs result- ANTENNA I

ing in a tumbling of the spacecraft about some axis. Figure 46. Omnidirectional antenna orientation
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presently being directed toward increasing the angular (1) Wide band: In the wide band mode of operation
coverage of the individual antennas, the demodulator detects the wide band television and

telemetering data within a 3.3-me intermediate fre-
Some of the patterns taken are shown in Figure 50. quency (IF) bandwidth.

It should be noted that these patterns, taken with two
turnstile antennas, provide 380-degree coverage (one an- (2) Narrow band: The narrow band mode of opera-
tenna covers the null of the other) as opposed to the tion detects telemetering information within a 30-
single antenna patterns of the last report. kc IF bandwidth.

The full-scale turnstile antenna is undergoing circuit (3) Emergency mode: The emergency mode of opera-
development to obtain the proper phase relationships tion detects television information within a 4.4-kc IF
between radiating elements and to obtain the best im- bandwidth.
pedance match over the band of operating frequencies
being used. An alternate antenna design is under con- (4) Phase lock mode: The phase lock mode detects
sideration in an effort to obtain the best pattern cover- wide band phase modulation signal within a 3.3-
age as well as the mechanical advantages of light weight mc IF bandwidth.
and structural rigidity. This antenna consists of a circular
cavity radiating circular polarization at the apex of a All detected signals are supplied to the CDC where
cone. Figure 51 indicates the approximate configuration they are processed.
being considered.

As a result of the CDC demodulator circuit design
Arrangements are being made to modify the antenna

range to provide the facilities necessary to take antenna review, certain modifications and additions to the pres-

patterns using the full-scale antenna system with the ent circuit are necessary or desirable:

full-scale model of the Surveyor spacecraft. (1) Wide band video filter.

4. Command Disp/ay Console Demodulator (2) Emergency mode video filter.
(3) 2.4-,oegacycle IF channel to utilize existing nar-

a. GeeraL The command display console (CDC) row band IF signal from the DSIF receiver.
demodulator serves as a frequency modulation and phase The wide band and emergency mode filters are re-
modulation detector for signals coming from the DSIF quired to realize the full signal-to-noise improvement
receiver. The CDC demodulator has four modes of gained by using wide band frequency modulation. The
operation which are described below. 2.4-mc IF channel was added to the demodulator

for operation in the narrow band and emergency modes.
The new channel takes advantage of a narrow band

ANTENNA e output signal from the DSIF receiver. The availability
of this signal was just recently made known. The new

4. IF channel reduces the complexity of the demodulator
by replacing the third and fourth IF amplifiers formerly
used for these modes of operation. The second and third
conversion oscillators thus are also eliminated. The modi.
fication was desirable not only to simplify the demodu-

ANTENNA, lator, but to reduce the possibility of interfering signals
_ fl " being generated in the demodulator which would affect

>,ANTeNA normal DSIF receiver operation. Especially serious was
-- a - -- the existence of several conversion oscillators which

25 db ELLIPTICAL could mix together and produce unpredicted signals.
POLARIZATMO

b. Function deacription. A revised block diagram of
the CDC demodulator is shown in Figure 52. The opera-
tion of the wide band discriminator and phase detector

Figure 49. Test orientation of quarter-scale antennas lo)p are the same as described previously (SPS 37-12),
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with the exception that a low pass filter has been added mc signal can be selected. The input signal is
to the wide band frequency discriminator output. amplified and applied to a switch. In the narrow band

position of the switch, the signal passes through a re-
A 2.4-mc IF signal is supplied from the DSIF sistive pad which matches the crystal filter insertion loss.

receiver to the input of the 2.4-rnc amplifier. In the emergency position of the switch, the signal
Provisions are also made in the DSIF receiver whereby passes through a crystal filter with a 4.4-kc band-
a 10., 20-, or 30-kc noise bandwidth for the 2.4- width. The amplified 2.4-mc signal is supplied

ROLL ANGLEd"

soo/a so 8300/ 2

ANANTENN 21/

SOO

ATAIS ISO2e

0 a angle between spacecraft roll axis and line of sloIt to transmitter, dog
Frequency n 9180..c

0 0

330. 0.60fsg .30 319.0 0

300, o60 300 so

70 A 6 2 6 o0 20 1 -

240' '120 240 " 20

Figure 50. Antenna patterns with two turnstiles
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TEFLONr RING 1CN

I2 in.

FEED CONNECTORI

Figure 51. Cone.-cavity antenna (design alternate)

to the limiter and the AGC detector. The AGC detector and also allows changes to be incorporated into the
output signal is filtered and fed back to the 2.4- system more readily.
mc amplifier such that the input signal to the
limiter is maintained constant for a 20-db variation a. Central signal procesor. The central signal proces-

of the input signal. The limiter removes amplitude modu. sor contains two analog-to-digital (A-D) converters,
Ilion to which the ACC loop can not respond. The three subcarrier oscillators, six weighted summing ampli-limiter output is fed to the narrow band frequency dis- fiers, eight power switches, and a subcarrier oscillator

criminator where the emergency television or telemeter- bypass gate. The block diagram of the analog circuit
ing subcarrier signals are detected. The telemetering portion of the central signal processor is shown in Figuresubcarrier signals are applied to the summing network 53. Output signals from the A-D converter, scientific

and they appear at the wide-band video output. The auxiliaries, and engring signal processor are com-
emergency television passes through a low pass filter bined in the summing amplifiers and are then sent to

and a video amplifier to the emergency television output either one of the two transmitters. Ile transmitters are

terminal. The narrow band frequency discriminator dc either phase-modulated or frequency-modulated de-

output voltage js filtered and supplied for monitoring pending on which mode has been selected.

the frequency drift of the DSIF receiver. Tuning cor- The method of summing the various signals has been
rections to the receiver may be manually applied as changed since the last report. A redundant-type sum-
necessary. ming system has been selected in order to eliminate the

possibility that failure in the "final' summing amplifier
Signal P might prevent signals from modulating either of the

5Si rces transmitters. This system uses individual "final" sum-

The signal processing system in the Surveyor space- ming amplifiers to provide signals for the four different
craft processes the variety of signals from the scientific modes: (1) frequency-modulated transmitter A, (2)
instruments and the many channels of engineering infor- frequency-modulated transmitter B, (3) phase-
mation into a form suitable for modulating the trans- modulated transmitter A, and (4) phase-modulated
mitter. The system consists of three major blocks: (1) transmitter B. Two additional summing amplifiers are
the central signal processor, (2) the engineering signal used to "pre-sum" outputs of various scientific auxiliaries.
processor, and (3) the scientific signal processor. One This pre-summing reduces the number of inputs to the
of the main objectives in the system design was to "final" summing amplifiers and therefore allows a reduc-
achieve as much independence between individual ex- tion in the complexity of the summing amplifiers. In
periments and the processing of engineering information addition, changes can be incorporated into the system
as is reasonable. This independence increases reliability quite readily.
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The analog circuitry for the central signal processor high-gain silicon planar transistors and they are iden-
has been breadboarded and is undergoing performance tical except f minor variations that reflect different
tests. A design review of the circuit has been conducted bandwidth and impedance requirements. Ground-out
and no serious problems were uncovered. Recommended switches have been added at the inputs of the "final"
modifications that were found to be valid were incor- summing amplifiers since the last report. The ground-out
porated into the design. Final circuit release for prod- switch prevents signals from feeding through the input
uctizing will be made when performance specifications resistors of the "off" summing amplifier and affecting the
are firmer. channel gain of the "on" summing amplifier. The ground-

out switch also prevents changes in channel gain from oc-
The schematic diagram of the analog circuit portion curring if one of the summing amplifiers can not be turned

of the central signal processor is shown in Figure 54. off due to a failure in the power switch. The ground-out
The signal summing is performed by operational-type switches are activated by a 29-volt signal from the trans.
summing amplifiers. Each of the six amplifiers uses two mitters.
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The subcarrier oscillator bypass gate has been added to examine the various commutated inputs, and the

since the last report. The b, pass gate allows the tele- desired accuracy was found to have been achieved.

vision frame identification signal from the A-D converter

c.~APLFE TRANSITTE Am em ,e~ m

to frequency modulate the transmitter directly. The by- cTeeratemur merns n~ Susrveail e accom-.
pasgt scoe ya nbeplegenerated in the Te eatrmesrmnsiSuejrwlbeao-

passgat Isclosd b anenabeplseplashed by resistive temperature measuring sensors. The
TV auxiliary, block diagram of the temperature measuring system is

b. "Eng/nee, sng signal processor. A preliminary circuit shown in Figure 55. The resistive sensors are excited
release has been made for the engineering signal proc- from a constant current generator. An electronic comn-

essor. A breadboard has been constructed and success- mutator sequentially connects the constant current gen-

fully tested. The breadboard incorporated the complete erator and the analog-to-digifal converter to the various

logic, electronic commutators, and a special commutator sensor resistors. Each po)sition on the commutator con-

for the measurement of temperature. The engineering tains two solid-state switches, labeled a and b. Switch a

signal processor breadboard was then successfully inte- connects the constant current generator to the sensor

grated with a breadboard of the A-D converter. A re- resistor while Switch b connects the A-D converter to

cording of the output of the A-D converter was made the sensor resistor. Switch b could be eliminated if the
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Figure 54. Central signal processor schematic (analog circuit)
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Figure 55. Temperature measuring syWsm

A-D converter were connected directly to the output of of -20 to 550 C. The nominal current is 2.5 milli-
the constant current generator. However, the offset amperes. The schematic diagram of the constant current
voltage in Switch a has a relatively large variation since generat ir is shown in Figure 56. The circuit maintains
it must carry the sensor current. The variation is greater a constant current through the very stable reference re-
than the allowable reading error and this is intolerable. sistor 11. A reference zener diode C1 maintains a
The current through Switch b is very small and there- constant negative voltage at one end of RU. The volt-
fore a much more accurate offset voltage can be main- age at the other end of RI! is maintained at zero volts
tained. The constant current generator maintains the by means of a five-transistor (Q1 through QS) differen-
sensor resistor common connection at a virtual dc ground tial input amplifier. The input current to the amplifier
(Point b). The reference resistor is connected from this causes less than ± 0.021 error in the current through
virtual ground to a very stable negative voltage (Point 1. The current through the reference zener diode is
c). The current flowing through the selected sensor controlled by a three-transistor (Q6, Q7, Q8) regulator
resistor must pass through the reference resistor except circuit. This is necessary to maintain the required accur-
for a very small percentage that flows into the high acy of the zener voltage.
impedance differential amplifier. Therefore, a constant
current can be supplied through the selected sensor re- 6. Command Decoding
sistor even if the closing of Switches a and/or b add or Central command decoder. In addition to minor
subtract current from the output of the differential changes in several other circuits, the receiver-decoder
amplifier. selector circuitry and the flip-flop circuit of the cental

Constant current generator. A constant current gen- command decoder have been modified. A decision has
erator has been designed and tested that maintains the also been made to include the basic bus subsystem de-
current constant to better than ± 0.1% for resistive loads coders in the central decoder unit along with the re-
between 0 and 2000 ohms and over a temperature range dundant central command decoders and the receiver
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29v decoder selector. Four subsystem decoders are included
- for the basic bus commands, excluding the flight control

commands. The latter are handled by a flight control
05 decoder in the flight control electronics unit.

4 _A block diagram of the receiver-decoder selector is
Sshown in Figure 57. The receiver-decoder selector de-

termines which central command decoder and which
receiver will be used. Which of the four possible com-
binations of central command decoder and receiver is
used is remembered by a two-stage counter which is

COMMUTATOR stepped each time transmission is terminated.

The index circuits consist of a resistor-capacitor net-
SENSOR RESISTORS work, a threshold recognizing circuit, and an amplifier.

R Transmission from the ground causes the index, after
a short delay necessary to reject noise bursts, to put out
a signal which turns on one of the electrical conversion
unit drivers, which turns on the corresponding central
command decoder. Flip-flop No. 2 of the counter de-
termines which central command decoder is turned on.
When transmission ceases, after a short delay, the index
signal which operates the electrical conversion unit
drivers turns off, resulting in changing the state of flip-
flop No. 1 of the counter. Flip-flop No. 1 determines, by
use of gating in each central command decoder, which
receiver output will be used by the selected central
command decoder. The state (off or on) of one central
command decoder is telemetered via a yes/no commu-

,3 V tator in the engineering signal processor. Since the se-
quence of the counter states is known, this signal is

Figur 56. Constent curwrft gene s er adequate to inform ground operators which receiver
and which central command decoder are sel-"ted.

__________--__The central decoder unit flip-flop (and the central
signal processor flip-flop) have been changed by the

C CENTRA addition of four components to each flip-flop to reduce
D[CElc noise sensitivity and to allow simplification of the clock

SELECT pulse circuitry. This added noise tolerance is of impor-
,- - . 1 tance due to the low power level of the circuitry.

2The old circuit is shown in Figure 58a. A sawtooth
-- QL clock pulse was required. The new circuit, shown in

MCODER 1
ci rcT Figure 58h, requires a simple rectangular clock pulse.

CONVERs N More important, noise tolerance is greatly improved.
RECEVR . "UNIT R IVE ECODR The anti-noise bias, of approximately 1-volt amplitude,

back biases the diodes connected to the transistor basesCENTRAL

COMMAND to protect against false triggering of the flip-flop by stray
+ SEMLECT pulses on both the R and S input lines and on ground.lit. ECTR,ALI T. .. a

CONVERSION CEMkND Modules for 60M of the command decoding circuitry
LINI TVDRIV E R DECODERRECEIVER 2 INDEXhave been designed. Six printed circuit boards will be

used to mount approximately 66 modules, the number
Figure 57. Receiver-decoder selector estimated for the command! (lexler unit.
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Circuits have been assigned to modules, and a scratch which effect initiation of the flight control action, angle
pad "module-placement" layout is being drawn. The maneuvers, mid-course velocity correction, and opera-
objectives of this layout are to minimize interconnections tions affecting final descent.
on and between cards and to uniformly place high- Preliminary logic equations for the programmer were
power-dissipating modules. released November 6, 1961. A block diagram of this

design is given in Figure 60. The programmer in this
b. Flight control decoder and progwwamr.

Logic and organization. The flight control decoder CENTRAL COMMAN 7 7LOIT CONTROJ]

and programmer (Fig 59) receives inputs from I DECODER OECODE,(S)

the flight control subsystem and from LIGT

the flight control command decoder. Outputs from the CONTROL
I ADDESS'ADDRESS

programmer are used to control and actuate devices MAGNESS CONTROL

CONTTS
MA NITUDE

VMAGNITUDE I

COMMANDt- DCODER I
MATRIX

COK

. . . . J L - - - -

1% In S 1 PRO43RAMMER

FrUNCTION MmO

6 CONTROL SELECT

FLIGIMT
"V CONRO

I I SYSTEM

IUNITS
CLOCK PULSE CLOCK OUTPUT

FREOUINCT RIE

a 1LECTO SET

F/F ,ST"OP SWITCH

OSCILLATOR

-ISI

ANTI-NIS BIASN A

LU COUNTE-

CLOCK PULSC

b. NEW L---

Figure 58. Central decoder unit flip-flops Figure 59. Fight control decoder and programmer
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design is essentially a timing device operating in three fiers, seven inverters, two clock pulse systems, one refer-
modes according to signals from the light control de- ence oscillator, and a set of countdown scalers. The need
coder and from the flight control system. The three for two clock systems arose due to the asynchronous
modes are: (1) auto-external; (2) auto-internal; and relation between the reference oscillator clock and the
(3) manual. In the auto-external mode, the time delays timing of signals originating in the command decoder.
are automatically generated (after an appropriate "start" It was suggested that dc coupled flip-flops might be
signal) according to magnitude bits generated exter- used to avoid a two-clock system. This technique was
nally on the ground and transmitted through the central unable to solve the problem of resetting several flip-
command decoder. In the auto-internal mode, the time flops with the same pulse without a substantial increase
delays are generated automatically from magnitude bits in the number of flip-flops. The problem of synchroniza-
generated by an internal number generator whose logic tion was settled by using a gate-controlled relaxation
is wired to deliver preset magnitudes. In the manual oscillator driving a standard clock pulse output circuit.
mode the time delays are completely subservient to the These clock pulses (called MCP) are produced when-
start and stop commands generated at the ground sta- ever appropriate command pulses are present. The tim-
tion. In this mode, the time interval is defined by the ing oscillator feeds scalers having two output frequen-
interval between the start and stop signals. cies, each of which is gate selectable and is capable of

driving standard clock circuits. These circuits produce
The logic equations in this design call for 32 (reset- the timing clock pulses (TCP). The technique used

set) (R-S) flip-lops, 20 logic amplifiers, 15 output ampli- here, of operating two sets of flip-flops each having sep-

arate clock timing, makes use of a single standard R-S
flip-flop type.

S0, -.- Osci.lator circuit desgn. The long-term stability re-
ra t 1quirements of the frequency source circuits dictated the
MODE CLOC o AuTo- use of a resonator (crystal or tuning fork) to maintain
UL FUNCTION MAUrAL the desired frequencies. An examination of crystals and

- ---- TO ,,. tuning forks showed that, because of weight and rela-
,' 7[ tive insensitivity to mechanical vibration, the use of

MOOE CLOCK Pm.l S MOS CLOCK crystals would give superior performance. Crystals with
GATE CIRCUITS I DIGIT COUNTER OUTPUT a resonant mode below 10 kc have masses so large

BoFErl that their supporting leads do not stand up under
0M CLOCK PL, I- , LC. ' mechanical vibration. Therefore, a decision was made

CI •to operate at a frequency of 12.8 kc and count down
PULSE I""' MODE FROM to the desired frequencies. Crystals of this fre-TWAIN CLOCK IHSE SYNC FUNCTION SYNC,NLK .P I quency were purchased from two recommended vendors

TIMN MODE and were subjected to evaluation tests at environmental
TIM". CLOCK PK PMAstI :extremes. The results of these tests showed that excellent

crystals could be purchased at this frequency. The fre-
UNITY quency stability will be better than the 0.02% short term

susTACTo, and the 0.1% long term stabilities required.
,,s REGSTR A study of single-transistor crystal oscillator circuits
,.I CLo". showed that the reactive elements required became ex-

C TIMING CLOCK TI-MIG CLOCK cessively large and heavy. Therefore, a decision was
Decoh m PULSE GATE AN PULSEcKo , StE CLOCK GENERATOR DIGIT COU made to use the circuit shown in Figure 61. Transistors

QI and Q3 and associated biasing resistors form a two-
stage amplifier. Pnsitive feedback from the collector cir-REFERENCE[

osCILLATOR SCALES cuit of Q3 to th1  .se of QI is provided by the crystal.
The tank circuit attached to the collector of Q3 enablesr .FoNiU I the circuit to be tuned to the exact frequency desired.

*N#.. CIRCUIT Q4 and associated components form a buffer amplifier.
Qi, Q3 and Q4 all operate Class A. Capacitor C6, Re-

Figure 60. Flight control programmer sistors 114 and 119, Diode CRI, and TransistorQ2 are
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an AGC network which insures this Class A operation. cuitry to provide the two-phase 400-cps outputs; (2) a
Transistors Q5 and Q6 form a Schmitt trigger which central command decoder simulator; (3) a complete
shapes the sine wave output of Q4 into a square wave breadboard of the programmer (which includes the 400-
which is the input to the countdown stages. cps synchronization pulse generator) and a second cen-

tral command decoder simulator.
In order to minimize the oscillator dissipation and

provide an optimum design, a computer routine for use
on the IBM 7090 has been written. Checkout and de-
bugging of this routine is 00% complete.

Final design and checkout has been completed for the
countdown stages. The 400-cps three-phase voltage re-
quirement by inertial guidance components is derived
from the same countdown circuits. Addition of one
countdown stage provides a second 400-cps signal, 90
degrees out of phase with the first. The two 400-cps sig-
nals are used to generate the three-phase voltages.

Preliminary circuit development of the other pro-
grammer circuits is being carried out, and a preliminary
circuit release will be made on or about December 15,
1961.

Breadboards. Three breadboards are currently being
designed and constructed for flight control subsystem
evaluation: (1) a 400-cps synchronization pulse gener- Figure 62. Transmitr peowr amplifier and
ator which includes an oscillator and countdown cir- low power mutiplier

12 v
12.8 kc

I@1

)b-,- 2 vR

R4

-12 v

Figure 61. Flight control ' "-ao
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7. Transmitter ating temperature range. These circuits are being

Integration of tile second set of development bread- redesigned to achieve the required frequency stability.

boards has been completed and temperature tests are b. Transistor power amplifier. The transistor power
now being made. Construction of the third breadloard amplifier in the second breadboard model consists of
model has begun in cooperation with the product en- two stages using 2N707A transistors and an output stage
gineer. The transmitter power amplifier and low-power using a TA2084 transistor. Each stage operates Class C
multiplier, shown in Figure 62, is in the intended pro. with the first stage saturated for power limiting.
duction configuration. Tests performed on it will re-
veal if any spurious effects can he expected as a result c. Transmitter multiplier chain (lumped parameter).
of the productized packaging. A varactor frequency quadrupler was built but never

a. Exciter. A block diagram of tilt transmitter exciter completely optimized. The circuit appeared quite critical

circuit is shown in Figure 63. Changes in this blKk dia- and difficult to time. Two push-pull varactor doublers

gram since the last report have occurred during develop- are being used to achieve higher efficiency and better

ment of the second exciter breadboard. The voltage filtering than tile quadrupler could produce. Alignment

controlled crystal oscillator (VCXO) signal now is fed requirements of tile doublers have been reduced to one

through the phase modulator so that phase modulation tuning capacitor per doubler.

can be used with tile VCXO as a signal source. Resistive d. Final development breadboards. Component layout
summing points are used wherever two RIF signal sources
join. This is necessary to achieve isolation from one sig- for tilt- final development breadboard model will be the

nal source to the other. Since only one RF source will same as tilt initial product version. This is being done

be on at any given time, mixing does not occur at the to ensure satisfactory circuit operation in its final con-

RF summing points. Amplifiers have been added to re- figuration. Fabrication of the final development bread-

store the output power level to 10 milliwatts to drive board model has begun under the joint direction of the

the transistor power amplifier. development engineer and the product engineer.

Initial temperature tests have shown excessive fre- e. X6 multiplier. Amplitude variation of power from
quency drift of the VCO and tilt- \'CX() over the oper- the X:3, X2 frequency multipliers was measured in a

RF INPUT PHASE
FROM MODULATION
TRANSPONDER INPUT

EMERGENCY VOAGvlo CONTROLLED VOLTAGE RESISTIVE RESISTIVE
INPUT CRYSTAL CONTROLLED SUMMING PHASEAMPLIFIER

OSCILLATOR CRYSTAL POING MODULATOR
SENSITIVITY OSCILLATOR POINT POINTSWITCHPIN

MODULATION GAIN
CHANGE COMMAND

TSIL T ROSCILLAOR AMNTRLE AMTPLIER AMPLIFIER
ONMOFPON OIFR OSIxTRD CIIAO

CCONF E NTA L E

TO PATR OCILATR --- CONTRLED AMPLIFIERFRQEC
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temperature range from 0 to 125F. The resultant each load has an impedance close to 50 ohms at the
curve, which varied 0.25 and - 1.0 d from a transmitter frequency, the impedance curves across the
nominal value at 70"F, is shown in Figure 64. spectrum have entirely dissimilar characteristics. A res-

onant line is now being added to the output doubler so
that the diode sees the different loads through a narrow
passband. In this way the loads will appear to be uniform.

NOMINAL OUTPUT f. TWT amplifier. The first few 10-watt tubes showed
a degeneration with age. This has been traced to a de-
terioration of the attenuating material, which is sprayed

0_ on the helix supporting rods. The condition was cor-
rected by using a pyrolytically deposited film of alumina.
The tube is emitting 11 to 12 watts with 20% efficiency
with no sign of change such as that observed in the
previous tubes.

-2-
30 60 90 ,20 150 8. Command Receiver-Transponder

TEMPERATURE, .F Interconnectons

Figure 64. X6 multiplier power output vs temperature The command receiver is a double conversion FM

receiver. It must operate continuously throughout the
The entire chain was again joined after redesign of life of the spacecraft. Reliability and power efficiency

the lower stages and the spurious lines previously seen are the important factors in the design of the receiver
at 96 and 192 mc from the central frequency we('re since available power is severely limited.
found to be suplpresse'd 30 and 37 db belowfoun tohe uppessd 30and37 h blow The receiver also is able to operate in a phase-locked
the desired frequency. This suppression is sufficient for The reeralis ae toner intarphae-loced
proper operation of the transmitter and receiver in all mode en rn th erapn interconnecinmodes. cuit. The reason for not operating as a phase-tracking

receiver all the time is that the phase-locked mode re-
The transmitter solid-state chain is required to func- quires significantly more power than the frequency

tion into each of several different types of loads. Although tracking mode. Basically, the receiver has not changed

15V

Figure 65. Subcarrier discriminator
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W 05
much from that described in the previous progress re- !1 a.
port (SPS 37-12) and the block diagram remains valid. >

a. Breadboard receiver-transponder interconnection
system. Integration of the receiver-transponder intercon-
nection system has been completed. All of the receiver 0

and transponder interconnection circuits are operating
satisfactorily and quantitative tests of the receiver per- j
formance are in progress. Spurious responses and inter-
fering signals have been reduced to a tolerable level. All 8 -o s
interfering signals are down to at least - 140 dbm. The C R IsE23 E 2CY, h

interfering signal that caused the most trouble was the

fifth harmonic of the frequency divider output signal
which reflected back through the divider and caused 0

modulation of the voltage-controlled oscillator. The , b.
interfering signals were reduced to a tolerable level I)v
adding power supply decoupling, circuit isolation, and 40
RF shielding. -to

b. Local oscillator. The second version of the local
oscillator discussed in detail in Reference 1 has been in-
corporated into the receiver breadboard system. Opera- -40o

tion of this local oscillator with the rest of the receiver 1 0 100 , 0,000

was satisfactory. The output power is 1.5 milliwatts SUBCARIR MODULATOR FIEUENCY, cps

and all undesired sidebands were down by at least 30 Figure 66. Subcarrler discriminator output
db from the centerlin(e. characterlstics

c. 2.3-kilocycle subcarrier discriminator. A different
subcarrier discriminator from that shown in the previous make the breadboard more compatible with the final
report has been incorporated into the receiver bread- packaged version. Also, this type of construction will
board system. A schematic diagram of the subcarrier provide much better RF shielding. The second receiver
discriminator is shown in Figure 65. The discriminator breadboard is shown in Figure 68. All of the RF circuitry
consists of a tuned amplifier stage, two tonel detectors, is contained on the six "T"' chassis. The subcarrier and
summing network, and an output filter. One of the tuned electrical conversion unit will be constructed on a
detectors is a positive peak detector and is tuned above printed circuit which will be inserted into one end of
the center frequency, and the other is a negative peak
detector and is tuned below the center frequency. The
detector output signals are added together and filtered
in the summing network. The series resonant circuit at
the output rejects the 2 .3 -k(- suhcarrier signal.
Figure 66 shows the output characteristics of the sub-
carrier discriminator circuit. TOUT

INPUT

d. IF' input stage. The *17-ui( input stage has been
re(lesigned to improve tli, noisv figtire. A selhenati(
of the input stage is shown in Figure 67. A noise figure
of 4 (11) was measured with this amplifier as coin-
)ared with tle 8.5-dl) nois(e figire of Ihe previous ihlllt

stage.

e. Breadboard construction. A different type of bread-
board construction was tised for the second receiv('r
breadboard. This type constriction was uis'd! in order to Figure 67. IF input circuit
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the receiver package. Thet X6 cavity and RIF mixer will Vibration tests on one model indicated a possible
be located at the other end of the receiver box. phase shift problem. Additional models will be tested

f. X mutipier A X caitymuliplir ws sbjeted to discover if the problem is inherent in the cavity or

to a temp~erature variation from 0) to 125"F and the asoitdwhtefbrcinmto.
measured power output for a constant input is shown g. Mixer. A lightweight mixer has been purchased
in Figure 69 from SAGE and initial noise figure measurements indi-

cate that the noise figure is at the specified value; that
is. less thman 7.0 d11 if operated wvith a 1.50.db IF strip.

9. RF Switch
A latching transfer switch has been developed by

- Transco. After one million operations the switch was
disassembled and there was no evidence of wear. A dc
latching switch has boen tested at 2295 me andl
found to function with minor impedance matching. The
switch, which weighs 0.6 ounce, has an inherent loss of

1.0 T 5AN

%'A.' IN 0OSS

so

Al IIt .- ' kANSW I I I

Figure 66. Second receiver breadboard
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0.4 d. The manufacturer is being contacted to see the signal processor which allows several frame identifi-
if a different potting material and simple shielding could cation groups to be transr..itted at the end of video
be incorporated to diminish the loss. transmission. Frame identification had previously been

transmitted continuously during absence of picture
video, thus taking full advantage of the continuous

10. Dlplexer transmitter "on" condition. Finally, a "shutter reset" pulse
The RANTEC diplexer procured for engineering eval- was provided which adds very little complexity to the

uation was delivered on schedule and the measured video logic but greatly reduces the complexity of the
electrical characteristics, shown in Figure 70, surpassed shutter control circuit. The video logic block diagram
the purchase order requirements described in Reference and timing sequence are shown in Figure 71 and the
1. The weight was 10 ounces irstead of the 13 ounces schematic is shown in Figure 72.
originally estimated. No phase shift was discernible c. Len. control circuits. Figure 73 presents the latest
when the diplexer was subjected to sinusoidal vibration block diagram for the lens control circuits, excluding
from 0 to 2000 cps with ,n 8.5 4 1 g (peak to peak). The iris control. The system features a central control logic
limitation of the measurement device was 0.25 degree. of the type described in the previous report. Use of one

central logic circuit for focus, focal length, and filter
position control rather than individual circuits provides

1 1. Television a saving of at least 12 transistors. The system shown has
a. Sweep yInchronization and bhlanking circuits, ten- been breadboarded and is presently being tested.

perature testing. A series of temperature tests were made
on the normal mode circuits. Performance was well in-
side specification limits on most circuits over the tern.
perature range of 20 to 160' F. Outputs remain-
ing within limits were as follows: 9 SWTH SMIATER

Horizontal frequency.
Horizo..,al amplitude. START GATE 2 . VIDEO

Horizontal camera blanking pulse width. 'oM..N ON L>GNAL

Horizontal system blanking pulse width. SE SUTTER TR,SWTH AND TRANSMIT TER

Vertical frequency. 2 
ON SGNAL

Vertical blanking pulse width.
All blanking and synchronization pulse amplitudes re- ...L -G.TE_ IDENTIFICATIO

"i vK1S SWITCH ENABLE AND

main well within -t 5%. SHUTER RSET

The anomalies observed were small. Vertical sweep
yoke current exceeded specification limits at +1600F
by 1.7% and horizontal synchronization pulse width ex- START FRAME

ceeded specification limits by 1.2% at - 20*F. Mil-Spec COMMANo SIGNAL

Characteristics B (-±250 ppm/*C) resistors were used in
constructing the breadboard circuitry, but Characteristic
C ( _25 ppm/'C) resistors are being specified for all VERTICAL BLANKING PULSE
critical applications in the prototype models. It is ex-
pected that this change will eliminate the minor difficul- GATE SWTCH I ouTPUT

ties noted. Further temperature testing will be done when SHUTTER TRIGGER AND _ n
these components are available. TRANSMITTER ON SIGNAL

FRAME IDENTIFICATION

b. Video logic circuit. The video logic circuitry has ENABLE AND SHUTTER n
been modified to provide several new outputs. A "trans- RESET SIGNAL

mitter off" output has been added which will turn off TRANSMITTER OFF SIGNAL

the high-power transmitter at the conclusion of each TIME

bundle of TV data, thuns providing a power saving. A
"frame identification enable" gate is also provided to Figure 71. Video logic block and timing sequence
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d. Shute oantl logic and drive. The shutter con. A second mode of operation, known as the time ex-
trol logic and driver circuit has been developed as shown posure mode, may also be used. In this mode of opera-

in Figure 74. A photograph of the breadboard tion, the shutter can be commanded to remain in the

is illustrated in Figure 75. The circuitry (Fig open position. Time exposure on/off commands select
76) consists of four power switches (drivers), the state of a bistable multivibrator. In the open shutter
a monostable multivibrator to provide shutter timing, state, the bistable multivibrator inhibits the shutter trig-
a bistable multivibrator, and inhibit gates. ger signal at gates No. 1 and 2. Shutter trigger signals

pass through the "and" gates and energize drivers No. 1
The shutter trigger signal, a 200-millisecond-wide and 4 to open the shutter. Between shutter triggers the

pulse from the video logic circuit is gated and fed to shutter is latched. Normal operation returns when the
the No. 3 driver and the shutter timing circuit. The out- bistable multivibrator is returned to the "off" state.
put of the timing circuit simultaneously energizes the
No. 4 driver and inhibits the No. 3 driver for a duration
of 150 milliseconds. No. 4 driver opens the shutter. At a. Vidicon thermal controL The vidicon thermal con-

the end of this 150-millisecond period, driver No. 4 is trol circuit is designed to control the temperature of the

de-energized and the inhibition signal is removed from faceplate of the television vidicon tube to 30 -- 5 C

driver No. 3, allowing it to close the shutter. over the ambient case temperature range of -20 to
125°F, Because of possible picture anomalies intro-

The shutter mechanism must be reset before another duced by the control system, heating or cooling power
signa! s applied to the timing circuit. The reset signal, will be applied only during a 1.4-second period following
which is the second vertical blanking signal, is applied picture readout during each picture frame. However,
to the No. 2 driver circuit to reset the shutter blades and during the initial cooling process, the regulator will op-
complete the shutter cycle. erate continuously.

- - VIDEO GATE
SIGNAL

29V
TRANSMITTER
0ON SIGNAL

SHUTTER

f TRIGGE SIGNAL

TARTICIL
LANKN R lI NBESGA

SIGNAL A ND SHuTEr( RESET SaAL

Figure 72. Video logic schematic
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STEPPING STEPPING STEPPING

MOTOR MOTOR MOT'OR

+OCA

FILTER LENGTL FOCUS
DRIVER DRIVER OVER

CONTROL

0 LOGIC

PULSEPUS

.ENEF:T0RGENERATOR

SUPTPLY

TIMING TIMING TIMING TIMING
CIRCUIT CIRCUIT CIRCUIT CIRCUIT

STEP STEPSTPMLIE
FILTER FOCAL- FCSSE
CLOCKWISE LENGTHOUFCS

WIDE OUT

STEP STEP STEP MULTIPLE
FILTER FOCAL- FOCUS IN STEP
COUNTER- LENGTH FOCUS IN
CLOCKWISE NARROW

Figure 73. Lent control circuit
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SOLENOID 8 SOLENO A SOLINOIO 8 SOLENOD A
COIL I COIL I COIL 2 COIL 2

TDRIVER 

MRVR DRIVER 
DRIVER

m INNiIIT

P ig.. 75. Sb,.. c.mI~ bmmdbeerd
$14NUTTERISK I FS TER

IlmlliTGA EINLFO

08 SCRO An inhibit gate turns off the heating and cooling during
the video transmission period and during the second
erase or vidicon priming per?" 1 to prevent possible inter-
ference with the television picture quality.

A breadboard model of the vidicon thermal control
including Peltier device and excepting the inhibit cir-

TMEX EXOIIME MODE T EXPOSuM, Moo cuitry has been built and preliminary tests have been
OCOMMAND allNO~I

INL IN SIGNAL III made. The breadboards are shown in Figure 78.

Pig m 74. Skhe ., .. d dd r. d Present efforts are being directed toward optimization
of the servo loop circuitry. The inhibit gating circuitry

The present system is illustrated in the block diagram is being built, and upon completion of the breadboard,
of Figure 77. Upon receipt of a "start vidicon thermal tests will be conducted to determine the feasibility of
control" command, input power is applied to the control mounting the sensing .iode directly on the vidicon face
circuitry through a switch. This causes the regulator to plate.
start functioning. A planar-type diode is being employed
as a temperature sensor. This device has a repeatable 12. Pockaging Concept
and consistent change of forward voltage-temperature a. Unit iuUsion. The units in Compartments A, B,
characteristic of -1.8 millivolt/oC. and C will be bolted to a mounting plate within the

The output of the temperature sensor is amplified by compartments. Unit connectors will be accessible for
the differential amplifier. The heating and cooling sens- harness connector attachment when the units are mount-
ing circuits are threshold detectors which are biased to ed in the compartment. Standardization of connectors,
allow a dead zone between the active heating and cool- chassis, and other parts of units will exist where possible.
ing temperature regions. A temperature rise causes turn- The units will consist basically of a supporting frame.
on of the electrical conversion unit (ECU) which is a work, chassis, connectors, and special components no:
simple transformer coupled dc to dc converter which suitable for chassis mounting. The units will not have
supplies current at 4 volts de to the Peltier cooler. covers except where shielding is required.
The Peltier cooler transfers heat from a collar around the The flight control electronic unit will be attached to
vidicon tube to the case of the TV camera, thereby cool- a T-section frame which is part of the spacecraft struc-
ing the vidi,on faceplate. ture. The front surface of the unit is a thermal radiator;

A temperature drop turns on heater power. The heater heat generated within the unit is radiated from this
circuitry is cross-coupled to the ECU-off gate to ensure surface. The other sides of the unit will be covered with
that the cooler is turned off whenever the heater is on. a low-emissivity material to thermally isolate the flight
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SOLENOID a SOLENOID A
SHUTTER RESET COIL I COIL 2 COIL I COIL 2

SIGNAL IN

222 22 >-'

SHUTTER TRIGGE
SIGNAL IN °>-

TIME EXPOSURE TIME EXPOSURE
MODE ON MOOE OF F
COMMAND COMMAND SHUTTER TRIGGER
SIGNAL IN SIGNAL IN INHIIIT SIGNAL IN

FROM IRIS SERVO

Figure 76. Shutter control and driver circuit schematic

control electronic unit from other parts of the spacecraft, is, removable and disposable in case of failure. Compo-
The chassis within the unit will be attached to the unit nents are generally bonded to the plate and board sides.
frame and to the radiator. The foam-sandwich-type chassis consists of a thin

The altitude marking radar is mounted on the exhaust aluminum plate and a 0.032-inch epoxy glass etched-
end of the retrorocket nozzle. It consists of radar elec- circuit board bonded to either side of a 0.1- to 0.125-inch
tronics rigidly mounted to a 15-inch-diameter platform sheet of polyurethane or epoxy foam. The chassis will
which is the rear surface of a 30-inch-diameter antenna be assembled by installing the board side components,
dish. bonding this board assembly and the chassis plate to

b. Chassis construction. Surveyor chassis are similar either side of the sheet foam, and finally installing the

to those used in Hughes Aircraft Company missile re- plat side components.

ceiver units. Typical chassis construction is shown in The foam-sandwich type of construction using foam
Figure 79. The modules mounted on chassis will be with a weight of 8 lh/ft3 and a plate thickness of 0.030
considered as individual components on the chassis, that inch will weigh approximately 0.0065 lb/in". In many
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Figure 77. Vidkon thermal control

cases the thermal requirements permit th,. plate thick- board and the plate of an adjacent chassis. The degree
ness to be reduced to 0.010 inch with the foam construc- of thermal conductance required between the chassis
tion, yielding a weight of 0.0045 lb/in2. There will be plate and the mounting surface depends on the dissi-
no restrictions to component layout due to stiffeners and pation. Aluminum extrusion angle brackets may be used
board-to-plate ties. Fabrication and assembly time re- to provide heat paths between chassis and the heat sink.
quired to produce a complete chassis should be minimal. In Compartments A, B, and C the heat sink is the com-

The heat transfer path within the chassis is from com- partment surface to which units are mounted.

ponents to the aluminum chassis plate. Plate-side compo- The same etched-board fabrication techniques will be
nents are mounted directly on the aluminum plate and used that have worked so successfully on Falcon missile
good thermal tie is provided by the component mounting chassis. The fabrication of chassis plates will be simplified
device. Most components will be attached by epoxy fil- considerably over missile chassis plates by the elimina-
lets, but provision w41l exist for clips, brackets, studs, and tion of stiffeners and clips.
bolts for components requiring special mounting. Most
components dissipating a significant amount of heat will c. Module construction. Components are intercon-
be located on the plate side of the chassis. Board-side nected within modules by soldering the leads to circuit
components will be attached with epoxy fillets. Heat lines on 0.032 inch thick, epoxy-glass circuit boards con-
transfer between board and plate will occur principally taining circuitry on oi-e side only. The modules have a
through copper leads. Another path for heat from board- height limitation of 0.5 inch, with lateral dimensions
side components will be by radiation between a chassis between 1.0 and 1.5 inches. The height is governed by
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Figure 79. Typical chassis and module
cross section

( )lir comphlonlents art, orientedi as shown inl Figures 80
andi SM eg.. traiiSitors with leadis exiting froin one side
anlon bg components are monited parallel to the etched-
ci rt idt bo~ardis. 71' iiii / i t ( -twtiilt of tit(e 011 dille a1
"rcce co(Iat" resin a ppl icat ionl or it liaim encapsiulant will

Figure 78. Vidicon thermalIn ted bew/L''ie "frteze coat" consists of thin wells (rather
control breadboards thli .1 solhid ('llva)s(iliallt ) of rcsinl hetseell Comuponents

to III IVidl theIt necessary miechaiald suipport.

tit(.~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .Clit5lil t'5gt (0 lc)(ftt-hlboie(ol- Lascit tw c odt hes ill grot ips. inl a clse-space1

the10S flti.C.,l lgtli (M1 dAinch' Mi ol ti fiiilt' l~itolls pattern. 'T1w groupig of leadtts wvill minimize the number

p11ci its.o i egh ike lade 11o s i ws ofu l iI j tIs si ie of cuoui ts inl thle met al plate and also vield tihe
Tue l( 1111 c In'igiit i ii d( I liPitS 1111I ~mI li IIIII in restritinl onl 1 oartI- side-ilnninted comiponent s.

\hasiinioim hlngth of Iclr(iis( 1lillIiltctl C ompijonen'ts will not be monitedl over mloduile leds to
(oolOcif'its. ill. RAW(M iitillo aiccess to thc leads for miodule removal.

Spaciing lct\wecil cils of 111,1\6iiloh11 llgth '1wl llotiolt lvilds arte soldered into plated-throligh
comollcilitsad ct(II('t (irilit holes, ill the cha~ssis mai~ster etelled-cireit board.-so~lder-
boatrdls ill. 0.0A 76 suiniig" lprE (ll ie h as ' I devseloped for readily un -

Iw,\o ctched~ circiiit bloardis ill. () 06 I soldini--lg illdi\ idnold miodulle lecids. An alternate procedulre

Soldr bll"4' Ili ide ill0.00 l"phlo\s tlriwiig olf the solder (oilt (If tile joint by capil-
Soidir ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,It\ balM-l ik iiUU( iyatill onto i a ieatcr fili\ braid. The lodies are

( cteI ( i it (lalt s1(1 if). 0).t0(1 fastened to tit( pla~te l\ lesill Ilildilig. possily Alsills, a

'FoA, Ill. UY.5tH) taple. \lost chaissis \\ ill conltaiin b)11 othidle's aiitl mdi-
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vidual components. In areas such as command decodfig The type of packaging to be employed is also dictated
where practically all chassis components will be modules by the type of circuits involved. In the case of flight
there will probably not be any board-mounted compo- control servos, it is anticipated that a large number of
nents. The numerous restrictions imposed, by module large components will be required, thus requiring the
removal make the use of the board side rather inefficient components to be individually mounted on chassis with
in such cases. only a small percentage of circuits permitting modular

type of construction. On the other extreme, signal pro-
gramming and decoding functions permit the use of small
"components whert in the majority of the functions will
he packaged in modular construction.

Component layout is also dictated by the nature of
t, the circuit. Flight control circuits as well as most of the

decoding circuits, for instance, do not require a great
deal of shielding. Therefore "open" chassis or modular
construction can be employed. On the other extreme,
however, are such units as the command receiver and
transponder and the transmitter. For these units, shielded
chassis type of construction will be employed.

As previously stated, it is believed that in most cases
the mxlular type of construction will not require shield-
ing. In those cases where shielding is required, a shield
"coating" will be applied to the external surface of the

Figure 80. Component orientation, top view module.

e. RF packaging concept. The concept for packaging
the lumped constant HF circuits has been established. A
10- -mi aluminum T-bar will be used, similar to that em-
ploved in JPL designs. RF circuits occupying one side of
the T will be decoupled with feedthrough filters from the
dIc circuits occupying the other side of the T which in
turn will be decoupled from the dc input leads. The T-bar
will be enclosed by a 10-mil aluminum housing; the en-

I tire unused volume will be filled with foam and the base
I of the T-bar soldered to the enclosing housing. All tim-

Iiiable components will be accessible through the base of
.h e T-bar to allow external tuning. Dry micro-balloons

7I %-,, 7 called "Eccosphercs," which have the' same dielectric

constant as the polyurethane foam, will be used to test
the effc't of foaming on the prototype units while main-

Figure 81. Component orientation, side view taining the ability to change components. This packaging
concept is believed to satisfy the requirements of mini-
niuiun weight while still meeting all spacecraft functional
and environmental requirements. IIF circuits using these

d. Circuit grouping and arrangement. Where possible packaging concepts have been employed in other I lughes
all components within a given unit will he grouped ac- Aircraft Counpany programs.
cording to function. Similar circuits and/or entire func-

tions will be placed on a conunion chassis or moduhle. i. vironnlental design. The equipment is designed
Redundant circuits, such as in the conunanld decoding to meet levels of shock and vibration which are based oil
function, will be used in several different units or control Type Approval Test requirements. Levels are specified
items. The use of identical mnodhl's throughout the space- for chassis and components is well as for control items
craft system greatly fa cilitates the drafting and falrica- so that the abilitv to mnect Type Approval Test require-
tion effort. ments may he ('stablliI ' for subassemblies prior to
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testing the entire control item. TIhe( est imates are( based the immediate future on thec transmitter. Layout
on inpuits to thle rocket eligine; certaini transfer cliaracter- tlraftitig will begin onl thle remaining control items
istics were assunmed for tihe spact-franie structure and the as the circtift detsigns firm ipl.
unit structure. I'Iw( vibiration levels for assemblies smithk
ats those on thle rear of the altitude mnarkinig radar dish, 13. Radars
traveling-wave ti ibes, vidicoii tulbes, etc. mutst be deter- a. Altitude nearking radIar. All breadboard units for the
mined on an indlividulal ba~sis. altituile marking radar have been assemlvd into a single

g. Comlponent se'lectioni. lsstlt 11 of the *Preferred package amnd mounted on the rear surface of the antenna.
Parts List for Surrecyor" handbook has IWOmi issue~d by the- Thiis (llilplielt is shown inl I'igllre 82. The components
Components and Materials Laboratory. 'he handbook slio\wt imnclude~ tbe follo\%ing: solid-state local oscillator,
has been reviewed by Produict Engineering. Evalt tation
reqluests are being issued for special p~arts, 511(11 as chlop-
pcr anmplifiers, and those types (If semiconductors which

were not included in the hland~book.

h. Test programns. A nulnlber of thermal, vibration, de-
flection, and other strutuiral tests will be performledi oil

the foami-sandwich chassis. Several vibration tests have

been performed oni prototype altitude mnarking, antt'nnla
dishes. The dlishi design hias beenl mlodified as at result (If

these tests to arrive at at infintulln weight design w\ith
satisfactory strllctliral ret jiirenemits. D evelopmnental
struictutral tests will he performed on at prototype flight
control onmit andl at prototype altitude miarking radar.

Thiermial tests wsill be tondlocteI (Iil chass5is anid oIther

parts (If tillits to obltalin acllrate tlierinal resistanlce valtlcs
for its(- in (ompitlter stod(ics. ( .(mpttr studies are bleinig
titilized to predlict ctmnvii it, chlassis, and~ tillit teillpera-
ttlres and to evaluate thet adeqloacv of thernial design.

i. General project status.

(I) Out11lne andm( l1o(Illfiti4 dratuin.-s: Ou)ltlinle and~
mnountinig sketches hlave( been issileh for all cow~roll Figure 82. Altitude marking radar antenna, rear view
itemns oth er t hall t I(se locatedt ill ( onpart m-t C~
wIIici are p~resenly t inder (conid(erat ionI. F'liah

oultlinec andl mounlting drawings, inclding weighit,
vololmfe, cen ter-of -grav ity. andl connector tvjpt, andt
location, will be issuied late in lDecemnber.

(2) Breadboard status: :. 9(loct engineers are- coolper-
atinig withi thec circuit eniginee'rs ill tile fabrication
of final breadbo ard s. Fi'Inal b readboIt ards for thle
transmitter antd thI e receiver aiid t ransponider

ll inped co nstalnt Ill- (irci lit s are progressin g.
Thiese breadma rtl 5 pp)lt tci the fill al pr(1( 1

1 le

diesign as imic as f easileI. 1 'rodtitiuct i/ bel re'adi-

boards ftor (otheir ((liltrol i tems are' sit )W( r ill 1bein g
realized.

(:3) D~rafting Wallitis: I avilt (Iraitimug bas startcd ti
tiut flight cotrt ol tct'ttntlicts lihut and1( Nill butgiii inl Figure 83. Altitude marking radar antenna, front view
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tipper left, IF amplifier, center left; RF unit, center right;
synchronizer and video processing circuitry, lower left;
and solid-state magnetron motdutlator, lower right. All
elements of this b~readb~oardl are- functioning and(l qanti- -

tative tests are being condutctedl in one of the roofhouses. iRelative dimensions of thet vatrious comiponents c-an he
obtained with respect to the section of antenna shown;
the diameter between mounting tabs is 24 inches. Figure
83 shows thet reverse- sidle of the comp~lete 30-inch dish
with breadboard feved attached.

Product enigineering onl thet breadboard units shown
will have considerable effect With respect to volume andl
weight. A revised solid-state local oscillator breadboard

moenearly approaching the fintal c-ircuitry andpakg
has been t'onstructetl antI is in unit test. Thet Xle multi-
plier is shown in Figure 84. This component will replace

Figure 85. IF amplifier

Figure 84. Frequency multiplier and video circuitry, will he mnade in reducing flanges on
the 11 F components and chemical milling of the feed.

all the( wavegiide andt still tuner comipontents shown.1 m Performnance- and environmental tests on thet second set
Figo re 82 wh ich connect th lhiumped coinst ant in ilt ipl ier of brweadbI oard utn its are Ibeing condt ictetl onl a unit basis
sectio~n (in the( tipper black bosx) to tite isier ( directly si ni1 t aneot isly withI th li t egt nadts o h is
at the( right of tie( IF" amplifier). Thel( remaindler of t 1i brabol as a sstemn. ahd reu to soni of the ise

revi sedh local oscillatoir is pack aged il iii space slitgI itl breatboatds n its i t system.Th irecluet of soin gf tl w
smaller than the tipper of the t%%o boxes now tisedl. tssolteX6111tpricuetefloig h

spii itis ri -5pot sc (hit(e to th l15:1 and 17 th harmon ics

Thel( I F amp1li fier wvill be pack aged apr oxsitmatet1 ias it1m I1d it 'r Iuriiitonics ie gieat ti tI tim 2.1 (11) below.
shown in Figure h5; i nclt ded in thlis packa gi are theii t lie desired 161 (i ia rilo niic. S jute an A FC is not employed.
A(( amplifier andI vitl(o circu itry. ( t litr major pat ka g- tit( ot ly 1-cril tnjt oil I arnut tius is dueit to efficiency or
itig cliangi's bet4ween tlt(' present brecadboarld and~ finail inttrftre-iiue. AX graph of the Xl6 itiltiphier otitptitt powver
unit, aside from nt mliilir paeligtig of (tewultn' t stisrll/c itiptit powrt 5,12 Inc is sliiss il inliguire
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86. The minimum power output of the lumped constant 02

section will be 350 milliwatts at 582 me. Noise
,? 0

figure corresponding to this value was given in the pre- -

vious report. The bandwidth of the X16 multiplier is > -02

shown in Figure 87. Nominal 3-db bandwidth at -
70'F is 41 me. Temperature tests were also con- W-.0 4

ducted on this multiplier; Figure 88 shows the results of _0_1 1

power output measurements versus temperature. The .40 0 0 W '20 ISO

data given are for a constant input at 582 me. The IEMPERATURE. 0F

bandwidth increases to 52 me and center frequency Figure 88. Multiplier power output vs temperature
decreases by approximately 5 me between 70 and
-40 0 F.

output from the modulator triggers the delay generators
to account for delays in pulsing of the magnetron for the

6 60-mile range measurement. The 1 to 60-mile ACC gate
permits AGC control on noise only for low-level detec-
tion. The noise input to the video processor integrators is

____ ... thus made independent of gain variation in the IF ampli-
fier for low signal levels.

5 Measurement of the change in delay of the 60-mile
range gate versus temperature changes from a nominal
test temperature to expected temperature at lunar ap-
proach shows less than a ±0.08-mile change.

The video processor block diagram is shown in Figure
o0 8 _ 90. The video output from the IF amplifier is gated inSoo 400 500 600 ?00 Soo0

INPT Po*e M. , W, ft the video processor and integrated to determine the pres-
ence of signal. Two channels of integration are provided,

Figure 16. Multiplier output power vs input power one each for 60- and 61-mile delays. If the threshold in
the 61-mile channel is exceeded, and acceptance gate
arms the firing circuit at the time the lunar return will
be in the 60-mile gate. This dual-channel circuitry pro-
hibits firing on an isolated noise burst. Arming of the
firing circuit is also restrained by the absence of an en-
abling signal from command. The radar is turned on
prior to this signal to permit warmup; however, marking

-0 is not possible until the enable signal is received. Mark-
ing on a second-go-around of the lunar signal is thus pro-

- .hibited. The reset generator resets the integrator outputs
I . I to zero after a specified number of pulses (nominally

9290 9304 9324 9355 9360 ten). Temperature tests performed on the video proces-
FRE0UENCY, -c sor included measurement of integrator gain, reliable

Figure 87. Multiplier bandwidth triggering of the threshold amplifier (a Schmitt trigger),
velocity prediction and acceptance generator delay
changes, firing circuit trigger sensitivity, and reset gen-

A block diagram of the altitude marking radar syn- erator trigger sensitivity. Preliminary analysis of the data
chronizer is given in Figure 89. The purpose of this cir- indicates satisfactory operation over the temperature
cuitry is to generate the basic 350-pps repetition rate of
the transmitted pulse and the precision delays for altitude
marking. Two delayed rang( gates and one AGC gate are Altitude marking radar antenna. The AMR antenna
generated by this circuitry. The delayed gates correspond produces a narrow pencil beam for the altitude marking
to 60 and 61 miles. A trigger to the solid-state magnetron radar. Low sidelobes are required to keep the false alarm
modulator is also formed in the synchronizer. A sampled probability to an acceptable value, and relatively high
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gain is required to provide assurance that the radar will mately 30 db; however, it has never quite given
give a firing signal to the main retro-rocket at the proper the design goal of 30 (lb in both the E and H
distance from the lunar surface, planes. Several modifications of this feed have been tried

with some success. The sidelobes have been reduced a
The Hughes Aircraft Company designed feed men-

tioned previously has produced first sidelobes of approxi- small amount and the gain has increased to 34.6 A.

PRF PRETRIGGER TO VIDEO PROCESSOR

GENERATOR

M O D U L A T O RG 
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T R G 

E RM 

D U A O
M O D U L ATO R TR IGG E R M O D U L AT OVR M A IN B A N G 

G A N C T R L A E
TO SINGLE SIDEBAND TRIGGER REJECT ond GATE TO AUTOMATIC GAIN
MODULATOR GENERATOR GENERATOR CONTROL DRIER,

| I TO GO0m

MODULATOR TRIGGER DELAY GATE DELAY GATE
(INCLUDES SMALL - GENERATOR GENERATOR GENERATOR GENERATOR
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GATE TO VIDEO GATE TO VIDEO
PROCESS, 60 , PROCESS, 61 mi

Figure 19. Altitude marking radar synchronizer
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Figure 90. Altitude marking radar video processor
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Improvements to the primary pattern range have al- lished as well as spacecraft mounting. Antennas for the
lowed a more careful study of the primary patterns. The developmental model are being fab 'cated.
H-plane primary pattern shows evidence of shadowing
on both sides of the feed. Efforts to reduce this shadow- A block diagram of the radar altimeter and the doppler

ing are being made by tapering the sharp corners of the velocity sensor (RADVS) is shown in Figure 91. A func-

feed guide and by construction of fairings to fit along the tional description of the major unit is given in the follow-

narrow wall of the waveguide. ing discussion.

A modification of the ring source feed was built as a Radar altimeter. The receiver-transmitter operates at
backup To-date, results from this feed are not as promis- an undeviated carrier frequency of 12,900 mc
ing as results mentioned above. Further modifications of with a 400-milliwatt continuous-wave power output. The
the ring source feed have been received from the shop transmitter output is frequency-modulated with low de-
but have not yet been tested. viation at altitudes of 1000 feet and above, and high

deviation at altitudes below 1000 feet. The frequency
Two more prototype dishes have been tested. Both modulation consists of anegative linear sweep of 5 milli-

produce patterns nearly equivalent to the spun aluminum seconds. The FM sawtooth waveform has a fixed repeti-
dish used in the development phase. tion rate of 182 cps at all altitudes. The signal return from

the lunar terrain is delayed in time in proportion to slant
b. Radar altimeter and doppler velocity ansmo. The range along the beam, and shifted in frequency in pro-

radar altimeter and doppler velocity sensor consists of portional to the component of spacecraft velocity along
four major units. The klystron power supply modulator the beam. A small amount of transmitter power is coupled
(KPSM) includes the altimeter and doppler sensor klys- off the transmitting waveguide and applied as the coher-
tron transmitter tubes and the high-voltage power sup- ent reference to the microwave detector. The microwave
ply for both klystrons. Two antennas are required to trans- detector consists of a pair of balanced mixers producing
mit and receive the four beams. Filter networks, isolators, two signal outputs to the two preamplifiers. The refer-
microwave detectors and preamplifiers are mounted on ence signal to each balanced mixer is applied in phase
the antennas as an integral unit. quadrature so that the two output signals to the preampli-

The fourth unit, a signal data converter (SDC) in- fiers are also in quadrature.

cludes the signal search and tracking functions, the arith- Due to range delay and doppler shift, the output signals
metic sections, frequency to dc converters, programming from the balanced mixers contain signal spectrums which
circuitry, range-marking functions, and the low-voltage peak up in power at a frequency which is equal to the
power supply. sum of a range proportional term, /,, and a velocity pro-

portional term, fd. The center of power of the terrain
The state of development of these units has reached the signal spectrum into the preamplifier varies between 182

breadboard evaluation and testing stage. The converter s s i0 kc.

circuits have been completed except for the dc amplifier

output stages. which are still undergoing temperatures The prearplifiers raise the signal levels out of the bal-
stability and drift tests. All portions of the tracker loops anced mixers to values suitable as inputs to the altimeter
have been completed, but the voltage control oscillator, tracker, and shape the residual AM noise spectrum
quadrature generator, and single sideband mixer (SSBM) present.
remain to be completely evaluated. In order for the
SSBM to function properly over the wide range of input The function of the klystron power supply/modulator
signal levels, additional amplifier stages were recently is to supply beam, reflector, and filament power to the
added following the preamplifier. These amplifiers will VA246 reflex klystron and to superimpose a sawtooth
be gated out in two steps as signal level increases, voltage waveform on the reflector voltage to the klystron

for purposes of frequency modulation. The XPSM accepts
Both low- and high-voltage power supplies have been an input from the 1000-foot marker in the programmer

designed and tests are currently being made on samples for purposes of changing the transmitter deviation from
of the special transformers. Th, arithmetic circuits which low to high.
generate dc signals proportional to the velocity compo-
nents along the spacecraft axis are completed. Work is The two quadrature signal inputs from the preampli-
continuing on the programming, marking, and outputt fier and gated amplifier are applied to the tracker. The
stages. Physical outline and dimensions have been estah- altimeter tracker is an electronic, self-tuning, frequency-
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following loop which has as an output a signal of fre- the band-pass filter. When this ratio exceeds the threshold
quency equal to the center of power of the input signal for proper operation, the signal detector puts out the
spectrum to the tracker plus the tracker reference fre- tracker signal lock, which stops the frequency search and
quency, f,. The quadrature input signals to the tracker the tracker then follows the frequency of the center of
are applied to a single-sideband mixer whose other pair power of the detected signal.
of inputs are derived from a variable frequency quadra-
ture signal generator operating at a frequency above the The change in transmitter deviation from low to high
center of frequency of the input spectrum to the tracker changes the input frequency to the tracker by 14.6 kc.
by an amount equal to f,.. The single-sideband mixer To prevent a tracker signal loss, the tuning posi-
translates the input signal spectrum from the preampli- tion of the tracker variable frequency oscillator is raised
fiers to a frequency near the reference frequency of the by this same amount, which is accomplished by switch-
tracker, that is, within the IF amplifier pass band. The ing from No. 1 fixed frequency oscillator to No. 2 fixed
single-sideband action is accomplished using phase can- frequency oscillator.
cellation of the tipper sidebands of two quadrature car-
rier signals each of which is amplitude-modulated in In the altimeter artithmettc section and altitude con-
quadrature with respect to the other. verter, the signal from the altimeter tracker is applied to

the arithmetic section at a frequency equal to the sum
Proceeding around the altimeter tracker frequency- of the signal frequency into the tracker and the tracker

following loop, the signal from the single sideband mixer reference frequency f,.. The tracker output frequency is
is passed throt gh the IF amplifier and then applied to applied to a modulator and compared with the reference
the two mixers in phase quadrature. The difference fre- frequency. The difference frequency is extracted in the
quency spectrums in the outputs of the two mixers are low-pass filter. The resulting signal frequency (f, + fd)

extracted using two low-pass filters. The signals out of is scaled by a factor of two and by a factor of four, both
the low-pass filters are applied to the phase detector. scaled frequencies being applied to signal gates. The
These two spectrums are in phase quadrature and pro- signal frequency from the arithmetic section is converted
duce, at the output of the phase detector, either a plus or into a proportional dc voltage. At the same time, a signal
minus voltage, depending on phase relationship of the with frequency proportional to the component of vehicle
two inputs. In the auto-tuning mode then, the tracker velocity along the roll axis, as computed in the velocity
tunes to maintain the output of the single-sideband mixer sensor arithmetic section, is applied to a scaling circuit in
centered at the IF frequency, the outputs of the low-pass the altimeter arithmetic section and converted to a pro-
filters at zero average frequency, and the output of the portional dc analog in the signal processing chain. This
phase detector at zero volts or the average. dc voltage, with the proper scale factor, is combined with

the converter signal from altimeter tracker signal for
The mode of the altimeter tracker is controlled by the velocity, leaving a voltage proportional to range alone.

signal detector. When the signal detector has detected
sufficient signal-to-noise ratio in the tracker low-pass The change in range signal output scale from 1 to 20
filter, the altimeter tracker is placed automatic.,&y into mv/ft is accomplished by a change of 20 to I in frequency
the auto-tuning or tracking mode. When the signal-to- scale presented to the altitude converter input. This fre-
noise ratio in the low-pass filter is less than the signal qnency scale change occurs as a result of changing the
threshold, the altimeter automatically goes into a fre- transmitter frequency deviation by a factor of ten at the
quency search mode, seanning the tracker search band 1000-foot range mark and scaling tip the input signal
on a continuous basis until a signal of sufficient strength frequency to the altitude converter by a factor of two at
is detected. The tracker frequency search is equivalent the same time.
to an altitude search between about 1000 and 40,000
feet when the altimeter is in the low-deviation mode or The programmer contains the altimeter signal loss de-
100 to 4000 feet when in the high-deviation mode. The tectors and the ](XX)- and 13-foot range markers.
signal detector circuit receives two inputs, one trom the
low-pass filter and the other from a band-pass filter. The Velocity se'nsor. The velocity sensor is composed ot
band pass filter examines the mixer output signal in a functional units similar to those in the radar altimeter.
frequency band adjacent to that of the low-pass filter. Major differences are descrihed below.

The signal detector compares the narrow hand signal The transmitter operates at a carrier frequency of
phis noise out of the low-pass filter with the noise out of 13,3(X) imc with approximately 6 watts total con-
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tinuous-wave power outp, it. The microwave energy is phase, engineering data will be recorded on seven analog
divided equally among three antennas and Is transmitted channels (5 to 1000 cps); record and reproduce will be at
in three narrow beams displaced 25 degrees from the roll 20 in/sec. For lunar surface operation, 18 hours recording
axis of the spacecraft. The doppler information from capability is provided at 1i in/see. Playback is at 20 in/
beams No. 1 and 3 is used to determine vertical velocity, sec. Three analog channels, covering the range 141 to 5
V,; beams No. 1 and 2 give lateral velocity, V, and beams cps and one analog channel for the range I/Aa to 20 cps,

No. 2 and 3 give lateral velocity, V,. Considering a maxi- are provided for recording seismic activity. Two digital

mum velocity of 3000 ft/sec along any beam and a mini- channels (550 bps NRZ and 180-200 bps NRZ) are pro-
mum velocity of zero, the center of power of the signal vided for recording time-shared data from the plasma
spectrums at the output of the microwave mixers can probe and the seismometer (tide data) and for the mag-
vary between 0 and 81 kc. netometer. A unique feature of this lightweight (9

pounds maximum) recorder will be the low-power re-Velocity sensor tracker operation is essentially the same quirement, not to exceed 850 milliwatts during lunar

as altimeter tracker operation except the requirement for reord n to watts during lunar

fixed frequency oscillators is not necessary for the doppler record and 1.5 watts during playback.

velocity sensor tracker due to the absence of scale change b. Electromnc devlopmeW. To achieve the very low
of tracking velocity. frequency analog response with good signal-to-noise ratio

The arithmetic section combines tihe three doppler fre- and amplitude accuracy, saturated FM recording is being
quencies to obtain frequencies proportional to rhe veloc- used. The block diagram of the record portion of the

uties along the spacecraft coordinates, (V,, V, V,). system is shown in Figure 92. There will be four identical
sections to accomplish the launch and lunar analog re-

The three velocity sensor frequency outputs are at cording. There will also be three identical sect'ons for the

carrier plus doppler frequency. Quadrature signals are launch analog and the lunar digital recording. (The

also provided by each tracker. These outputs are applied seventh lunar channel is reserved for recording a clock

to mixers and the difference frequencies are extracted signal if desired for tape speed control in the reproduce

through low-pass filters. Both lateral velocity converters, mode.) In the analog channels, voltage-controlled oscil-

V, andV,, require the respective doppler difference fre- lators (VCO) will provide center frequencies of 333 cps

quencies and their quadrature signals for sign sense in- or 20 ke (lunar or launch) with deviation of -50.
formation. The driver amplifiers will amplify the frequency-

modulated square wave signals and saturate the tape. In
The vertical velocity. V,, is proportional to the sum the digital channels, solid-state switches will fked input

of two doppler signals, whereas the lateral velocities are to the driver amplifiers for saturation recording of the
proportional to the differences of their respective doppler digital signals.
signals. Therefore, one tracker output is first mixed with
twice the carrier frequency in balanced modulator and Erase will be prior to record. Erasing will be accom-
the difference frequency is extracted through a low-pass plished by passing a dc current through a high-indue-
filter to obtain a signal frequency equal to the carrier tance head, thereby saturating the tape in one direction.

minus the doppler frequency. This in turn is mixed with
the other tracker output to obtain the difference fre- The hlock diagram for the reproduce circuits is shown
quency output equal to the sum of the two doppler in Figure 93. The operation is as follows:
frequencies. Vertical velocity sign sense is not required
so that the quadrature signal is not obtained. The signal from the playback head is linearly amplified

by a high-gain amplifier and fed through a level detector
(Schmitt trigger) which shapes the signal. Each pulse of

14. Tape Recorder this signal then triggers a one-shot multivibrator, which

a. Introduction. Development of the tape recorder has is designed to have a constant area pulse regardless of
been subcontracted to) the Data Reorders Division of frequency. The active filter integrates the signal to obtain

its average area, which is proportional to the original
Consolidated Electrodynamics Corporation and has been intelligence signal. The integrated signal is amplified and
in progress since August 21, 19. capacitively coupled out. Since the lunar launch VCO's

The tape recorder is to be capableh of recording and center frequencies will be designed for a 60-to-i ratio
reproducing data, on command, during two operational (lunar playback/rewind speed ratio) the same repro-
phases of the spacecraft. I)uring the lo)st and landing duce, amplifiers may be used for bnth lunar and launch
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modes. The lunar digital signals can be obtained by REODUCEMIER

simply tapping off from the level detector output. LEVEL MULT VIBRATOR

T ape speed w ill be controlled by a closed-loop servo. E TECTOR

A pickoff voltage from the motor drive will be fed to a CHANNEL I D AMPLIFIER LUNAR

discriminator; error voltages from the discriminator will ACTIVE LAUNCHfo thdiciiaowilFILTER AAO
drive a servoamplifier for motor speed control. OUT

Electronic development has progressed to the estab- r AS
lishment of the record, reproduce, and erase systems. and cMNNE. I

construction of operating breadboards of VICO's, driver CHANNEL 2

amplifier, reproduce amplifier, Schmitt trigger, one-shot
multivibrator, active filter, and servoamplifier. Tests are

CHANNEL S

LAUNCH ANALOG ONOCOLE C"ANNEL A

O L T I MULTIVIBRATOR ACTIVE LAUNCH
O N [ S H O T O N EiS140 T ANALOG

LUNAR ANALOG CTOLLPEOUC LUNAR
0ONTRAD tr O R DIGITAL

CHANNEL ,LEVEL

DETECTOR

-- NCHANNI

0- - SAME AS
0 CHANNEL I [SAME AS,]_

LHANELJ

CHANNEL 2 CHANNEL 6

SAME AS CANNEL S CLOCK

CHANNEL I 
CAN 5

CHANNEL 7

To TAPE Sm ED

CHANNIEL. 3S RVO AMPLIFIER

0 SAME AS Figure 93. Tape recorder reproduce section
0 - CHANNEL I being conducted at room temperature and will be con-
CHANNEL 4 ducted over the expected temperature range. Specifica-

tions have been established and orders have been placed
VOLTAGE lfor the discriminators.

LAUNCH BUFFER CONTROLLED R EC OR

ANLORIVER AD c. Electromechanical development. The tape recorder
AWLI I ER will be housed in an hermetically sealed drawn magne-

U SID'TC sium case filled with helium at one-half atmosphere. Size
- has been established as 8 by 9 by 5 inches. 1800 feet of

C.HANEL 5 '/' inch wide 1 mil Mylar tape will be used. The tape
transport system is shown schematically in Figure 94.

SAME AS Reels are coaxially mounted. Tape tension will be main-
0 CLo oc CHANNEL 5 tained bv a negator spring which applies relative torque
CHANNEL F, between the takeup and supply reels through a differen-

tial. Tape tension varies with the radius of the tape on

0- ME AS the reels. This system maintains tape tension and head
0contact at all times without need for a braking mecha-

nism on the reels and minimizes power consumption for

the r(el drive mechanism by compensating the average
Figure 92. Tape recorder record section load between forward and reverse tape drive. Two-speed
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REELS TWIST IN GUIDE ROLLERS DC ERASE HEAD (5) Specifications have been established and orders?-i D) TAPE

RECORD HE-D have been placed for record, reproduce, and erase
heads.

0 REPRODUCE HEAD

(6) Reliability calculations have been made on the' SILICONE RUBBER
0 CAPSTAN proposed circuitry, and a preliminary parts list
L 0 has been submitted to Hughes Aircraft Company.~TWIST IN TAPE

SHAF THIRD-STAGE BELT

HAFT CLUTCH

FS SF. Electrical Power Supply
DIFFERENTIAL BELT

BELT1. Summary

An oriented solar panel and a silver-zinc storage battery
Tsystem are the primary and secondary sources of power,

OUTPUT DRUM CONTROL CIRCUIT respectively, for operation of the Surveyor spacecraft.

NEGATOR SPRING STORAGE DRUM PCKOFF GEAR The Phase I solar-cell module development and type
approval test program subcontract was awarded to two

Figure 94. Tape trenhpert system vendors on November 9, 1961. and will be completed
in 2 months. Preliminary drawing release for the first

operation will be achieved by use of a magnetic latching development model solar panel has been accomplished,
clutch with power used only during the speed change. and ifabrication of this panel is scheduled for completion

in mid-December.
The motor which has been selected to drive the re- Final contract negotiations with Electric Storage Bat-

corder is a miniature Japanes. motor with unusually low Fi n fort n e o n tet te slt-tery" Company for the development and test of the silver-
brush friction and high efficiency (W. Use of zinc battery have been completed, and the contract was
this motor is necessary to meet the requirements of low awarded on December 4, 1961.
power drain during long periods of lunar recording.

Progress in the electromechanical area includes the 2. Solar Panel
followine accomplishments:

The Phase I solar cell module subcontract has been
awarded to two vendors, Hoffman Electronics of El

(1) A preliminary packaging arrangement of the tape Monte, California, and Heliotek Corporation of Sylmar.
transport and electronic subassemblies has been California. The solar cell subcontract consists of two
completed; a preliminary outline and mounting phases. Phase I is a complete type approval test program
drawing has been submitted. to demonstrate the ability of the solar cell module to

survive the severe lunar environment. Results of the
(2) Procurement specifications have been established phase I subcontract will provide accurate solar cell

and orders have been placed for the negator spring design data for use in predicting solar panel performance
assembly, the electromechanical clutch, and the on the hnar surface. The subcontract was awarded on
differential. November 9, 1961, and will be completed early in Jan-

(3) Samples of the special Japanese motors have been iuary, 1962.
received. Similar motors have been previously en- Upon completion of the Phase I development and test-
vironmentally tested by Consolidated Electrody- ing program, the Phase 1I subcontract for the production
namics Corporation; the sample motors are special of approximately 10,000 modules will be placed with the
for 9-volt operation. successful vendor. Initial Phase I progress of both vendors

(4) A breadboard model of the capstan transmission has been satisfactory to date and is on schedule.
has been made and has been used for preliminary During this report period, primary design and devel-
flutter measurements. opment effort has been directed toward firming solar
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Figure 95. Solar panel substrate mounted in assembly fixture
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BXENON ARC ed(t to the rupture of a secondl cell after a charge
CM F F LAMP AND periodl of 7 days at 125' F. E-irlier in the test of this bat-

IREFLECTOR eyo(celbgntlekweneryflycaedt

itt(-mptratllre of 125* F (hiring ope-rating condIitions sim-

I tilating the first lunar dlay. The leak was patched and the
--- M 53ALITTER tests continued until tihe second cell ruptured. The battery

CMY~' is being retiirnedl to ESB for failure analysis and evahtia-

L 4 - tion. Figure 97 shows tihe cells after comple on of test.[ First and secondl lunar night discharge curves for the 25
4 TO 12.~ F Famp-hr. three-cell b~attery' are shown in Figure 98. D~ata

[_ 4in O 1 innwo F Folbtained from tests of this battery indlicate an average
TEST AREA TUN~GSTEN amp-hr efficiency of approximate*ly 901' . It is noteworthy

LAW~ AND
13 BAFFLE REFLECTOR that although test resuilts were excellent, this battery was
CM COLD MIRROR a readlily available development item and is not necessar-

F FITERANDATTNUAORSily representative of ruture b~atteries proctired to Sureyior
Figure 96. Solar simulator specifications.

The Sylvania "Still Cnn." at commercially available item,
Commonly uised as a floodlight for home movies, is u~sedl
ats the tuingsten lamip and reflector. The Still Gun has it
tun~gste-n filament inl ani iodline Vapor atimosphiere to in-
crease lamp life. To fuirtlier increase life-, the lamip will he
operatedl at redluced Voltilg(', although the colior teimpera-
tore will still be above 2XS(X)*K. A~ life test is p~reset'ly inl
progress onl this lamip. The OSIIAN XB( )-454M high-
pressre zenon lamip, which reqidres -454) watts of dc
powe'r (20 volts at 22.5 amperes), is aiso 115ed. The //0.2
parabolic reflector gathers the ootput of this lanip wvithi
high effivienc.

Both lamrps requoire high regulation of the power sopj-
plies to meet the performance reouiretnents. TS(o ((11(1
mirrors are also empl1 loyedl to eliminate the( Xenon energy
abo~ve 0.7 micron more eificiently. This energy impingesFiue9.Slr-ncelsatret
onl air-cooled baffle plates rather thani hieated optic's. Fiue97 ive-iccol ftrts
eral filters are uised to further simplify the arranigement.

r.0

The simulator is planned for dlelivery in m nidl-janumary IS!; t IAR NIGHT DISCHARGE

following performance verification at W0(11. Three weeks MtV 'IW001. H,,

are allowed for acceptancve testing at H ughes Aircraft 5

Company dhiring which time inte'nsity, spectral output.
andl oniformit\ will lbe checked. '')? -P

0
50.

4. Battery
Charge-discharge cycle life tests of anl Ilectric Storage 45

Battery ( .ompany ( ESBI) tliree-cv'l. 25 &uul)-lr hattery W)W iIINAR N4,11 NC.. *AN-4

onoler siu lat ed Sn rret or oiperaitional electrical loads AMHIIN! ! IMIR AI&

andl te-mperatmre have,( been termiatedl. lterformuaiice (If 40 -- I : -

the b at rV toi th e end ofi th e thlird hi mar day ( operating 0 100 TMh, 200

time ill excess5 of 2 (110 liIs ) was with1iin pre'sen t Sn ritfrcTIM h

batte'ry specific'ationi re(hloir('ifi'tts, but thle test \%as stop- Figure 98. First and second lunar night discharge curves
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A charging test on three new ESB 25 amp-hr cells has 10 01
been initiated to determine the effect of various charge
rates and temperatures on battery capacity (Fig 99). - CNROL

These data will he used to establish battery performance , LOOP

during the lumar day. L TOW BATTERY

5. Power Management SYSTEM

[C) IL

a. Optimum charge regulator (OCR). This circuit (de-
scribed in SPS 37-10) acts as a variable ratio, dc trans-
former. A control loop causes the effective ratio to be such
as to obtain maximum power from the solar panel and 0. SWITCHING REGULATOR
deliver it to the battery system. The method of regulation
used is a switching scheme in which the average current
from the solar panel is that corresponding to the maxinmun SOLAR PANEL
power point on the solar panel output. However, the peak CURRENT, Zp
current is equal to the average current fed to the battery
system, tihe pulses being supplied by a capacitor across
the solar panel. A complete breadboard of the optimum T

charge regulator was fabricated and tested with satis- CURRENT, S0
factory results during this report interval. As shown it _ __]

Figure 1(X)a, a transistor switch QI connects the input of
an inductor L alternately between the solar panel and
ground (by way of CRII). The current through the switch• ° DIODE

is a series of pulses with peak values equal to the OCR CuRRENT, ICR
output current I,.. During the period that transistor
switch Q1 is cut off, the collapsing field of inductor L
holds !1. relatively constant, andi CIII provides the current
return path from the load to L. Current relations in vari- LOAD 1P
ous parts of the circuit are shown in Figure ICElb. CURRENT, 'Lf

The switching drive is obtained from a low-power de TIME--

to dc converter in connection with a magnetic amplifier. b CURRENT WAVEFORM
The arrangement is such that the gating time of the mag- Figure 100. Variable dc transformer and curmnt

waveforms

netic amplifier (etermines the on-time of the switch. The
slow response of the magnetic amplifier acts as an integra-
tor such that the duty factor can be caused to increase or
decrease linearly with time. As the duty factor (Fd) is thus
varied, the output current I,. (Fig 101) varies from zero
at zero (hty factor to the optimum value corresponding
to maximum I,, and decreases to a lower value at 100-,
(hIty factor. Tihe v'alue at FV, :--- 1X; is that value of
current obtained by direct connection of the solar panel
to the batterv svstem. Figure 101 also shows the wave-

- forms of duty factor and outpuit current in closed-loop
* * operation. The circuitry for discrimntgteopiu

point or the point of maximium current has been bread-
boarded and tested with the rest of the circuitry in a
closed loop.

b. Battery charging logic. Battery charge logic cir-
Figure 99. Setup for battery charging tests cuitry has been developed and breadboarded but no tests
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lIn thet Later case, ('acil battery will be taken off
charge when its t(rillal voltage' reacts at pre'set

OUPTamount. WVhen the secondl~ battery is fully charged, a
CURRENT, 'L signal will be' sent to the OCR commianding an output

limitation of 28 volts dIc after which thle (,R wvill supply
niormal loads. If thet load reqhuiremenlts exceed( tile capac-

______________________________________________ ity' of the (WT, the b~atteries will (leliver current to the
0 100%/ load. Thlis load cu~rrenlt will cause the charge circuits to

DUTY FACTOR ,Fd h~e actutate-d suplying chlarging current to the battery
system ats soon as e'xcess solar painel output is available.

Fd c. Main overload trp circuit. The mnain overload trip
Fdcircuit has been dt'signed and breadboarded. Tile bread-

b~oardl has beeni subjected to environmental testing in the
- -- laboratory and operates satisfactorily. This circuit will

T IME -~sense tble current and voltage on the mnain regulate~d bus.

it If the current exceeds at preset amount, or if thle voltage
dlrop~s below at pre'set level, thle overload trip circuit will
c'ause thle main regulated bus voltage to drop to zero for

-1Lab~out 20 nmilliseconcds ( except to tile receivers and com-
mland dlecodlers wllicli bypass tllis unit ). During this
pvriod of time, thle indiv idual load switches w~ill drop out

T IME al tolllat icallN and re'main off. After 20 milliseconds tbc'
Figure 101. Duty factor and output current %ohtagi' will aultomllatically recover, allowing loadcs to be(

waveforms (closed loop) commlllanded'( back on. 'Ibis sy-stein sates the cabling whlich
would be' rt'ouirt't if "off': signals werte generated and

hlave' be'n petrfornmed. Thlis c'ircumitry will incluide all of distributed by se'parate %%irt' to .ill tilt sublsystemn switchles.
thet llecessar% lo~gic to )omml 11 and c( tiair l.i Ig oif ct'i r Or
bothl lltt('ries al, 55(Il as to imlemen(llt'llt itollat it clarg- dI. Electrical c'onvitionl uAnits. Thle tlt'ctrical c'onvt'r-

29 v rog

SI S2

001
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thiat primary circl its I ave I eii released f or st-vera I tillits
and at numllber of breadboards have bovil bl~it and tested. SPACECRAFT LOCATED ON LUNAR EQUATOR

The efficiency of mo~st oIf thle converters is b~etween 75 SOLAR PANEL DIRECTLY OVER COMPARTMENT A

and95' Thse converters with ouitputs less than 10 vo~lts TOP SURFACE RADIATOR ENVELOPE - 2 54 1t1
have lowv efficiencies ats it resuilt (If rectifier voltage dIrop). RADIATOR SURFACE PROPERTIES: a 016, 6- 0.6
The developmrent of special inverters andl converters forLUASRFCPOETI: ,,21,
tight regulation, lows ripple, or low distortion is under LUNA SUFC PRPET Es6?5.GI
way. The b~readbotardi of the thiree-phiase', 4(X-cps ins'orter *065

is now%% being testedi with eIncouraging resuilts.- - -

Figure 102 shows a tv pii EC(T1 circoit. Q1 awili Q2 are -T
SO,AN PNEL-ANTENNA A-,hEMBI Y

part oIf a1 saltuIrable-core tlsCillattir with Ti ibeinig at satoilt- I XYFN~DFD4 AFTER TOUCHDOWN

ing transftlrmer. Wiei turn-on iltilse is apipied, Ql Iaiid I P~. o'. ' GN

Q2 condocit anit osci it ion is proIdu cedi I)% tie( feedba),ck-------------------
o(lIn T. Tile s-conldarv- Si produces at negativevtltg
which biases Q3 inito satturatioii, comlietinig tile base rt*-
turin of Qi aid Q2 tirtigh I. Outputs are taken as 40

needed fromn secondiaries -A 1.S2, etc. vFie regulation oIii a

typical ECT is better than V; for 5)'; load ciiinge.
Tuirn-oiff is accomplished by slippiving the stanidard posi-M
tive command decoder pulse to the lmse (If Q3j. T[his .04

abisorbs tihe current bleing soliiiedi tol tIte ilase (of 0:3,
hioldting it o~ff for thet (ilratitln of thet comm~iland i )115.
WVithi Q3 off, the base50 circuit oIf (.)I iin Q2 is open clling ?
tihe t ransistolr off anid calusinIig oscilIlattion to evctase.

oL30 - - 60 90

SOLAR INCIDENCE ANGLE 7,deg

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
,. EARTH DAYS %4"

Figure 103. Compartment A dissipating capability

G. Thermal Control perftrnane indicated in Figures 103 and 104 is not
entirely representative since most of the eqidpmrent in

1 . Compartmont Group Compiartments A andi B operated intermittently, in tm
cases at peak po~wer diissipationis in excess oIf the steady-

As res io(1151y rtor tetd (SI'S 37- 12) s sN(Ir a I state' performance. Under these conditions the resuiltinig
111if icttills we 5 re iiad- in ( (ni1pairtiniits t A v epuipment temperatures will be transient in nature, and

aind hB tol opjtimiize bth iliar daky and night thiermnai therefore at transient capaility oIf Compartment A during
pe(rftlrlianit-e. ( rrtit Ilinar day perforlnallct' character- thle liigh-posver transmitter mode of o~peration has been
istit's for ( ompniartlicots A aii Bi are lprtseltedi it) F-ig- detfinied
oires 10:3 and 104 in terms oIf steatly-statte internal power'
dIissi pating capability ats a funct(1ion of sohr incidence'
angle'. A~lso l) 51115 is tit diegradation in (dissipating Tihe nexst phase o f colmpartmetnt thermal design - tie-
ea pabi lit v tit t wyold t nsIit if tlie s lir paknel -nti il Ii it'd , r'eesetat iton oif thle coimpart men t andi its stir-
atssemlys wtere to Iret in( inl its t ralisi t po s itioIn. Ilie i ll i iiig ty i ronIiliieit to I(etverm inle tile t emiperatuire
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relocated. The new location, near the flight control grouip,
SPACECRAFT LOCATED ON LUNAR EQUATOR will resuilt in negligible effect on thle compartments. The
SOLAR PANEL DIRECTLY OVER COMPARTMENT 8 reduction in power dissipating capability illuistrates thle
TOP SURFACE RADIATOR ENVELOPE *Is 1SIt

2  importance of maintaining an adequate view of spat-e
RADIATOR SURFACE PROPERTIES: a ..16. e-o II from fte major radiating surfaces.
LUNAR SURFACE PROPERTIES: r,., - 2610 F, The etirrent luinar night compartment power dissipa-

C-..75 tioti req1uiremnts for adeqllate thermal performance are

5.1 watts for Compartment A and 4.4 watts for Compart-
50 ient 11. These requirements ciirrently exceed the llea,

SOLA Pu~ ~ANINNAAS~fBL.available- fromn normal equipment dissipation by 0.73
EXTENDED 43.m AFTER TOUCHDOWN~ watt. An attempt is being made to mieet this requirement

40 I YWANSOT POS111ON by a revised sequencing or the Compartment A and B

I equlipment operatedl during lunar nighlt. An alternative
mnethod of assulring thermal compatibility, involves the
uise of approximately 2.8 pouinds of additional suiper-
insuilation to balanct th~e existina heat deficit. Further:1 30~
study is re(litire(I before the optimum tradeoff can be
mnade".

z In thle previouis report, it was indicated that several
20 scientific instrument and mechanism auixiliaries not used

(luiring lunar night were removed fromn Compartment,- A
and 1B to reduce wiring harness weight and luinar night

10 compartment heat losses. This equipment (Table 6) has
been p~ackaged in a grotip designated CompartmentC

and will be designed to suirvive the lunar nighlt; there-

fore., niglltimne thermal protection will not be reqjuired.
0L
o ;0 60 90 The thermnal control of ComIpartment C will maintain

SOLAR INCIDENCE ANGLE 17 o the ltiptnent between 0 and 125*F during the lunar
L__ (Li I II A I -A dylsing passive radiation techniquecs to dispose of0 1MAO dispae elcria 4" nea lua nonadupe

,NAN NOON f"IAO isptdeetia oe erIia onadsipe
fARTH DAYS mental heating near ftle terminator, where the Cvomlined

Figure 104. Compartment B dissipating capability environmental lo)ad and equiipment dissipation wvill be
insuifficient to maintain 0 F equiipment temperatures.
The only units wh ich (dissipate significant power in this

histoie o5lf specific Emtit% within the compartments andh 'om1palrtmlen~t are fte subsuirface sampler auxiliaries,
of1 the major heat path~s - is under way. Thie complex which dissipate :37 W~atts (Itlring at 15-mninute interval.
. Idiation ilitercliange between fte external surfaces oif

ft(e compartment - particularly fte compartment radi-
ators and other interacting suirfaces ( spacecraft, panels,
Moon, a1:1( space() - w~ill be acconInted for byuiiig Table 6. Compartment C packaging
the netw~ork mimethuml ( radli(sity ) developed by Oppen. Volume,
hleirn in conljunction wvith ft(e I1li\t 70W) compuiter. Item in,

Gas chromalograps auxiliaries 45
A prelimiinary stidl of the effect of local spacecraft Sbufc ape n rcso uiire 1

equpjment on i te Cot rpartmient A dissipating capalbility Suurface samplerapoesr auxiliaries 295

indlicatedl that fte TV telesctoje alnd C amiera No. 5 as- Sraesmlraxlais2

Welbly ( adljacent to Compa1~irtmIenit A\) wotild~ occtipy) an Surface geophysical auxiliaries 133

etivelope equtivailemit to at 51, radliat~on viewv factor fromt Subsurface geophysical auxiliaries 92

the to1) of the compljartmenIt. Thlis position w(tll decrease Mechanism auxiliaries (partial) 164
th e Comlflpart mnt A dIissi pat inig capab il ityv at 1111 ar noon Tit otal volume 578

ftomn 22 to 15 w atts, and thlerefore the assembly has bmeen
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Current miss ion sequencing indicates approximately four Motors I)ivision, has indicated that a nozzle temperature
such operating periods (hiring the lunar day. A detailed of approximately 28(E F can be expected. Thle initial
thermal analysis of this compartment with the objective analyses are slightly conservative in that the 2800*F
of minimizing the supplementary heating power required nozzle temiperature wats assumed to he a step function
near terminator is currently undler way. from the( time of ignition. Figure 106 shows the lower

A preliminary analysis was performed onl tihe fi lit spaceframne- temperature as a function of time for a space-
fraine cimittance (t) equal to 0.8 and a burning time of

control compartment to determine if thle Canopus sensor 24scnsA ipoetd uewl prah10
could he passively te-inpe~ratuire-con~itrolle-d to 32*F in 21seod.Aunrtcdtbewlapoch20*

the presence of co'nduction andI radiation coupling fron after approximately 200 seconds of vernier operation.

the inertial reference unit radiator at 160*F and from: F-igu re 106 indicates the cooldown characteristics after

other local spacecraft surfaces. The resuilts indicate that engine . cuitoff. The figure also indicates that heating is
theCanpussenor ndinetia reereceunit assemlbly restricted to at localized region extending 12 to 15 inches

the anois snsorand nerial eferncefrom thet engine attachment. Figure 107 illustrates the
tempratre equiemets re cmpaibl andcal be effect of at highly reflective tube coating (i = 0.05). It

maintained by at surface treatment of ahsorptance, a = is concluded that the higher reflectance will reduce the
0.16 and emittance, It 0.8 on the inertial reference unit tuble teimpleratures to acceptable levels.
radiator and Canopus package.

A tradeoff study to detrmine the vernier system fuel
and oxidizer line heater pow~er savings by using a high

2. Remote Subsystem Group degree of insulation aroiund the lines has been completed.

Of te treemai itms f th dople anenn si))- Wrapping the lines with approximately 1 inch of ribbon
Of he hre man iemsof he loplerantnnaxii)- aluminized mnylar was found to be undesirable in view

systemn - klystron box, signal dlata converter, anol anl- of the routing and attachment reqluirements. The lines
tennla dishes and equipment - thle first two ha~ve bleen will be thermally controlled using 2.5 watts of heating
shiowni to be capable of passive control during transit. and at single low emittance aluminum foil ou ter*covering.
Due to their position ( remote f romn the antenna dishes ). Thel foil will het spot-bonded, thus allowing volume for
the proper balance between solar energy received and thermal expansion and outgassing of the bonding ma-
infrared energy dissipated can be achieved on thle sur- ierial.
faces of the boxes through selective surface coatings.
and any desired templleratuire bletweenl the limits of iui- An analy'sis to determine the thermal gradients
proximately -- 1(X) and l(W)F att the beginning of the~ throughout thle spaceframe is nearly complete. Of prime
descent phase may be obtained. The third item, however,
cannot ats readily be controlled. 'lie antennia dlishes ill
their original locations uinder Compartmnents A and 11I0I
have,( been shown to reach at minimum temuperature of OUTBOARD EDGE

__lW')F at the e'nd of transit. To avoidl this low tempera- -0-
tire, the antenna dishies have,( been moved slightly out-
board to receive plartial solar illumination. Thermnal 4

conduiction will be reliedol to p~rovide heat distribution
to the inboard sections of the dish. If it is fouind that
thermal condluction is not sufficient to minitaiin the inl- i-
b~oardl portions of the antenna dishes at temperatures
above - 50*F, auxiliary hecating mnay be requtiredl.

Fi'guire 105 shows the resuilts of ouc( possible antenna-- - ---

configiuration uising alt iinuin nfacings and I in eye c mtb Io

constru ction wi th one-thiirdl of thle antennmia cxpe tOo( IBAR toG
solar illuii nat ion. For thmis co m pletecly aluiiinuii li o- )1 - _

figuration, the ininllinu aiiteniia tempewratures arc umamol- AfN DSSETMBTO

tiil(' well abmove the lower limnit of 50 I* F. --- ANTE NNA St PTUM

Ani initial analysis to dleterinie the( dogru' of' heatinig AlTN ANC,

oi thIe( lowver s; ototIrai t ubit cms froini thet vei 'ii .( (igill icfA F LU C .h

(,,it inozzles lhts Imei coimpIleted. Thtiokol, Ilicaioni Figure 105. Doppler antenna temperatures in transit
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importance will ibe gradients resulting from the- nonsyrn- on coordinating anid assisting the vendor in the design
metric solar heating during transit. Such considerations of electronic circuitry and equipment capable of sur-
must he included in certifying spacefranie structural viving the severe lunar night environment. Table 7 shows
integrity duiring the landing operation. a comnparisonl of formner estimated lunar night heating

Figure 108 shows the result of at parametric study to rqieet ihtecretdsg aus

determnine the correct surface coating requirements on An X-ray dilfractometer thermal radiator has been
the shock ab~sorb~er. As indicated, there are- several comn- designed for the dissipation of the .30 watts of heat gen-
binations of solar ahsorptance and infrared etnittance crated in the X-ray tuhe. Several concepts have been
which would suiccessf ully maintain the shock absorber considered and results of the recommendled radiator in
in the, vicinity of 70"K' Initial selection has been for at simulated lunar noon operation are shown in Figure
shock absorber column coating of a-0.8, I---0.8. 104). A finmal recommendation of a 6061-T6 aluminum

radiator of 50( in" area with cross section tapered from
1 i-inch at the root to Im-incm at the ends for weight

3. Scientific Instruments savings has been !flade to Philips and will be incor-

Thermal analysis and coordination of the soil analysis pcrtdithX-adifctmtrhdpckgdegn
group has progressed very satisfactorily. Coordination
with the supplier of thme X-ray instruments P lhilips E11cc-
tronics, Inc. ) has resulted in the incorporation of coin-
patible thernial design concepts in thme package designs. /2-in DOTUBE
Specified temperature limits hiase been negotiated and / - SUAFACEI)

current thermnal analyses indicate that, in general, the a,*

specified limits will he inet. Emphasis lmris been placed

1200
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Figure 106. Spaceframe temperatures for =0.8 *p -0
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Figure 107. Spaceframe temperatures for =0.05 Figure 108. Shock absorber column temperatures
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With this design, the X-ray tube and diffractometer head
will operate at temperatures within the specifiedl tol'r- Figure 1 10. X-ray diff ractemeer head temperatures
ances. Figure 110 shows diffractometer head package
temperatures resuilting from this radijator vo)Icept. Proper
surface treatments will lbe specified to the instrument requiirement still stands at approximately 2.0 watts. An
supplier by mid-Decemnler. effort is cuirrently b~eing mnade to lower the minimum

allowa.ble non-ope-rating temperature to reduce if not

The high voltage pow~er supplies for the X-ray instru- eliminate this heating reqluirement.
mnenits are being developed to minimize lunar night A p~reliminary thermal analysis of the thermal dif-
survival requirements, as welas provide maximunm beat fiisivity p~ortion of the Surface Geophysical Experiment
dlissipation during lunar (laytimne operation. The mini- has resultedl in at recommendation to'rap the critical
mom allowable temperature has been lowered from stepping motor with approximately 'm, inch of super-
- 148 to - 280*F, which reduces the heating requiire- insulation and provide a 35-watt hetater for a 30-minute
mfetits significantly (Table 7). The mnaximonut allow%- plreheat in the event of lunar night operation. It has also
able operating package temperature haks been' se't ait been-i recommendedl that the heater wires be included
210*F for both power supplies; thus it appears that ant in the miotor wire bundle to provide preheating of the
optimum thermal design will resuilt, bundle which may be required to flex slightly during

the expleriment. This bundle will also be wrapped with

The gas chroinatograph thermal control dlesign utilizes abouit lIm inch of super-insulation.
thermal isolation of the instriunient coounlents front the The radiation detector thermal analysis has indhicated
outside environment tlirouigl the itse of suuper-insulatioti. that thermal isolation of the electronics package from
Very close temnperatuire tolerances have betil set oil the ionization chamber wvill result in a satisfactory de-
variouis components of the instruomnt, These toleranesN 5ign. The ionization chambnler, filled with hieliuim p'as,
will be maintainedh through the use oIf internal heating wsill nteed no lunar night protection.,vhl only fract. I
whent re(huliredl and externtal heat dissip3at ion fromn thei wvattage is reqiredc( to maintain the electroinics at its
(I t sidle siirfaces of thle p)ackage. St rface treatmnts for in tIin t enlpuratutre (hiring the n1ight. Ind(1ications are,
the mite, siles of the pacukage are culrrently undel(r antal - that the vlectronics package mnay be designed to suirvive
ysis. the optimumol coatings to be specifiedl to the sopplier. liarn ighit, in w~'hih case no au.tixiliary heating wvill be
(IBeckinan ) when re(Iiiied. he lnar itiglit lievitiig me(Iloir('(.
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Table 7. Soil analysis group night heating requirements With the objective of fabricating the thermal switch
_________case from a material capable of withstanding the 2570F

Current heat sterilization temperature, the search for an alterna-
Instrument minaimum Original Current Not power tive to polystyrene has continued. As previously indi-
or packei allowable heating heating saving, ('atedl, one alternative is Ablatalite, manufactured by

temperature, requirement, estimate, watts
OF watts watts Thtiokol. A case with a 15-mul wall thickness has been

___________ - -successfully machined from this material. The elastic
X-ray diffra.- -320 0 0 0 iodltallis of Ablatalite has been measured and found to
tometer head he :1 x( 10' psi, which is adequate for this application.

Diffractameter -280 1.59, 0.06 1.53 Materials testing will continue(.
high-valtago liexolite is also tinder investigation. This material has

power upplystructural properties similar to polystyrene but has a
X-ray Spec -280 2.0 -0.05 1.9 higher temperature capab~ility.
trometer head

Spectrometer -280 1.17' 0.05 1.12
high-voltage S. Compar'tmenOt A Super-Insulation Tests
power supply F

Got cromae. -8 2. 2.0i0lie primary purpose of the Compartment A super-
gas hr at- 55 20200 insulation tests will he to determine if the compartment

grpph________I theurmaul design as pre'sently conceived is capable of

Total& 2.16 4.60 maintaininig the 0*1F internal temperature during lunar
night. The effectiveness of the multiple-layer radiation

-After removal of higisvairoae power supply fram Compartmen~t A. insulation will be of particular interest.

Figure 11I1 shows the basic thermal tray equipped

4. Thermal Switch with ten thermal switches. The outer compartment shell
and its multiple-layer radiation insulation liner are also

Table 8 is a synopsis of the pertinent thermal test
results obtained to (late on the lightweight aluminum
design. As indicated by the low total switch conductance
for the aluminum contact design, it does not appear
that the design goal conductance of 0.7 hltii/lur OF can
he achieved with aluminum contact surfaces. Empirical
relationships indicate that the contact conduictance is
directly proportional to the contact inaterial dlensit y,
and therefore plating of the contact surfaces with both
gold and copper is pri-sently being examined. By platting
the aluminum contacts, Ole better contact conductance
performance of these heavier metals can he utilized
without sacrificing the b~asic lightweight aluminum con-
struction. Although gold is superior to coppe r as a
contact material, both will continue to he examined since
gold presents greater problems than copper in bo0th
plating and lapping.

Since the foil attachment in thme swvitch used to evdaluate
the gold plated contacts was pooir ( evidlenced by tilt.
conduictance data in tihe table), thme foil asse mblie's art
presently being hlviarc-wvlded at the tips and s:b'se
uently soldere'd to the inner ring aund contaict plog.
ll(, methiod is adlequlate; however, an inspect ion tech-

nit ie inotst be dlevelopedl to enlsu re goodi jotints prior
to thermal testiiig of compnjletely iussetnhledl swvitch unlits. Figure 111. Basic thermal t-
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Table 3. Thermal switch conductance data

Typo of contact Surface quality, micro-inches Thermal conductances, htu/hr IF

Flatness Roughness Across contacts Foil assembly Total switch

Aluminum 10 10 Theory 0.17 2.22 0.15
Test 0.30 2.0 0.24

Gold plate 20. 30 Theory 0.94 2.22 0.55
Test 0.82 1.0 j4

Copper plate 5. 10 5 Theory" 0.41 2.22 0.31
Test 0.45 1.50 0.34

,Correlated vacuum-toot data trom Reference 1.
. Not meaosvred.

inltidCel in the exploded view showvn in I-ire 112. liaid-wvriikled to mnliize lte contact area b)etween
This compartmetnt thermal mnodel has been completed sheets. All edges are- initerleavedl so that no direct thermal
and instrumented and is ready for test. coinnections exist between thme inner and outer sheets.

Thestrettralstipors at- ~pi-alittthemaly t 1' i'ci thlernal switches, less their contac-t closure mechia-
The structural supports~~nsins are elivlIttemlyt ms1 muotimted onl top of tihe thermal tray'. The open

those (of fte finial Comnpartmnent A design. Each Slilpport swth condltance of lte thermal switch i's simulated
is eqjuipped with aI blocking heater oil its e\ternal end ilteeois
so that the heat flux through ant\ givenm support emal be iitIC'iiis

tiulled (hiring the test. Thel( super-insuilation ctonsists of Sisystmnis that dissipate power within Compartment
1 (X) sehparate shet s (If alu im iiz ed tinslar indidi iadlv A cliirin g thet linar nmigh t are simitidated in fte test uinit

RADIATION INSULATION LINER
BASIC THERMAL TRAY

Figure 112. Compartment thermal model
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by heater blankets bonded to the thermal tray. Thermo- Although confirming data have not been obtained,
couples have been installed at 50 locations both inside early indications are that a Hughes-developed inorganic
and outside the compartment to enable a complete com- white paint will prove useful for general spaceframe
pilation of all heat loss contributions, applications. This coating, while not as effective as the

second surface mirrors, should have a solar absorptanceThe cold-wall installation in Hi-Vac I has been de- bewn0.0ad.2adanifrdemtncb-

layed. Current planning calls for the tests to begin in tween 0. and 0.

mid-December. tween 0.8 and 0.9.

6. Coatings 7. Thermal-Vacuum Tests

Table 9 summarizes the current status of the material Three separate 120 sectors (designated MT-i) of
testing being conducted for Hughes Aircraft Company the spacecraft structure complete with thermal mockups

at UCLA. The data for the aluminized Mylar and Tedlar of the appropriate subsystems are to be tested under

are being repeated since the solar absorptance, a, should lunar day, lunar night, and transit environments. The

have been determined as a second surface mirror (look- Hughes oold-wall vacuum chambers to be used for this

ing through the film). It is anticipated that the Hughes testing are expected to be ready in early March. Lunar

Gier-Dunkle spectral reflectance equipment will be in night testing of all three sectors will be performed for

operation in early 1962 and therefore will relieve the several months. Lunar day and transit testing will begin

scheduling problems associated with routing samples in June, corresponding to delivery of the first solar

through the UCLA laboratory. simulation unit.

Pending conclusion of an investigation of the pro- Because the chambers will have a maximum working
posed bonding material, a tentative decision to use height of 8.5 feet, the solar panel-antenna assembly can-

second surface mirrors (Vycor) for the main radiating not be extended to its postlanding position. In order to

surfaces of MT-i has been made. The mirrors must be maintain the proper thermal radiation geometry during

bonded to the substructure with a high conductivity the lunar day testing, it will be necessary to scale down
bond; therefore, two such techniques are currently being the MT-1 solar panel and planar array. Preliminary anal-

explored. The first involves a sweat solder joint using ysis indicates that the linear array dimensions can be

an indium alloy arid the second, a silver-loaded epoxy scaled directly to the distance of the array above the

resin, compartments, with negligible errors resulting.

The design of the MT-i spaceframe sectors is nearly
Table 9. Coating properties data from UCLA complete. Thermal mockups of all subsystems are to be

available for installation beginning in January.

sler letaredMe~rel 'PIIgo. eamlmce, ah
a 9

Vycor No. 7910 - 1/16 inch 0.122 0.856 0.14

th.ickamiied H. Engineering Mechanics
Vycef No. 7910 - I/a inch 0.114 0.654 0.13
thick, luminilzed 1. Touchdown Dynamics
Mylor - 0.010 Inch thick. 0.09" 0.90' -- Recent studies of design data have shown that the
aluminized ranges of center of gravity and radius of gyration are
Tedlor Type 200-A20 - 0.004 0.102 0.832' -- expected to be 16 to 18 inches and 28 to 32 inches,
inch thick, aluminized reslx-ctively. Vith use of these data, maximum landing
Dlt.ler white point 0.244 0.910 0.26 gear loads, vehicle acceleration levels, and stability

Type 1199 foil - anedized boundaries have been established. Load levels have been
0.2 mil film thickness 0.152 0.717 0.212 calculated, using a cg and k values of 16 and 28 inches,
0.4 mil film thickness 0.164 0.768 0,214 respectively, to give worst-condition loads. (.a cg denotes
0.6 mil film thickness 0.176 0.7" 0,220 the center of gravity height above spacecraft station
0.8 mil film thickness 0.165 0.616 0.226 47.48, the plan( of the landing gear pivot points.) Sta-

-As first surface mirror. hility calculations were made with .1 eg - 18 inches and
bAs second surface mirror. k 32 inches to give th worst stability colditions.
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In previous bimonthly progress summaries, rigid body Figures 114 and 115 contain the 3tr and 10,r ellipses
acceleration levels have been presented, since the order relating touchdown lateral velocity with touchdown atti-
of magnitude of the amplification factor associated with tude. These results, and those in Figure 116, are based
these loads had not been determined. Subsequent anal- on the following conditions:
ysis has indicated that shock amplification for the touch- Spacecraft weight 772 pounds
down loads is approximately 2. Since rigid-body loads Radius of gyration 28 inches
and those incorporating shock amplification may not A cg 16.05 inches
have the same maxima as contributing parameters are Site slope 15 degrees
varied, the examination of touchdown loads requires the Amplification factor 2
use of the shock amplification factor to obtain a true
indication of maximum loads. Therefore, the loads in The effect of spacecraft-to-lunar surface friction co-
this report are actual loads, rather than rigid-body loads efficient (p,) on antenna lateral acceleration has beenextensively investigated for 0 t 1.0. Maximum lat-

A more precise definition of touchdown velocities and eral antenna loads occur at !!- 1.0 (Fig 114), and

attitude has resulted from more rigid specifications on

flight control parameters. Figure 113 shows the 3, and
10c dispersion ellipses for altitude and vertical descent- ,
velocity at vernier cutoff. From this plot corresponding (of IF N .* •0 5
values of touchdown ver "al velocity can be ascertained.
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on the basis of the &r dispersion ellipse, a maximum Spacecraft touchdown stability, on site slope of 15
acceleration level of 32 ghas been established. This result degrees, has been more thoroughly investigated for a
corresponds to a touchdown vertical velocity of 20 ft/sec, higher center of gravity and larger radius of gyration.
which, from Figure 113, is outside the 10a dispersion Parameters used in these studies are as follows:
ellipse. A 15 ft/sec touchdown vertical velocity (corre-
sponding to approximately 3,r) yields a level of only 28 g Spacecraft weight 772 pounds
on the basis of a 10 dispersion ellipse (Fig 115). Radius of gyration 32 ii .hes

"Package" acceleration refers to the vertical accelera- A Cg 18 inches
tion of a point displaced laterally 30 inches from the Initial spacecraft incidence - 5 degrees
center of gravity. It was determined that maximum pack- Spacecraft pitch rate - 1 deg/sec
age accelerations occur at low values of i. Figure 116 Shock absorber parameters Nominal
shows the accelerations corresponding tou i - 0. The
established design value of 2 7 g lies well outside the 3,,, As expected (SPS 37-12) the stability is lower with
dispersion ellipse. these parameters. Figure 117 shows the allowable lat-

eral velocity as a function of site slope, as shown in
Another effect of the correlation between touchdown Space Programs Summary 37-12.

lateral velocity and incidence attitude has been to estab- If, regardless of vertical touchdown velocity, the smallest
lish the maximum shock absorber compressive load at lateral velocity which results in toppling for a given
8000 pounds. This load corresponds to vertical and lateral site slope is denoted maximum allowable lateral velocity
velocities of 20 and 5 ft/sec, respectively, with zero and is plotted versus site slope, the result is as shown
attitude and ,- 1.0. in Figure 117. Actually, this value of lateral velocity

occurs at a vertical velocity between 9.5 and 10.5 ft/sec
A more detailed investigation has been made of the for site slopes of 10 to 30 degrees. Consequently, at a

landing gear foot pad. As the contact area of the foot nominal vertical touchdown velocity, there is in general
pad increases, the moment arm of the resulting eccentric more stability than is shown in Figure 117. Furthermore,
vertical force decreases, resulting in a ILniting torque the 32-inch radius of gyration is an absolute maximum,
which can be applied to the rigid arm. Since this torque so that for the expected value of about 30 inches, the
is a major contributor to ti ,* rigid arm design, every effort vehicle will be more stable.
is being made to reduce it. The density of the foot pad The effect on stability of the variation of fiction
has therefore been reduced from 6 to .3 Ib/fta in order coefficient is being investigated for the same configuration
to reduce the torque from 12,0(X) to 75(X) I)-in.
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(A eg =18 inchesa*nd k -- :32 inches). Thle( resuilts for 20

a 15 degree site slope are indlicated ini Figure 118, which
show~s the instability region boundaries for variouis fric-
tion coefficients. The line, lenoted "abuotment" corresponds t

to a stbiiy oindary derived front a linearized soltitiotil 1 4

for the case- of rotation ab)out the douible leg contact
point with no shock absorber action ( gravity force being
the only retardant to toppling). There is an indication 10
that very large friction coefficients will give stability
boundaries whilch approach this 'abut uteut" ci rve. Thtis <
high friction characteristic is e.specially' significant for
the case of penetration and lateral motion through all ABU * AOTNT

extremely soft surface. Although the force resisting lat-
eral motion would be drag rather than surface friction
for the soft surface, the large lateral force wvould be

rogl Nnninotis in t(-case -fsailt.25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0
iATt ttAL Vrt OCITY . It se

2. Full-Scale Drop Tests (T- 1) Figure 113. Effect of friction on stability boundaries

The scaffold for the( sinitlated loimar landing dIrop testsISdgstslp

of T- 1 has beeni erected ( Figure 119). Th'le Scaffold is
40) feet high. _'0 feet wide, and 50 feet long. A track will
be mountcd in the cenitert of the 20-foot span at the
40-foot hecight and will run the full length of 50 feet.
Thle anti-gravity system w~ill operate fromn this track aid
will follow the spacecraft ats it travels dos' it and/or p~aral-
lel to the track exertinug at cotistatit vert ical force of
approximately".; Earth o onl the test vehicle. Thet track
itself is about two-thirds compllete and ready for instal-
lation. The anti-gravity systemn has b(ecii tested soccess-
folk,' to fi ill load capacityv. I' pi ston anidu( c% lint ers for
the sy-stemn have beenl built.

A search h as begi ii fo r ai t lding solrfact' material fo r
thei soft Ii mar sorf ace t i at will offe r at resistac oi it' 10 t
lb)/in.-2 for I foot tof (h fleet i ii. Iiree mnatc(rial s I iave
been screened: rubberize'd liorst'lair, wood shiavinigs. and
peat moss. The rubberized iorst'liair was too soft tit be
co nsidleredl. O f thle ot Iicr two, peat mo( ss a p 'a rs t Ii
more promising.

A design for the' Ihard sur-face lauding plat formn Ihas
bee'n formi l aed . TIie Ibasic cri tetri a ftor the (Iign is thI at
the platform shall absorb no more' thaun 0.5'4' of the' ti all
vetrgy avai lablte at T'-1 fioj ta. 'lli is cte ri a resa lt tt

in at re'qui remnlt ftor e t rt'ine strii t iral st i fi itss (abouatil
WX(,(XX) 11)/ini.) . Several coiist ruittit n scel itit's %%'rt' tcoi

sidl(retl anid sill )jtt t to 1 ot Ii am tl se s at n te'st, ii tel in g
rt'inforct't cont'rt 't . ltsi gns. st t'tl Itesi gins, vatriouas s;I bs
sat ppt urtcs Ili byt coimpacte' I arth i antd siil a r stiinits. 'I'
detsign thlat was finlally st'letet oil thit basis of1 thit
coimplarative' stitty is .1 phfiiatI ttitistiittt'ld of 10(1 %
WC iitthi wtoodlt titliihtrs laitd sidhe by sitde to forol ta Figure 119. Scaffold for simulated lunar landing tests
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solid surface. The surface will be supported on a frame- Soft surface high velocity impact. Two drops will he
work utilizing 12 by 12 inch timbers as beams and made onto the 15 degree slope with a soft surface to
columns. show penetration and loading characteristics for a 20

ft/sec landing.
a. Test facility checkout. A series of test drops of a

test mass (not T-1) onto a 15 degree site slope surface Maximum load verification. Two drops will be made
will be made as a final check on the operation of the onto the 15 degree rock-covered slope in order to verify
anti-gravity device. The test mass will be equipped the worst loading conditions.
with skids or wheels which will allow the mass to move Three-dimensional stability. Two drops will be made
freely down the slope. The anti-gravity cable force will
be monitored and the ability of the cable to remain onto the 15 degree rock-covered slope with a cross-hill

lateral velocity component to demonstrate three-dimen-
vertical during the motion will be observed. Final adjust- lateal velbiityc
ments to the test apparatus will then be made as required. sional stability.

b. Preliminary test plan. A preliminary test plan for the
25 scheduled drops of the T-1 vehicle has been formu- 3. Crushable Block Tests
lated. The general categories of drops are described At the present time, developmental tests are being
briefly in the following paragraphs. performed on the aluminum honeycomb material to be

used for the crushable blocks. Static crushing stress tests
Instrumentation checkout. The first e2:op with T-1 will have been completed on a flat (0 degree) impact surface

be made onto a flat smooth surface to check the operation for a temperature range of -100 to 300* F. The results
of the instrumentation and give the simplest means of (Table 10) indicate a decrease in crushing stress with
a first comparison between the IBM program results increasing temperature. Between -100"F and room
and an actual drop. temperature, the crushing stress is fairly constant; it

Nominal landing verification. Two drops will be ma~de then begins to drop off with temperature until at 2000 F
the stress is about 80 of maximum. The block materialat landing conditions corresponding to 3, flight control fothsteswa502luimwtha.01nc

conditions on a 15 degree site slope. These drops are foil thickness and : inch cells.

for verification of expected landing stability and loads
and will give situations other than extreme cases for From the results of these tests and other considerations,
correlation with IBM results, the present block configuration has been determined.

The configuration is a modified hexagon, approximately

Stability verification. Approximately five drops on a 15

degree rock-covered slope will be made to demonstrate
toppling stability as a function of lateral and vertical Table 10. Honeycomb block crushing tet rmits
velocity. e m~r TenOrature. Cnismgs Avs l*eml~ Ttlgtvl V.Ikd, €cmliimSpeciawn *f cob OF V" nga

Center of gravity stability cffect verification. Two aIgi Iud, lb
drops will be made to show the change in stability result- 1 264 70 0.2 1760

ing from a decrease in center of gravity height for the 2 2"4 70 0.2 1775

15 degree rock-covered slope. 3 2"4 70 0.2 1750

16 264 70 20. 1790
Soft surface stability. Approximately five drops will be 17 264 300 20. 1210

made on a 15 degree slope with a very soft surface is 264 300 20. 1350

(attempting to meet the specified surface with a bearing 19 248 200 20. 1530
stress of 0 psi). Since analytic solutions for this surface 20 264 200 20. 1550
will be extremely difficult, the experimental investigation 21 264 200 20. 1450

is felt to be necessary; the drops will also correspond 22 264 300 20. 1375

to "n apparent high friction coefficient. 23 264 -100 20. 1690

High slope capability verification. Approximately four 24 264 - 100 20. 1950

drops will I e made onto a 2.5 degree rock-covered slope 26 264 -50 20. 1940

to show the steep slope capability compared with ' 26 264 -50 20. 1960

drops on a 15 degree rock-covered slope. 27 409 70 20. 2770
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8 itiches itcross flit, Im-cs, prccruslicd slighth to iill(-N iiitc
tit(. Nt'l-N high illiti;ll crusllim sti-css. 0]I tit(- pl-vcvIl'J1vd

sill-filce thert. will be it thill silvet of col-rogilted illillililloill
(lesigned to lwoNitle it Lirge beiii-ill's" sill-fact. for lillldillt

()If it %VIA soft sill-hice, \dlilc still prmidilil. Im"Ills lot.
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Figure 121. Testing of shock absorber cam detent
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'Am

Figure 122. 5-1 lateral vibration test (Configuration A-11) Figure 123. S-1 lateral vibration test (Configuration B-i)
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Table 11. Lateral vibration test results

Accelerometer Ma xInismu Feqeny
location" magnification Direction
number ratio cps t

%.loll"ARTMENY Hi

Retrorocket .'ARdMEN1
Center of gravity 1 3 0 80 A 2

Base (4) 48 80 A 2

Comportment A
Center of gravity W6 A47 22 A I

Center of gravity (24) 4 2 22 A 5 S 4 :,T) f N N
Corner (25) 59 22 A 5

Comportment B

Center of gravity (91 4 4 22 A 5 i

Center of gravity 1261 5 4 75 A 3 Ti

Antenna ring

Paraltel x anis u1 162 8 A 6

Parallel yaxis 13) 270 8 A 4

Dfill motor 44Y

Parallel x axis 114 12 5 12A2

Parallel y axis 15, 109 1

Control sensor A4'l~ ~ ANvALYY

Center of gravity 30, 6 3 19 A I

Center of gravity 1 29, 35 19 A 2

Corner 28 4 8 19 A 2AHEV

Soil analysisA t
Center of gravity 33 1 7 85 A 2

Center of gravity i-

top1, 311 69 100 AlA

Center of gravityIa

bottm 3 it 10 AI Figure 124. Axis notation and accelerometer locations

SeeFtvr 124 tor location and ov os~v.(with channel numbers) for vibration testing

dtt wl 'ifitt it onitfl iii i' ( If 1 t 1 L itt -ii Ila i (tii4 li ini

iii lit tttililirul ii d((,ii iittlhit "l'li i,I tlhIiiiirt (ifi Fgr 2.t t aiu irto xuso t7c~
t ai w Iti jii tll illtililhd: ',Ii Iiijil p ip, 11 shw by sueroito of t-toto
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Table 12. Summary ef tensie test results fer 717.T6 aluminum alley det spemens
I hpeeue p,9 tee

Ubime,. sesile Numb of Teeo* pemmw, $ee.
g* pd 80dm 0101466 257 Of Sre is-, sm He for

_ _24 Neu n News
Shee N.. 1

A 91100 6 -50 No

9 69000 6 -50 YeS

$60e4 N. 2
C 690 2 66 Yes

D 3 3 -0 Yes
1 96100 2 66 Ye X

F 900 3 -0 Yes X

o 69t00 3 66 Ye X

H 69100 3 -0 Ye X
I 67200 3 66 Yes X X

J 69700 3 -0 Yes X X

The problem as a whole can be formulated matrically or at -50F. Although addition of the hole caused a
as: slight decrease in tensile strength at -500F, all speci-

mens tested at -50F showed a greater ultimate

[ M, M ip., 1  t 1 strength than those tested at room temperature. Neither

MIR us II " the exposure to a hard vacuum nor exposure to steriliza-
-, tion temperature had a measurable effect on strength.

.vhere M, is the stiffness matrix of framework assuming Elongation remained unchanged from root.j temperature
pinned ends, M, is stiffness matrix of the framework for to -500F. Apparently the large static strength degrada-
ied ends, aM, tion in 7178-T6 referred to in a test report by General
ixed ends, and M,, and M' are interaction matrices. Dynamics, Astronautics Division, occurs only in the pres-

However, each part can be treated separately and cor- ence of large stress concentration factors, on the order
rected for interaction. Thus, of 6.

M"a8 -P, + a P+r1 Impact tests of 7178-T6 specimens at -50eF are cur-
M, = M. + A M,1 rently being prepared. On satisfactory completion of all

static and impact tests at -50*F, full-scale tests of typi-

The corrections are introduced as equivalent loads or cal spaceframe tubes will be performed in order to
moments. obtain statistical strength information for 7178-T6 tubing.

which will permit more refinement in design and anal-

ysis. These tests will encompass a range of loading
9. Material PMpefI08s Test including bending, torsion, column, combined beam-

Table 12 summarizes the tensile strength values ob- column, and fatigue of riveted joints.

tained from static strength tests of 36 specimens of
7178-T6 aluminum alloy, chosen as the primary struc-
tural material for the spaceframe. As indicated in the
table, the specimens were exposed to various combina-
tions of a hard vacuum and a simulated sterilization . ropulsion
temperature prior to testing.

The test section of the specimens was 0.5 inch wide I. Inhoduction
and 0.064 inch thick, and round holes were drilled in The spacecraft mid-course correction, attitude control
most of the specimens to simulate rivet holes. All speci- during main retro operation, and incremental velocity
mens were then tested to failure at room temperature corrections are accomplished by a liquid bipropellant
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vernier propulsion system. Main spacecraft deceleration thermocoupled for evaluating environmental tempera-

during the terminal phase of flight is performed by a ture-time histories and the other was rejected because of

spherical solid propellant retro-rocket engine. Develop- excessive cracking during thermal cycling. Two of the
ment of the vernier system and the main retro-engine has three engines fired were defective in that either the pro-
been subcontracted to the Reaction Motors Division pellant had cracked or separated from the rocket case.

(RMD) and the Elkton Division, respectively, of Thiokol The third engine, having stress relieving boots in both
Chemical Corporation. the head and aft ends of the case, did not display these

defects on temverature cycling. Further evaluation will

2. P Summy be required to determine whether the design modifica-
tions incorporated in the third engine fired are entirely

Outline ad mounting drawings for all propulsion coln- adequate. Design of the flight configuration rocket engine
ponents were released for integration into the s eraft, has been completed and fabrication of components ini-

Design of the flight-type vernier system has been com- tiated. Fabrication of the altitude test facility and the

pleted, and testing has started on flight components. horizontal test stand is nearing completion.

Initial tests were completed on the vernier system throttle
valve; it exhibited excellent repeatability and response a. RocW engle tesdag. Engine No.2 was conditioned
characteristics. Performance of the thrust chamber has to 20F and fired at sea level conditions on October 1,
been below specification limits; however, recent testing 1961. ThF heavy-wall engine contained the 5.4-inch sep-
of improved chambers has demonstrated considerable aration boot in the aft hemisphere as previously reported.
improvement in this area. The separation boot did not provide the desired stress

Two firings of the main retro-engine were made dur- relief to the propellant grain under 20" F temperature
ing the report period. In the first test cracking of the conditioning. The propellant cracked at a single point
propellant grain produced an unacceptable pressure char- during conditioning at the junction of the star valley and

acteristic and nozzle erosion was excessive. For the second the pyrogen port. The location of cracking in engine
test, both head-end and aft-end stress relOf boots were No. 2, as well as in engine No. 3, is shown in Figure 126.

used to reduce thermal stresses in the prain, and this The propellant crack and the space between the separa-
engine was temperature-cycled and fired with no evidence tion boot and the case insulation were filled with an

of grain cracking. A section of pyrolytic graphite was epoxy-polysulfide material at 70"F. The engine was con-
placed at the throat of the nozzle to reduce erosion. por- ditioned to the 2"F and fired using only the graphite
tions of the insert were dislodged during the firing, but section of the attitude-type nozzle. The results, shown in
total failure of the insert did not occur until so late in the Figure 127, indicated that additional propellant surface
firing that ballistic performance was not adversely af- had been exposed. It was concluded that the increase in
fected. Although the results of this most recent test firing burning surface resulted from a propellant separation in
were satisfactory from the viewpoint of &he grain with- the forward hemisphere. Analysis of the effect of such a
standing thermal stresses, the total experience from the separation on chamber pressure and the post-firing condi-
five engines cast to date indicates that additional modi- tion of the engine case (hot spots) substantiated the con-
fication or environmental constraints may be required clusion.
to achieve the desired reliability for the flight unit. The
recent requirement for 17 pounds less propellant in the Based on the performance of the second engine, two
main retro-engine can be accomplished without hard- additional engines, 3 and 3A, were cast using larger sep-
ware change, simply by loading less propellant (shorten- aration boots to relieve the stresses in the propellant
ing the grain at the aft end), although the full 17-pound grain. (Figure 128.) Both engines employed a larger aft
saving may not be realized because of possible need for separation boot and an additional boot was installed in
increased insulation material, the forward hemisphere of engine No. 3A. Each engine

was subjected to temperature cycling between the limits
3. Main Retro.Rocket Engin* of 110"F and 20"F. Propellant cracking occurred in en-

gine No. 3 at the juncture of the star valley and the
Five main retro-rocket engines have now been cast as pyrogen port during the first conditioning cycle at 20"F.

part of the "heavy-wall" phase of the development pro- Cracking of the grain Lontinued during the second tern-
gram. Since the initiation of testing on August 25, 1961, perature cycle. Engine No. 3 was therefore rejected
three engines have been fired, the most recent on Decem- without static testing. Engine No. 3A was successively
ber 6, 1961. Of the two remaining engines, one was conditioned to 700F, 110"F, and 20"F prior to firini,
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~CRACKS IN STAR

VALLEYS AT

HEAD-END WEB

_ THRUST

AXIS

ONLY ONE CRACK IN ENGINE 2

SIECTION PERPENDICULAR TO THRUST AXIS SECTION ALONG THRUST AXIS

Figure 126. Propellnt crack Iocetiofs in Engines 2 and 3

1200 700 on December 6, 1961. Based on preliminary test data,
the operation of engine No. SA was satisfactory.

Temperature cycling of the thermocoupled engine was
40 instrumental in determining the extent of the propellant

cracking problem. The engine was cast without a separa-
01 tion boot and was subjected to temperature cycling,0 2o 40 60 primarily to obtain information for use in thermal analy-

sis. The aft propellant surface separated from the insula-

Figure 127. Performance of Engine 2 tion in a manner similar to that in engine No. 2. Subse-
quent conditioning to 20'F resulted in an increase in the
separation to a depth of approximately 10 to 15 inches.
The separation was filled with liner material and tem-

ENGINE CASE_ perature cycling resumed. The temperature cycling pro-
gram on the thermocoupled engine has been completed

ton ,and now the engine is being subjected to the heat steril-
ization environment (257"F) to establish the tempera-

B mOOT ture-time history required for thermal sterilization of
flight engines.

b. Flight-weight csse. Design of the flight-weight case
and attachment fittings has been completed. Forgings for

45 ill the case hemispheres have been received and the thin-
wall spherical case is being fabricated. Completion of the

ENGINE 3A first flight-weight case assembly is anticipated in early
Figure 128. Stress relief boots in Engines 3 and 3A January.
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c. Cam insuluon. An asbestos-filled buna-N rubber optimum physical properties for the rocket engine.
(Gen-Gard V-44) has been selected for use in the main Samples of the propellant have been subjected to heat
retro-rocket engine for case insulation. The insulation sterilization with negligible degradation of physical prop-
material demonstrated acceptable performance with en- erties. Although present information is inconclusive, there
gine No. 3A and offers a distinct weight saving for the is some evidence that the propellant is sterile in the cast
flight-type rocket engine, and cured condition. A detailed investigation of self-

d. Noxe. The flight-type nozzle design has been com- sterilization capability is in progress.

pleted. Fabrication is nearing completion on the initial
nozzles for use in the altitude test program. Engine No. 1. Separation boot. Separation boots have been sub-

SA was fired with the pyrolitic graphite throat insert jected to test in engine Nos. 2, 3, and 3A. The boot con-

shown in Figure 128. Although there was excessive spall. figurations employed in engine No. 3A provided adequate

ing of the insert during the test, the pressure trace indi- stress relief to the propellant grain and will be fully evalu-

cated that the required throat area was maintained ated in future tests. The material used in the separation

throughout the firing. An alternate throat insert of tung. boot is similar to the material used for the case insulation.

sten-molybdenum has been designed and is also shown in
Figure 129. The pyrolytic graphite insert offers a weight g. Pyrogen gntion system. The propellant surface area
advantage over the tungsten insert, but selection of either has been reduced in pyrogen ignition system and the
configuration will depend on future test results. pyrogen throat area increased. High ignition pressure

during the first firing prompted this change. Performance
e. Prop@aaU t developuent. Minor adjustments have of the modified pyrogen was satisfactory in the test of

been made to the PBAA propellant formulation to obtain engine No. 3A.

h. Test faclity status. The altitude test facility and
horizontal thrust stand design has been completed. The
Reaction Motors Division of Thiokol Chemical Corpora-
tion will fabricate the test stand and altitude facility.
The facility, shown in Figure 130, provides a vacuum
capability for pressure-altitude simulation at 70,000 feet

TUNGSTEN (98 %3d which yields a sufficiently low pressure to allow the noz-
OL.ENtM 112%) ! zle to run full. The facility will be operational in late

December, 1961, and will be used for testing engine
No. 4 which will have the altitude nozzle configuration.

4. Vernier Propulsion System

The vernier propulsion system consists of three thrust
chambers, each of which is capable of providing any
thrust level between 30 and 104 pounds on command,
and the associated liquid propellant tankage and helium
pressurization system. The fuel, which is used to regen-
eratively cool the thrust chambers, is monomethyl hydra-
zine. The oxidizer is nitrogen tetroxide with 10% nitric

PY. rOLT ORHTE /oxide added as a freezing point depressant. The system
is capable of providing approximately 50,000 pound-
seconds of impulse.

INSULATED AFT The major accomplishments of the report period were:
COUEINSERT {(CARSON ) CLOSURE

CLOR - (1) Completion of significant areas of propulsion sys-
tem design integration with the flight model space-

Figure 129. Alternate nozzle throat designs frame.
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THRUST STAND ENGINE

VACUUM CHAMBER

9 111$in.DIFFUSER

CALI ATION UNIT IWI

- 24 It

Figure 130. Altiltle test fciliy for main reteengine

(2) Initiation of type approval testing on the helium Low performance data obtained during early testing
tank, the helium fill-release-dump valve, the has dictated a change in the angular relation between
throttle valve, and the propellant on-off valve, the oxidizer and fuel holes in the injector and a decrease

in the size of the fuel holes to raise efficiency to the re-
(3) Assembly of the first complete vernier system on quired value. The pressure budget has been maintained

the test spaceframe. The following paragraphs pre- by reducing all operating chamber pressures, and the
sent details of the more significant items of accom- thrust has been maintained by enlarging the nozzle
plishment. throat diameter. The reduction in chamber pressure was

also necessitated by lack of nozzle durability at the
a. Pmpulson systen design integration. Design of the maximum thrust level. Complete results from testing of

propellant and pressurant-line routing and installation modified thrust chambers are not yet available, but early
hardware, and the propellant and helium tank mounts indications show that the durability problem has been
was completed for the flight configuration spacecraft. essentially solved and considerable improvements in per-
Close coordinathn between the propulsion system sub- fornance have been indicated.
contractor and Hughes Aircraft Company was main-
tained to derive the most efficient methods of routing Testing of a heavy-duty thrust chamber in conjunction
and installation. with a flight throttle valve has been accomplished with

demonstration of excellent throttling response character-

b. Thrust chamber development. Thrust chamber de- istics. In addition, testing has been initiated with the

velopment in the RMD altitude test facility was initiated flight thrust chamber assembly, including the on-off valve
on September 8. Testing to date has included evaluation and throttle valve, to determine response characteristics
of the radiabn-cooled flight nozzle extension, the test and the operating throttle range.
configuration of the flight injector, the flight nozzle
throat, the test thrust chamber in conjunction with the c. Component development. Component development
flight throttle valve, and the flight thrust chamber progressed to the type approval phase for many of the
assembly. units. The following paragraphs present the status of

Early testing has indicated very satisfactory durability each component.

and performance of the nozzle extension. Earlier prob- (1) Helium tank - Development testing has been com-
lems with the joint between the nozzle extension and the pleted and type approval testing is near completion.
silicon carbide throat have been solved by flame-spraying
molybdenum on the extension where the joint is made (2) Helium fill-release-dump valve- Development test-
and grinding the deposited material to the correct ing has been completed and type approval testing
dimensions. is in progress. The valve is attached directly to the
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BLADDER MATERIAL:
TEFLON TYPE TFE TFE-FEP LAMINATE I FEP

NOMINAL WALLTHICKNESS, i. 0014  0.1 00410010O4 0.08 O0 0 006 .08 .10014

HEUM BACK PRESSURE , ° i 37 3? 57 1 300°° 37 300 1 37 57

100 

24
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Figure 131. Permebility of propellant expulsion bladders

helium tank. Squib valves are used to activate re- valve sections and type approval testing is pending
lease of helium to the propellant tankage or to evaluation of the regulator changes noted above.
dump helium overboard in case of emergency. Heli-
um filling is accomplihed through a quick-discon- (4) Propellant tanks - Welding and X-ray inspection

nect which is integral with the helium valve, techniques are being finalized and type approval
testing will be initiated in the next report period.

(3) Helium-regulator-check valve-relief valve package
- Development testing of the regulator section is (5) Propellant expulsion bladders - An extensive pro-
continuing. The 0-ring seal in the second stage of gram to determine permeability and durability of
the regulator has been changed to a bellows seal to candidate bladder materials has been completed
provide the required regulation when the entering and evaluation of complete bladders is now in prog-
helium gas is at a low temperature. Development ress. Results of permeability testing to date are
has been completed on the check valve and relief included in Figure 131. The tests employed the
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N204/NO oxidizer in 72-hour runs at 100" F. The Results of testing to date show excellent repeat-
samples were 1.485 inch" in area. The bladders ability and characteristics well within the Surveyor
themselves have an area of 400 inch2. The currently requirements (Figs 132 and 133). The throttle
favored bladder material is FEP Teflon impreg- valve controls propellant flow by means of two
nated with a substance which reduced permeability
to a very low value. The bladder is to have a wall T a iL~p~ o Om

thickness of 0.004 inch, and is expected to have a -*-LOW,.nn ma. FLOW MG O i

permeability of less than 0.2 pound of nitrogen .6M-44wo

tetroxide in 10 days. 
C

(8) Propellant throttle valve - Development testing has FO EITO,5 o

been completed and type approval testing initiated. 5

040 OT

S/ __ S ECIFIER LWMTS 30 mwo 80hRS 144 DECAY

- I0 so 100 0 50 100

035 _4 //TIE
SIGNAL ~ FO/0 1 FTRS.M Figure 133. Propellant throttl, valve respons.
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Figure 132. Propellant throttle valve flow Figure 134. Propellant on-off valve opening response
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reeds (operated by a single torque motor) which period. Firing tests will be accomplished in the RMD
vary the effective orifice areas. Effects of pressure facility under pressure conditions simulating altitude in
variations are controlled by spool valves, which are excess of 100,000 feet.
enclosed in the same body as the reeds and orifices. e. Ground support equipnwnt. Requirements for the

(7) Propellant on-off valve - The on-off valve is a ground support equipment have been finalized and nego-
solenoid-piloted, helium-actuated unit which uti- tiations for procurement are in the final stages. Approxi-
lizes a linked-poppet arrangement to ensure proper mately 20 weeks will be required for procurement and
propellant How sequencing. Development testing assembly of the equipment, a period which will permit
has been completed and type approval testing has sufficient time to develop the systems and train personnel
been initiated. Figures 134 and 135 present typical in their use.
valve opening and closing response characteristics
and indicate that the 75-millisecond response re-
quirement for thrust initiation and shutdown will
be met.

d. Comlete tem d velopmeut. Assembly of the
complete vernier propulsion system on the first develop-
ment spaceframe has been completed and testing of this J Spacecraft Vehicle and
assembly is expected to begin early in the next report Mechanisms

I
.000OU OXIDIZER OUTLET PREUE I. Spacsmft Vehice

0030 SOC 1 4. Coss furemio. The final configuration of the T4

and SC-1 spacecraft has been determined. The general
arrangement is illustrated in Figure 1. Figures 1386 and
137 represent this design pictorially. The significant
changes which have been incorporated since the preced-

FUEL OUTLET PRESSURE ing report are as follows:
0 046 sac (1) To provide greater thermal isolation between thevernier engine and the high-resolution telescope and to

facilitate the routing of the wiring harness to Compart-
ment A, the telescope was moved to the space formerly
occupied by the soil mechanics experiment.

(2) The soil mechanics experiment was then moved

into the No. 1 sector near leg No. 2.

(3) Relocation of the high-resolution telescope per-
mitted improvement in the configuration and installation
of Compartment C, which houses those electronic com-
ponents that art not required to operate during the lunar
night. This change in turn improves thermal control of
Compartments A and B.

SOLENOID CURRENT (4) Television camera No. 3 was raised and canted
outward 131/2 degree to enable its use in observing the
action of the surface sampler and the instruments on legs
Nos. 2 and 3.

(5) The magnetic susceptibility experiment was relo-
0 0.04 0.08 0.12 cated to a position on leg No. 3. This location eliminates

TIME, sac the need for an extension boom and therefore reduces

Figure 135. Propellant on-off valve closing response weight and complexity.
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fgure 137. Spacecraft post-lading configuration
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(6) Detailed results from omnidirectional antenna of the thermal test mockup MT-i for fabrication. Fig-
coverage tests on the quarter-scale model suggested an ures 139, 140, and 141 illustrate the modular arrangement
orientation change, and consequent repositioning of these and structural details of the equipment compartments.
antennas allows a change in the deployment method Compartment B is smaller than Compartment A, but has
which reduces weight. The antennas are now mounted the same type of construction.
on rigid supports which swing out from the bottom
member of the spaceframe (Fig 136).

(7) The previous configuration release r-flected a re-
duction in planar array/solar panel interconnecting arm
length and an attendent weight reduction of approxi-
mately 4 pounds. A new gimbal support system (de-
scribed later in this section) which will further :educe
weight has been adopted. This system results from modi- SOLAR-
fication of the previous one by motorizing the elevation LAXIS
motion and eliminating the declination motion. The new

arrangement is shown in Figure 138. - eVATIO

The design of the thermally controlled Compartments AXIS EXEs-A
A and B has now progressed sufficiently to allow release

ROLL AXIS

igure 138. Planar army/solar panel assembly
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Figure 139. Compartments A and 3
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ENGI NEERING The central thermal tray on which the electronic com-ME[CHANIS8M

AUXILIARIES ponents are mounted also constitutes the main load-
AND PRESSR ,carrying member. It consists of two 0.081 inch 7075
AUXILIARIS aluminum facing sheets bonded to a central honeycombSURFACE

GEOPHSICAL- core for rigidity. The upper edge of this panel member
AUX~IS \RIE is attached to the inner thermal switch support plate and

is further stiffened by diagonal braces.

AsCHRoMAToRAP0 Side loads produced by the components under accel-
AXILIARIES - eration are carried through the upper switch support

ACOUSTIC plate into the spacefrane through diagonal struts madeSURFACE VELOCIT

SAMPLER AUXILIARIES of Fortisan-reinforced epoxy resin. These struts must
AUXILIARIS- SUBSURFACE serve as thermal insulators, since they bridge from the

GEOPHIYSICAL
AUXILIARIES spaceframe across the mylar super-insulation (0" F

inside to a - 300" F external ambient temperature dur-
ing the lunar night). Vertical loads are transmitted into
the lower spaceframe member through a thermal insu-

Figure 140. Cempartment C lator pylon also made of Fortisan-reinforced epoxy resin.
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(ALUMINM SHEET )

LOWER SPRAS 
THERMAL SWITCH
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(ALUAh SSEETE)

ii . LOWER ,SUPPORT ASSEMBLY ALUIUM BRACKET

ACCESS BAND(REMOVABLE[) SUPER INSUL.ATION
!i 

j ALUMINUM- COATED

MYLAR FILM

ACCESS CAP (REMOVABLE)1 0 INSULAI ION/ ~ R[TAiINS BASKET

°OUTER SHELLgr# REMOVABLE CORNER

WIRING HARNESS AND '

CLOSURE BAFFLE

GLASS FABRIC REINFORCED EPOXY RESIN SHEET

Figure 141. Construction of Compartment A
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All internal heat is conducted through the thermal a RETRACTED
switches, each to its individual radiating plate.

Super-insulation consisting of layers of 0.00025 inch
mylar sheet is provided between the lower thermal
switch plate and the upper switch plates and in the
space between the inner and outer glass-reinforced resin
shells of the lower enclosure. Edges of the sheets over a
reasonable length are accessible at all mating edges and
at entry points for wiring and structural supports to
allow for interleaving of the mylar during the assembly
process. During assembly, the upper supports hold the
unit while the lower cover is being installed. After IL 1 rD
assembly and interleaving, the access and retaining band
is installed.

b. Wiring harnes design. Additional testing of the
wiring harness has included the special problem of serv-
ing the 15-foot telescoping booms. Three methods have
been investigated.

One method involved the use of flat, accordion cable
stowed in a magazine which allowed only one fold to be
withdrawn at a time (Fig 142). Tests conducted Figure 143. Tests of reel-wound boom cable
using an actual boom which was pneumatically driven
indicate that this method can be employed for instru- length and weight of cable, and employs a reel of very
ments with electrical requirements allowing the use of lightweight construction.
flat cable. Tests are also in process on cables consisting A wire type has been selected for harness use, based
of conventional wires for serving the boms. A third a wire types whch are e base
method uses flat tape cable, doubled end-to-end and on a study of wire types which are compatible with the
wound on a reel (Fig 143). The reel is fixed to a cen- transit and luar environment. The most promising type
tral section of the boom. As the boom extends the cable is a wire having conductors of Alloy 63, a thin-wallfeeds out fro. the reel in opposite directions. This fluoroethylene propylene teflon primary insulation, andmethod appears to be highly practical, uses the minimum an outer coating of Surok (Dupont). Tests show thatthis wire (in 24-gage AWN'G) is superior 2n strength,

flexing, abrasion resistance, and cold flow to 22-gage
aRETRACTED AWO copper wire with 600-volt teflon insulation. In

cases where strength requirements determine the mini-mum wire gage (likely to be more than 50% of the total
- cabling), a wire weight saving of nearly 65% is esti-

mated through use of the lighter gage wire.

c. Structures. The landing gear has been redesigned to
I reflect torsional load reductions at the foot joint. A weight

pow saving of 5 pounds results from a reduction in foot pad
foam density from 6 t 3 lb/ft'.

b. EXI tNOED Detailed design of scientific instrumentation attach-
ments to the landing gear and the gear release mechan-
ism ha been completed (Figure 144).

The design of the crushable blocks, which are a part
of the landing mechanical system, has been selected and

is shown in Figure 145. The 5052 aluminum honeycomb
Figure 142. Tests of accordian-type boom cable block contains 409 individual :I inch hexagonal cells
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divided by walls 0.001 inch thick. The block, which is d. Special test vehicles. Spaceframes S-4 and S-5
7 inches high by 7/s inches minimum distance across its (Fig 146) were shipped to Reaction Motors Division of

hexagonal cross section, is bonded to a %6 inch thick Thiokol Chemical Corporation on October 11 and No-
aluminum honeycomb sandwich attached by six screws vember 15, respectively, for vernier propulsion system
to the spaceframe. A phenolic-resin fiberglass cover will tests. Drawings have been released for the fabrication
protect the crushable blocks from the heat of the vernier of S-, the third spaceframe, also for RMD use. Fabri-
engines, cation of the spaceframe for the drop test vehicle (T-1)

~ PENE[TRIOMETER PIN PULLER BRACKET

ACOUSTIC SENSOR PIN PULLER BRACKET

PENETROMETER AND ACOUSTIC
ANCHOR PIN PULLER BRACKET SENSOR PIVOT BRACKET

ANCHOR BRACKET ROML CONTROL
JET BRACKET

Figure 144. Landing gear assembly
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(11151stv of tlit slntk strit ) for test vececs T'- 1, 1,1-,

2. Mechanisms

V *L*'*()Ill Latd *~l. tc c~7 listtitl bouoms fo tt'Iltintitdili.

i %( t.

Figure 146. Test spaceframe S-5
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quantitative frictional coefficient values is continuing also changed favorably with respect to weight and load-
on this dry film lubricant. ing by lowering the solar panel hinge point, permitting

A simplified, nontelescoping boom arrangement for the a reduction in the length of the gimballed support struc-
Aimified, nontennsopeing boom vely a ngeestftit ture. The prototype models will be built to the new

omnidiretional antennas is being actively investigated deinwhetedelomtatstoelsbig

in parallel with the present design. Some weight saving design, while the developmental test model is being

and reduction in complexity are offered by the new
d e sig n .JA W

b. Antenna/solar panel poasitioner. The high-gain an-
tenna and solar panel positioner has been further rede-
signed with a substantial weight reduction. The number

of controllable axes has been reduced from five to four
by the elimination of the declination axis drive. The
.one-shot" torsion spring drive in the elevation axis has
been replaced by a controllable hidirectional drive me-
chanism. The geometry of the gimballing structure has Figure 148. Omnidirectional antenna stowed

Figure 147. MA-2 full-scale antenna test model
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Figure 149. Omnidirectional antenna extended

Figure 150. Surface geophysical experiment stewed Figure 153. Surface geophysical experimert lowered

Figure 151. Surface geophysical experiment unlocked

Figure 152. Surface geophysical. experiment extended Figure 154. Radiation detector stowed
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fabricated to the previous five-axis control design. Those
details and subassemblies of the prototype design which S" P, lLUCs

are different from the developmental test model will be % K.LLEs

individually tested prior to final fabrication and test of
the complete prototype model. The thermal test model
positioner shown in Figure 158 is generally representa-
tive of the developmental model now being fabricated.

An early vibation test model of the iositioner is shown
in Figure 159. This model has undergone vibration tests
on Vehicle S-1 which indicated that insufficient clearance

ULM #am

Figure 15. Antenna-solar panel positioner thermalFigure 155. Radiation detector positioned test model

existed between the panels and the mast and shroud.
These clearances have been increased in the new proto-
type design by the shift in the solar panel hingeline and
a change in the high-gain antenna stowage angle. A
structural test specimen of the solar panel hinge support
was statically loaded as shown in Figure 160. The
specimen was loaded to destruction and failed at 1451,
of dcsign load (Fig 161) at th predicted I(Kation.

A test fixture has been fabricated to test the gas-
Figure 156. Radiation detectoo extended operated elevating mechanism. Tests are being con-

ducted to determine the magnitude of seal friction
existing in the elevating mast sections. Preliminary re-
suits indicate that the design is compatible with tile
high-pressure gas source specified for this application
when operated under ambient conditions.

7 Several motors have been tested for torque and re-
slonse rates to determine the type of motor most suitable
for operating the planar antenna and solar panel. As a
result of these tests, an additional quantity of rotary
sohnoid motors, modified for vacuum operation, have

Figure 157. Extension boom test fixture len ordered.
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Figure 160. Static load test of seor panel hinge support

Figure 159. Antenna-Woar panel positioner for
Vehicle S-1 vibration test

c. TV mirror assemblies. Fabrication of a develop.
mental model TV mirror assembly, providing tilt and
pan capability for the television cameras, has been
completedI (Figs 162 and 163). Prehininar' -ti e
vealed the need for a minor modificatioi. of the elevation
drive unit. This has been accomplished andl develop-
mental testing will resume shortly.

The high-resolution telescope mirror assembly will be
basically tie same as that for the television cameras, wvith
tile exceptionl of the gear redllction ratios on the dIrive

units and the reduced size of the elliptical front surface
mirror. D~evelopnmental testing of the complete television
mirror assembly in conjunction with subassembly testing
of the telescope mirror drive uonit andl telescope mirror
mounting hardware will provide test data applicable to
both the television andl telescope mirror assemblies.

In order to check and calib~rate the step~ping accuracy Figure 161. Failure of solar panel hinge support
of the TV mirror dlrive unit, a special test fixtureI (145% load)
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Figure 163. Developmental model of TV mirror drive
In stowed position

performance of the developmental model. The entire
metChanism was operated at an angle of 60 degrees from
the v-ertical bwecause of tIt(e limiting chamber dimensions
(Fig 166). This arrangement had the advantage of re-
ducing thme grav-y force acting to discharge the sample

Figure 162. Developmental model of TV mirror drive VOLTAGE,_________.

in operating position 
23 NI6TM. ,5, ~ LA(

-' 64 056
consisting of two precision rotary index heads andl an ,

autocoflimator is being fabricated. hligh-vactumm envi- -Tt 4- 42 25 6

ronmental tests are scheduled for the worm and wheel -LSN 9 6 4

antifriction coatings. Thie environmental evaluation of WR'Ai'OL ATO VAWA

potentiometers for positioning indication is continuing. INV N*

Tests have been completed on drive motor tormme and --35_____
response times at temperatures of 75 and 2673*F at i1-7~
atmospheric jpressIore. ( Figure 16.4 shows rejpresenita-0

tive test data). Thiese motors have been mnodified for
%vacmimm operation an(l wvill Ix- subjected to high-vamummn
environmental operating tests. 30

d. Subsurface sampler. Thme smibsorface sampler obtains
samples from varitos depths down to 5) feet beneath time -
lunar surface and delivers the samples to the sample

processinig systemn. Ilie sampler consists of a d~rill head. 1
dIrill shiank, hit, dmmup ineclianisnl, vertical dIrill drives,

uitpp)orting structure. smuhsirface geophysical probe ]osv--
ering driv, and jettison (eice.

A full-scale breadboad inodd of time subsiurfacee sani- 0
pier has iunhrgomie simuuulated ojperatiomal tests it) a 5-toot C .1 0 24 28 32

(liam l('tr by 10-loot Imig iiltnahhitv I -t liiini ti-t (liam bler.ftf I TIME TO INDEX 36 deg, mse

(Fig 165). Imei te-sts were Iirrniind to Nerity thel Figure 164. Typical stepper motor test data
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Figure 165. Convair high vacuum test facility

iriiln tii lt, 11111 ./iit 111 clitit, it jiIIt iiitttii ,a (.11 Figure 166. Subsurface sampler high vacuum test

sillioltior hot till. iiii iit21Z 1111,1 iii~ lto dt j il 1 liic

\ilit-iiiti . ( ill tllill 11 1 I t hI tl ii \III f i IIIl

a i~ii har m i tI Bth tIll Xii itt alt iiitla i l ll\,ic ii od t

*\ :.ljiitii ihtpl Iu filc 10 111111 1['- tI ii IIII- 10~tit it 11

II! Tit toa opai lt till l Ith \Iii l \\I' -N t* Ni iue17 aum ca brpesr nsbufc

\t I, r ti 67 ti 1tii NS l t tit( \Iii l tioll i i i iif l i tll * ti(11.4111tl "Iit t.1.11 ti~lt iiitNS llit i t ~l~lI
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60INDICAILS DATA I IOUST CLNPIRATUHF11
REICORORO DURING
I -~ DRILL ING, TIM( 0 MOTOR

BE TWEEN SYMBOi S IA ILLSAN IolN
50 IS TEMPERATURBE A DRI SHN K OV

SIABIIZATI PERIOD W RIN

400

40A

30

/ A

0 -- __0___

Figure 168. Temperatures in subsurface sampler test

Figure 170. Crushing test of rock particle

- MOCKUP

mahterial during the test liecaise of its availability. Car-
holoy 44A,. which is touigher and less brittle, is to be
substituted for later models. Also, drill tooth impact

11MAWARDMODE presur is being reduicedl by increasing thlt drill tooth
raiois front 0.015 to 0.030 inch. The developmental
Itlixil, incorporating tihe (lesigil feattlr('s do'scriibed. is
Iu'illl fabrnicaited anld is sche-doled to) he comnpletedl b%
Miarch 1, 1%62.

c. Sana~ pi ocsirg a.yaterni. Pulverizer andl sample
tratnsport breadboad tests are~ almost complete. Prelim.
itlary dlesign information from these tests are being re-
flectedi in tilt developmental model, the fabrication of
wich bas begun. A mnockuip of the flight pulverizer,
which is very similar ill shape to the developmental
iliodlt', is comtipared with thet breadhoat d in Figure 106).

he hbreaillward puilverizer tests, conducted in at 104
tutu liIg v\icoiiun have shiown that: (1) The pulverizer

Figure 169. Pulverizer size comparison is capable of reducing .4 cc of I harris grante to less than
2WX mesh in less than 45 seconds. ( 2) The simutltaneouls

by at sti hc( llt ract( r. A valv e was a I( h'i to thle drill 1bit piihsr izin g au 1( filling of tilt' samlple cip method using
entrantce po rt to prevet t rem attire saitnihl( dIisc(hurge. 2WM inesh1 scr'eei \%d5its Sccessft l.

A di st shield has ini de~sigiud t4o prevent tue (lust Tlo determnine the effec (if (lust or crushed rock spilled
frot (oatitg tine drill and spatcecraft (liling (t(e drillitig onl the rails of' tile samlune transport system, tests were
operation. ( arinovo 55A \%ASMI 11- thle (Ir-ill hit tooth (olIductcd with tihe transport breadboard in atmosphere
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Figure 171. Surface sampler breadboard extended

and( ill 10) 41,111 jg Saciiojlilj. it .aS S111)5511, that for it
given cle'arance' betwtein thet samle( cuips antI tt'Iloii*
rails, thet' cups would glide over smnall particles j 2(X)
nies i), poish alo ng Ilar ge part itct' ( .20 lili us anid
jamr onl intermiediate size particltes. Thet teflon rails wert'

too soft anid therefore applited too low it prt-wsirt' to
crush the inlte'rmediate' size particles. I lartl-coatetl alti-
minlionl rails andI reticedt (contact arva bttween'i tbe
cups arid rails are no%% 1being (tsted as solu t ionxs toti h iis
prolem.

To dectermnine t li fo)rce rteqiredl to e itsl pal~rticles,
crisliig tt'sts havSt e been petrforiict ( l'ig 1701. .k force

betee 3i andil 6 nI s wa%1 rt' iiire 'to ron sh i q art /
particle's Var~ ing between 0.032 to 0.16 intci ii daitetr
andI a ft rct- of .1 to 8 1)0111(s %%ais ret liired tot ii isl gralti (
of t It sanme sizc. Pairt iclt's greater thI an 04; 4) inich coux ld
not be cro she %% s ith Ii aQ-pud ItoadI. I irt ices of thIis size,
hiowver, ('1)01( be re'adily piislt't awvay by tesml
cops).

1. Surface sampler. Thei solrface samle(r ttmSists if a

tt'nti't, elevatted, and rtotatctl withi motor tdrive%. .%
noto r- iperate t' Itlainsl i(ll is ltoca te 'iat the endl f thet
e nsion arm. TIe illT' mtan i sin will he' (-apalvt of ohbtaini

ing a 25)-cc( samplte of loose stoil frot i t lioar siirfact'

ty nin of scraiiig, graSIs)iiig, andI h'ptisoiting it t'itlx'r
int Ih %.itnlc t'ct 'iv inig loii r 0.5 1' rt *t w tiv l into tlit
g't5 tlirtitiattigrapli.

.k bre atdbo~tard modeitItI l t te sorfatt' sai l e r is slit \%n
illn goc I",' 17 tltrooli 173. '111i" iimtxhtl is coimpdt't 'ct'pt Figure 172. Surface sampler breadboard retracted
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for operational motors and( gearb~oxes whilch art, mockup soft landing successfully on the prescribed portion of
units. the moon.

Tests will he condlucted onl this unit in a high va'mmm The functional reqjuirements of each subsystem neces-
a~nd will verify such engineering features as telflon-glass sary for spacecraft system success have been synthesized
sleeve bearings, friction lpinnt-d joints, epoxy' bonding into a system mathematical model into which the current
of assemblies, and precision of allowable manufacturing values of subsystem reliability estimates have been en-
tolerances. The effect of lunar (lust onl thet hearings w~ill tered and provide the basis for this prediction. It is
also be' checked. currently estimated that there is an 801, probability that

the system reliability wvill be greater than 0.69 during
The motors selected for test of this breadhi ardl modlel the, flight and landing phase of the spacecraft. It is fur-

are pulse operated, bidirectional, salient pole, prograin- tlier estimated that there is a 201, probability that a
mied logic type stepping motors, rotating 15 degrees per reliability greater than 0.87 will be achieved. The mean
Step. I'llue logic for these motors will be packaged( separ- reliability for thet system calculation is estimated to be
*tely from the motors andl will be programmied for 4.50) 0.78.
Steps per second. Tests will be conducted to check: ( I)
the design ratios of the gearlieads and the p~ower ouitp)ut Table 1:3 contains an (estimate of spacecraft reliabil-
of the motor drives; (2) thet precision and manipulation i~wihi prie codn orsosbeeup
ability of the dlevice, (3) the ability to manipulate the ment design areas at Hughes Aircraft Company. The
unit on the basis of infonnation from TV operation w~stein est imat(e corre'sponds to that synthesized from thet

following system rel iabil ity' equation for flight and
landing:

P, _ PXV pill: Pif, pPg'S PI~ Pi P, Pf RE~
where:

P1, probability of flight and landing
P,, F coin nicat ions

PVN flight controls
P,.5  electrical power
Pts propulsion e'ngines
P195 -- essential dlata measuring and

p)rocessing

Figure 173. Surface sampler breadboard clamnshell PV- thermal control
Pg.,, landing gear

and by p)ositioning potentiomecters; and ( 4) the niamip- RE: interconnections, structure, separation

ullation time required to obtain a soil sample by scrap- iflecllaiisifls

ing, grasping, and depositing the sample in thme sample One of the above terms, expanded and evaluated for
recevingmeasre.the sake of illustration, is shown below. The other terms

were similarly evaluated.

K. Reliability and System Test 1 . ~Ii.Pw.~~P 11 g.P. s.P,

w~here:
1. Reliability 1 oinnidirectional anitennau-- 0.9908

q. Spacecraft reliability estimate: flight and landing 1),rec'eiver 0.9955
phase. The following is the s coiid estimiate of the reli- I, rnmte 091
abilities of thme spacecraft systeimi andl its siisy'stcuims. P rnmte :091

The spacecraft reliability for the flight Ind landing phuase' )".1  planer array 0.99W0

idefined astlIm probability that the spacecraft, after tasodrcruty 098
su ccessfu l injec(tionl, will flo t mamlfuncmtionu to Ipr('chide i I.2
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Table 13. Reliability estimates for the flight required reliability goal based on the more detailed
and landing phase analysis of the proposed vernier engine system. A typical

failure mode analysis chart submitted by the vendor is
e blityl given in Table 14. Each major item in this subsystem

nLowee Emit Upper lia has been so analyzed by the vendor.

0.69 0.87 Reliability of the electronics group similarly shows
Flight c*Ntrl group 0.175 0.95

AFitude rre moos, control equip increased capability because of new information on a
meat, roll vernier actuao, retre burnout vended system (Ryan altimeter and doppler radar). Itsensor, fnight con"ro acclerometer,

atttud tei jetsyst was learned by more detailed analysis of potential fail-
Proplson group 0.13 0.96 ure modes that unreliability due to the radar on-off duty

Vsinlir nela#. system, refr..rocket engine cycle was being weighted too heavily in the subsystem
Electrical power group 0.999 0,9" estimate. Appropriate changes in the calculations re-

Solar panels, batteries flect the results of this reappraisal.
Electronics group 0.979 0.997Power syet control, coamand receiver,,

pewrscs, tte teorng trommaditters Data concerning the tradeoff of reliability versus

contro command decoder, essential weight are being accumulated to determine where reli-
asnel processing circuit% radars (altdo ability and weight can be optimized. By the calculus
otoorns, doppler velocity, altimeter), aiiyadwih a eotmzd ytecluu
telin one. 4 eloe.tctim of variations, it can be shown that the 8R/8W values

Vshicleg nrp 0.97 0. should be identical for all series elements in the optimum

separation. vidc structure, landing gear system. It will be approached by methods such as the use
soarp odec . 0.919 of redundancies and derating where such choices are

Antenna and soW div, v.,le still available.
anchoring, television Me. 4, manipulating
d@cs. optics b. Components and materiaul. An investigation has

Thermal c ntral group 0." 0.919 been made to obtain information for selection of wire
types which have minimum weight and thermal con-

There are 512 possible combinations of good and bad ductivity and will function reliably in the lunar envirdn-

elements of the RF communication system. By consider- ment. The assumed environment is a hard vacuum

ing all of the possible effective combinations and com- (< 10-1 mm Hg) with temperatures from -300 to

biuing like terms, the following expression for Pr is 260"F. Conductors, insulation, and jacketing materials

obtained (P means the probability of the function not were examined.

occurring): A temperature of 260"F in a hard vacuum produces

PAO R' Pr' PPA P 8 + 2 PA' Pit' Pr' PPA' P P + substantial outgassing in many compounds commonly
used for wire insulation. Very few insulating materials

2 P.40 PR Pr' PI'.,P 5 ' P~ + 2 P,' P Pt P1 .,Phave any flexibility at -300, while 260"F exceeds the

+ 2 PAO' PH' Pr Pp., P.4' Pr maximum allowable operating temperature for many
+ 2 PAO PH' Pr' P,., PS PAO P11 insulating materials. Consequently there are only a lim-
+ 2 PA,,' P' Pr PP.A PH Pr P ited number of materials worth considering. Thus far,

+ 2 PAO P1 PT P.A PH PH + ." TFE Teflon, Surok, and irradiated polyethylene have
been tested.

... higher orders - 0.998
Conventional conductors would be expected to perform

When the above equation is evaluated it can be shown satisfactorily under lunar conditions. Thermal conductiv-
that the higher order terms are negligible (those con- ity, weight, and flex life are therefore the determining
taining more than one P) when the individual P values factors in conductor sel.ction. Jacketing compounds
are higher than 0.09, which is the case for this system. should be subject for the most part to the same limita-
The nonredundant term PPA becomes the dominant one. tions as the primary insulation materials.
However, further study of terms containing P,.A may be To simulate lunar temperature and pressure, a pre-
found to have some effectiveness which will cause an liminary I-inch diameter glass test chamber was con-
even closer approach of P.,y to unity. structed and used to obtain initial temperature rise

The increased reliability shown in the propulsion versus current data on candidate wire types. Subse-
group reflects the optimism of BMD in achieving their quently a larger chamber capable of testing cable as-
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Table 14. Typical failure mode analysis chart

project 8701 Drawing Number 313702 C
DSU@N RELIABILITY AUDIT
FAILURE MONS ANALYSIS

component Nom: Dual Prop Val"e Assembly

Pale Descipion edl/or reasons Compoenst In f-uo Basis for estimate of Possible methoeds
Port for assumed failure Failure Me&d a sys$ P 1111) P (F/ll) P (1i) probabilties and/ar te WhalSo

(1) Solenoid (a) Cell buns out Propellant Valve Mission require. 0.0001 1 0.999 manufacturses estimate

Val"e cannot be opened. ment. ay not and engineering
(kmss 17) be occom- judgment.

plished.I

(b) Open circuited con- Same as 1 Wa. Same as 1 (a). 0.0001 1 0.999 Engineering judgment
""on onteelend estimate.

trical connecter due to
excessive shock aod/or
vibration.

(c) Sticking of plunger and Erratic prop Valvo Same as 1 (a). - - - Temperature extremes
poppet assembly In operation, encountered will not be
body due to temper a- great enough to cause
turs extremes. this type of failure.

(d) Sticking of plunger end Same as 1 (c). Same as 1 (a). 0.0001 1 0.9M9 Engineering estimate.
poppet assembly duo The helium tank filte
to foreign matter, will old in the Minimiza-

tion of this malfunction.

(o) Soleneid valve body Erratic propellant Same as 1 (a). 0.0001 1 0.9999 Manufacturer's stimate
damage (cracking, Valve operetion and engineeoring
distortion. etc.) due to due to loss of He Judgment.
excessive vibration gas and/or stick.
and/er shack. ing solenoid Valve

plunger any.

(f) DeeI oration of solo- Exposure time to these
neid volv body duo to environments is not long
space anvironmonts - - - enough to dotrimentally
(i.e., radiation, vacuum), affect the pert.

P( f.) Probability of Occurrence of Polled Port

ESTIMATED COMPONENT RELIABILITY = Re I 11- (f.)P(F/f.) = P(A.) 0."86~ P P/f.) Probability of Component Failure If
r7l Part Failure Occurs

P(m.) = 1 - P(f.) P(P/f.)

semblies as well as single wir.-s was built. This test pressure measurements. Pressures of 2 times 10-5 mrm Hg
chamber consists of six 6-inch diameter by 18-inch long are readily achiev Ac. Wire and environmental tempera-
pyrex pipe tees (Fig 174). Electrical leads are brought hares are monitored by thermocouples. For most tests
out through flange plates on the tee sidearms. Each sec- the average -temperature deviation on the inside of the
tion is wrapped with nichromc wire and asbestos insula- chiamber wall was :± 3*F.
tion to provide the necessary elevated environmental
temperature. A separate variac controls the power input Room temperature flex tests are being run to make a
to each 18-inch section. The pumping system consists of relative comparison of different conductor materials.
an NRC fore pump and an Eimac pyrex diffusion pump These tests are performed on a motor-driven reciprocat-
using DC 704 oil. A Veeco ionization gage is used for ing dlevice which moves the tipper end of the wire
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through a1 180 degree akre while the lower enid is con- Table 15. Outgassing from wire insulation
strained b etweeil t wo 0. 10:3- ii Id diameittel.r izontal di
mandrels. 'I C - isuilation is st ripped off the lo wer end of aet ic emprtr

the Nvire, starting just below the niidrels. A 2(K)-grniii Insulation Relative amount outgohsing is ot which
weii I I aning10 I C ond icor llitla is eenh type, of outgausing substantial, insulation

adrI~ Iops to the tide when Ilt' conduicltor tails, Ples -- eln lgt57 0
testing it :300* F will he )C old ttee itt a fistotre presetlytI IEtelnSiht55 >0

being built. Prelininary tests havet bleen eoillltet by Surok Moderate S00 550

simple iiniersioln of the smnlcli ill a dtlewar flaisk filled( IIrradiated polyethylene Substantial 1 380 1 5:0 _

with lit jtid nitrogen.
r itts titi c ol servaitIlls. Si iik is a tnd rateiane detsi gnatinlg

To assist designers ill stet ii o f wireC, t LitaIlt It(I FE- ii t1:1 Wfln cl iatu(1d Wit i a tit d it d pt dvait lld hlacir
(lit iiICe oil t eiperati re ise5 vetiut IS irret t t r seral (i iadt' by I\ ) 1)1t ) wii lii rt IVit(s gr'ct tI inclreaseti
w~ire tv1)es mid~ are presen~tedL ill -ii gtI i 175. 1 ata II l1. it III A i iot 1i sttit.V Ilt at tS istialIV, idil ct t-ti IrotIgli

additional wvires will bVe laKle iVilllt aLs tests attill'111. stitiigti tiii s perinittillg tie use tof :3(M-volt, inlstead oIf
Both Alloy 63 anid ctopper ctoinltcttlrs appeair tol sat isfi e- (XX)-\otlt, inisulatt iton tickness. A (tipait ii (If the Alra-
torily witihstand th i e x poIsture toI lioar co15i rtli i et t as sit II, liiat, atnit cut -t rt it n irs i stailce oIf Sort k and FE P

Rou~tgh estillates (If thle relatie ailtltlit tf tlttgassitig li'l' tefilil andt Slirtk do not crack whenl fl( xed severely
frilin each tyvpe (If inlstulatitoIn welt inade by IV hstrv il g IS ~( Lit gret s ) at :3(M) I" i rra Ii att poI lmvlene. h ow-

the Ldegree andL diarati(Ii (If cliaiiges iii the sv steili prts- ts er. \% ill Irmctutre with on~ily' sligiit (13 degrees ) fiexing at
sore as wire ttcillperatire iticreisti. ile 15 stiiia- :()F.Talblh 17 5Isow the relative weights (If thle

Figure 174. Temperature-vacuum testing of cable assemblies
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various wire types tested. From this table, it is apparent test racks. The specific requirements of each are de-
that Surok offers a weight saving comparable to irra- scribed below.
diated polyethylene.

Results of room temperature flex life tests are shown UHF receiver. The UHF receiver (Fig 176) is de-

in Table 18. Thus far, samples of Alloy 63 have been signed specifically to simulate the DSIF receiver functions

available in 24 AWG only. Samples of 20 through 26 during spacecraft testing. This unit will receive signals

AWar e n orer Alloy. 63hams proximately thro from the spacecraft transmitter and provide frequency
AWG are on order. Alloy 63 has approximately 80 " of conversion and selectivity such that output IF signals of
the conductivity of copper. 60 mc at bandwidths of 3.3 mc (3 db)

Based on the partial test data available, Surok insu- and 2.4 mc at bandwidths of 10, 20, and
lated Alloy 63 is the preferred wire for Surveyor. Teflon
insulated Alloy 63 is equally satisfactory except for its Table 16. Cornarisen of ai and coated teflon
greater weight. Irradiated polyethylene is of questionable
suitability due to its outgassing tendencies and its lack uce,,ed
of flexibility at -300°F. 24 AWC ( '% ) is the minimum Ne' Surek
recommended wire size for Alloy 63 wire. Copper is also Abrasion resistance (test conducted

a satisfactory conductor; however, to obtain the same per NAS-703)
flex life as any given size of Alloy 63, one gage size larger No. 20 solid conductor, Inches of tape 17.7 36.6

is required in copper. Studies are continuing and infor- No. 22 Stranded conductor, inche$ of tape 24.7 42.7
mation will be provided as it becomes available.

Cut.through resistance (Underwriters

2. System Test Laboratories test)

a. System test equipment assembly (STEA) deign. Slow compression test, pounds to cut 40.5 99.1
The functional requirements for the STEA UHF trans- threugh
mitter and receiver have been developed. This equip- Penetretion tet at room temperature, 5.4 10.0
ment will comprise four 7-inch rack panel assemblies and pounds to cut through

will be housed in the STEA transmitter and receiver Hot soldering iron test Met through He cut

end shorts through In
out in 2 to I hr when
3 soc when loaded with
loaded with 3 lb weight

700 I lb weight

/
/

/

600 Table 17. Wire weight comparison

Weight of ANe"00/ / $s0 "
/ / Wis 1ot 6el rs at Poly

2A/ -20 AiG, lhell_ _ fb
A.J 4 / /1e

22 A/ 20 AWO (19/32 In.) 5.55 0 44 4.4 3.0

.- / //I-i

.a400 , 22 AWO (19/34 In.) 3.92 3.02 2.9 2.42

/ , / ' 24 AWO (19/36 In.) 2.77 2.03 2.0 1.56
/ 2A ,eo 26 AWO (7/34 in.) 1.97 1.31 1.2 0."

/I RADI00ATED/ - POLYETHYLENE 25 AWO (7/36 in.) 1.47 0.92 0.9 0.57
300 /. -/

2 -"FO//' TSE NI HME- -TESTED 10 6 -, CHAMBER Table 18. Flex life test resultss, , TESTED IN5-f CNAU5ES

200 Conductr cycles to failure
0 0 20 30 40

CURRtNT, Omp Alloy 63, 24 AWO (19/36 In.) 330

Figure 175. Temperature rise in various conductors Cpper, 24 AWG (19/36 in.) :94
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Figure 176. UHF receiver for system test equipment assembly

30 kc will be available at the command and data Phase lock circuitry will be provided such that the

handling console input for demodulation. The receiver 2.--mc IF signal will he phase-detected with refer-

will provide phase-coherent detection of the sp.scecraft ence to a 2.4-tuc crystal oscillator to produce a

transmitter signal which will facilitate frequency stability signal which will be fed back to the local oscillator to

measurements and transponder evaluation. produce a phase-locked loop. The output time constant

Among the requirements that have been established of the phase detector will be adjusted so that the closed-

for the UHF receiver is a frequency range of 2200 to loop noise bandwidth is 20 cps at the threshold.

2300 me, providing flexibility to add frequency
channels for possible program expansion. A choice of Spurious responses will be at least 60 db below
three crystal frequencies may be selected by front panel the desired signal response, and the over-all noise figure
control. The local oscillator will be capable of external will be 1i db or less. An accurate input attenuator
voltage tuning over a range of + 150 kc for the with a range of 0 to 60 decibels will be provided as an

purpose of locking on to the receiver signal and manial integral component of the UHF receiver. The IF pass-
control from the front panel for the purpose of search- band characteristics for both 60 and 2.4 mc will

ing a narrow spectrum for the spaceeraft-transmitted duplicate those of the DSIF receiver which this unit is

signal. Frequency stability will be 1 part in 107 parts required to sinulate. The 10, 20, and 30 ke IF

long term and 1 part in 109 parts short term. Phase filters will be of the crystal lattice type. Output levels of

stability will provide less than 3 degrees peak-to-peak 58 to 38 dbin for 60 mc and 15 dbm to 5 dbm

phase error, for 2.A mc will be compatible with CDC requirements.
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2115 15. 20 TO 26db.

LEVEL SET
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Figure 177. UHF transmitter for system test equipment assembly

(tIIF tranismitter. The IT1 F transmitter ( Figure 177 ) 1 part in 101 parts or less, and phase stahility is to be

is dlesignedl specifically to simulate the 1)51F transmitter such that there %%ill he no more than 3 degrees peak-to-
functions dhiring spacecraft testing. This unit will gener- p~eak phalise error. A front panel output, 'I .; of the output
ate signals to prTOVi(e a c'1111ommuication link with the frequency, will feed a frequency counte.- for the purpose
spacecraft and subject it to various test seqjuences doiring oif measuring the transmnitter output frequency' and
the process of subsystem and system test which will computing the spacecraft receiver input frequency,

check out the spacecraft receiver, as well as other por- tracking range, and lockon range. The transmitter will
tions oIf the spacecraft. For this lpurhposO, commands be capable of phlase modulating its carrier -1 2.4 radians
originated in the CDC will modhulate the traniitter. at the output frequency. Power output. variable fromt 26
During prelauunch checkout il tihe haunch stand~ at AM., to :2) (1111, is prolvidedl at one panel connector, and
the transmitter will p~rolvide( contact wsithi tie sp~acecraft ouitput variabile fromt 2() to - 120 dbmn is provided
over a 2-mile link, at a1 second panel connector. A power level monitor is

Characteristics of the transmitter will include a fre- priiled to ctisuire accurate ouitput settinig. RF leakage

(itenyrag o 10 o 2 200(-, it c ho ~ ic f at the carrier frequency us reqjuiredl to be less than -120

theecvsa frqunc I^I I pae seetin and (f 210l le olu. Spilriouls output frequencies wsill be at least 60

control 'for frequency vari ation over at range of # 150 (ciesblwtecrirlvl

kc for the p)urposeouf tuning to spacecraft receive b. Afagri'lic test ing. The search for at site for the

frequency. The hovcal oscillator will b~e externally voltatge inagn('tic testing facility is continuing. The Hughes

tunable, 4~ 1.50 kc, for the puirpose of sweeping its Baldwin H ills site was checked and found to be too
frequency whlile testing the spacecraft tranispond~er for noisy ( approximiately 25 gamninas rmns ac noise). A site

tracking riunge, tracking rate, andl lockon range. h're- ill hi Segundo was found to have at lowv de gradient
juency stability will be I part in 1 0' parts long t('rin (less thlami I gammna/ft) and a low ac level ( ajproixi-

andl I part in l01l p~arts short termn. Spuirious FM will lbe nately 8 gluums I-ills). I lowever. it wa.is decided not to
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nisv tis lolcat ion 1 ecal st. liiigi ies ctiild ilo t co(litrol the giinias ) ol'*ppro05 i atel L's1I ivt d iiam ter. By using

surrountd ing area wh iichi lini gt I xcni iut s naive of inag- i' lua-Ba i Ckoils on one- axis ind approx imatel y
netic inte'rference. A site waIs offeiedi oil a1 400-akcre ranchi alignling that a1xis with tilt' Earth field, tile field free
20 miles north of Nialilna. but sin1ce this locatioin is somet- sphere at til eciiter of the coils is expianded from ap-
what distant, at site close?. to \iall ibi is b~einlg solig! t. proiniatt'lN 1 13 to 1.3 feet in diameter. Thle p~relimninary

Preliminary prIcuireme'nt spe'cifications and dirawings spe'cifications and d~rawings have,( been submitted to

have been dirafted for thet magnetic test facility. The ibidders for tjiiott's.

miajor part (If the test facility wsill lbt thet coil array, it Ust'\%,its made (If thet Space T'chinology Laboratory
systeml (If tight largte coils loIcatedt oIl thrtee pt'rpt'ildi('iiar Magnetic Te'st Facility at Malibu, C.alifornia, to incas-
akxts antI lfl(lilttd in at ('liiical struictiurt attachitd toI the oire tihe ptermnetnt field (If steveral components, with the
floor (Fig 178). Four i'aust'lai- Brauinbt'ck coils will be following rtesults:

inotinted~~~~~~~axmu flond at( xs hc il eaindwt h
Earth's magnetic fitild. A HeItlmhoi(ltz pair (If c(Iils will be4 (ornponet't Maiu fot a

mooIintt'( alonlg tue C' axis. whiicih will It' alignetd with the I________________________ foot_____________

mnaginetic t'ast-wt'st dlire'ctioIn. A s'colnd I lili(Ilt/. piti Traveling-wave tube~t 2000 gamma
will lbt muinted o~n the 11 axis, wVhichk Will be perpt'ldiC- Mi iiitiirt relIay 1.50 gamma
iiiar to tiit A and (' axtes. The largest toils w~ill bet 12 ft'(t Digital motoIr I 10 gamma
ill tlikiitttr. Magnetron j 47,5(X) gamma

This hybrid detsignl uising Ilielinll(ltz aiit i'ans'Iai-
Bratinbeek coils was chtostei for the( following re'aso~ns. c. Slerilizaioi. A coIntinuinig comi~pone'nts and mate-

for thet givetn Illasinilin coIil size' of 12 feet. the I it'iill1h4lt/ rials study is beting condiictt'd to tevaluate the compati-
coils art' spcd6he pr. h iiyo i( Surveyor coImponents and materials to the

c(1ils art' spaced :3 feet atpart. If FisIa-rinltco (ils sterilization requireme'nts (If exsposurte to heat (two cycles
wert' iis'd on all thiree axes the're woiilt het virtiailhv no( of: :16 Iboolrs at 237 * F) anti gas (thiylent' oxide and Freon
wtlrkilg acct'ssiIbilit a M t'e ilagnlitt fil five'on /(it tte 12 for 24I hotirs ) proIcesse's. To date' tihe hetat and ethylente
centter (If thet coils. B\ ' using Heitlmholtz cotils on axes 11 oxidte tterminal gas ste'rilizattion compatibility tests of
and (, acetssibility is mutch imp)rove'd. Efft'ctivvetss (If materials are approximately 85"; complete.
thle Fanselaii-Bratinhtck cohils is mutch ivr'ater than thet In an teffort to . :'iain consistent with tile philosophy
I lt'lmholtz coils. A tlirt't-axis I lelindoltz array (If sim~ilar (Istrlaio i)'l(teftsrebngmd topo
size would result in at maginetic field free spherei-t ( 0 ,10 ofsteralhzatisntbrili-atleffoptsret binga laie compro-

il('its, socitas tiht ipiotomiiltiplit'r tube of the Canopus
senisoIr, arte corrently b~eing evaliuated for inclusion in

A AXIS AS(EMEGIN FROM PAGE a ii('at-Stt'rilizahblt ptkage. Similarly. gy'ros of the iner-
AGN(IC WTH ART AtIGNCD WITH FAR TH MAGNE TIC bMAGETI FILD ASTST DIRECTION tiaul reft'ren t' unit, although he'at -stt'ril izable, must b

2 COIL ABOUTC AXISPPRPXNI~uLAR iniividmlilly adtjus~ted( afte'r hetat sterilization p)rior to
COIL ABOT C XIS AXIS

TO A ANr AXES fa'tory shipme'nt, wichi is inconsistent with tile sterili-
zatioln philosophy. Satisfactory meth~ods of installation

% and adlinstmt'nt are being studied.
WORK VOLUME

I ~As rtevealted in thlt detve'lopment of tile thermal

WRK TAKE switc'hes, tile low thermal conductivity and high mod-
2 COIL S Pi PITORM uils of lastl('it\ of the polystyre'ne switch case is not

ABT adiptalblt toha stterilization. A aeia usttto
prgam is bteing puirsuitd to provide a material similar

B OLS -hsicall\ to p(IlystNyr('nt but with an adequate susable
A Axis - tv'nlp(ratiir( ranlge. Current resuilts indicate at least

thlrv'( c'anidiate mate'rials. Thet prop~erties of the candi-
datev inah'erials are' sihown in Tablev 19 in re'lation to

poIlystyrenel(.
I (ORAbilliit('. whoi~se coinstituen'its are based on a combi-

Figure 178. Magnetic test facility layout nlationi of luhlyuirethault' antI epoxy re'sins wvith a silitabit'
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Table 19. Switch materials way with Reaction Motors Division of Thiokol (only
P f present Ablatalite source) to provide samples of varying

Proprtiee Aietet 12 I constituents to best approach the characteristics of poly-

styrene. A recent attempt at machining a thermal switchThra0odutvt,0.5-.00 0. 0. 0.
STU/h/t/0F/ t proved that Ablatalite was machinable to 0.015 inch.

Elastic modulus, psi 45 X 10' 3.5 X 10' X 10' 1 x 10 Machining to 0.010 inch was not completed prior to the
Tensile strength, psi 5.9 X 10' 1X 10' 7.9 X 10' 36.49 X 10' reporting period. Simultaneous efforts are being made
Maximum usable 170 300-M0 300-40 2" to evaluate Rexolite 1422, a cross-link polystyrene, and

temperature, -F Texolite 11546, a glass epoxy, whose properties are also
Thickness obtain. 0.010 0.015 a a shown in Table 19.

able, inch

eCurrently under study.
Since the shelf life of the landing gear shock absorber

is limited and repetitive heat sterilization imposes a
filler, shows promising characteristics. Flexibility is most critical requirement on the design, an installation
afforded in that the strength characteristics can be varied procedure of the shock absorber at the Atlantic Missile
by the cor.centration of filler with little variation in the Range is being considered. The vendor, The National
coefficient of thermal conductivity. A program is under Water Lift Co., under Hughes Aircraft Company cog-

HUGHESI HUGHES T SAN DIEGO HUGHES I AMR AMR
VENDOIRS CULVER CULVER! HANGAR FINAL

CITY CITY I ASSEMBLY

STERILIZABLE
COMPr014-NT 

ASEPTIC FINAL ASEPTIC
SPACECRAFT DISASSEMBLY HEAT ASSEMBLY ASSEMBLY

SE COMBINED HEAT LABILE STERILIZATION HEAT RE TRO-ROCKET
YSYSTEM COMPONENTS PROCESS LABILE PYROTECHNICS
VENR COMPONENTS CHARGING

~I~TEST

STEILZE II I
VEDRI I I I

1 I80 RTIAL" I IAL IREFENC UKIIFERENCUNT
CANOPUS 1 4CANOUS I

SEN&O TPE L SENSOR TAPE
RECORDER | -JRECORDER.

ABSORBERS

ROCKET

ETHYLENE
STERILIZED OXIDE
PYRO- TERMINAL

TECHNICS SURFACE
STERILIZATION

Figure 17'9. Master sterilization plan
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nizance, would heat-sterilize the shock absorber column d. Field acceptance test. The spacecraft will be de-
and i nduct operational tests prior to shipment. mated from tile Centaur and returned to the checkout

facility. About 4 weeks are planned for each flight space-
A tentative master sterilization plan in block form is craft for the field acceptance test which will afford a

shown in Figure 179. Tile heat labile components which complete checkout of tile spacecraft as near launch as
are individually handled are being investigated for in- possihle. Although no environmental testing is antici-
corporation into one heat-sterilizable spacecraft package. pated at AMR, the tests performed during the period will

be nearly identical to the acceptance test procedures at
Culver City, modified to fit AMR testing requirements.

e. Flight preparation. The spacecraft will be moved
to the final assembly area. Flight preparation will include
installation of flight equipment, loading of liquid pro-
pellants, installation of main retro-rocket, and installation

L. Mission Operations and checkout of marker radar. The helium and nitrogen

tanks will be pressurized, and the igniters and squibs

1. Launch Operations will be installed. The weight and balance and thrust
alignment check will be performed. The General Dy-

A number of changes in the basic Atlantic Missile namics. Astronautics Division, shroud will be installed
Range (AMR) test philosophy have been made since and hermetically sealed. The terminal surface steriliza-
the mission operation phasing chart was issned in tile tion operation of approximately 12 hours duration will
Space Pro gra ns Summary No 37-12. Most of be performed at this time. Physical access to the space-
the changes aret a result of the decision by Jl l. to per- craft will not be possible after this time.
form the terminal surface sterilization off-stand, before
mating the spacecraft to tite Centaur. A general statement J. Launch countdown. The spacecraft will be moved

of the current AMR test philosophyv is given bel)w. to the launch complex and mated with tile Centaur,
after which as many systems and scientific instruments

a. Spacecraft and STEA checkout at AMR. The space- its possihle will be checked via the RF link from the
craft will be heat-sterilized at Ctlver City before being trailer-mounted Command and Data Handling Console.
shipped to AMR. The present plan is to have the System only qualitative checks can be made on designated
Test Equipment Assembly (STEA) arrive simultaneously scientific instruments and spacecraft systems because of
with tilt spacecraft. Sinc'e the first STEA delivered to time and environmental restrictions. The objective will
AMR has been used previouIsly to check out a spacecraft be to design spacecraft equipment so as to permt seal-
at Culver City. onl minimunm interface tests will be ing within the shroud for a periodl of uip to 10 days to
required to check out the STEA with the spacecraft. allow for normal operations plus recycling operations

necessitated )y possible delays in firing or use of tileThe( first flight spac'ecraft will arrive 8 weeks Prior to Ibackup spacecraft.

the first launch window and will be assembled with

special attention to itemis that may not be heat-sterilized.
such as the inertial refirence unit and Stu sensor of the 2. Command and Data Handling Console
flight control unit. An abbreviated functional check will Purchase orders have been placed for all subcontract
be made at this time. These tasks will he performed at items in the command and data handling console (CDC).
the checkout facility at AMR. Circuit designs have been completed for all Hughes-

deveh)ped console units except tile demotlulator and the
b. Prooing operations. The first flight siaw e'raft will buffer unit. Completion of mechanical designs (with the

be moved to the final assemb~ly area where it will go samne two exceptions) will alhlow prototype fabrication to

through a series of proofing operations. Thte proofing begin by the end of l)ecemher 1961. Demodulator and
operations are designed to confirm equipment, personnel, hufler unit fabrication will begin in January 1962.
and procedures in the AMR environment.

a. Mockup. The physical configuration of the CDC has

c. Compatibility checks. Compatibility checks will be I)een established, and a mockup of this configuration
performed! at the lanch complex to verify that the has been completed (Figure 180). The present CDC de-
spacecraft, the Centaur, the Atlas, and the launch coin- sign ((insists of a three-bay control console and seven
plhx are compatible. standard 19-inch e(puipnltent racks in an l,-shape plan.
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Figure 180. Command and data handling console mockup
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The low density patch panel is used primarily for weekly PERT (Program Evaluation and Review Tech-
checkout and calibration. Outputs, inputs, and test points nique) charts will be provided to monitor production
of various units are routed to this panel. The panel is schedules.
wired so that when a patch cord is plugged in to the
jack, the normal connection of that function is discon- c. TV recording and monitoring unit. A subcontract
nected and a new connection is made by the patch cord. was awarded to Hallamore Electronics Corporation of
By this method, in addition to checkout flexibility, some Anaheim, California, to design and manufacture the CDC
changes in system configuration can be made under television monitoring and photographic recording system.
abnormal circumstances. The system to be applied by Hallamore will consist of

three major subunits: (1) a video processor sync sepa-
In the CDC a number of on-line spares are provided to r a or hih i acqir v idal and ehor sync hr-

miniizestaton owntimedueto cnsoe filur. Tese rator which will acquire vertical and horizontal synchro-
minimize station down-time due to console failure. These niaonndpvdeschnznginlsttemntr
spares include a demodulator, three discriminators (mini- nization and provide synchronizing signals to the monitor
spares inlu d mulator, Thvideres ors (minioo- and recorder as well as perform line to line clamping of
mum), decommutator, TV video processor, TV photo- the video, (2) a visual monitor which will utilize a long
gerahictorr, psuncheand tapreaer com. persistence cathode ray tube to enable the operator to
generator, power supply, and subearrier oscillator. perform a real-time evaluation of the received slow scan

b. PCM decommutation aysem. Electro-Mechanical picture, and (3) a photographic unit which is basically a
Research (EMR) was awarded the subcontract on No- monitor with a short persistence blue phosphor, a 35 mm
vember 3, 1961, for ten PCM decommutation systems, frame type camera which has a built-in "data box" to

to be utilized in the command and data handling system. record the frame identification data pertaining to the
The proposed system is very similar to the EMR standard received television picture as well as time. The limiting

digital decommutation production line and will require resolution of the ground system will be 720 lines on the
only a minor design and development effort to meet photograph. Thus the estimated resolution of the ground
Surveyor requirements. The PCM decommutation sys- unit with a 600 line by 600 element, noise-free input
tems provide flexibility, accuracy, and outstanding syn- would be approximately 410 lines vertical and 460 lines
chronization performance. horizontal resolution. Studies were made indicating that

significantly higher display resolution could not be
Salient characteristics of the proposed system are as achieved within the development plan for Surveyor.

follows:
This system is very similar to the ground portion of

(1) Solid-state circuits and modular construction the liallamore-designed, slow scan television link used
throughout, by Convair on the Centaur project. The system is used

(2) Bit rates of 45 to 80,000 serial PCM per second, by Convair to monitor and record the condition of the
word rates of 8 to 5500 per second, frame lengths liquid hydrogen in the Centaur fuel tanks under flight
of 5 to 128 channels, and up to 33 bits for frame conditions. Only minor electronic and mechanical re-
synchronization codes. design is recuiired to adapt this equipment to Surveyor

(3) Binary and binary-coded-decimal digital outputs requirw-m 'ts.

and analog outputs. The piototype unit is to be delivered to Hughes by

(4) Full use of digital circuits, affording high accu- March 12, 1962. This unit will have completed all accept-

racy, synchronization flexibility, and rapid data ance and environmental tests. After systems integration

acquisition. tests with the CDC, the prototype will be returned to
Hallamore for any changes required to update it to the

(5) Patchboard control of digital and analog outputs proluction configuration.
(wired for expansion).

The first system is scheduled for delivery in February d. Demodulator. A design review was held on the
1962. Environmental, acceptance, and reliability tests circuits of the demodulator. It was felt that for narrow-
will be performed on the first system. The nine remain- band operation the original design resulted in more
ing systems will not undergo environmental tests but local oscillators and IF frequencies than was desirable
will be subjected to acceptance and reliability tests. The from the standpoint of possible interference problems.
reliability test consists of 55 hours per system of system It was learned that a 2.4 me/see signal output from
operation and will he performed after the completion of the deep space station receiver which could be used
the acceptance tests. Monthly progress reports and bi- for narrow band operation was available. Redesign of
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the demodulator narrow band section using this 2.4 IF AMPLIIER W BAND

mc/sec input was therefore undertaken. The resulting IT I MLIMIITER FM N" O

circuitry (Fig 181) is considerably simpler than the t
original design since several local oscillators and one B

narrow-band discriminator were eliminated. Fi

e. Diciminaton. EMR Model 167 discriminators
have been selected for the CDC. These discriminators are IF LIMITER

phase-locked loop, solid-state units in which the latest L.TPo
techniques are employed in determining optimum loop -  ]UT
parameters. These techniques have been arrived at 24 4 NM&t4

through empirical results as well as analytical considera- 10111 1ANo -[ A4 ,=

tions. The components affecting loop optimization are DEsE.TO

contained in the channel selector and output filter

plug-in units. As a result, separate plug-in units, con- P A5 l
taining loops optimized for each of the various combi- DETECTR I

nations of spacecraft information rates, waveforms, and _OLUGE
deviations, will be required, and only a minimum of sWITCH l WU-1,CK
basic discriminator units will be needed. Ten of the
basic discriminator units will be provided for each con- ge11.DudIIrbokdermbasc dscrminto unts illbeproide fo ech on-FigeIq ll0. omedulate block diqram
sole. Since analysis of mission sequence indicates that a
maximum of seven subcarrier channels will be utilized
simultaneously, three discriminators can be considered
spares. facility functional arrangement has been established

Present spacecraft data requirements indicate a need (Fig 182), consisting of tape reproducers intercon-
ores0chnnent secr plug-qui ts nd7atetput-fil nected through patchboards to decommutators and de-for 20 channel-selector phg-in units and 17 output-filter modulators. The latter are in turn interconnected to

plug-in units. CDC patching capabilities will allow any direct recorders and the complex of equipment employed

combination of discriminators and plug-in units dictated direcereo d stin t compe fomat e ye

by data requirements, thus affording considerable fiexi- to generate two distinct computer formats. The type

bility. In addition, the discriminators chosen are well and quantity of units conform to the anticipated data
adaped o te rquirmen fo cosoleexpnsin cpa- flow generated by the Surveyor spacecraft instrumenta-adapted to the requirement for console expansion capa- tion system with the additional data generated by the

bility, since additional data requirements or changes in Deep Space Instrumentation Facility, command and data

present data channel configurations necessitate only addi- handling consoles, and range timing systems.

tional plug-in units. Standard Inter-Range Instrumen-

tation Group (IRIG) channel configurations can be A detail specification has been prepared for a universal
obtained by use of proper plug-in units. While little or magnetic tape search system which will permit display,
no threshold improvement will be obtained in some of control, and translation of various range time formats
the present spacecraft channels (compared with pulse needed for editing and data time identification. The
counting discriminators), a substantial threshold im- unit will also provide means for rapidly extracting de-
provement will be obtained in channels using higher sired data from nonsequential portions of the magnetic
modulation indexes, tape. A second detail specification defines the format

control buffer, a computer preparation subsystem con-
sisting of analog and digital signal switching units,

3. Surveyor Data Reduction and Processing analog-to-digital converters, buffers, and buffer controls
Facility which will arrange data in formats for entry into the

The Surveyor data processing facility at the Hughes C-15 or IBM 7090 computers.

Culver City plant is designed to provide efficient han- The manual and semiautomatic mode of data process-
dling of data required for final spacecraft performance ing operations will be used to supplement the automatic
analysis from a variety of magnetic tape formats, to magnetic tape processing complex. This mode is ar-
allow means for data monitoring, and to generate tapes ranged functionally to support the Surveyor program,
for computer reduction and analysis. A data processing as shown in Figure 183.
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4. Surveyor Spacecraft Simulator in the spacecraft simulator was carefully considered.

A firm detail design specification for the Surveyor However, provisions for a doppler simulation test will

spacecraft simulator (Figs 184 and 185) has been re- be incorporated in the DSIF doppler extraction sub-

leased. This unit will be utilized at each station of the system. Therefore this capability will not be provided in

DSIF to provide CDC-DSIF spacecraft system checks the Surveyor spacecraft simulator. A digital readout capa-

as required. bility has been added to facilitate checkout and fault
isolation.

A design criteria of the simulator is that it must pro- Existing spacecraft circuitry and packaging design
vide the capability to transmit each subcarrier frequent, will be utilized to the fullest extent possible in the simu-
complex which will be transmitted from the spacecraft. lator, but some changes must be made to provide for
In many cases, the spacecraft signal processing subsystem maintainability. Test points, circuit breakers, jack panels,
provides redundant subcarrier oscillator frequencies for etc., will be added to make all critical circuitry readily
different experiments. This redundancy has been elimi- accessible for maintenance, fault isolation, or simulation
nated in the simulator. Since the preceding bimonthly of possible spacecraft malfunctions.
summary, the surface geophysical package simulation has
been eliminated, made possible by changes in the ar- Two additional areas of simulator application are pres-
rangement of spaceraft subcarrier oscillator frequencies ently under study: (1) use of the simulator for checkout

The deep space stations are designed to provide a of the CDC when DSIF equipment is not available, and
precision radio tracking system that includes the meas- (2) possible use of a tape recorder or other means to
urement of radial velocity utilizing a two-way doppler simulate moon path time delay effects in spacecraft
system. The advisability of including doppler simulation responses to earth commands.
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Figur )84. Surveyor spacecraft simulator
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RF TRANSMISSION SYSTEM TV CAMERA 2
RTv PRcOCso DECOOcn MITN MIRROR S. Lunar Mission Sequencing Documentation

TRANSMITER _ It is planned that documentation of the transit and
TRANSwMITTER_ WAAS"E ATTEUAV-Ilunar operations will be categorized into one of three

DPXr A SC .OPE SCIENTIFIC possible levels depending on the purpose of the docu-
RECEIVER VRIAUE ATTENUAMR THERAL ment, the ultimate user, and the amount of detaili .Ci~lIq ARIBLEATTEUATR ----- "4.... AUDO AUXILIARY

COMMANDRECEIVERASL "0I s required. The first-level documents will include the
CMAND r-- __ _-M-ETERS information necessary to define facilities; establish oper-
S-ANSIN. EERt POWER FUS ational requirements; and guide the Lunar Operations

NS*R 0 UP , FLIGHT C LY Director (LOD) and the Directors of the Data, Opera-
TAPE RECORDER IIAR- "1[tions and Control Facility (DOC), DSIF, and Space
SAMUZ GEOPHYSICAL AxIu ---- PULSEScience in controlling the mission. Second-level docu-
ENGINEERIN SIGNAL s OE. ments will outline detail operating requirements and
RAOIATION AEIElR ARY UAY guides. Third-level documents will define detail operat-

-lIt AU XILIA ing procedures.
PO ONRI SYSTEMK I "X-RAY SPECTRME TER
CECNTRL SY SSM AIXI IRY In each level of documentation, only as much detail

on mission sequencing will be included as is required by
igur 185. Simulator rack layout the respective users in order for them to control their

portion of the mission. Selected blocks of the mission
sequence chosen to illustrate how the sequencing will

The first may be accomplished by making the space- be handled in the three levels of documentation are
craft simulator or portions of the system portable to shown in Tables 20, 21, and 22. The sequencing shown
permit removal to the main control building. The second is expected to change somewhat by the time the first
would provide a more realistic operational simulation SFOP (Space Flight Operation Plan) is published; the
for maintaining operation proficiency and for develop- examples show format rather than actual sequencing
ing new operational procedures. details.

Teble 20. First level sequence of events (S10111)

hmo evet* Statloa
ondard Actual

6 T + 11s OSIF 3, DOC Sample scientific temperature.

7 T + 117m DSIF 3, DOC Conduct density experiment.

ST + 147m DSIF 3, DOC Complete firs TV survey.

9 T + 167m DSIF 3, DOC Segin radiation detector experiment with boom extended

10 T + 168m DSIF 3, DOC Conduct acoustic velocity experiment.

11 T + 178m DSIF 3, DOC Sample scientific temperatures.

12 T + 179m DSIF 3, DOC Conduct soil mechanics experiment.

13 T +.230m DSIF 3, DOC Sample scientific temperature.

14 T + 231m DSIF 3, DOC Conduct hordness experiment.

15 T + 261m DSIF 3, DOC Conduct magnatik susceptibility experiment.

16 T + 276m DSIF 3, DOC Sample scientific temperatures.

17 T + 277m DSIF 3, DSIF 4, DOC Transfer control to DSIF 4.

13 778m DSIF 4, DOC Conduct thermal diffusivity experiment.

19 T + 290m DSIF 4, DOC Sample scientific temperatures.

20 T + 300m DSIF 3 Loss of DSIF 3 visibility.

4T: lunar touchdown
DSIF 3s Goldstone; 0SIF Woomera.
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Mission sequencing to be included in the standard The procedures shown are based on the assumption that
sequence of events portion of the SFOP will consist of the lunar phase has proceeded as planned and that the
two types of presentations: a bar chart, similar to Fig- spacecraft configuration has not changed since comple-
ures 11 through 17, showing the order of events, their tion of the last experiment. For example, with the
duration, and time the event should occur, as well as the acoustic velocity experiment, acoustic sensor No. 1 will
visibility period of each deep space Station, which can have been deployed with the instrumentation used during
be time-correlated with the sequence of events once the the density experiment, and consequently separate corn-
time of lunar touchdown has been established. This mands for its deployment are not shown. However, in
type of presentation will be used to quickly determine the case of nonstandard sequences, a separate set of
the planned activity during any given time period and documents will be prepared showing the required con-
the effect of deviations from the standard sequence. figuration of the spacecraft for conducting each given

experiment. These documents will be used if the LOD
The second presentation to be included in the SFOP should decide to change the order of conducting the

(Table 20) shows ach major functio to be performed experiments.
along with the time referenced to lunar touchdown.
The functios ar identified by an item number, also Since these three documents will all be correlated

e rfntionsre etifited sec and thi e lo- with a common referencing system, the LOD can closely
used as acontrol and monitor the progress of the mission. It is
ments. This table will be used by the LOD to control planned to duplicate this type of presentation for those
the mission and equate actual with planned events, nonstandard sequences that can be anticipated.

The SFOP information will be expanded for the DSS
Operating Memo (Table 21). In this document, the
items in the SFOP are broken down irito various func-
tional steps to be followed sequentially by operating
personnel. Experiments

In the third-level document (Table 22), each signifi- MxpScintif
cant event, all commands to be sent and their order of 1. Lunar frogrphc Mcroscope
execution, telemetry data to be received at the DSS,
evaluation of the data necessary to proceed to the next The breadboard model of the lunar petrographic
command, and the individual responsible for the evalu- microscope, exclusive of the vidicon subsystem, is being
ation are outlined for use of the operating personnel. constructed by Armour Research Foundation, Chicago,

Tble 21. Second level sequence of events (DSS)

i=N.Time of evot" e~
Item te. o Actal

6.1 T + 115m Sample scientific temperatures.

7.1 T + 117m Conduct TV survey of emplacement area for surface density experiment.

7.2 T + 124m Emplace surface density instrument.

7.3 T + 125m Conduct second TV survey of emplacement are.

7.4 T + 132m Conduct surface density background count.

7.5 T + 137m Begin surface density experiment.

7.6 T + 146m Surface density experiment completed.

8.1 T + 147m Complete first TV survey (more detail will be supplied when available).

9.1 T + 167m Bsegin radiation detector experiment with boom extended.

10.1 T + 168m begin acoustic velocity experiment. Position acoustic velocity sensors and acoustic source.

10.2 T + 173m Activate acoustic signal processing and conduct experiment.

10.3 T + 177m Acoustic velocity experiment completed.

T: lunar touchdown
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Table 22. Third level detail procedure - acoustic velocity (CDC)

IM of avoet Incming date e pon Uo
Item No. l11andrd Actual Ivow Commend' to be evaluated IEquited esalen individual

10.1.1 T + 168. Prepare for acoustic Insert patch panel CDC rack technician.
velocity experiment. No. 17.

Insert telemetry display Telemetry monitor.

overlay No. 17.

Determine that acoustic Telemetry monitor.
sonsor No. I has been

displayed.

10.1.2 Display acoustic senior Unlatch positioner. Acoustic sensor Verify that acoustic Telemetry monitor.
No. 2. No. 2 positioned, sensor No. 2 is

positioned.

10.1.3 Display acoustic source. Unlatch acoustic Acoustic source Verify that acoustic Telemetry monitor.
source, positioned, source has been

positioned.

10.2.1 T + 173 Activate ecoustic signol Surface acoustic signal
processing and begin processing on.
experiment.

10.2.2 High-power trams. High-power trans- Verification. Tometry monitor.
mitter on. mitter on.

10.2.3 T + 175m Fire acoustic source Acoustic time No action required.
Na. 1. reference dgn

No. 1.

Acoustic geopone
No. I output.

Acoustic eplsne
No. 2 output.

10.2.4 T + 176m Surface acoustic signal
processing off.

10.2.5 High.power trans. High-power trans.
mitter off. mitter off.

10.3.1 Acoustic velocity experl. Verification. Telemetry monitor.
ment completed.

°Ts luner tauchdawn

4X~a number associated with each commend will also be shewn when eveilale.

Illinois. It will be completed and delivered the first week variable from 0.02 to 2 cps. Resolution is 800 lines per in.
in January 1962. The slow-scan vidicon subsystem is and there are 8 grey scales. Sensitivity is 0.5-ft-candle
being constructed by General Electrodynamics Corpo- faceplate illumination. The vidicon may be operated
ration, Garland, Texas, and will be delivered in mid- remotely from the central power supply by means of a
January. 3- to 5-ft cable, and may thus be used on standard labora-

Twenty-four different plastic tapes have been tested by tory microscopes and other images as well as on the lunar

Armour for stability in vacuum. Further tests on stability breadboard model.

of thermal, optical, and strength properties are being Sample preparations of several rock and mineral types
concluded as of this writing, have been made for testing the resolution and over-all

The vidicon subsystem to be used in testing the micro- optical performance of the breadboard against a standard
scope breadboard will provide de to 220-kc response and laboratory microscope, with and without vidicon trans-
slow-scan monitoring. The line frequency is variable from mission. Figure 186 is a photomicrograph of crushed
10 to 1000 cps; the frame frequency is independently (unite particles in the 75 to 250 , size range taken in
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plane-jpoiarize(I wh~ite light. Significant chiaracterist ics Iigllr( 188 shows ai typical basaltic volcanic texture

of this sample are the: (1) high relief of olivine grains ini cont rast to tihe phitonic textures of Figures 186 and

against the mounting mnediumn (it 1.541), (2) absence 187. The picenocrysts are olivine and pyrox(.ne (high

of cleavages, (3) rock grain size coarser thani grain size relicf). aind pIagioClaSV (low relief). The fine-grained par-

of crushed sample, an(] (4) nearly inonoineralic rock. t icies contain glass with fine( mnagnetite' making them

All features necessary to idvnt ifv the original rock type apflear nearlv ou Iu. lii'y contain niumerouis 'lih')arallel

can he (iernedl at this mnagnification. plagioclase talets (as in encircledl grain). The edges
of VeSiClCS mayk be seen in some particles (arrows to

Figure 187 is a crtished hronzite pyroxenite v'iewe(d (1151) the amnount of vesictilation may be estimated

under the SaMnt conditionis as the' hIinite in F-igure 186. froiic the imnbcoh~r of (iislps p~resen~t in a field of many
The goodl cleavages distinguish the grain from olivine, grainas. Tlhe iinequigranul:Ir texture, the mineralogy, the

and their transparency at this grain size (iStin1guiSlleS flos-orinteI plagioclase cry'stals in the ground-mass,

themn from hornblende. and the edlges of vesicles all] identify the rock as a basalt
flow.

040kv I-igur-e 189 is at glass%- rhyohite ttuff showing the cnished
puimice fragnieuits (large particles), small particles of

- t~glass andi plieiocr-vsts (quartz an(] sanidine' with low
- r v rei. F-igure 1WM is the Same- field of view~ in cross-

p ia/ed light all p~articles except the few birefringent
4a po iir xrvsts iirc glass and are isotropic.

2. Sigma Plasma Detector
T'he Suruct or platsma detecto r, no,,% undler development

it jITh, will exainen tile solar wind and Moon interaction
mid( is at sco~ nd gener-ationd ve'rsiondi of the solar plasma
deite ctor flowni (cit Bancrs I and 11 It wvill he used to

it .0 M - Il isiire tbe charged paurticle energy spectra as a fune-
4W - a". ion of arrival direct ion. Tbe principal purposes of these

Figure 166. Crushed dunite, plane-polarized white light bneasicnients are to cleteriine the losv energy particle

Figure 187. Crushed pyroxenite, plane-polarized Figure 188. Crushed basalt, plane-polarized
white light white light
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environinent of the Moon and to aidl in tlie inlterpretationl (2) A coiiiparison of tihe calcuilated and the mevasuired
of the inagnetoineter (lata. 'I'i chlargedl particle mneastire- (list ribiitiomls of particles as at function of angle
nents couild be relatedl to the niagnetoineter ineasure- of arrival and encrgy is inacle. The general features

nnents as follows: of any dlisagreemnt are then studied qualitatively

(1)Frot tv it-aure ingnmc feldmagitue ad t ai inI thI e generationi of a 2''" iteration mnodel
(1)ireo t m erdtionet fie eli ml-anitud. which inight he something like at distorted dipole

die ton aV iteration field mt be (i isostuc teipo , field wIhiJii is greatly compresse-d on the Suin side

loca ter atio cnt ofi mt he aoo wit the o lIVes ay solar wind. This provess is repeated until

latenath tie orent ti onm th potie the~ ~ I or more models are found for which the calcu-
sarvstregth nd oicnati(II t prouce il(lated and~ minvasurell particle dlistrihutions are in

observed field at the spaeceraft. lThe expected reasonIablle agreement.
mnodulatioIn of the inotilln of interlplantetary p~arti-
cdes in croIssing tilis mnodel field is tliel calculated. D~irection (If travel will hev determhine'd by 5 electro-

static atnalyzers (Fig 191), vacli withl an acceptance angle
(If abou lit 18 d(eg all oi1 tile nm (al di rectio n. The analyzers

Figure 169. Crushed rhyolite luff, plane-polarized
white light

b. 
1

1 0.5mm_

Figure 190. Crushed rhyolite luff, Figure 191. Surveyor sigma plasma detector (a) with
cross-polarized light and Wb without thermal shield
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are situated so that 1 detector analyzes particles incident scale factor device (Fig 193). The feedback element of
from the local vertical, while the other 4 point at 45 deg the Ranger electrometer is the bipolar logarithmic corn-
to the vertical at 90-deg intervals. The package is to pressor which has the approximate transfer function:
be extended from the spacecraft on a 12-ft telescopic E.., = K log 1j.
boom and gimbaled on 2 axes to seek the local vertical
for proper orientation of the analyzers. This device, however, requires a well insulated battery

to measure electron current (SPS 37-11); the stability
Charged particles enterig an electrostatic analyzer of the electrometer can be no better than the long termare deflected by an electric field which is approximately stability of the thermionic compressor diodes. In order

transverse to the particle velocity. Those particles with t o the adaes presene
a paticlarchare sgna cetai rage o enrgyper to more thoroughly exploit the advantages presented by

a particular charge sign, a certain range of energy per the electrometer amplifier, an automatic gain system was
unit charge, and a certain angle of incidence are deflected devised which uses resistors as feedback elements and

onto the charge collector cup. Particles which enter the results in the transfer function:

deflection plates with the wrong charge sign, energy

per unit charge, or angle of incidence strike the deflection Eout = -!,, R,
plates and are not recorded. The energy distributions of
both positively and negatively charged particles entering Since the electrometer has a useful dynamic range of
the instrument can be determined by varying the sign
and magnitude of the deflection voltage. The instrument m10 my to -a-10 v, circuits were designed to auto-
is capable of analyzing positive ions or electrons with matically change the feedback resistors as a function ofenergies between 2 ev and 6 key, the output voltage. The feedback resistors selected for

the Surveyor instrument enable the amplifier to measure
The 5 deflection plate systems are grouped around currents from t][0-1 to ±10-11 amp in 3 ranges

1 box and, by means of special high resistance switches with a decade overlap on each range. For the plate
(open circuit resistance >10 6 ohms), time share a single geometry selected this corresponds, respectively, to parti-
electrometer amplifier and high-voltage sweep amplifier cle fluxes between 4 X 10" and 4 X 0P particles cur -2

(Fig 192). This arrangement results in a significant say- see -' for each energy level. The device consists of a
ing in weight and power over a system in which each set chopper input stage (in order to sample both positive
of deflection plates has its own separate electronics. The and negative voltages) followed by suitably scaled ampli-
Surveyor detector, with 5 analyzers, weighs 12 lb and fiers. After restoration and integration of the resultant
uses I w, whereas the 6 analyzers on Rangers I and II square wave, amplitude discriminators examine the inte-
weighed 33 lb and used 2.75 w. grator outputs to determine whether the electrometer is

a. Eleetrometer amwp~i . The electrometer amplifier within the range of -±-50 mv to ± 10 v. The discriminator
for the Surveyor detector is an improved version of the outputs drive a reversible counter up or down, depend-
Ranger I and II models. A development contract was let ing upon the appropriate limit crossing, and logic switch-
to the Applied Physics Corporation in April 1961 to devise ing on the counter inserts the proper feedback resistor.
a piezoelectric pickoff on the vibrating reed dynamic An analog voltage proportional to the feedback resistor
capacitor, in order to control a reed resonance tracking is resistively summed with a voltage proportional to the
oscillator on the Surveyor detector. This effort has been collector cup number, and this signal is fed to the data
successful and the 1' version of this development will system for identification. The overlap between ranges
be implemented in the Mariner R plasma probe. Sub- was provided to prevent oscillation between resistors
sequent work on improved sealing methods of the reed and to take advantage of the fast response of the elec-
capacitor container has led to a marked reduction in trometer with the smaller resistors in place. By increas-
contact potential, and a temperature coefficient of con- ing the sampling rate at the amplifier output to 10/sec,
tact potential of less than 70 v/ 0 C. Use of this improved for example, rapid cyclic variations or waves may be
modulator has resulted in an electrometer with increased observed in the plasma.
sensitivity and a greater dynamic range over the tern- Evaluation is being made of a new low noise silicon
perature span anticipated in the lunar environment input stage for the electrometer to replace the presently
(-50 to + 1000 C). Several prototype reed modulators used germanium transistor. This will enable the electrom-
have been thoroughly evaluated over this range and eter to more reliably withstand the lunar temperature
have successfully passed the sterilization procedure. environment. It is also planned to evaluate field-effect

Perhaps the most significant improvement in the transistors in this application. These units, by virtue of
Surveyor probe is the incorporation of an automatic their high power gain. may well result in a significant
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reduction in circuit components as well as improved ized assemblies: the programmer and high voltage sweep

performance. amplifier (Fig 192). The programmer consists of a 4 by 13

b. D*#vctkn voltage spym. The deflection voltages diode matrix, driven by a 4-stage binary scaler, which

for the analyzer plates are generated by 2 fully transistor- consecutively gates a reference input voltage to 1 of the

log RF3!ATOAI
DEFLECTION AUTOMATIC

PLATS SCALE FACTOR

COLLECTOR CUP (5)0R-2 
DEVICE

0o RF-i

ELECTROMETER AMPLIFIER

ANALOG VOLTAGE

REE TO DEMODULATOR 110,

CONTROLO COILS FOR COLLECT•

CUP SELECTION (5)r- r- " " '

r±

I Mule ee OR PROGRAMMER ?TO PARALLEL-
I Puse/l etcCONNECTED

DEFLECTION

>Z 
PLATES

HIGH VOLTAGE
SWEEP AMPLIFIER

Figure 192. Surveyor sigma plasma detector circuit
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SUFRDISCRIMINATOR RF-2 RF-3
AMPIFER.ETO.R.NTGR.O 10 vCONTROL CONTROL
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Figure 193. Automatic scale factor device

12 input resistors of the high voltage sweep amplifier. (4) Since the logic circuitry already exists, only a few
The rate at which the programmer steps is governed by components need be added for the task.
the rate of the input timing pulse from the system. The instrument may operate in 1 of 2 modes upon
Upon receipt of the 13th pulse, logic steering resets the round command. When the larest resistor (102 ohms
programmer to the first step, opens all collector cups, gron d back When the legtretr ms0et out
and injects a standard current into the electrometer. is in the feedback loop, the electrometer must settle out
This self-generated reset pulse is also used to drive a for a few seconds before a useful reading is obtained.
3-stage scaler and a 3 by 6 matrix that controls the col- The programmer is, therefore, sequenced only oncelector cup selection switches. The programmer thus every 10 sec. If the particle fluxes incident on 1 of the

sequences the sweep amplifier through 12 energy levels, analyzers are large enough to sequence the electrometerresets itself, and injects a standard current on the 13 h to the 10" or 10 0 ohm resistors, the timing pulse raterests tsef, nd njets sand rd urr nt n t e 1 1h may be increased to /sec by ground command to take
step. It also steps to the next collector cup in the sequence ayabe e to i as e r comn d toaksntep.sep 

advantage of the rapid amplifier settling time.

on that step.

In addition, there are 3 values of standard current The high voltage sweep amplifier is being redesigned

which are sampled alternately so that 3 complete cycles as a carrier type dc operational amplifier in contrast to

of the programmer and the 3 scale factor ranges of the the direct coupled approach taken on the Ranger experi-

electrometer amplifier are tested. This corroborative test ment. Chopper transistors have been made available

procedure seems wise in light of the fact that: recently which can ensure the null stability necessary
in this application.

(1) The lunar surface temperature environment is ex-

tremely severe by present flight hardware standards c. Temperature evaluation. A temperature control
and is not fully understood. model of the instrument has been constructed. It con-

(2) Methods of simulating these temperature and sists of the outer chassis with the 5 electrostatic analyzers
vc) ethod are s angotes fully eqpatre d in place and a covering of insulation material surrounding
vacuum extremes are not fully adequate. the whole package. The heat of the electronics is simu-

(3) The system must be designed to operate intermit- lated by resistors, and thermocouples are cotinected at
tently for a long period (30 days or more). various points around the box.

Reference

1. Graft, W. J., "Thermal Conductance Across Metal Joints," Machine Design, Septem-
ber, 1960.
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PART THREE
PLANETARY-INTERPLANETARY PROGRAM

I. Program Status

A. Objectives B. Missions
The primary long range objective of the NASA The Planetary-Interplanetary Program at present con-

Planetary-Interplanetary Program is the development of sists of 3 projects: (1) Mariner R using the Atlas-Agena B
automatic, unmanned, interplanetary spacecraft technol- vehicle, (2) Mariner B using the Atlas-Centaur vehicle,
ogy and the use of this technology in the form of space and (3) the Voyager, using the Saturn vehicle. The mis-
probes to gather fundamental scientific knowledge c)n- sions planned for these projects are defined below and
cerning the planetary and interplanetary environments, are obviously subject to change because of such influ-
the planets themselves, and solar phenomena, both out ences as new scientific discoveries or unexpected devel-
of and within the plane of the ecliptic. opments in vehicle availabilities.

The secondary long range objective of the program
is the development of technology and the collection of
scientific data which will contribute to the successful 1. Mariner R PrFmjf
manned exploration of the planets and interplanetary
space. The intent of the Mariner R project is to perform flyby

missions to Venus in 1962 using the Atlas-Agena B

The primary objective of the program by 1970 is to vehicle. These missions are a replacement for the Mari-
have rather completely demonstrated and, to some rea- ter A project which was cancelled during September
sonable extent, exploited (in terms of acquired scientific 1961 due to unavailability of Centaur launch vehicle.
data) spacecraft capable of (1) being put into orbit
around and (2) landing on the surface of Mars and Venus. The primary objective of the Mariner R project is to

A secondary objective during this period will the develop and launch 2 spacecraft to the near vicinity
ial seffor ward jeteding the abrove w aili te of the planet Venus in 1962, to receive communications

initial effort toward extending the above capability from the spacecraft while in the vicinity of Venus, and
toward the planets Mercury and Jupiter and space shots tow nnardmtretprare esrentf

out of the plane of the ecliptic and in toward the Stan. to jwrforan a radiometric temperature measurement of
the planet. A secondary objective is to make interplan-

The immediate objective of the program is the initial etary field and/or partial measurements on the way to
probing of Mars and Venus. Venus and in the vicinity of Venus.
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2. Mariner 8 ProI ' gressed in the finalization of design of all hardware with

The primary purpose of the Mariner B project is to the final detail design freeze set for early January 1962.

permit scientific investigations of the planets Venus and This has been an active period with procurement of
Mars during their periods of availability in 1964 through new Mariner R peculiar equipment and the modification
1967. Secondary purposes in order of priority are (1) to of existing Ranger and Mariner A equipment. It also
make interplanetary scientific investigations in the regions marked the beginning of flight acceptance testing of
between Earth and Mars, (2) to develop experience in individual systems and subsystems, with the peak load
the design of a spacecraft that has considerable flexibility of this testing occurring in late December 1961 and run-
with regard to the specific missions it is basically capable ning through January 1962. Assembly of the spacecraft
of covering, (3) to provide experience and knowledge is scheduled to begin in e: rly January with the first
which will permit a quality and efficient design of the assembled spacecraft subsystem and system type tests
later Voyager spacecraft. To these ends, the spacecraft to begin late in January.
will be designed for a precision flyby mission and will The final version of the Project Development Plan
incorporate the capability of either carrying or not car- has been prepared and is at Marshall Space Flight Center
rying a small landing capsule. The Mariner spacecraft (MSFC) for review and approval. It is planned to sub-
will be injected by the Centaur launch vehicle and it is mit the approved and signed copy to NASA Headquarters
expected to launch 2 identical probes during each of early in January.
the planet launching opportunities. Deep space probes,
to be launched in between periods of Mars and Venus 2. Mariner S
availability, are included in the Mariner B project.

Mission objectives and design criteria were generated
3. Voyager ProI't and have been used for the preliminary design effort.

Voyager missions are envisioned to evolve to sophisti- This effort was initiated in October 1961, is proceeding
caVed orbiters and landing experiments beginning in 1968 on schedule, and will be completed on April 1, 1962. A
or 1967 using Saturn vehicles. Planetary orbiters are a Preliminary Project Development Plan has been pre-

necessary part of the evolution and are a logical step in pared. One rough draft copy of this plan has been

the development of spacecraft technology. Orbiters are transmitted to NASA Headquarters. A final draft of this

probably required to permit sufficient observation of the Preliminary Project Development Plan is being prepared

planet to know how to proceed with the landing missions. and will be transmitted to MSFC and NASA Headquar-

Furthermore, orbiters may well constitute an important ters for review during January 1962.

step in the actual landing experiments. The emphasis
on planetary orbiters, therei'ore, will be to contribute to 3. Voyager

the successful accomplishment of the landing objective. In addition to the technical preparation underway
within the technical divisions, effort is being applied in
the Planetary Program Office in the preparation of a set
of mission objectives for the Voyager project. These
objectives are intended to serve as a guide for a Voyager

C. Program Activities study committee to be formed early in 1962 for the pur-
pose of generating design criteria for use in the prelimi-
nary design phase. The primary current problem is the

I. Mariner R determination of which launch vehicle will be assigned
The design interfaces for Mariner R spacecraft were t the Voyager. Detailed project planning cannot proceed

frozen in mid-October; since that time work has pro- until this decision is made and announced.
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II. Mariner R

A. Systems those indicated take into account postinjection tracking
considerations and yield an approximate 2 hr 40 min
firing window for all Mariner R launch days. Time errors

1. Launch Cwisldrotins at encounter can be minimized by the mid-course
The Mariner R launch vehicle will be the Atlas-Agena maneuver.

B which will provide a spacecraft weight of approxi-
mately 446 lb for at least a 47-day launch window. Since 2. Orbit Characteristics
a delay in launch time, if not compensated, causes an
error at Venus encounter, it is necessary to alter both a. Geoc ntric phase. Launch azimuth, geocentric injec-
the launch azimuth and parking orbit coast time between tion latitude, and longitude vary with launch time and
Agena burning periods.

'I-',GENA' eUnN .- T " -

Figure 1 shows typical Agena 2"' burn period as a ATIGUA

function of firing azimuth from 90 deg east of true north 20. 4.

to 114 deg east of true north. The large hatched area
indicates the area in which the 2 "d burn could occur,
dependent upon the trajectory. The top boundary line -1

represents the earliest start of 2"4 burn; the lower bound- I

ary line represents the latest end of 2nd burn; and the -20*

side boundaries are formed by the launch azimuths 114 .20 .
and 90 deg. The launch azimuth will vary (between
90 and 114 deg) with the time of launch within the 2 hr -40'

and 40 m in firing w ind ow . LAoS 'T F O 2... ...ELEST CUTOFF OF 2" BURN1 l Zm.,T CU0i OF i "U
. _ CARL fT START OF z" SURNza0o $00' 320' 340' 0 20' 40' 60'

Use of a parking orbit can allow injection to occur at

any point over the Earth's surface. Figures 2 and 3 show Figure 1. Typical Agena 2nd burn period as firing
the maximum injection locus for July 17 and September azimuth from east of true north to 114 deg
15, 1962, respectively. The restrictions of azimuths to east of true north
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launch date. The time from launch to Goldstone radio injection. As the launch date varies, the required geocen-
horizon depends primarily on longitude of geocentric tric energy (C:,) changes. This is clearly seen in Table 1

ANTTEIGUAFRM NJCTO

alob Aft ~ 2 4- 4c4~"S

so0  
300 520 3400 00 0 600 40 0 12 10

Fiue3 Maximu IJHNEInjecio lo6u0 for Setm e o 5,-\ 196
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where C,, decreases monotonically with launch date until the 67-day firing period. Note, for example, that for
August 23, and afterward increases monotonically until Trajectory 4 the maximum Earth-probe-Sun angle occurs
the final date of launch. The greater the energy, the at approximately 42! days from launch and is then about
greater the speed of injection. Table I also gives esti- 168 deg. The other trajectories have approximately the
mated injection locations for all days in the launch win- same Earth-probe-Sun angles for maxima. The reason
dow for azimuths of 90, 96, 102, 108, and 114 deg. that the maximum angle is not 180 deg is that the inclina-

tion of the probe's heliocentric orbit to the ecliptic variesb. Heliocensric phase. The probe moves in a nearly from 1 to 2.5 deg depending on launch date. It is to be

elliptical orbit primarily under the influence of the Sun not t th ae cues ma be used to e
(with the Sun at I of its foci). The true anomaly of noted that the same curves may be used to determine

(wit th Sunat of ts oci. Th tre anmal of the position of the probe as the Earth and Venus orbit
heliocentric injection increases as launch date is delayed. the sn

Figure 4 is a plot of Earth-probe-Sun angle versus days the Sun.

from launch. In this figure, 4 specific launch days are c. Hyperbolic trajectory. For Mariner R the hyperbolic
referred to as Trajectories 1, 2, 3, and 4. Separate arrival excess velocity of the probe with respect to Venus varies
dates, 2 days apart, have been selected for the Mariner R from 5.3 to 6.0 km, sec. To obtain the Cytherean aiming
P37 and P38 trajectories varying from December 6 point it is nec.ossary to make use of the expected disper-
through 16, 1962. Figure 5 shows corresponding dates for sions and the spacecraft constraints. Because of the

radiometer it is desirable to pass Venus when the angular
00 r ----- -- Tdiameter of the planet subtends angles of 10 to 45 deg,

S/TRAJECTORY I which implies a radius vector length of 16,000 to 71,000
i- 1-60 kin from probe to Venus, respectively. On the other

hand, because of the magnetometer, it is desirable to
120 -- -pass close to 'enus. In order to obtain better nominal

aiming points, more calculations remain to be done. Fig-
/ t ure 6 illustrates miss distance vectors and the compo-

so TTRAJECTORY 2 nents B T and B R; current estimates of the miss

40 TRAECTORY 3I 4 TRAJECTORY 3 .

0 20 40 60 so 00 120 140 o -

TIME FROM LAUNCH, days _

Figure 4. Plot of Earth-probe-Sun angle versus
days from launch 8.R

LAUNCH DATE, 1962 "t

JULY AUG SEPT10 1? is V? 15 67 i tg11 IMPACT PARAMETER COMPONENTSTRSAJECTORY 4 A UNIT VECTOR IN THE DIRECTION OF THE INCOMING

1i ASYMPTOTETRAJECTORY" • A UNIT VECTOR PERPENOICULAR TO 9 THAT LIES IN

o - THE ECLIPTIC PLANE
I A UNIT VECTOR WHICH FORMS A RIGHT-HANDED SYSTEM

0. TRAJECTORY 2 R • xS

, -. PROJECTION OF THE IMPACT PARAMETER 8 UPON THE
.-- -UNIT VECTOR r

TRAJECTORY I §.4 • PROJECTION OF THE IMPACT PARAMETER 8 UPON THE

J ZI IUNIT VECTOR A

0 0 1 24 32 40 44 5, 64 82 .F.248.k?]I

LAUNCH PERIOD, days Figure 6. Miss distance vectors and components

Figure 5. Arrival dates for 67-day firing period B • T and B • R
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components B -T and B * R, based on Trajectories 1 and 4, ratio of thle attount of hevat transmitted internally within
give -- 28A(X) kin and 2(XX) kill, respectively, the hex to that transmittedl exte'rnally to space is large.

Several p~redictions concerning the( heat balance of the
hex p~ortion were partially cinfirin('d. The average temn-
p~erature of the hex is relatively indlependenit of the solar

B. Engineering Mechanics heat of the tipper thermnal shield. With ain hipper shield
surface temperature of 70''F (representing that at Earth)

The first Mariner R spacecraft strocture wais de(livered to that of 10TF (represe'nting a ease- near Venus), the
to the spacecraft assembly facility little mnore tha~n 3 average temperature of the liasic portion of the M~ariner 11
months after start of p~relimninary design. Prototype te'sts experienced a rise (if only' 10' F. This was also the first
included both temperatuire and vibration tests, its %%(I series oif tests employ ing at heat shield instead (of polished

as functional tests, or plated surfaces (in the hex ;sembIlies. Indications are
that it is at gowl im-ethod of olbtaining at low effective

A match-mate test has been completed between at ('liissivitv
sp~acecraft iiockiip andK a p~rototype A.-cra B-spacecraft
adlapter. D~espite thle similarity of both spacecraft and lIn general, the se'rie's of tests was felt to be valuiable.
adapter toi lon gcr it(iems, imaly in comipat ibilit ies were verifying thle (]esign appIroiach chosen andl providing goodi

fouind to exist. The early coimplletioni of thle test allowed pre'parationi for more extensive te'sts. Future tests will

these incomupatibilitijes to be corrected without s('he'(lt involve increasingly compllex proitoitylpes and finally di
(lelay. A final verification oif the mechanical interface was flight unlits themselvets.
achievd wshen the structural prototype spacecraft was Various vibration tests andtrImdal suirveys have been
mated toiit flight-type adapter in p~rep~aration for the performed onl portions of the structure amid component
coimned vibration test. parts. P)rototype tests have,( verified the adequacy of the

Thermal tests Oi the basic li(' portion of thle space- superstruacture and the radiometer stnicture andl their

craft have been smccessfiilly' compilletedl inl it col wall inithod of attachment. Typ~e approval tests have verified

vacuuom chiambei(r. Electricall resistance elemienits were the adequmacy of the solar panel structure andI high gainl

used to sinmulate fte heat dlissipatedl in the variouis dect't antenna whet(-n sulbjected to at greater than expected vibra-

tronic assemblies of the liex and to heoat the surface of tion environment. A innxll suirvey of the entire spacecraft

the upiper shield. A thiermal balance %%as obtined for iiouited on at rigid base has verified that frequencies

nuimilier of thle miore' critical flight iies. and mode shapes of the strulctmre ats a wh-)ole and comn-
ponen~t parts are ('cptable. The resoinant frequoencies

Thel( pri amaury c( nu]i li from the se t s %%a .s tbIat it is oif tilt- st ruictulre ats at wshole amd (if coimpoinent p~arts are-
reasonable to expect that the templerature (if then asseln- significantly separated. resuilting in at minimum of dynamic
lilies in the liex port~in oif the spacecraft can Ibe*d cilttroldled ci 1)1in g. I( ent ir' st rui(toure louok s adequate, thle lowest
withIiin thle p~re'sent fli ghlt acci ptaiwe li mis. TIhe ecwh amge r( son ant fre luci cv Iiiiig abonve the dlesi gn gi olif .30 cps.
of I iat wsithI in tin' In' portion0 was liet ter t(Ihall Ibad Iwl Mo Idal teists5 are mo-und ( ierway onl the comple'e struc-
amit iciliatcd oil tin' basis of ca liiIililt ioins. The loiwest mIcas- tr one i h -Ici aatr opst
ired temperature internal toi the ies, during anyt\ flight tore milumtet on the rotutyp saceatal] adpotei

mode was .12 F onl the servo rimig the highest mii~cird viband tio a test of rt~tie spacecraft andth adapter i
teiiilcratiar( was 77 F" onl t(i sciecc assembily. (T 'lose itth shrwelliastaltest(fd. pccaf i h dpe
lim it s were cu-cei'(d d est 'nior to thle lbes etichsure \ssithI
at low of 58 F tocasuired inl the arias of the uimibilical
plugs and at high of W)X F imiplosed( onl the( upper solar
shield.) I~rioiarilv. as at result oif this goodl tliemal c\-
cliii ge. tbn. hiiivi rs oil th it(-(-c of' thle scicwe assioml\
w%('re, remoiivedl and ai lighter weight thermal shield was
suibstituted. ILarg' thiermal gradiemits across the face oif
sonic Oif tIn' Ins b)OWS (hWi to aiiiiivi'iic(listriliit iuii (if

pwr(ats was ('sli(riitce'ill prvviomis i'st s p)erfoirimed C. Propulsion
wvithm thI'e inIi vidi mal hoss) were not foi 1. TI i largest
te'ipliratiiri dliffieriencie ili any I lios was 6 F. It is iima b- 'I'he function of the MaIrinier R mid-coiurse p~ropuilsion
able that thei reasonl foir this smiall differenice is that the systemn is to rimo~vi' or ru'uluce Agc'wia B inijectioin ulisper-
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siom errors so that a Venuis flyby with a sufficiently smnall (CC&S). Similarly, only I signal is necessary for thrust
miss distance can be reasonably assuredl. This fumction termination, therefore, at total of 2 signals are required
is performed (luring the single spacecraft mnid-course by the mid-course propulsion system for impulse initiation
maneuver (executed approximately 8 day.i after launch) and termination.
at which time the spacecraft is directed to turn to a
prescribed position in space and impart at corrective The propulsion system can be fueled and pressurized

impulse via the mid-course p~ropulsion system, several weeks prior to launch and emplacement within
the spacecraft. The system in the pressurized and fueled
condition is safe for personnel to work around over the

1. System Description temperature extreme of 35 to 165"~F. No spacecraft

The Mariner R mid-course propulsion systein is esst-n- umbilicals or hard lin(es are required to maintain the

tially the same 50-lb-thrust monopropellant hydrazine rplinsteinheruycnlti.
propulsion system developed for the Ranger 11.4-, -The firin of the mid-course prop~ulsion system is con-
and -5 spacecraft, primary variations to the Ranger systt'mn trolled In, the C(&S. For the mid-course maneuver, the
consist of the (1) utilization of nitrogen instead of Ihelimi C& reivsteie.ieconanlagtuefth

8-as t ressuriigdounto maneuerstorage reqrte- miid-comirse firing through the ground-to-spacecraft com-

8-aianht-i-oremnue trg ejie munication link. After the spacecraft has assumed the
ment, (2) painting and surface finish changes consistent correct firing attitude, the mid-course propulsion system
with M~arinmer 11 thermal control requirements, and (3) the is ignited (at the prescribed time) through an electrical
inclusion of dual-bridgewire. hermeticaully sealed squmibs) signal from thle CC&S. Inasmuch as the propellant tank
in place of the single-bridgewire Ran~ger squibs. is Iprepressmrized. the rocket engine ignition can occur

A schematic of the propulsion system is shown in concomitantly with the release of the high pressure

Figure 7. The system utilizes at liquid inonopropellant, nitrogen to the regulator wvithout allowing time for the
anhydrous hvdrazinc, ats the propellant. It is functionally piropellant tank pressure to build uip to the normal oper-

a regulated-gas pressure-fed. constant-thrust rocket. atitig level. TIhruist termination is controlledl by the CC&S
Principal system components consist of at high pressure via an electrical signal once the specified veloicity incre-

gas reservoir, it gas pressure regulator. at propellant tank. mnent has been realized as computed by the spacecraft
and at rocket engine. The rocket engine contains at integrating accelerometer. D~uring the rocket engine

qjuantity of catalyst to accelerate the dlevomjiosition of firing. spaucecraft attitude is maintained by the autopilot-
hydrazine. The engine nominally develops it vaciumn controlled jet va;ne- actuators.

thrust/lhf(50ith1)mtnd(a vaes). spcfiImuleli25 Te specific sequence of events for the propulsion sys-
]b-svc/Ih ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ en (wtotjtvle ilsubsequen'lt to spacecraft orientation and uip to thrust

Explosively' actuated valves are used thiroughut the termnination is as follo-ws:
system. Normally closed explosively actuiated valves are,
fired to initiate nitrogen pressurizationm of the propellant (1) At the command signal from the CC&S to igni e
tank, to initiate propellant How~ to the rocket engine, and the rocket, normally closed exp~losive valves C
to release nitrogen tetroxide from the emngimie igmuition (Fig 7), ( ~ and (4_) are fired allowing regu-
cartridge. Normally open exploisively actuated valves are lated nitrogen pressurization of the propellant tank,
fired to terminate nitrogen pre'ssuirization of the' propel- propellant flow to the rocket engine, and injection
lant tank and propellant flow tom the rocKket engine, of at sinall qluantity' of nitrogen tetroxide to the

The design and operational philosophy of the svstei rocket engine.

represented in Figuire 4 is directed toward mnaximizing (2) 1 lyliergolic ignition ensues, followed by continuous
system reliability and reprothicibility, mi111niizing Illre- catalytic nionopropellant cleconiposition of the an-
flight handling and spa-ecraft interact ionis, imniniatiomi hvdrums hy-drazine.
of inflight electrical signals, and( minimization oif the
number of system components. Inl ordler to avoid m'lec- (3) A4t the comimauid signal from the ('C&S to terminate

trical or mechaiail sequei(ncing, thcn propellant tank is rocket thrust, normally open expiosively' actuated

pn(pr('ssimrizedl with nitrogen dluring the preflight opera- valves ( 7 ) anld 4 D_ are fired, terminating
tion so that e'ngine' ignition amid regulated nitrogen pr's- propellant flowv to the rocket engine and positively

suri zat ion of the pmropel lant tanik camnu m cir Si ml i1t aMmCm n SIs' isu mlting th1 e rem aiin iig pressure in the nitrogen
throu gh I signal frinm tv cend('mtral cmun pm mt er andm sm'i e mme r sphmere fromii th e proipellanit tank.
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COMPONENTS

I ROCKET ENGINE

2 IGNITION CARTRIDGE GN2 FILL VALVE

3 IGNITION CARTRIDGE QN1 RESERVOIR

4 IGNITION CARTRIDGE ACTUATION VALVE

5 IGNITION CARTRIDGE OXIDIZER RESERVOIR

6 IGNITION CARTRIDGE BURST DIAPHRAGM

7 SHUTOFF PROPELLANT VALVE

8 START PROPELLANT VALVE

9 PROPELLANT TANK FILL VALVE

10 PROPELLANT TANK

II PROPELLANT TAN BLADOER N2 17

12 PROPELLANT TANK PRESSURIZATION
VALVE

13 HELIUM PRESSURE REGULATOR

14 HELIUM FILTER T
G, Is

IS HELIUM START VALVE

16 HELIUM TANK FILL VALVE M

17 HELIUM TANK ' N2H0

IS VISUAL PRESSURE GAGE, 0-4000 ps 16
19 VISUAL PRESSURE GAGE, 0-500 psi

20 PROPELLANT FILL BLEED 12

21 HELIUM SHUTnFF VALVE (i s-' 19 T

INSTRUMENTATION I

PRESSUREGGAESr,/_1 NITROGEN TANK

®, PROPELLANT TANK

PRESSURE MONITORING GAGESE

k(,:NNITROGEN TANK

® PROPELLANT TANK 4

IGNITION CARTRIDGE RESERVOIR

TEMPERATURE

® PROPELLANT TANK

NITROGEN TANK
SYMBOLS

E TWO-WAY VALVE, EXPLOSIVELY ( URE
CQ PEAE VISUAL PRESSURE GAGEOPERATED 9 i

ANGLE VALVE, MANUALLY COMPONENT NUMBERSOPERATED

C53 BURST DIAPHRAGM iNSTRUMENTATION NUMBERS

IL FILTER CAPPED TUBE END

] PRESET REGULATOR

Figure 7. Propulsion system
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2. Development Program can1 he accommiodated with p~ropl)laknt tank Irepressur-

The chronological dlevelopnent p)rogramn of the( h~anger ization Iev.Is as low ats 0 psig and as high as 550 psig,and
mid-course p)ropiilsioii systemI was reported in SI'S 37-:3 with in~jectedI oxidizer quantities of 12 and 18 cc. It
through -11. appe)ars tha~t the lbiprolpellaknt ignition scenfe for thle

M~ariner It and Ranger.50-lb) thrust engine is not critically
In addition to tile atforemnentioned reportedI work, a adffectd by N,211, injection, pressu~re, N,,O., injection pres-

flightweight propulsion system w~ith so~loid valves il sure, anid quantity of injected N 201. System operation
Place of tile explosive valves and nitrogen inl lieu of with thle nitrogen pressurizing itiediturn was wholly satis-
huelitum as the pressurizing mevliuln wa,,s thoroughly tested factoryduigtecrsofytn etn.
at amb~ient test cell conditions over tihe Mairiiir It design lrn hl ore(fsytmtsig
limits. Figure 5 depicts the test cell setopl. A 41-to-I flight- llaniwr propulsion systems H-- and HIA-5 spare wvere
wveighit engine in lieut of at 44-to-i flight engine was tis('( (diverted I roan uise onl R~anger spacecraft HA-5 and wvill be
for the ambient tests. A total of 10 hot firings were c-oil- uised iii M~arine'r spacecraft. The( units have undergone
ducted with propellant tank preprssurizatioa lu%-els mmoification cnsistent with M~ariner It requiremlents. (In
ranging from 0 to 5,50 psig, oxidizer start cartridlge ipres.- addition to the' afrement ioned 2 systems, at 3'" system
soares ranging from :327 to 415 psig, and oxidizer (N_.(), for tde Ripangr HIA-f. -7, -8, and -9) Program w~ill be uIsed
injection quantities of 12 and IS cc. Suiccessful ignit ions it at spare systemn for thle M~ariner It program.) TheI- H1-i
andl steady-state operation were realized for all 1(0 firings. flight systmn buiklamp has been completed except for thle
It is interesting to mnot(- that suiccessfail engine ignitions installation and alinement of the jet vanes. A January 8.
with simultaneous actuation of all v'alves maio sequoencing) IW92, delivery of \11H-I to the spacecraft assembly facilith'

(S.M." is scheduled, and \11-2 buildup has commnenced
in sop~port of the Januiary 22. 1962. MIA-2 SAF delivery

EXLSV VAV Thel( flight-wveight test system w'as then modified coxn-

sistent with Marint'r 1H requiremnents and turned over for
temiperatture control tests in the temperature control
modlel spacecraft. Alkl flight thermal control features (star-
face finishes. etc) were duplicated on the test uinit, and

11lb of water wvere placed in the fuel tank to simulate
the. propellant thermal load.

A The MIH-1 lliglit system weights (actual) in potinds are
suinmarized in thle following:

lDrv tanserviced proptalsion systemn weight .... 21.07

pOlitillrop~ellant load. NJ I, (including
reserves) .... .... .. 9.40

Nit rogeui (includes N2 in the N. tank.

ill 'R EN T rop~ellant tank. and start cartridge) .........0.85

Oxidizer. NO), .... .. . 0.04
flwCabling .. . .. 1.51

je vane actuaitors (4) . .. .. . 2.01

1)vrotechanics (estimated) ... .0.41i

Figure 8. Flightweight system test cell setup T'otal p~ropualsion system weight ... .. 35.29
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III. Mariner 1

A. Spacecraft Design 2. General Configuration and Mechanks
The Mariner B spacecraft is capable of performing

1. Introduction scientific investigations at the planets Venus and Mars
The preliminary design of Mariner B is in progress. during their periods of availability in 1964 through 1967.

A spacecraft working configuration has been chosen, the It also has the capability of performing interplanetary
Aesin spacrateworiicang cngrtion ha been ho ten, scientiic investigations in the regions between Venus
design characteristics and restraints have been written, anMrs

and the various functional specifications can now be and Mars.

generated. Completion of the functional specifications In order to have this dual planet capability and be able
will signify the completion of preliminary design. to perform its required missions, the spacecraft consists

of a hexagonal instrument compartment, referred to as

Initial effort has centered around attempting to better the basic bus, and a 145 ft solar cell array. This array is
understand the problems and to set forth design philoso- made up of 90 ft- of erectable solar panels and 55 ft of
phies in the areas of structural design and dynamics, fixed panel, the latter serving also as a solar shield to the
temperature control, instrument integration, pyrotechnics, basic bus. In this manner the spacecraft temperature
and packaging. With this as a basis, it is intended that control system can be made less sensitive to the large
the functional specifications, including adequate design difference in the solar constant at Venus and Mars.
layouts for nearly complete interface definition, will be In order to perform the planet oriented experiments,
able to serve as a frm guide during the detail design and the spacecraft configuration has the ability of carrying a
development periods. 2-deg-of-freedom platform for planetary scientific instru-

ments.
Emphasis has been placed on maximizing the In satisfying the communication system requirements

reliability of the basic bus within the weight and space the spacecraft configuration includes a steerable high
limitations imposed. Such things as redundancy in the
pyrotechnics system, minimization of interdependence of gain 4-ft parabolic antenna, with a fixed feed and a low
events, minimum reliance on active temperature control, ga', bdy fixed array.
and minimization of articulating members fall in this The spacecraft attitude control system uses the Sun
category. The dual planet capability and its effect on and Canopus as reference bodies. The spacecraft roll
the configuration, especially in the areas of temperature axis, normal to the plane of the solar panels, is pointed
control, sensor location, and the planetary horizontal toward the Sun; its roll orientation is maintained by
platform, were also of major concern, as was the capsule a Canopus seeker. (Canopus is roughly a south polar
carrying capability. ecliptic star with an apparent visual magnitude of - 0.73.)
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The spacecraft propoia sion system i is tit integral un iit Separaii 51111t ion w ~i I ll i asprWinlg eject io n 5Vst(l i WthI
easily removed front the spacecraft. This unlit consists of it pyrotechnaic( release miechianismu. The capsule-adapter

a 5-lb-thrust hy~drazine engine, and at propellant tank, electrical discoiiect will lbea passive 0-engagemlent typev
sized to impart at velocity ini reinent of 2WX lin sec to at (Iiiick dlisconnecit.
15WX-Ib spacecraft. Integral with this onit is its own
pressurization system andl all the( associated valving and~ Dote touncertainty in the capoeszan wigtt
plumbling. The propulsion unit inechanically tie's into th*( this time no extemisive detail design effort will be devoted
spacecraft at tihe bases of 3 of tihe 6-hex columlns (Fig 1). to tit(e capsule-adapter or capsuile-adapter separation

joint. H owever, a structuiral bitms interface will be estab-
lin addition, the sp~acecraft has the( capability of' carry- lislied so that at capsuile-adapter may be Suh)SequeI(ntlv'

ing or not carrying at sinaI I ca psoa e and certa iii caps)51 Iv fintroduched.

relatedl items. F~or 1965 amid silbseamemit miiionis. thlese
itemls inlclude at receiver ill the spacecraft bus1 (c(ap~able The spacecraft, as nows'envisioned, incorporates 11 actu-
(of receiving. the cap~sule tranmiissioais and~ forwSardling ators to performn its necessary' tracking, scanning, and
thei to at datia storage Svsteiil andI plalit Ia ry applroachde arti( ulating functions. This total can be divided into 2
guaidance eqaipimient. If a' calpsile is flownI onl the Miars groips:) I of 6 passive actuaitors, the other (of 5 servo-
1964 missioni, the capsule shall comimiiiate (lirict l\ actllatllrs. The 6 passive actuators are used in the erection
to EarthI after st pa rat inl fri imi tli splcec-ra ft hb l.1 Tll of thle 41 solar p~anels, tIit( antenna, and the( PH P boom.

capsilthis occiaocal ntefac cooist ofan aLiper )f the 5 servotactuators, 2 are is(l( for the( antenna track,

sectionm whiitli conmtaiiis it capsole sellaratlill jint an .o111(1I)tak adIfr i( lae cn

anl adlapter buis field joimit. 'I'le fil joiult ties into thei The Canopuis seeker r(lires 2 (leg of freedomn. One is
top f tle asiclie an cariesi~cossit hc lccvik\ naclianized bv anl all electronic svsteoi. andl thet other is

elcrc l ie caj h I to elp r t I seai re -I p~roIvided by thev spacecraft roIll f .reedi , thus avoiding
system i anmd tit Isl - adIt er c t r ital inIterfacmnvanyiechanical actuiators. Since the spacecraft roll con-

trol is lpr(vidt-d by the( (anmus seeker rather than anl
- . ~ iitellina-miikoonted Earth sensor, ats onl Ranger and Mtari-

necr 11, the anitenmia tracking systemi becomes slightly mnore
coml)1icatedl. WithI the spacecraft assuming an inertial

reference systeln (thle Sti n-probe-( anl(I)11 systerfl) the
anteina Iilaist be capable (If tracking the( Earth through
2 (leg (If fret-(i(n withotit mnasking thle Earth by the space-
craft itself. To satisfy this requiireme'nt the antenna is pro-
vidIed withl anl azimnulth-elevation typ)e inomit. This mouint
is erecteol a sititable distance itwit\ from the spacecraft
tol as iit mjasking the Earth. lIn t his nianner the( views~
field oIf the anitennua is somnewhlat greater than a lit ii-
sphlere. lIn order to have the ability to track during the
proptilsionl iiiaiiievers, tite antenina view most e-f'ompass
an tllnoIIstrlicted livinispliere whlose bause is paurallel to the
thrust vector. The( present schemie satisfies this condition.

Thei 2 actulatllrs couild be removed if an antenna-molunted
Ea;~rth sensor were used for spacecraft roll control. These
2 actuiators (c(nsist oIf I passive actuautor for the antenna
virect ionl and I of the( 2 servos, with the spacecraft roll
affoIrding I (leg oIf freedomn. ()n the( other hand, the tlis-
advanltageS inl this selclic are niumairolis. To be considered
are:

(I) TlI)C a inCclli iliiltionl of so cli an Earth sensor to cope)(
wvithi the dynamnic ranige of(Ifte Earth as seen fromt

Figure 1. Propulsion unit mounting fixture the Spacecraft ini goinig to both Mars and 'seums.
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(2) The in' tuiiliitN withI tI.r -l i-ti the( .,k sColar pan el opt imliz at ion sti dy I as b~een initiated,
going to 0. tilizing a structiral configuiration similar to that used oil

.AIarini'rv A and 11. 'I'l( panel] area requtiredI for the Mars
(3) The t'cCIoplication oi het pI at tt track schicttt at mttiss ion (22.5 ft' pe'r patwl ) is best acitievedl by using

eticot titer. 2 tlogitu d i nal m a in hea is wi th tihe typical corrutgation
structure spannling transversely. The adlvantage in this

(4) The inaility to 'ottttttic(ate dttr1iitg itiCpottsitti contfiguirationt cttimes fromn thet corrugation stiffness reqidre-
it tatte ivers. nit being dependet otn pittel wvidth rather titan lengtht.

TheI'Vthkllig - M-ilitolS MC IC(IlilCd ol'tb tII) Ts, ltottgter soliar pantel len gthis dot not i ncrease the
This insruetn t i at tat a t nvlcvt1l moun Iiit I te weigh nerl as rapidlyv as wihent corrugat ions span

sluitably awav frothesicctti osaif hepa I IC'tgtitwist'. The beamis, wihich are dependent on pAnel
lok nge. hesestit v act traf t ['II is .s t I to tua I t len gth ii c etfficiet'ly dv(esigned by taking advantage

l~~~~~~tttk ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o tti'.lt ttite CiCdtt ) Pi (riit't ina crt'astt (IeI1 t Ito C a tit'S' stifitss. 'riis co~nstrutction
tot thte cetnter oif the ptait't tdisc' by IttC'.Cs (fa plattiet .

lioi/n e~r id2 cro tciatrs. Tlt ILo~torened is rCattitv adtitCl tot tittt's wich wsill e'aseC the Itan-
itt tri m t s ca a b o(o2 s r at th i tat C s t i tC g at CI i riCtt t ti d ii tg atntd cel i iitst A Iat it t prob l em is. Str ttiral sp l ices

.i~ttiatttr. petnaity itt otittsait pattel area.

I-i gi i re 2 is a phto gra ph of t i ft t i st~ ai'conft igi rat it it I I-ut it a rs st ti t %o rk Imts ben't comIipleted tml a solar
titoCktip ittss tittdtr tcltttrltttitl. \ tniiz td thei s~a(C' tCti''ttttrsrutr as p~ro~posedI by Bovirtg Airplane
craift is shtttwt itt t'igttre :1. Companyltt. This (lesigit cttnsists oIf corrugation consttrut-

titll. Thiis type of pane'l (,it he considered ftor uise on thte
3. Structural Design \iars veiile nly. It c'annot be utsed at 'enits hecatuse

.k struictiril test imtdetl Imst'til tiht propotIsedt desigtn thte tell ope)tratintg tetitierCtiire is too( ihight.

('tlifigutr.titot is nittrtg (cmptletiont ttI tairitAtittt. This Strticttiral conisideCrationi ofI the anttentna. and Pill itas

sclitet itt itotC st .trt earfly in Jmait ar\ 196K2. IDtetrm inat ioni

sitapets, antt strttetuira damint~itg 'ceffiits) will bte the
printtt goal of the tt'sts. ITese restilts \%ill tOwn bet c'tm-

part'I tol tih' tCoitititt'r itnak %i% tto awttrtaithe ti\ alitiitv (If

tertii asit somIt 1 t itots ItatIC iii tihe atnalyVsis. ( 'l vtt'ltlplt'-

ite t ttCitlet I ti t th itritoral tyVpc apprt sal Clvin tic test.

Figure 2. Full-scale configuration mockup Figure 3. Mariner B spacecraft configuration
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into the center of the basic hex and under the capsule. marked effect on raising the natural frequencies of the
This requires that a 6-point truss he used to support the 1"' several oscillation modes of the spaceciaft.
capsule. Further investigation of this structural configuration is

Some structural improvements have been made in the planned by an integrated program of theoretical analysis
mid-course propulsion system. The motor support struc- and modal vibration tests.
ture has been lightened by more efficient structural use
of the metal. The usual ring support for the propellant c. Measurement of rigid.body mass parameters. The
tank has been eliminated in favor of 3 local bosses on desirability of minimizing handling and reorientation of
the tank to which the support truss is bolted. large spacecraft during the measuring of weight, cg

cx)r(linates, and centroidal moments of inertia in pitch,
roll, and yaw is recognized. Accordingly, a test setup has

4. Structural Dynamics been conceived which appears to permit adequate meas-
a. Environmental vibration criteria. As an interim ur.ement of all of these properties with the spacecraft in

measure, pending more detailed investigation, the spact- its nominal vertical position. In particular, when the
craft vibration environments to be used for structural centroidal products of inertia about pitch-roll and yaw-
design have been selected to he identical with those speci- roll axes are very smnall, analysis shows that accuracy
fled for the Surveyor spacecraft. requirements (an )e met.

b. Modal vibration analyuis. Modal vibration analysis The essential feature of the proposed method is utili-
of the Mariner B spacecraft makes use of an existing zation of a trifilar suspension. We(ight and the cg location
digital computer program api)lVing to pin-jointed space- in the x-j plane are, first determined by conventional
frames having masses concentrated at the joints. Inasmuch static measurements. Subsequently, a helical spring of
as the basic bus is more characteristic of semnimonocoque suitable stiffness is inserted in I of the 3 filaments, per-
construction than truss construction, adequate elastic and initting determination of vertical cg position and a cen-
inertial representation of the complete spacecraft (i.e., troidal moment of inertia about an axis in the x-y plane
bus, fold-out solar panels. antenna boon, and PIIP l)1 as functions of setup parameters and measured frequen-
is encumbered by limitations in conceptual translation cis of 2 natural oscillation modes. Repetition of this
from the actual to the fictitious structure. and in limita- process with the spring placed, successively, in the other
tions in the number of (egre(s of freedom which can be 2 filaments gives measurements of centroidal moments of
accommo(lated in the computer program. Accordingly. inertia about other axes in the x-y plane. From the 3
su~p~lhnentary-mlethtls development has been initiated moments of inertia so determined. centroidal pitch and

to permit modal-typxe analyses which employ normal yaw moments of inertia aih(' the centroidal product of
modes of major components (e.g., bus, panel. or boom) as inertia about tie pitch-yaw axes may be derived. The roll
generalized coordinates in a Lagraagian tre~atmnt. By moment of inertia is obtainable by use of the suspension
this building block technique, the number of (egrees of as a conventional trifilar pe-ndulum.
freedom which need be treated in any one comnputer run
may be substantially reduced and the structural repre- The analysis is being extended to determine the influ-
s(ntation of each component miay be upgraded accord- ence of pitch-roll and yaw-roll products of inertia on the
ingly, as requlired. accuracy of the determinations and, moreover, on the

investigations show that this approach may bee.- ~ practicability of measuring these products of inertia with

oped in a routine manner when each panel (or boom) is meaningful accuracy.
supported on the hi,o in a statically (ete'rminate' manner
(e.g., cantilevered or simply supix)rted.) However, a solu- 5. Temperature Control
tion for the case. of statically indeterminate support hasnot been examInined, a. Bauic hex. Since, SPS 37-12, there has been a basic

change in the temperature control philosophy. It was
The currently propos(d interlatching of adjacent solar detennined that the internal conducting plate can not

panels, in coniunction with a link-type support from the be made in I piece; a multi-piece unit, with many more
bus near each panel free edge, introdulces redundancies joints having indeterminate conductance values are nec-
which may induce large loadings on panel hinges and essar,. The extra joints change the internal temperature
latches during the boost phase. At the samne time, the gradient from 30'"F to approximately 70"F. This gradient
high sliar stiffness of the interlock('ed solar panels has a uses too much of the allowable temperature range of most
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equipment to allow adequate margins for all unknown ing temperature variations. Active controls, to modify the
surface properties, conduction paths, view factors, etc. heat flux or the flux path, will be provided where opera-

Currently, the basic temperature control scheme utilizes tional temperature tolerances are small.

the exterior surface of the spacecraft as the primary During cruise, the spacecraft is isolated from the solar
radiator, the heat path being radially outward from the heat load by the fixed solar panel array which is insulated
electronics. Provision is made for the components to on the back, or by an insulated shield. This is necessary
either attach directly to this radiator or to be physically due to the large changes in solar intensity between the
separated from it (Fig 4). This allows control over the Earth and either Venus or Mars However, during
flux path, a direct path to the radiator when the heat flux maneuvers the spacecraft will he forced to endure solar
is large, and an indirect path when the heat flux is low. input directly to certain radiator surfaces, causing large
Since the path lengths are shorter and there are less joints, changes in the amount of heat to be rejected. Presently'
the temperature variations due to the unknowns in the the only way to handle these large solar inputs is by
path lengths are lower than in the previous approach. thermal inertia and limiting the amount of time such con-
The exterior shell of the spacecraft will be as smooth and ditions will be experienced. There is no way available
unbroken as possible to allow each particular segment within the present weight limits to effectively transfer
of the surface to have as large a view factor to space as these quantities of heat without large temperature differ-
possible. This minimizes interaction effects between vari- ences from I side of the spacecraft to the other.
ous sections of the spacecraft. b. Capaule. As presently envisioned, the capsule will

As many components as practical will he included he flown in the shade below the spacecraft. The ablation
inside the outer shell of the spacecraft hex, giving each shield utilized for planetary entrance protection will also
a more predictable environment than possible if they are provide a high resistance heat path during cruise allowing
mounted externally. The interior of the spacecraft hex small electrical heaters to maintain the capsule interior
will be as open as possible, linking, by radiation primarily, temperature at a desirable level. If the ablation shield
all of the subsystems into a more isothermal package. This does not provide enough insulation and the capsule
allows more of the spacecraft hex than just the item con- requires more power than can be allocated, additional
cerned to react during power transients or solar heat loads lightweight insulation will be added to tht capsule or the
during unoriented periods, thus reducing the accompany- spacecraft will be inverted, placing the capsule in the Sun.

LIMITED OR NO THERMAL
CONTACT WITH EXTERIOR
RADIATOR

EXTERIOR RADIATOR

......... I I I I T

/ I HIGH- IIMEDIUM-/ LOW-
GODTHRA CONTACT -7 POWER I O9" i POWER0TH EXTERMA NIATOR ISSIPATION DISSIPATION D T -in. AND 2-in.

WIIT UXIROUNIT SU' MODULES BOLTED

0 TOGETHER 4 PLACES TO
GIVE MAXIMUM
STRUCTURAL RIGIDITY
AND THERMAL CONTACT

SACK OF EQUIPMENT
(FACING INWARD) TO
HAVE OPEN PATH FOR
RADIATION TO SUS
INTERIOR OPEN STRUCTURAL

SUPPORT FRAMEWORK

GOOD THERMAL
CONTACT WITH
STRUCTURAL BOX
OR PLATE WHICH
RADIATES TO
BUS INTERIOR

Figure 4. Thermal needs related to packaging mechanics
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In either case, temperature control of the capsule after various stipulated angles to the Sun. In the case of a
separation will probably require a slow tumbling rate to spacecraft such as Mariner B, employing large solar
equally distribute the solar heat input and minimize panels, this requires either peering over the edge of the
cross-capsule temperature gradients. panels or through holes provided for that purpose. In

order to minimize the conflict of these requirements, the
c. Compousen. The temperature control aspects of the initial effort in instrument integration has centered around

external actuators, antennas, and external sensors are defining the requirements more precisely:
being investigated. However, based on past experience,
these kinds of component must be able to operate over (1) The size and weight of the unit.
an extremely wide temperature range. Such things as
unavoidable shading during maneuvers, variations in area (2) Its view direction(s) and cone angle(s).
exposed to sunlight during operation, low ratio of weight (3) The ability to separate the sensor from the elec-
to surface area, and large variations in internal power tronic equipment.
introduce requirements for wide temperature tolerances.

(4) The allowable thermal environment, particularly
Rough estimates of the ranges of temperatures to be of critical components.

expected by these components are listed in the following:

External actuators, - 100 to 2000 F. Much of this preliminary information is now available
as a result of close liaison with the experimenters, and as

Antennas, - 100 to 2500 F. soon as the cruise attitude of the spacecraft is determined,
each of the spacecraft fixed instruments will be assignedExternal sensors, -100 to 2000°F.alotin a location.

d. Solar pane/#. Preliminary analysis has been com- The planet oriented experiments present special view-
pleted on the solar panels, allowing a fairly representative ing problems during planetary encounter due to the
picture of the operating temperatures of the fixed and
folding solar panels. In the present configuration, Table I
lists the operating temperatures for various points in the EARTH ANTENNA
trajectory. The range in values for a fold-out panel include AZIUTH ANGLE
the effects of the electronic boxes, variations in surfave
properties, and various doublers and gussets on the back
side.

ELI VATI

6. Instrument Inteogruin TO EARTH

In order to provide as ideal an environment as possible
for the scientific instruments, it is desirable to mount T SUNi
them inside the protective external hexagonal cover. This ________

desire sometimes conflicts with the requirement of the
instrument to have a clear view (with a fairly large cone
angle) free from interference by the spacecraft and its
appendages. This problem is complicated, in many cases,
by the requirement to view the Sun as well as space at

ANGLE TO CANOPUS

Table 1. Solar panel operating temperatures
o 

CAOU

Venue lan Mten Mors ANGLE
________ p Isdk Ie piUWIIF P pl.,Ioiln,0F ophollen,

Fod.out 213to227 III to 124 201o33 9to 21 TO TARGET PLANET
Fixed 342 219 107 54

(insulated on Figure 5. Coordinate system for 1964 launch
ba ck) opportunities
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requirement of tracking a moving target relative to the tive to the spacecraft. These curves appear framed by
spacecraft. A planet oriented horizontal platform (PHP) the interference outline of the spacecraft. Figures 8 and 9
with a superimposed 1-dimension scan movement fulfills show similar plots for the 1964 Mars encounter. In order
this need. For the Mars and Venus missions of Mariner B to achieve the clear fields of view indicated, it was neces-
the following problems must be considered: sary to roll orient the spacecraft relative to Canopus as

shown in Figure 5. It is not clear that this same roll offset
(1) All spacecraft field of view constraints for the de- will satisfy the later missions. It may be that gyro control

signed trajectory and planet pass for each target of roll orientation during encounter will be necessary in
planet. order to preclude relocation of the Canopus seeker for

each mission.
(2) Any modification to the spacecraft necessary to

provide dual planet capability. An interesting effect of the 50-deg roll offset is the
resultant scan pattern for the instruments. Figure 10

(3) Introduction hy later year missions of any new demonstrates a typical Venus scan with the scan axis
constraints which might affect spacecraft design. parallel to the boom swivel axis. The chart is a mercator

(4) Planet pass dispersion effects on PHP field of view. projection of the planet surface showing the trajectory
path from right to left with the scan pattern above and
below it at various times before and after closest approach.Available information is insufficient to resolve all of

these problems at this time. It is sufficient, however, for
analyzing the 1964 opportunities. Figure 5 shows the 7. Pyrotechnics
coordinate system used for the analysis. Figures 6 and 7 Exploding tire is being considered as the ignition
show the Venus and Earth trajectories, respectively, rela- approach for the pyrotechnics system on Mariner B. This

HORIZON SEEKER 70 de dO00 

-J
9
J

W) BEFORE CLOSEST CS

500 SSO 0 50 60 010 iS0 ISO IO20 14
PHP HINGE ANGLE, dg

Figure 6. Venus trajectory relative to spacecraft
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decision has been in part promoted by the recent atten- independent, commands, ignition channels, and
tion focused upon conventional hot-wire pyrotechnics bridgewires or squibs).
by the AMR Safety Committee. That office has issued a
document requiring 1 amp, 1 w, no-fire squibs in all (2) Requirements imposed on the pyrotechnic system
future operations at AMR. This requirement imposes for close tolerances in firing 2 or more devices will
stringent design constraints on the ignition system and be held to a minimum. Any requirement for any
indicates a trend which significantly reduces the desira- tolerance in this respect must be arbitrated at the
bility of hot-wire systems. earliest possible date.

It is intended that a backup design be carrit- through
the initial phases of the design, utilizing capacitive dis- (3) Ignition of all squibs will be performed by explod-
charge ignition and 1 amp, I w, no-fire squibs. ing wire techniques with a backup design being

carried for conventional 1 amp, 1 w, no-fire squibs.
The design criteria and requirements for the pyro-

technic system are as follows: (4) The total number and description of required

(1) There will be full redundancy in the command, events is not yet available and will be necessary
control, cabling and explosive subsystems (i.e., 2 before the system can be completely defined.
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2
I--Ji
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'0

40 60 so 100 Ito 140 160 ... ISO ..... o0 Ito 240
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Figure 7. Earth trajectory relative to spacecraft, 1964 Venus encounter
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(5) The weight of the ignition system and firing harness philosophy for temperature control (that the heat flow
utilizing redundancy is estimated to be 10 lb. would be inward and upward) has now been revised to

provide for direct mounting of high heat dissipating sub-
The pyrotechnics system will derive its power from assemblies on the radiating surfaces and located as far
(6) mfrom the solar panels as possible. The low power dissi-
the main spacecraft dc supply. pating equipment would still conduct toward the interior

of the spacecraft but with provisions for a thermal control
(7) Exploding bridgewire simulators are being devel- shield to be mounted externally to the subassemblies on

oped for system test operations. the outboard side.

The use of plug-in subassemblies for the low and
medium powered assemblies is a design goal to provide

S. Packaging better wiring between these subassemblies having a rela-
The basic packaging concepts for Mariner B have not tively high pin density. The use of a double width

changed since the last reporting period. Some modifica- subassembly is contemplated for some assemblies with
tions have been made in the design to accommodate the digital type circuitry to reduce the interconnecting wiring
change in philosophy for the temperature control of the between subassemblies. For these double-width units it is
spacecraft and as a consequence of further development presently planned to eliminate the center bulkhead ring
of chassis and subchassis design. The original basic design of tile structure.
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Figure 8. Mars trajectory relative to spacecraft
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Figure 9. Earth trajectory relatives to spacecraft, 1964 Mars encounter
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IV. Voyager

A. Synopsis and techniques for advanced planetary missions, both
those currently planned and those that become necessary
or desirable as a result of discoveries on early planetary

Specific efforts directed to the accomplishment of the exploration missions that require further exploratory
Voyager Project have been initiated. The Systems Divi- operations. The methods to be used include study of
sion is participating with the technical divisions in the possible mission requirements to deduce the general
generation of mission objectives and the preparation of requirements for guidance and control subsystem per-
preliminary systems design specifications for interplane- formance, evolution of subsystem configurations to
tary spacecraft to be used as planetary orbiters and accomplish the required tasks, and parametric and error
landers, and out-of-the-plane-of-the-ecliptic probes, using analyses of typical missions and operating situations to
the Saturn vehicle as the booster. determine the ranges of parameters and tolerances

The Space Science Division is conducting Voyager required.
scientific feasibility studies to establish the feasibility of
meteorological, biological, and certain adaptions of geo- The Engineering Mechanics Division is performing
logical experiments for the Voyager, and to refine the Voyager spacecraft studies, including analytical investi-
knowledge of the Mars and Venus environments as they gtoso ofgrtotemlcnrl nr n admay affect the experiments and spacecraft for these flights. gations of configuration, thermal control, entry and land-

ing dynamics, postlanding and roving techniques, booster

The Guidance and Control Division is continuing its compatibility, multiple mission, or universal design con-
studies of guidance and control requirements, methods, cepts and compromises, and structural design problems.
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PART FOUR
ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT

I. Lunar

The Lunar Advanced Development Program consists Previous systems which have been developed with similar
of those projects and efforts which will extend the state- performance characteristics have been, in large, too com-
of-the-art and will provide knowledge applicable to a plex, bulky, and unsuited for the space environment.
specific problem or technical field of interest, thus lead- A large portion of the program is to conduct possible
ing to the development of hardware necessar> to the application studies of optical systems possessing the fol-
planned Lunar Exploration Program. The Advancedl
Development Program also establishes a mechanism to
ensure exploitation of advances in the state-of-the-art. (1) Low relative apertures (less than f 1).

(2) Wide field angles (20 to 40 deg).

(3) Capability of approaching the diffraction limitation
of light in image quality.

(4) An optimum resulting image plane which will be

A. U ltra-High-Speed Optical flat and capable of using photographic plates for

System system testing.

(5) The capability of performing under severe environ-
mental conditions.

A research and advanced development effort is being (6) Utilization of fiber optics components to achieve
performed (by Optics Technology, Inc., Belmont, Cal- (6 mtlitin offber op components to achieve
fornia, under contract to JPL) to demonstrate the feasi- impic in me ofcuoesa
bility of an optical system with a relative alerture of tion of optical alinement difficulties.
less than f,1 and whose complexity in vomponent eh,- (7) Capability of perfornance in ultraviolet, visible,
ments is simplified by the tise of fiber optic constituents. and infrared regions of the spectrum.
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The resultant system would possess the advantages of A 2nd design with an f/2.8, 2-in. system and 120-deg
dynamic scanning and/or space filtering capabilities, field angle is being prepared. 1 his lens will be incor-

porated with fiber optics image correctors and detailed
One system will then be selected, based on the study tests on its photographic speed and resolution will be

results. An optical system breadboard model for study, made.
testing, and design will be constructed. The fiber optics
components, as they are developed, will be subjected to
complete space environmental testing.

An image synthesizer for comparing various image
degrading effects using a variety of test objects has been B. Sun Simulator
constructed and is now in use. In initial 3rd order aberra-
tion analysis, spot diagrams were used that approximate A laboratory mockup of the Sun simulator (SPS 37-12)
the intensity distribution for primary spherical aberra- has been developed. The radiation source is a Hanovia
tions, zonal spherical aberrations, coma, and diffraction 900-w Xenon arc lamp. An f12 projector lens and an
rings in an airy disk. A series of photographs was made f/2 camera lens are used for condensing optics (Fig 1)
where the size-to-spot diagram dimensions varied between and an f/1 camera lens is used for the collimating lens.

and 20. This analysis will be extended to take account The setup is limited to an f/2 system because of the
of diffraction in the presence of aberration, and spot dia- slow condensing optics. The collimating lens has a 50-mm
grams of the point spread function with degrees of spheri- focal length, and provides a collimated energy bundle
cal, coma astigmatism, and coma-astigmatism aberrations. of approximately 1 in. diameter.

General expressions that define the 3r" order aberra- Tests conducted by energizing a silicon solar cell show
tions of simple 2- and 3-element reflecting and refracting its short-circuit current to be approximately "i its output
systems are being generated and the effect of their de- in incident sunlight extrzpolated to 0 atm. This idi-
pendence on the system parameters is being studied. cates that radiation intensity is approximately 30 mw/cm
Because field curvature and distortion may be ignored throughout the spectrum produced by the Xenon lamp.
(due to the use of fiber optics) it is expected that a large A radiation intensity of 58 mw/cm 2 from the Xenon lamp
number of simple systems exist for which the other 3 should energize a silicon solar cell to the same degree
aberrations may be corrected., incident sunlight (140 mw/cm2); this is an equivalent

Initial work has been undertaken to construct a bread- solar constant of 1.
board model of a wide field, low f-ratio optical system,
using a Sutton-type lens system and fiber optics image ARC SOURCE APERTURE
corrections. A design with an f 3.5, 4.5-in. system with (10.020-in. 0)
a 120-deg total field angle is now tinder study. The lens
was mounted in a viewing camera having a suitable aper-
ture. The wide r ,gle property of the lens was demon-
strated by rotating the lens on its nodal point through a
100-deg angle. No appreciable change was found in the
image quality viewed through a microscope. A fiber CON.NSE

optics field flattener and conical condenser are nearing SPERICALLE

completion and will be used to completely evaluate this REFLECTOR
system. Figure 1. Sun simulator
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II. Planetary-Interplanetary

A. Synopsis tion techniques for making measurements of fluxes and
energy spectra of charged particles in space. Studies
are being made on the merits of the interferometer type

The Planetary-Interplanetary Advanced Development of infrared spectrometer, and on wet chemical analysis
effort during FY 62 includes the following long-term techniques applicable to biochemical analysis and life
studies, analyses, and developments leading to feasi- detection.
bility demonstrations of advances in state-of-the-art
techniques intended for application to future planetary- The Telecommunications Division is pursuing develop-

interplanetary projects beyond the first flight missions ment of a planet-based capsule communication system;

now scheduled. study, design, fabrication, and testing of erectable large
spacecraft antennas; investigation of the application of

The Systems Division is conducting system analysis all magnetic logic circuitry to spacecraft time-multiplex-
studies related to trajectory and guidance problems asso- ing and programming subsystems; development of a
dated with the return of a vehicle from a planet to Earth; high-capacity data storage system; evaluation of various
trajectory and guidance analysis problems for missions methods of range acquisition; and analysis and develop-
to planets other than Venus and Mars; planetary entry ment of various circuit techniques applicable to long
and descent from planetary orbits; and extended tra- range communications.
jectories to other planets. In addition, studies are being
conducted to determine the values and effects of errors The Guidance and Control Division is conducting
in the fundamental solar system constants. advanced development efforts in the area of logical

designs for guidance computers; developing experimental
The Space Science Division is developing an models of 9-ft concentrators and a 500-w thermionic con-

exobiology microscope and a companion microscope verter to provide techniques which may prove feasible
spectrophotometer. The exobiology microscope is a soil- as spacecraft power sources; and surveying and develop-
sample-gathering-microscope vidicon system capable of ing advanced attitude control system mechanization
performing visible analysis on soil samples which have methods.
been graded according to particulate size and density.
The microscope spectrophotometer provides a spectral The Engineering Mechanics Division is performing
scan in the rang, 2000 to 5000 A of a sample located advanced development of the use of crushable structures
on the stage of a microscope. Additional efforts are for entry capsules; a thermal stress plastic analysis of
directed to developing sample handling systems for this radiator structures; development of inflatable instrumen-
equipment. Also under development are microwave tation xms for spacecraft application, studies of atmos-
receivers to provide research tools for the scientific study phere entry and temperature control aspects of various
of hnar and planetary surfaces, atmosphieres, and iono- spacecraft configurations; and development of techniques
spheres; and instrumentation utilizing solid-state radia- al)p)licabhl to the environmental survival of equipment.
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The Engineering Facilities Division is developing in- observed by Harris have U-B greater than 0"'.14, the
strumentation components, equipment, and systems to value assumed for the Sun from observations of other
support the advanced development efforts of the other G2V stars.
divisions. On the basis of a low ultraviolet albedo alone, there

In the field of chemical propulsion, the Propulsion would seem little justification for the necessity of nitrogen
Division is conducting an industry-wide survey of high tetroxide (N2O) absorption in the blue and near-
energy solid propellant development activities in order ultraviolet regions of the Venus spectrum, as suggested
to select propellants for investigation and use with space- (Ref 1). Venus actually reflects relatively more ultravio-
craft. Efforts are also being expended in the evaluation let (A.,. = 3500 A) light with respect to the visual
of throat and nozzle materials. (A./, = 5500 A) than our Moon (Ref 7), in contradiction

In the field of electric propulsion, the Propulsion Divi- to the spectrophotometric result of Heyden, Kiess, and
sion ise keeing abeetro preplmiondescriptionsf the Kiess. Ganymede (J 111) is an excellent match for Venussion is keeping abreast of preliminary descriptions of the in both geometric albedo and color, yet N20, atmos-SNAP.Y111 reactor system, its power conversion system, pheres are not observed on our Moon or Ganymede.

and its thrust units, and is evaluating the constraints phres a an o Red on our no r an yMoreover, Kaplan (Ref 5) has noted a dissimilarity
they place on the spacecraft and,'/or constraints the space- between the Venus spectrum and the absorption spec-
craft should place on these units. Supporting the electric trum of nitrogen tetroxide.
propulsion are the following efforts being undertaken
by other divisions: trajectory and guidance analysis; sys- In 1953 Kozyrev (Ref 6) found 2 discrete absorption
tems studies and preliminary analysis of spacecraft bands in the violet region of the Cytherean spectrum
designs; communication analysis; analytical design of at A 4372 and A 4120 A. Neither Richardson (Ref 8) nor
guidance and control subsystems; and studies and analy- Heyd ,j, Kiess, and Kiess were able to confirm the pres-
ses in the areas of structural dynamics, structural con- ence of these bands when they compared the Cytherean
figuration, shielding, and temperature control for electric spectrum to that of the Moon. Therefore, a search through
propulsion spacecraft. the Mount Wilson Observatory plate files was made

and 8 suitably exposed and widened 100-inch coudh
spectrograms were traced in the blue region near A 4372 A
with the Mount Wilson microphotometer. The exposure
dates and phase angles for the Venus plates are given
in Table 1; lunar spectrograms coude 1004 and 896 were

B. Space Sciences photometered as comparisons. The linear dispersion was
about 3 A/mm at Hy, thus the resolution is an order of

1. Spectra of Venus and Jupiter magnitude superior to Kozyrev's.

Some S emra l data Ve u dJis havThe tracings of Venus and the Moon are similar in the
Some empirical data studies have been made on the Ax 4372 A region; the absorption band found there by

intensity distribution in the spectra of Venus and Jupiter. Kozyrev is not present on the 8 Venus spectrograms
Nitrous oxide absorption has been suggested as an inter- listed in Table 1. A dip of 51 would probably be detected
pretation of the low ultraviolet albedos of these 2 planets on the tracings, and a band with a sharp head would
and Mars (Refs 1, 2, and 3), but the available data (Refs have to be very shallow to avoid detection. It was con-
4 and 5) does not seem to corroborate the Lypothesis.

a. Venus. Both Kozyrev (Ref 6) and Heyden, Kiess, Table 1. Log of the Venus spectrograms
and Kiess (Ref 1) have pointed out that the Cytherean
spectrum was considerably fainter in the near ultraviolet Cmeud number Dote Venus Ownse, dog
with respect to the visual region than were the observed 93 8.6-27 120
comparison sources. Kozyrev compared the Venus spec- 464 4-16.32 86

trum directly to the solar spectrum, while Heyden, Kiess, 478 5.16.-32 110
and Kiess used the Moon for a spectrophotometric 495 .22.32 115
comparison. 506 6-13-32 146

The 3-color photoelectric measures of Harris (Ref 7) 562 10.19.32 68

show that the U-B color of Venus is 0"'.55 more red than 565 11.9.32 55

the solar U-B value. In fact, all the planets and satellites 922 4.18-35 53
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eluded that the x 4372 A hand is absent from the Cyther- phere. (2) Atmospheric temperature extremes range from
ean spectrum, at least for phases greater than 50 deg. 200"K to greater than 600°K, the latter probably being

at the planetary surface. The surface pressure is estimatedb. Jpitr. Te fintnss f te Joiancontnuu in to be as high as 100 atm. Thus the spacecraft environ-
the blue and near-ultraviolet noted by Kiess, Corliss, and t be extm see fo rten n

Kiess (Ref 2) and also observed by Heard (Ref 9) with vehicles, and it is extremely important to know, as soon

hnar comparisons is probably not the usual case. The as possible, what precise design goals should be given

photoelectric colors of Jupiter quoted by Harris show for subsequent missions. The problem of location and

that during his observations Jupiter reflected relatively origin of the high temperature is probably the most

more ultraviolet, with respect to the visual, than our i in o le of patr s exalusive ot

Moon. Several calibrated medium-dispersion spectro- problem of extraterrestrial lifet.

grams were obtained of Jupiter and the Moon on April

28, 1961 at the Kitt Peak National Observatory. The blue With these considerations, a Venus capsule would be
and near-ultraviolet regions to about A 3500 A were not worthwhile if it could measure the temperature and pres-
depressed compared to the lunar spectrum. sure profiles of the atmosphere. Preliminary studies of a

Venus capsule capability indicate the following specifi-
Photometric tracings were also made of a set of uncali- cations for instruments: (1) pressure dynamic range

hrated medium-dispersion Lick spectrograms of Jupiter (2 sensors)-0 to 20 atm and 0 to 1000 atm; (2) temperature
and the Moon taken in 1936 and 1937 with the Crosshey dynamic range-200 to 7000 K; (3) accuracy-both 5%;
reflector. One spectrogram of Jupiter exposed on July 4, (4) data rate-less than 1 bit/sec total; and (5) weight of
1937 showed a broad, shallow absorption dip from about sensors-less than 2 lb total. Transducers to perform
X 3900 to 3500 A; other Jovian spectra had slightly weak- these measurements are readily available. The problem
ened ultraviolet continua compared to the Moon. The of height measurement is more difficult and has not been
lunar spectrogram was taken at about the same air-mass adequately solved. The capsule should also include
as the Jovian spectrograms, but on another night. Since devices to report on the behavior of the capsule during
the spectrograms were not exposed simultaneously, these the re-entry phase from which tipper atmospheric param-
observations should be given low weight. Still it is pos- eters could he deduced.
sible that the alnosphere of Jupiter, or a ,,ortion of it,
undergoes definite changes which affect the ultraviolet b. Mars. Knowledge of Mars is more extensive; there-
continuum; Harris' compilation of photometric observa- fore, many physical parameters of the atmosphere and
tions of Jupiter (Ref 7) indicates a variability of the surface are known well enough to permit predicting the
V(1,0) value on a long time scah. performance of the capsule and instruments in the

Martian environment. Here the primarv problem is to
A systematic patrol program of ultraviolet, blue, yel- collect data that answers the fundamental question of

low (UBV) photometry and photoelectric spectrP! scans whether there is or is not extraterrestrial life.
seems necessary to clarify the possibility of Jovian
variability. Studies are being made of capsule instnmentation

packages. At present, the experiments to be included on

2. Atmospheric Entry a capsule are:
(1) Fields and particles. Instrumentation to investigate

Presently conceived spacecraft may incorporate a cap- the radiation belt and magnetic field of Mars may
stile that will enter the atmosphere of Mars and Venus. include a 3-axis fluxgate magnetometer and simple
The instruments aboard this capsule will provide the radiation detectors.
first on-site data from these planets, and should answer (2) Upper atmosphere. An attempt will be made to
some of the questions that now exist concerning the ( a) l rpper atmosphere.
environment of those planets. Most of this information This will be lone by using an accelerometer to
will be directly applicable to the design of future soft This wle (lnius an accelerometeret
landing vehicles and contribute to a planned evolution Even from an aerodynamically calibrated capsule,of our exploration of Mars and Venus. Because more is Ee rma eoyaial airtdcpue
known of Mars than Venus the configuration of the it is uncertain whether it is possible to infer the scale
scientific package is different for ach. height from this I measurement. Any measurement

of upper atmospheric parameters is difficult be-

a. Venus. The known facts regarding Venus are: cause of the disturbance in capsule environment
(1) There is a large amount of C() present in the atmos- during the entry maneuver.
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(3) Atmospheric thermodynamics. These measurements Figure 1 and Table 2 show the aspects of Venus during
include pressure and temperature profile, specific approach. Spectral data is started at 4 hr before closest
gas constant, ratio of specific heats, and density approach, when the spacecraft is approximately 100,000
of the atmosphere. Available instrumentation to kim from Venus. The planet's angular radius is 3.5 deg;
accomplish these measurements are thermistors, and the Sun is approximately 63 deg off the telescope
barometers, and sound velocity tubes. To provide axis. The telescope axis is offset 2 deg toward the dark
the necessary height information, the feasibility side, and scans up and down a line tilted 15 deg to the
of incorporating an altimeter is being investigated terminator.
to measure altitude to an accuracy of ±250 ft at
30,000 ft. Under ordinary conditions a telescope is not subject to

interference from light sources outside its field of view.
(4) Atmospheric composition. Several instruments are However, spectral features of interest on the night side

under investigation to measure chemical com- of Venus are as much as 10 less intense than the day-side
position of the atmosphere. These are the gas visible light. When the telescope is pointed at the night
chromatograph, mass spectrometer, solar infrared side, the bright off-axis source scatters interference from
or ultraviolet radiometer, and instruments designed every baffle blade and optical surface. Table 3 lists the
to detect the amount of a single component, expected brightness of various wavelengths of interest.

Note that 5500 A mid-visible green light from the day-glow(5) Biology. At present it seems impossible to instru- hsabihns f9X1' alih oprdwt

ment a meaningful biological experiment that will night-glow brightness of 9 IP Rayleighs at 5500 A,

operate only prior to impact with the surface. nd 7 o 10H Rayleighs at 550 A,

This is because these experiments need a long and 7 X 103 Rayleighs at 3000 A (near ultraviolet).

operating time (growth experiments) and a soil
sample. Specific experiments under consideration Table 2. Range vs angular radius of Venus
are growth experiments and a device that samples during encounter'
several biologically important characteristics of the
Martian surface. Time from DIOionce from Ageor P eh-voe. -

Cletse pobe " of v on g M 4l6
opirenao .0db. I4- ,vY lelempo ebYaw.c.h rim, km Veaus, d og Ik) dog

3. Ultraviolet Spectrometer h eS m Vts e oSn.4 e
-6 120.00 2.3 so 121

The following ultraviolet spectrometer design may have -5 18,.000 2.8 60 119

possible applications in future space projects. The origi- (Turn-on)
nal scientific mission intended to look at both the visible - "A 3.5 63 116

and the ultraviolet adiation from the planet Venus at 3 74A0 4.7 6 Iii

intensities ranging from day-side cloud scatter down to 2 54.0o 6.7 76 101

night-side after-glow. The night-glow was made difficult I 300 10.6 100 o

to see by close proximity to day-side radiation 3 or 4 deg 0 26,o00 14.0 142 36

off axis. Low-,c ..imulh, 94 to 114 deg, Trold. 1. nomiel.

SCAN AXIS- /

VIEW
1/ 1 5

-6 hr '

-5 hr
UV TURN ON -3 hr -2 hr

- I hr 'CLOSEST APPROACH

Figure 1. Venus aspects and UV spectrometer field of view
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Table 3. Venus surface brightness vs wavelength

Apoi teBrightness In Raylolight Etanxd

wavelength Day-side 1
\,v A~ or tier and Aurora Night glow

day.glow

5500 9 0'l I 10- 9 l03

5000 1 n

4500 1 1 W

4000 el 10'0. Is'

3500 5 108

3000 / 10' 1 (

2500 I 10'

(3 * I If no 0(041.)

2000 0

(5 10' 1 no otone.)

1500 1 10-' 1 10'

200 1 1 ' 1 - 101

itt101. ii t'.'.114 I ' \ f11 ill-s ii I,(. Ill i t w i 44

2 4i'.it IS It S ll t 55 1 4 Ii an i it l il l w 41411 '.. ii11.11

>1 \ 114'. f11 II Il k I '4 11.' Im 14 it41 I t at11 I . d4l i_1

it.' \\]I(- t tia Ic211t1 \ i l h '.Il 1200 tI taI.'.4II Figure 2. Engineering prototype ultraviolet
uii~~If 0111 \ III t.~. ill. \ls.114 5'.t I. I , pctaI

1a i sl(a I ct l .41J)E IrfiI. (I(11 J)Iolt '1\ 11 441i' 2III( IK\1i' spec.t14' 441t4414'V tometr 411 .4l'11 I '
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TELESCOPE MONOCHROMETER

SHRP-ELADA AFFLES-

Figure 3. Ultraviolet spectrometer optical arrangemenlt

tion and synchronous detection are used. Light intensity stopped by a signal from the magnetic code wheel when

data is taken from the cathode voltage level. Near- it reaches home position. After 1 start-stop cycle, the

logarithmic compression results because the phototbe grating stops in the proper position to begin its next

voltage varies as the log of light intensity when current scan. During spacecraft boost and cruise, the cam fol-

is held constant. The intensity signal is sampled every lower is lifted off the cam and held rigidly in a lubricated

5 A and digitized to 6 bits. track so it will survive shake.

Grating drive control. The grating, gear train, and Fiducil coding system. A 2-track magnetic code wheel

cami follower (Fig 5) are driven by a stepping motor. (Fig 5) is geared to the cam. Magnetic Head 1 picks

DC is controlled in the motor windings by countdown p the home position signal which stops the motor drive.

and logic circuitry. A stepping motor has the advantages Magnetic Head 2 reads the fiducial code which identifes

of operating on dc power, allowing precise speed con- grating position; this is especiall) important during inter-

trol, starting and stopping instantly without coasting. mittent telemetry reception. One scan from 1200 to

The motor is started by external pulse command. It is 4200 A proides 640 samples. Each 7-bit sample has

PHOTOMULT IPL HER

//APIIR 30c$ MODULATOR I TO 6v

CONTROLSCALING
AMAMPLIFIER

E X TANALOG

D E T E C T O R O U T P U TS H A R P -LDET ES 
U P P L Y

600 cpa

Figure 4. Ultraviolet detector
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AMPIFER T IOOE TOPPUSE STEPPING LOGIC ?5 coo

MGNTIC AMLFIIERS

II AMIFIER FIDUCIAL CODE[ OUTPUT

HEADI/d Iti'l

Figure 5. UItvavie gt Ing dhrive end coding system

6 bits for intensity and 1 bit for fiducial code. The code multipliers. The new detectors are not interchangeable,
positively identifies position if 15 or more consecutive however, and must be designed into the instruments and
data samples are received, tested.

Calbration. Inflight calibration is desirable after the Gratings. More study is being given to increase grating
vibration of boost and the effect of space vacuum for efficieny and reduce unwanted scatter. High steriliza-

4 moths Jut bfor th teescoe oens th intruent tion temperatures will likely rule out replica gratings
scans a built-in tungsten lamp for intensity calibration entrely.oew sorestofriginal graingdwthoo
and a gas discharge lamp for spectral line identification. utailtrfetvt ilb edd
The lamps, built into the cover, move out of the field Space lubrication and evaporation. Vacuum chambers
of vie', wvhen the cover opens, are needed that are capable of holding the entire instru-

ment near space vacuum.

b. Future mhdis Optical blacking. A good black surface is needed which
will not evaporate or change properties in 4 months.Solar-blind ultraviolet detector. The incorporation of a

photomultiplier which would respond to ultraviolet, but Telescope construction. The original method of mak-
not to visible light, would help solve 2 critical problems: ing baffles was to cut or sharpen the edges of individual
(1) mixing of high intensity visible light into the low blades and to weld or rivet the individual blades into a
intensity ultraviolet because of grating and optical scat- herringbone pattern. Figure 6 shows the blades at the
ter, and (2) need for 10 attenuation at 4 deg off the telescope entrance. Experiments are underway to pro-
telescope axis. Recent improvements have been made duce a series of sharp-edged grid plates by chemical
In the manufacture of solar-blind ultraviolet photn- etching which will be lighter and easier to fabricate.
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m~on~itor (I at NASA contllrac~t w5ith4 I'.hctro-( ptical Ss - t51)4 41j1'I'.14'( for' 50 lir w5ithloot failli'e; ho4weve'r. the4

1(1445 (l'0S), Incoorrlated(, 4411 at resca('Ch and14 power141I oulpil (If t1his unlit was fromt 10) to 15'4" le'ss afte'r
114 'lt p r(ogram to14 ill Vst igat Ite(' 14(1414 lot 1' 4'fal ric(alt ig 504) itr.' A " prgraml for' '40 c ninied SET (elo'1inc(i~t is

('at iC1lS. II 5'(St igat(i~lls INIaVC 'd ( 14) fl4'it,4 Li ('at i(l o1 f at a. ihe'rfllunli(' e'ner'gy c'r1l(rter. 1114 basic configu ra-
1441144 f'f mli rro rs 55' ii I54 r4' 4 vall atc both by411 I l t

1  io ((Iid14 ml)e 1ri als of fi 44 S ET thi 'riolli( ('4IIv(rtt'r are'
and4 E0S. 1144'c ('onstruci'oti ofI a Water 1144W C'ilIriiI4'14' sho4wn1 ill Figulre 9. 1114' ('Iiitt('r (1) andI Olinlld'( fail-
w51i'li is Itself ill (144' 'vailluationl p)r4graill at . 14 \\ as talmln spacci' (4) are 111ac'1i114' froin rod( mate'rial rt'stlting
(h-'5(rilI('( ii SI'S .37-9. The4 r('544ts of1 e'fiO'ien'l i(' 44'sIrl- i14 a 1-picc(4 const45ructioni. 11h4 ('init('r area is 20M) cm"-
1i4'lnts I)4rllorci4 oi 44441114 first 5-ft dliamleter, lli(k14' c'i4''1r4- and4 fltl spa('4r \%ail tlic4 kii4'ss 2.3 miil. 1114 radliant and
formed,5410 '11(4lt'ao'44ii4Ii4 sola (JHP1 \%ll' r41'14'4I-t ('ioll('i411 l44at ti'alisfe'i alllg 1C SpaC(T' aC('oI1l1tS for1
ill SI'S .37-10. Tlis ('0114'4'iol'r Wa',s 4'li5'l'11lilaii ' 1114151 of the4 4\tiivol4014 114',d loss ill f114' SET colilS't4'r.

tes5ted( at J1'1an .1l4(1 1144'l'454ts 'i)44'14'4 ill SI'S 1~7-11. B4ill(ion 41f ' 11410 \5a114' sp14'4'1 has bt'4'ii the major
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EMITTER, T,,,CLETRBD,
COLLECTOR FACE, CLETRBDM

01 SPACER, To

NIOBIUM-

A1203EMITTER LEAD,

RADIATOR,NOIU
CuNIBU

CESIUM RESERVOIR,
EXHAUST TUBE, Ni Mo

CRIMP-OFF TUBE, Cu

Figure 9. SET thermionic energy converter

Figure 7. SET system with thermionic generator c.itose of coniverter fatilure. Ihel( collector fiacv is tantalumr
in launch position Iri-d to it molybdeiinm collector 1)OxlV. Nominal opeF-

M1tin g temeiiirttures are:

Emitter face.- K: 1980O.

Colleetor fatcc. K: 950).

Aloinii seal. K: 854) to 9(X.

( 1 simni reservoir, K: 6WM to 654).

Ivjpical pt-riortiaie charaicteristics of 9 experinwntid
set (-oii-rltt-rs fatbricatevd (liring Phase I atre show~n ill

TIabt- 1. 'It-( results of lie tests onl these converters aire
shown i ill I-igiin- 10. 'l'llo- converter dlesigni objective for the
I 0-Iliontlo 2-plias-, dest-lopinent progrm wa-;s 14.4 wv cm2

elec-trical powetr tlIcnsity at aim otitput of I X) v and 1980) K
clinitter temperatitre. 11wl( pt-rformnuct' of Converter 111b
Waks 12.0) w/cni at 1(1)-v output and 2(MM) 'K emitter temn-
perattire andl wats grt-ater than 807 of the design objective.
I lowever, (Conve-rter 111) failed after 20 hr operattionl. Thev

to ogst -ii-mo no l h nini eoiimntit in used inl Converter 111b
wais no t ont iniiioI ill thli latter co nvert ers. Tatntalum-
Iill)(lvIIII.II and finlally tattlluitiuI-tnluiii.m wa"s sulbsti-
ttlle inl an attempt to improve the operattional lifetime.
Coanve-rter \'.t olperated 854) hrl without filulre, however.
()ill\ 63A0 v/cm' electrical powver density att 10M) v and(

- I980) K em ittesr teor \-iwas oht ai ned. Thel( currenit

Figure 8. SET system with thermionic generator \1 o0llagocarteiic of I TyeVconiverters Ire
in operating position Showis ill Figure 11.
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Table 4. SIT cenverter electrical performance -0

mewe ogp.w Opilmum okvf
commw ao 1.oev, "61001I du

Whim at Og, .1i

Ilb 12 of2000 W MO Nt fte"Wed 1.61
Ilia 9.5012000 W TA 689 2.09 -
IVb 9.14h2000 TA MOI 647 2.09 i
IVC 5.0 =2000 TA MOI 656 2.09 c 0

V. 6.0 at19W TA TA 617 2.3 t c N(O

Yb 5.5t1901) TA TA 601 2.3 0 035(C
VC 6.0 of19o0 TA TA 617 2.3 --- 3(d
Vd S.5 of low TA TA 640 2.3 w60*-
TU.I1 5.Sa Iof TA TA 640 2.3 1

b. So~zrconceaivaor. The perfomance of SET con-
centrators fabricated in Phase I is shown in Figure 12. VOLXI.
The measured efficiency of concentrator JM.1.1 was 825 rig.,. 11. Current vs "es...e cdrlsis of
with a 0.5-In, cavity aperture diameter. The 10-month, v., ve, end Vil
2-phase development program design objective was
approximately 835 with the 0.5-in, cavity aperture _______________

diameter. Concentrator JM-1-2 was measured wvith the -
silver sensitizing surface uncoated. The siver surface is
normally overcoated with vacuum deposited alumidnum. 0 ______

The reflectance of the silver surface as measured with a 0.
water flow calorimeter was greater than 91%. The effi-
ciency with a 0.5-in, aperture diameter wasl 895. However, 1 0. iSEPT 9TESTMODEL 4
it is not anticipated that silver surfaces can be utilized on 0.6GI ETMOE
practical concentrators since the reflectance of silver FE"CA
degrades due to atmospheric exposure. 

__0.__

0.4 THEORE6CAL EFFICENCY,11 91% REFLECTIVITY

I 0.

Nb- SHUT0
DOW

I IF 0 o.2 0's oso S oi0 1o .25 1.so[!i~ CAVITY APERTURE DIAMETER, In.
~ bIDENTICA. Figure 12. Efficiency measuweeats on SIT

POWR DIODE 090015 S mnS

W0 DRPSU POWER SHUTId CROP DOWN
iC'V'LETE FTS

0 Z* 440 Go oom
TIME, hr

Figure 10. Results of life tests en SIT thormionic-
converters Figure 13. SIT Concentrator JM-1I -1
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Concentrator JM-1-1 (Fig 13) successfully withstood Results indicated that an increase in crushing stress
low and high frequency vibration at the Ranger-type resulted in the ust of tubular arrays as opposed to hex-
approval level for subsystems. Specific weight of the 5-ft agonal cell arrays.
diameter nickel concentrator is approximately 1.0 lb/ft". At present, several cell structures are being fabricated

in which the parameters have been optimized in order to
obtain a hexagonal cell structure with an energy absorb-
ing property which is maximum for this system. The
results of tests performed on these specimens will allow

D. Engineering Mechanics for an evaluation of the analytical work, as well as estab-lish a truly representative energy absorbing value for the

hexagonal cell system.
1. Energy Absorbing Structures

As stated in RS 36-5, there was a need for a program 2. Extendable Booms
(analytical and experimental) to determine the crushing An extendable, retractable boom is being obtained
stress of metallic honeycomb structures and the param- from De Havilland Aircraft of Canada, Ltd, it can
eters controlling this stress. be made of either magnetic or nonmagnetic material and

The analytical program has been completed. The may have application in positioning experiments (such as
analysis was approximate, assuming a rigid-plastic mate- a magnetometer) away from the spacecraft.
rial and applying limit analysis techniques to obtain
upper and lower boundaries on the crushing stress. The a The boom consists of a metal strip heat treated to form
resulting expression yielded the parameters that control a long tubet when unrestrained. Prior to extension, thethe crushing stress and their relative significance,. boom is stored on a reel as a fiat tape (Fig 18). To

extend the tubing, a Mylar tape (interwound with the
The parameters of primary interest are: (1) yield tape on the storage drum) is reeled onto its own spool

strength to density ratio of the material, (2) structural by a motor-drive gear train.
density of the cellular array (i.e., wall thickness to cll The erection unit is a self-contained package complete
diameter ratio), and (3) geometrical configuration of the with power supply for extending the antenna length to

the automatic power cutoff point. Early units put out an
The yield strength to material density ratio is subject antenna of fixed length using either a de-clutching device

to the limitation that the material should not be brittle, or a tripped cam for shttting off the drive motor. More
but have sufficient ductility to deform without fracturing, recent designs can meter out several precise lengths and
Experience has shown that materials with uniaxial elonga-
tions of approximately 8 to 10 or greater are satisfactory.
In addition, for optimum resxonse, a material with a near
rigid-plastic stress-strain curve response is desirable.
Assuming these 2 limitations, the greater the yield
strength to material density, the greater the structural
crushing stress.

The structural density, or ratio of cell wall thickness to
cell diameter, is a parameter whose optimization depends
on fabrication techniques to a limited extent. The greater
this ratio, the greater the crushing stress; however, it has
been found that there is a maximum density at which the
structure will no longer collapse in a uniform manner, but
fail in a lower energy mole (Fig 14).

The geometrical configurations of the cellular array
may be of many types other than the typical hexagonal
cell. Test specimens have been fabricated and tested
utilizing tubular arrays, in both closcd pack and open
pack geometrical arrays (Fig 15). Figure 14. Nonuniform, low-energy-mod, failure
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ANTENNA FEED
CONNECTIONS\, MOTOR AND GEAR REDUCTION

STOP PIN MYLAR TAPE TAKE -UP DRUM

.' MICROSWITCH CAM MOUNTING POINTS

ANTENNA STORAGE _GUIDr SLEEVE
DRUM

FOLLOWER ARM' ANTENNA
TUBE

ANTENN STORAGEU
DRUMM

Figure 16. Tubular boom

allow cables iinside the tube to) bc extendedI with the
hxuin. vite boom dud thit. (dl)le5 %ill he rtrctable andt
re-exteiidable.

E. Propulsion

1. Amino Nitrate Monoprop.Ilants

0irrent rethuirclnents for spacecraft in-transit maneu-
vering has led to the utilization of liqunidl ionopropehlants
ats the energy sonrce. Niouopropellant hiydrazine is cur-
rently being utilized in at 50-lb-thrust roceket motor for
ii-couirse trajectory correction of Ranger lunar-impact

missions. Simnilar p~ropulsioni devices are planned for

Figure 15. Crushed metallic honeycomb structures futuire planetary probes. For futuire missions, however,
1a)cloed nd b) pentublararryssN'stmn stiliet' indicate the (lesiralbility of mo~re enlergetic
(a) I~se and(bi pen ubulr araysliquid prop~ellanlts, since prop~ulsion systemn weights be-

coic applre'ciable ;I spact'craft wevights increatse (Retf 11).
One suich high enevrg) liqid~ inontipropellaint, designated

;ds filly retract thle antenna. Tlo minimize the capaci- Caveat-KB has been undergoing experiimental investigation
tine l)e-twee-n antenna andi satellite shell, the erection at tihe ILaboratory andt the program 1, -ogress hats been
unit is matle of nonmetAlic mtecrials aind the element is reportedl in RS :36-2 thiroigh .36-7, and SJ)S 37-9 through
(t-ttrally hitu seda. ( iiit anmce is rateif 1 at o f. .37- 12. I1(1 idtion, J Ph . rocket ottor test resiults, rep~orted

Es tetntlet I thle boom1 wil ill be( iipproiimat ('Iy 20-ft long. i 1ts puica (.t ion 1Ilip to SI'S 37-12, are siiuari zed it]

It wil1l inicorp~orate 2 nt-\\ developmnents tlI at alre no(t liefi-rencoe 1 2.

aivailatble ii tlei)v prsent 1)1it ms. On)me will be t aineottIn toi ( avv a- H is the de signat io n of at liquinid Inonopri pllan,1t:
ii itreast dith t irsioid po s it inin g acrt cy tv ot lli r\will con si st inig of it nti awid solut ion oif at (Iatt'rnary iniiit
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nitrate salt. At acid-to-salt ratios of 1.50 to 1.80, this pro- impulse 1., as a function of expansion area ratio e, for
pellant exhibits suitable physical properties along with a both 1.50 and 1.72 acid-to-salt ratio propellants for
theoretical equilibrium flow specific impulse of 255 to 259 chamber pressures of 50, 150, and 300 psia. Curves are
sec (depending on acid-to-salt ratio) at 1000-psia chamber shown for anhydrous solutions as well as for those con-
pressure expanded to atmospheric pressure. taining 2% water. Figure 20 presents combustion products

Additional theoretical performance data has been com- 32 -

piled during this reporting period. Calculations were
made for solutions containing 2% water, since the mono-
propellant is normally prepared from as received Cavea-B 310-

salt and commercial grade white fuming nitric acid; each . "

component contains a small amount of water, so the mix- f-
ture normally contains from I to 2% water. The informa- - -

tion was obtained on an IBM 7090 computer utilizing a -/ ..- ' "
modified Aerojet program. Table 5 is a compilation of . 290

theoretical characteristic exhaust velocities c*; Figures 17, / /
18, and 19 are plots of the theoretical vacuum specific 2 260

Table S. EWect of water upon the theoretical I/
performance of Cavea-S, equilibrium flow 270 ,

ACID-TO-SALT RATIOS
i-1.50 r 1.72 2 1.50PI --0 1 .5.0 (2% H20)"

P" Anhydne. 2% H30 Anhydrs.. 2% N1O 1.02
* 1. c* 1. c* 1. t - - - 1.72 (2% H20)

50 5063 150.9 5027 149.8 5027 149.5 4991 149.0 0 10 20 30 40 0 60 7o

150 5099 202.0 5056 200.1 5074 203.0 5043 200.6 EXPANSION RATIO .

300 5116 224.9 5071 222.7 5102 226.3 5069 224.6 Figure 18. Theoretical vacuum performance of Cavea-B,
1000 5 .254.9 31- -- s. 258.3 -- -- equilibrium flew, p, - 150 psia

320 320

310 310

So0o- ~ 300
In .-.. . ;:- --

J 290
, / / I ' /

o 22 0 _

4270- - ___- 270

ACID-TO-SALT RATIOS ACID-TO-SALT RATIOS
1.50 - 1.50

2o -. 1.50 (2% M20) 260 - - --- 1.50 (2% H20)
-- 1.7?2 ---- 1.72

--0 1.72 (2% IO) -- 1.72 (2% 420)

0 to 30 40 50 6 ?0 0 iO 20 30 40 50 60 O0

EXPANSION RATIO @ EXPANSION RATIO s

Figure 17. Theoretical vacuum performance of Cavea-B, Figure 19. Theoretical vacuum performance of Cavea-B,
equilibrium flow, p,. = 50 psia equilibrium flow, p, = 300 psla
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0.44 4 or 8 atomizing spray nozzles. SPS 37-10 contained per-
H20 formance results of the impinging stream injector and

0.40 SPS 37-12 contained complete results obtained with the
4-spray configuration.

03_ ___An evaluation of the 8-spray injector was completed
0during this reporting period. It was expected that the

more uniform mass distribution per unit of chamber
L 032 cross-sectional area and the better atomization provided

by 8 individual spray nozles would provide more stable
combustion at lower L* values than provided by the

z 0.28 4-spray configuration. Little improvement was noted,
t- however. It was again necessary to utilize a characteristic
U024 length of approximately 165 in. in order to obtain high

performance (c* 5(XX) ft sec) and avoid severe low
C02 frequency instability. At an V value of 165 in. and a

0.20 N2  chamber pressure of 300 psia, pressure fluctuations were
_ +-18 psi (--67) when an injector pressure drop of 140

'0.16 psid was utilized. A change of spray nozzle sizes, to pro-I

d ce a pressure drop of 110 psid at the same flow rate
resulted in rough combustion, with pressure fluctua-

0.12 tions of - 150 psi ( - 50D Similar, although not as severe,
results were obtained at an L* value of 234 in.

0.0__ __ It would appear that the atomizing spray-nozzle injector
is satisfactory at a reasonable V only if it is possible to
provide a high injector pressure drop (150 to 350 psid).

004 O On the other hand, the impinging stream injector pro-
K2duced combustion noise pressure fluctuations of only -6

0- psi ( - 2') at an V of 34 in. and with a pressure drop of
1.0 1 .4 .6 1.6 20 22 24 140 psid. Thus, tinder the conditions of this test program,

ACID-TO-SALT WEIGHT RATIO the impinging stream injector type is clearly the better
Figure 20. Chamber mole fraction of various combustion of the 2 types tested.

products as a function of Cavea-S acid-to-salt
ratio, p,. = 300 psia 2. Advanced Uquid Propulsion System

The Advanced Liquid Propulsion Systean (ALPS) Pro-
as a function of acid-to-salt weight ratio for the 30X-psia grant has been established for the purpose of formulating
chamber pressure case, assuming anhydrous monopro- anti denonstrating solutions to problems in spacecraft
pellant. propulsion. The program has been organized to cover

Experimental investigations to date reveal that efficient these Problems in a coordinated manner so that solu-

monopropellant combustion of this propellant depends tions are mutually compatible and suitable for practical

strongly upon several factors, including combustion application in a complete system. SPS 37-8 through

chamber pressure, degree of atomization, combustion .37-12 contain details of the program.

chamber gas-side wall temperature, and residence time. a. Engine development. Th thrust chamber f( - the
At the 100-lb-thrust level, and at 3(X)-psia chamber pres- ALPS most be capable of restart in space, of long dura-
sure, it has been necessary to utilize fairly high injector tion firings, and of throttled operation. It is proposed
pressure drops (greater than I(X) psid), ceramic insulated to employ a radiatively cooled thrust chamber. Several
chambers, andi chamber characteristic lengths V, in advantages which accrue from the use of nonregenera-
excess of 1() in. in order to obtain high percentages of tive cooled chambers are: (1) elimination of the coolant
theoretical specific impulse as well as stable combustion. flow inadequacy at low thrust levels in i throttlable
Two types of injectors have been utilized: the impinging engine, (2) elimination of problems associated with
stream type. composed of multiple like-on-like doublet space storage of the liquid holdup in cooling passages,
elements, and the multipl.-spray type, composed of either (3) elimination of problhms relating to compatibility of
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the injector, indicating the failure may be related to the log-log scale, so that contours of constant pals appear
cracked flange. No nitrogen gas was flowed around the as straight lines, with a parallel family of contours for
chamber during the run, but it is not felt that appreciable each value of n. The method of presenting this corn-
oxidation occurred on the outer surface. parison was based on work described in Reference 13.

Data from these firings are given in Table 6. Additional Equations for the selection of an appropriate value of n

firings will be made with pyrolytic graphite thrust cham- for these types of vehicles are described below.

bers as the chambers become available. In all 3 types, the vehicle is accelerated to a high

b. PvopeUwm perfornum. conparilao. A determina- velocity, then coasts ballistically or aerodynamically. In

tion was made of the performance of several hydrazine- the it type, part of the rocket burnout mass is fixed and

based fuels with nitrogen tetroxide operating at a the propellant volume is fixed. In the 2nd vehicle type,
chamber pressure of 150 psia. The data was calculated part of the rocket burnout mass is fixed and the gross

on the IBM 7090 digital computing system using the mass is fixed. In the last type, the gross mass, the length

Aerojet-General Corporation program. Computation was and part of the burnout mass are fixed, but the diameter

based on shifting equilibrium flow in the nozzle and may vary. In the first 2 cases, the purpose is to maximize

assumed no losses in either the characteristic exhaust burnout velocity, and in the 3rd case, which is based on

velocity e, or the thrust coefficient C,. The fuels con- a boost-glide vehicle concept, the purpose is to maximize

sidered are: range. The equations for n for these 3 cases are shown
below; the derivation of the equations can be found in

Hydrazine Reference 13.

Unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine (UDMH) Case I. Propellant volume and part of burnout mass

Monomethyihydrazine (MMH) fixed:

50% hydrazine-,01 UDMH (wt %) ," = m/m,) I _

Hydrazine Blend I (HB-1) I - v
66.7% hydraxine, 4 moles
23.91 MMH, I mole Case 11. Gross mass and part of burnout mass fixed:

9.45 water, I mole n = m62/mb

Hydrazine Blend 2 (HB-2) In (m./mb)
73.61 hydrazine, 4 moles Case ili. Gross mass, length, and part of burnout mass
26.4% MMH, 1 mole fixed; variable diameter:

Hydrazine Blend 3 (HB-3)
501 hydrazine-501 MMH (wt 1) - (mo/mb) f(Mb,/m) + 01m/101p! (moo/mo) - I) I(-/l

Because impulse and density are of primary concern where

in the design of a propulsion system, some of the com-
puted performance was plotted in a manner so that the m. = gross mass of the vehicle
relationship between impulse and density is displayed m= burnout mwo if the vehicle
directly with mixture ratio as a parameter (Fig 23). In
this figure the vacuum specific impulse I., at an expan- m&, = part of burnout mass which is proportional to
sion area ratio of 40:1, is plotted against density p, on a propellant volume

Mk = fixed portion of burnout mass
Table 6. Data from test firings of ALS'p m,= propellant mass

Chedw Mixture Chumse. p = speed exponent: 0.6 for sharp-nosed missiles,D~e Tet heberprssreretie r Ilc duratin,

DN Tes *nadlworl " enlo ,z, vel 0.1 for blunt-nosed missiles
ile fuel ft/ic 0C

2-12- M-54 In Figure 23, it can be seen that, for any value of n
12.12.61 106 M.364 141 0.9 4 30 shown on the plot, the hydrazine-nitrogen tetroxide com-
12-15.61 109 M.563 140 0.9 - 30 bination is superior to any of the 6 combinations; i.e.,
12.1s.61 109 M.563 140 1.0l 3460 44 the product of p" and 1, is greater than that for the other
,10.b.- ,ut freetndng pyrolyti pie how ,, com binations.
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3. Cryopnmk PmpulsIke System have over the storable liquid propellants. Further, the
a. lntvoductlons. Efficient performance of current and large tank volume required for low-density liquid hydro-

gen is not a limiting factor in upper-stage vehicles,
possible future space exploration missions, depends on although it might be a limiting factor if hydrogen were
the use of propulsion equipment of increasingly higher ue stefe naPsaebotrperformance (exhaust velocity) l

The High-Energy Liquid Propellant Research Program Beyond the performance limits of chemical reaction
has been concerned with storable liquid propellants, rocket motors, exhaust velocities of 20,000 up to 64,000
such as N2 0,-N2H, and CIF,-N2H, having theoretical ft sec are expected to be obtained using, in order: hydro-
exhau..t velocities of approximately 8300 ft/sec. Liquid gen heated in a nuclear reactor, electrically-heated work-
propellant systems using oxygen or fluorine as the oxidizer ing fluids, plasma jets, and finally, ion expulsion devices.
and hydrogen as the fuel have theoretical exhaust veloc- Cryogenic working fluids will be used in many of these
ities in excess of 11,000 ft/sec (expanding to 14.7 psia prop.lsion systems.
from 300-psia chamber pressure). Various preliminary
design studies indicate that insulation requirements asso- Because of these considerations, the research program
ciated with the use of these cryogenic prrpellants can, has been reoriented and renamed the Cryogenic Pro-
for most missions, be satisfied without appreciably pulsion System Program and the stand at the Edwards
depleting the perfyrmance advantage thes propellnts Test Station hich had been used for the recently con-
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pleted ClF1-N.,H, program is being modified to utilize propulsion systems in future JPL spacecraft pro-
cryogenic propellants. grams.

The multiple objectives of the program are: The program will start with the installation of cryo-
genic storage tanks and test station equipment which

(1) To achieve an understanding of the properties of will enable experience to be obtained in handling the
the cryogenic fluids, especially oxygen and hydro- cryogenic propellants and in the operation of the com-
gen, and of the requirements imposed by these ponents in cryogenic systems. Engine problems will be
properties on the materials and equipment used investigated next. These include the areas of combus-
with these fluids. tion chamber fabrication, injector design and fabrication,

(2) To develop a competence in the handling, storage, performance, combustion stability, heat transfer, and
and transfer of the cryogenic fluids, and in the cooling. As soon as possible, the program will be
design, fabrication, and operation of components broadened to simulate and solve problems which would
used with the cryogenic fluids, arise in the design and operation of complete propulsion

systems and vehicle stages using high energy cryogenic
(3) To obtain experience in the design and operation propellants. These problems include fluid metering de-of LH-LO2 rocket motor systems in order to vices and propellant utilization systems, instrumentation,

provide test and evaluation ability and engineer- ground handling and loading, insulation requirements,
ing capability necessary for considering cryogenic and flight-weight component development.
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b. Test stand and facility. TIle (-Stat i it t l tIV lttI
Edwards Test Sta~tio hasI been ii Ii fit d for t 'st i g

it Id ificatitn io 115.(1IlW isti.l lhidit nS arc inicitate d ii

Figuire 2-4.

flexu re- iiinge paralieb gra in linikage, it~s bee htt Iist al led
to accoiniodate till, liodifit-d Jill, 6K Inottors wlicb~
will bie used for test purpose~s (Fig 25).

Pro pellanotto nksv. Theit chlo in l rit utri(e and b1 I~dia -
zilt' propelilanit tanks I iak\'t bee tiremoil vedt andt re-place'd
blit-\new pro pt'ii 3lit t antkage'. IiI i ii t isvgen is siupplijed
front it 60-galon. I (MM)- p~ i wt rk in g -prt sst in tan k ltca tetd
in an texi sting ont et'- linei-t pit at tht norithi side o thdle
test staiid. TIe lo' \ygt' tmtik is om pletet ly iinlIierse( iii

a Iliqu id niit rogen jact't to prt'vont Iot ts' tilt Il iId

IJIqtid hydrogenl is sopid frto it~ 3Ia:20- gallt Ill I(MM.psi
w Irk ing-presst rt tanl k wic i% (is t tttt ill .it '\\ tI tnlrI'tc-

C'ooliing jaket itid tiit' 55lttlit ilSst'llbiV illMiLItt'i \%ith

9t : in. of spra\V'-tll 1t155-tlt-lit%' lptI tlntlllait- lttmii

(Fig 27. Figure 26. Liquid oxygen run tank in

liquid nitrogen jacket

IbquidI itrdrttgen storago. .-\ 12,V-gallon liquidi ludro-
go'l storlage' tank is oitattl bhlind t abiarric'ade alxlmt
2WM ft to th lit'tist ant Ist tit ot f tlit'- test stand. 11his tank
is vaitilli jatktctati 141 S iast loss rate oif not motrt' thani

2.6', of tank CAjIatit\' per t.A v~ao'tiitin jacktetd tranis-
Iter i int t i io'ct s t his st t ige tank tto the hydrolgen ru n
taiik att thet st~oit (Fig 2S).

I~a quid otxyg l,''i trag'. .- ro~atdworthyv trailer, originally
1Miiito fomr liqtit fltiorine scrviet'. has ht't'n 1110difitA( antI
inionltet tot tlio' tast, ntI ntorth, oif the( test standl for

sttoragt' tof litjiiid ow\gt'i (Fig 29). The tixgt'n tank is
COlI )t'ittINlol l Witiiitt i d tit liquid li troigen tanik,

- whtich ill turnt is instulatted byiv vactioiti jacket. .'\%ti
Nttrt'ltt litpit'fitr ttits rt'Clil iinti return tto thet systtIlo

In i c n g ite boliltff. ., t ratsfer line icontinetts tihe o\w.gt'nl

storiia rct' 31 to tit i'IVgt'l rllun t ank att thet test standi.

Vi qiid ititrttiott .supply. .-\ large litIiii nitrogeni sttrage
- ~ ~ I ~ank (Fig :30, 25),M) -standtanti- ft, gas capacity) has

hlet'll ilit~tltld attit' 0 tW aWMls 1T'St Station tti sopl\
Figure 25. Flexure hinge parallelogram linkage litji ilIttiieli folr tliillg (oNs i antI jackteting equlip-

test stand motor mount ti1tett Mt stittol C itti to stipIiil thlnililgi a higi prtessturte
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Figure 29. Liquid oxygen trailer and storage tank

Figure 27. Liquid hydrogen run tank in pit near test stand

Figure 30. Liquid nitrogen storage tank

pilliphind lica -cagii high h1it-ciiii' iiliI itigl l gastifo

Figure 28. iquid hydrgen storag tank \ittuh ciin,scd an o s tored lit ill ig iiriiiiiiti

behind barricade fil gas iluliig pimpilet.
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I (hiO (I0 h~iwid i I lr.T'he reio c tI omleh)Itedi work
wvithi ,I' ,-- N.!1 inolhved~ de(velopmllent of a CIJJ) anid
J)/lg inijector elelliit for list il ihilt ilelnelnt injec-
toirs. Tihis in~jectorl lenielit is bl)(ieved( toh biiplicialle

to all types of iuopilaiits. mhid w~ill bie ieoriorated ill
WHhIh oI tihe ilhj((thil being madh~e foi- thei( - 1,L., pro-

grihll. liasit-ally, tite iij(tl (iellhilt jinvolves the dcflee--
Hotj~ (hf stivionsh of pr~ope(~lat to forllIh utcrihtt in~terlheve
tihinh sheets oif pIliht, wVitlh soic ihixilig (hf side 5iprih\'5

\% itliih tihi' prohtect(i (olhfilcs ofi tlh(- cupl. Mlost of tlhe-
liiilig heeur-s bv Illaiss tranlsfer lbetwvil tihe slihets of

p r(opelladnt ts t i h si et tp roceed (I ( ii t Iie ((i holiist 301

(lhailhlbtr. IThe oriigiid ilhjuetor c-eletilt ini'ivlve 2 ro~ws

of blhliis dirilhled at dlhgle5 ofh :10 (le.g to i l\is oif tih(-

vI(Iih(it, it \%% d(esir((i to silmplif ,N tlhe fahbricitioil ofWI Iis of tlhh, (lellhilit ilhi hllilkilhg Silill)le- duinges ill tihe-
(lli((till sirfacis. .\ \\hteri ti-st 1110(1(1 5wiis designed

Figure 31. High pressure hydrogen gas compressor mhhid ihhrihchtt( andt 5(5 eril moiiedj defhctiop sulrfaees
with low pressure inlet accumulator tanks \%ct reillS stigded 55 itlhhit wehieinilg lt, (I(sired resuilts.

It. \\ht( tist Ihiii(Il siii. to tlh(- origillal ( If- -\. II

Initroducitioni of liqilliu Ii'\ drIrih. i it I IICIIllit ;ht hlhjiethir e(Iilheit. blit adjlistic ill s3/c toi fit tlh(- I'llI ' 1lO2
hl)(vthir. \%,i mad~te to gist, it Ssite&thil slia hilt-

tihi. test stiltioii Ilits red(Ilihre tlil (1(5 ilihiliilt o o - trl .Irctol(filijdrlsn hsecl ti
j)(telhee inl 2 lit-\% fields. Heedihse of ti( \ide i'. ( I ilhI Bi- rue ng

(Iit(tioi lhfilvdiroge~li tilu 1( 1hIliig(-ll- hiti~l iiilii s fl(t lh\ pt)elghlit Nilt tlit( clietric sp~ark ignlitionl Ihihs bieen
We iniitiires; ineais (Is(( to ti lrgc ( isaIte. alnd lilillp iilhlilI s tisitor\ii .- decisionl \\,Is iilitli to) is .15 loss
tI l systi li; it11(1 displ~u ofI L'1semils \\istes tfhroulgh cll- teliol (2tKK) \ 5 iglhitili 5'. tvlin usinig h 5(llhiih onulitor-
\iitchI stis. iqulidI Ih5(lli-~ii mhhust lie ni.iltitiliihI *ht h t\pc ignihtionl p11g. It is siitiial tihat i ipropirly ied
seny loss tililpeirat Ilre (371' il I pilili ctleillilS eii-

cie . t isilidollof ails ld lli%. esdesIIWillo gas bei liI-stlht \\.Ihcre the igihiter is opierated. amid Ahso

tiiht lisiltjili if aiks 11(1 I~hs. lesdest ie liti) tlhit tlhclre bcillfiiihshback inhto the iiiiiilds or o5cr-
duitioi toi lo\% dclhsit\ Iil\1ihrilf. itiiihilis I lhtioilh hl tigiith ~dk~li..5 etlliiiitrhhslt

teelhlhlliig tihis .. Iiejiil liht Ihhis Ici too tI (i \telshs (- list locating tof (\h ihi th g . tc~hlt igniio torch aste beoen

ofi \m-1h11l1 jaceketinhg for1 inlhihtiolh. hihhl ti priihiliuuii, lit it silt hlht~iniiv tlit iiijetiii ofle-ssts 5iil e m bitefore

lod lilhilhi1- (etl( io i cihlh liiii jiiiiiW)ilit 55dogl stlllisg(1l

v. Prelimiinary, stIudics. 'Ilh lihjil llifiitt ilis ii the HI'lhlihftr caliraittion. Ib'.'\ rates (of the p~ropellanits
C-stid lcil )alit\(. bcil lllpiewliid ll iiiot oif tlhc lic\\ an.( to lie iintered andt conitrolledI b\' ciitalt ig 5 (liris

tilliillelt ias ileeli procuried, is inl use( or is bliing at the( bottomis of the( p~ropiellanht tanik stiidpipes. '1iese

(liiekedl 010t. Ir IllikdillS.h litilibe-rl lii Iilliilh15\ stihlV iiiii lids\( ell vhlihitdte l i d 55ter %vsteli. but
anid ispiriiiintal lirojeits to li eirformied lieiorve atiial eAliblaitioli to it higher 11(111o4dS iiuie is requilired.
ihotor tests ;ir iliitiiiI. Illese priijeets le desiguild to) lI qiiiil itiiigtii1 eailiraltiiiii tAll lie aceouuiplishied alt highl
provide ealibratiiiii iniiirihtioii miid tiiee-koidt oil iihstrih- if()\ ratit d high pressulre bys litiliiing the 2 proipellanit
Iiieiitatioiold11( fIo\(ils dl ilig 55 5t4.iis ()I toi 1)1+i\it]i rin taiks mdl displaeting thec liquid iitltigtu frontu I to

illf orlilt ionldi (icsigi daita abilit (Iihlilcilti adi comli- tithe otlher tlroiigli at line coiltaiig it w\itcr ctlibriti

plilts whiech \\ill blic iiiid litihirI- lile liiitti firinig tuirbii t~ pc filoisnwttr of thii ppriipriate ratlge. Ilie
tvIts lbigilh. \t tihe siliii tiii thel pihilliliarv tests \\ ill osil ;ill evror ii suchl a talliiratill lii ahllri1l - : oi.

fh~iiii iiiiliilritv \\itlh. ;lild sirs i as tiiioi te'sts olf. tll- V, but tlli.s \\Ill liase( to bev mheeltd ill 01(1(1 toi pie tlh('
thlidir silibs' stiiis \\ Ill( bh l151 re Iwlh I](-\ I\ iihstdili( I ilh N\ stIll Intio inlitiall iiiiiratio il(1 ad un1til troiip kl c.ilhitl
Ilc ti st stil( liia ((hivs tIcis InIieei % viilibe (ibtilile(I.
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Seal and component tests. Low temperature affects the lb-thrust at sea lev',l for the version of the motor with
operation of components, and it is important that problem an exit area ratio of 3.5), the motor wall temperatures are
areas be identified to avoid serious trouble. A l)articular high enough to make satisfactory operation questionable.
problem is that of making mechanical joint seals which Further calculations are to be made to establish the
remain tight at low temperature. A small test chamber, requirements for water cooling of the existing thrust
8 in. in diameter and 12 in. long, has been fabricated, chambers and to establish the coolant passage modifica-
Components placed within the chamber can be cooled by tions required if similar thrust cha hers are to be built
contact with a coolant coil after the surrounding space to cool with hydrogen when operated at chamber pres-
has been evacuated; then the component can be pres- sures from 50 to 300 psia. An estimate will also be made
surized or actuated with helium gas, and leakage of of the transient temperature rise to be expected in the
helium into the vacuum space can be monitored with a wall of an uncooled thrust chamber duplicating the inte-
leak detector. A lightweight, 2-in. pipe flange (of JPL rior configuration of the cooled motor.
design), and several commercia' seals are ready for As indicated the test stand modifications have been
testing. completed (with the exception of I length of high

Temperature transducer calibration. Low temperatures pressure, vacuum-jacketed propellant line which has been
will be measured with tungsten wire resistance elements returned to the vendor for repairs); flowmeter calibration
and with copper-constantan thermocouples. In order to and component testing are underway. Initial component
permit comparison of these transducers and to check tests and system checks will be made using liquid nitro-
calibration at a few points, an insulated vessel having 3 gen as a working fluid and as a refrigerant. The system
identical transducer wells has been fabricated. This vessel will be ready for liquid hydrogen during January 1962,
can be filled with any of the cryogenic fluids, and the and rocket motor tests should start soon thereafter.
boiloff vapor pressure can be adjusted to obtain a range
of the corresponding saturation temperatures of the fluid. Several welded-rib cooled thrust chambers are availa-

ble for the test program which can be used: (1) for low
mixture ratio tests (r less than 5) at 150-psi chamber pres-

preparation for the LH.-LO motor test program includes sure, (2) at a later time for tests at 300-psi chamber
the following efforts: pressure, or (3) with water cooling over the entire range

Physical property data. Literature is being surveyed of useful mixture ratios and at chamber pressures up to
for what aj pears to be the most reliable values of the 300 psia. Several uncooled combustion chambers and
following properties: density, viscosity, thermal conduc- nozzles are on hand for short duration tests to prove the
tivity, specific heat, enthalpy, and entropy, as functions system before the more costly cooled thrust chambers are
of pressure and temperature. The foot, second, pound- used. Injectors of the multielement cup and plug-type
force, slug-mass, degree Bankin unit system has been previously (iescribed are being fabricated for use with
selected as standard for all calculations, and where the both the cooled and the uncooled thrust chambers. Injec-
property data cannot be conveniently put into these units, tors of the concentric stream showerhead and the
the appropriate conversion factors are being appended to impinging stream types are also being considered for use.
the data. The collected data will serve as a common
standard for measurements, calculations, and transmission
of information by all personnel working on the LH.-L . P
program. Research is being conducted into fuels to be used in
Heat transfer calculations. The heat transfer character- advanced power reactors. The reactors are anticipated

istics, wall temperature, and coolant conditions of an for hog-range, nuclear-electric spacecraft missions requir-

existing 6000-lb-thrust (vacuum) welded-rib thrust cham- ing thermal outputs of 10 mw for time periods of 2 to 3

her (originally designed for uise with the NAO-NH, years.

propellant) have been compuited for the IH.-IAO propel- Investigations show that a molten fuel reactor employ-
lant, using hydrogen as the coolant. Gas-side heat transfer ing 70 UF,. and 3M, sodium fluoride will have approxi-
was computed using the enthalpy potential methodi mately the same weight as a solid fuel reactor limited to
described in Reference 14. The performance of liquid an average burnup of 30,000 mwd/t. Both reactors will
hydrogen is ia coolant at supercritical pressure was com- weigh in the neighborhood of 350 kilograms for core
pited by the methol describedl in Beference 15. These volume fractions of 0.6 fuel, 0.3 coolant (lithium) and 0.1
calculations show that for operation at 150-psi chamber structure (zirconium). The assumed solid fuel burnup
pressuare, and a mixture ratio of 5.0 (approximately .12(X)- performance appears to be within the capability of solid
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fuel elements; however, an average burnup of more than
30,000 mwd/t in an operating high temperature, high- Material Flow rate, Temperature, Pressure,

power-density space power reactor cannot be predicted gal/min 0 F psig
with confidence at this time. If the solid fuel is assumed Lithium I to 10 2200 Up to 20
to be uranium carbide, the high fuel density of this com-
pound yields a significantly smaller core than the molten Potassium 0 to 1 1500 to 2000 200

fluoride fueled reactor (approximately 49 vs 35 liters).
Since payload shield weight must be minimized, the low In addition to obtaining liquid metal corrosion and heat
fuel density of the fluoride fuel is definitely undesirable transfer data, the following components are to be devel-
(although not completely prohibitive). For this reason, oped and operated at loop temperature for periods up to
additional nonstructural fuels are under investigation 10,000 hr.
which possess high fuel density and the ability to provide
high burnup. (1) A liquid metal centrifugal 0 leakage pump capable

of pumping lithium at 2200°F up to 10 gpm at

5. Corrosion of Liquid Metals 100 ft total dynamic head, constructed of Cb-lZr.

A Liquid Metals Corrosion Program has been initiated (2) Two liquid metal swing gate valves for 2200OF

by the energy sources group to determine the compati- lithium and potassium service, constructed of

bility of various container materials with liquid potassium, Cb-lZr.

lithium, cesium rubidium, indium, uranium, uranium car- (3) An electromagnetic flow meter for 2200°F lithium
bide, lithium fluoride and uranium fluoride, flow measurements.

Columbium-lZr, tantalum 10W, 933 alloy and B77 (4) A Cb-lZr bellows to be statically tested in lithium
alloy (Westinghouse Electric Company) will be evalu- at 22(X"F for 500 cycles.
ated for simple solution corrosion, alloying between
liquid metal and solid metal, inter-granular penetration, (5) A Cb-lZr diaphragm for pressure measurements

and temperature-gradient mass transfer at 22000F. at 2200" F for lithium and potassium service.

Static and dyna..ic corrosion and mass transfer mecha- (6) Three boiler designs for loop operation at loop
nisms are to be investigated in 6 tilting furnaces capable design conditions.
of tilting 45 deg from the horizontal, from 0 to 4 (7) Potassium vapor separator.
cycles/mmn.Tyclestmin. c(8) Instrumentation techniques for the measurementTest capsules will be ,n an argon atmosphere and instru- of bo~iling potassium temperatures in a single tube
mented at the hot and cold ends. An inert atmosphere potassium boiler.
chamber (capable of attaining 10 1 mm Hg) will be used
for test capsule construction, liquid metal fill, and loop (9) A fission gas vent capable of venting fission prod-
construction. ticts while containing core fuel will be investigated

A .30 kw (thermal), lithium-boiling potassium loop will and tested.

be constructed from Cb-lZr and enclosed in an inert In addition to the above, long time (10,000 hr) creep-to-
atmosphere chamber. This loop will operate at these rupture strength will be determined for various container
conditions: materials for reactor service.
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III. SL1lcLtm

1. Mission 2. Apogee Rocket Motor Design

The Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) formally The Laboratory has completed the detailed design of
undertook Project Syncom in August 1961. The objective the rocket motor which is cylindrical in shape, with
is to provide narrow band communications with a light- oblate-hemispherical ends, using a conical nozzle with
weight Earth satellite in a 24-hr orbit. A 3-stage Thor- a submerged ,ntrance and throat (Fig 1). The grain
Delta vehicle will boost the spacecraft into an elliptical perforation is conical except at the head-end web which
transfer orbit with the apogee at synchronous altitude. has star points. The case material is AIS1410 stainless
A solid-propellant rocket motor in the satellite will be steel, fabricated of sheet-metal construction. The major
fired at apogee to give the satellite near-synchronous motor characteristics are shown in Table 1.
velocity. A combination of hydrogen peroxide and nitro-
gen gas jet systems controlled from the ground will be A sketch of the motor incorporated into the Syncom
used to position the satellite at the proper longitude and satellite is shown in Figure 2. When cast in its off-loaded
orient it to the proper attitude.

The most nearly adaptable on-the-shelf motor is a to 24 in . -
13.5-in.-diameter spherical rocket motor, containing 67 lb 4NOZZLE
ol propellant in its present configuration. The motor is 12-sn 0

designated TE345 and was developed by the Thiokol
Elkton Division. This motor will have to be modified and Soule
off-loaded to the mission, and is generally limited in its

capability for this application. (;SFC has implemented a
dual program by adapting the TE345 and requesting JPl, IGNITER

to develop a high performance motor optimized for the
mission. This motor will provide a significant payload
weight margin, and will be capable of off-loading within PROPELLANT

reasonable limits to accommodate more optimized tra-
j(-ctories and orbits, Figure 1. JPL Syncom apogee motor
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Table 1. Estimated vacuum performance of 800F possible, the motor will impart 6090 ft/sec velocity to
propellant' temperature the same initial weight of satellite, resulting in a minimum

burn-out payload (less motor hardware) of 54.7 lb. The
Parenter Volo latter mission would provide a less-inclined orbit than

the former, dependent on the boost vehicle capability and
Average thrust, lb 1030 trajectory. Alternatively, the fully loaded motor will
Average pressure, psia 200 deliver 4850 ft/sec to an initial satellite weighing 147.6 lb
Action tim. sec 20 with a bum-out weight of 77.3 lb (less motor hardware).
Propellant specific impulse, Ib-sec/lb 283
Nozzle expansion ratio 35
Propellant weight (maximum loading). lb 62 3. Development Program
Initial motor moss ratio 0.90

9P apellent: SYN-3 AP/64%, PU/20%, AI/16%. The program is scheduled for a flight date in the last
quarter of 1962, resulting in a tight development schedule.
Design work was initiated in October 1961, and all test-

condition, the motor will impart 4850-ft/sec velocity ing is expected to be completed 1 year later. Six heavy-
increment to a satellite weighing 125 lb initially, resulting walled motor tests, 16 development-type firings with the
in a minimum bum-out payload (less motor hardware) of flight-weight cases, and 21 qualification tests of the flight
64 lb. Loaded with the maximum amount of propellant configuration will be accomplished. Included in the 21
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Figure 2. Preliminary assembly of JPL apogee motor In Syncom satellite
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qualification rounds will be 2 spin-fired motors and 8 and low initial port-to-throat ratios. Accordingly, a task
motors tested at the Arnold Engineering Development has been undertaken to determine the behavior of this
Center. propellant with tests being conducted with partially sub-

The propellant formulation has been selected and is merged nozzles to fully simulate the final Syncom motor

now being characterized for its ballistic and physical design.

properties. It is a 20% polyurethane, 641 ammonium An igniter squib is being developed which will meet
perchlorate, 16% aluminum powder additive propellant. the more severe RF radiation safe requirements recently
One of the significant advanced features of the motor suggested by the Air Force Missile Test Center. The goal
design is the relatively low chamber operating pressure is to provide a squib which will not fire as a result of
which allows a lightweight case design. However, investi- applying 1 w of direct current power for 5 min and the
gation has revealed that unstable burning or chuffing may application of 1 amp direct current for 5 min. The squib
occur for any given propellant at well defined starting detailed design and fabrication will be done by an outside
pressures and port-to-throat ratios, with the doubtful contractor, and qualification and acceptance will be
areas of operation occurring at low chamber pressures accomplished at JPL.
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